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Abstract 

 

This thesis explores press representations of male and female war resisters 

of the First World War during both the conflict and important points of its 

commemoration, with a specific focus on gender. My original contribution to 

knowledge is twofold. First, this thesis shows the significant ways that 

gendered representations of anti-war women and men responded to one 

another, creating a shifting depiction of the anti-war movement as a whole. 

The gendering of male and female resisters drew on, reinforced, and 

contested both pre-war and wartime conceptions of gender in a variety of 

ways and this thesis demonstrates how the construction of gender and 

resistance has implications for understanding the relationship between 

gender and war more broadly. The second original contribution to 

knowledge that this study makes is the connection between the depiction of 

masculinity and femininity during the conflict and the way that anti-war men 

and women have been included in commemorative narratives. Uncovering 

this connection underscores the importance of considering the role that 

gender plays in commemoration and the endurance of particular wartime 

gendered constructions in the interpretation of the war in the present day. 

 

Using a chronological approach, this study explores the key narratives of 

resistance in both pro-war and anti-war press publications. It demonstrates 

the central role that the press has played as a key conduit through which 

public narratives of resistance have been formed, reinforced, and contested. 

The analysis throughout this thesis highlights how the press has offered a 

space in which the public have contributed to the shaping of these narratives 

in ways that have been implicitly and explicitly gendered both during the war 

and its commemoration. Consequently, this study demonstrates how the 

press has facilitated and played a key role in the important relationship that 

resistance has to gender, war, and memory.  
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Introduction 

 

As the mother of one dear boy lying in a grave in France, while his 

brother is daily risking his life on the Passchendaele Ridge, I deem 

myself rich indeed to have so much to give my country, but oh, I 

passionately protest against the ‘conscientious’ canker in our 

midst!1 

 

Published in the Daily Mail in 1917, this letter evokes a number of the 

gendered layers of understanding that would come to influence the 

depiction of those who opposed the First World War in Britain. The patriotic 

mother, the sacrificing, courageous soldier, and the insidious and cowardly 

war resister were all tropes that contributed to a shifting and contentious 

configuration of war resistance as a gendered act. This gendering was central 

not only to the representation of conscientious objectors but was also 

fundamental to the consideration and marginalisation of anti-war women, as 

well as the position of men and women within the peace movement as a 

whole. This thesis seeks to explore the connection between gender and 

resistance by considering the role that gender has played in press 

representations of the war resisters of the Great War both during the conflict 

and in its significant anniversary periods. Indeed, male and female resisters 

were represented in clearly gendered ways, with conceptions of masculinity 

and femininity and their relationship to war and peace significantly impacting 

upon the distinct and shifting depictions of anti-war men and women. The 

press is a key conduit through which the narratives of war resistance have 

been formulated and has been central to how resisters were represented 

and understood, both by those who supported them and those who 

disagreed with their standpoint. The discussion of male and female 

opponents of the conflict in pro-war and anti-war publications worked to 

                                                 
1
 J. C. H., ‘Well-Fed “Conchies”’, Daily Mail, 15

th
 November 1917, p. 2. 
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construct a number of key discourses which were intimately intertwined with 

conceptions of masculinity and femininity. Narratives of maternalism and the 

relationship between womanhood and peace, discourses of courage, duty 

and sacrifice, and representations of suffering and martyrdom all became 

integral to how resisters were depicted both throughout the war and in the 

years after it.  

 

Whilst there have been some studies examining both the cultural 

representation of war resisters and the inherently gendered language and 

imagery connected to this, these have tended to focus on either male or 

female war resisters, not both.2 Lois Bibbings’ study of cultural 

representations of conscientious objectors’ masculinity is thematically similar 

to this study but the different focus, methodology and timeframe of this 

thesis explores resistance and gender from a different perspective.3 Whilst 

Bibbings looks exclusively at conscientious objectors through a variety of 

cultural representations as well as how COs were regarded and dealt with by 

their families, communities, government, employers, the legal system and 

the military, this thesis looks at both men and women who resisted the war 

and the way that they were discussed and represented in the press. As John 

Tosh has noted, one conclusion that can be drawn from recent work on 

masculinity is its relational quality.4 ‘Neither masculinity nor femininity is a 

meaningful construct without the other; each defines, and is in turn defined 

by, the other.’5 As a consequence of this analytical division of men and 

                                                 
2
 For example, Lois Bibbings explores the masculinity of conscientious objectors through 

cultural representations in Telling Tales About Men: Conscientious Objectors to Military 

Service during the First World War (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2009). Susan 

Grayzel has analysed the narratives used to discuss anti-war women in chapter 5, ‘Feminism 

on Trial: Women’s Dissent and the Politics of Peace’ of Women’s Identities at War: Gender, 

Motherhood and Politics and Britain and France during the First World War (Chapel Hill; N. 

C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1999). 

3
 L. Bibbings, Telling Tales.  

4
 John Tosh, Manliness and Masculinities in Nineteenth-Century Britain (Harlow: Pearson 

Education Ltd, 2005), p. 104. 

5
 Ibid, p. 104. 
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women, our knowledge of how opposition to the war was gendered in a 

variety of ways at different points of the war remains limited. Taking the 

relational connection between masculinity and femininity as a central 

analytical focus, this thesis has built on the work of Bibbings to broaden 

understanding of how gender inflected the representation of the First World 

War peace movement as well as its inclusion into the conflict’s 

remembrance.  

 

Taking a chronological approach which will look at the four years of the war, 

the five immediate post-war years, the 50th anniversary and the current 

centenary, this thesis will broaden knowledge of war resistance by 

considering two key research questions. First, what were the dominant 

discourses that were constructed with relation to male and female war 

resisters in the press and how did these develop over the course of the war 

and at significant periods of commemoration? Second, what role did gender 

play in the formation of these discourses? By undertaking a chronological 

survey of the representations of male and female war resisters, considerable 

insights can be gained into the way gendered representations were 

constructed in relation to one another and developed in response to 

changing contexts. Moreover, analysing war resisters through a gendered 

lens sheds light on the centrality of gender to how wartime experience was 

understood both at the time and in the years afterwards. 6 In doing so, it 

                                                 
6
 See for example the edited collection on gender and the two World Wars, Margaret 

Randolph Higonnet [et al.]  (eds), Behind the Lines: Gender and the Two World Wars (New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 1987). There are number of studies which analyse masculinity 

and war in a broad sense. See Paul Higate’s edited collection on military masculinities, 

Military Masculinities: Identity and the State (London: Paeger, 2003), Stefan Dudnik, Karen 

Hagemann and John Tosh’s edited volume, Masculinities in Politics and War: Gendering 

Modern History (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2004). There are also studies 

which explore the relationship between femininity and war. See Sharon Macdonald, Pat 

Holden and Shirley Ardener (eds), Images of Women in Peace and War: Cross-Cultural and 

Historical Perspectives (Basingstoke: Macmillan Education Ltd., 1987). A number of studies 

have focused specifically on gender during the Great War. For example, C. Hämmerle, O. 

Überegger and B. Bader-Zaar (eds), Gender and the First World War (Basingstoke: Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2014); Jessica Meyer, Men of War: Masculinity and the First World War in 

Britain (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009); Laura Ugolini, Civvies: Middle-class Men 

on the English Home Front, 1914-18 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013); 
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contributes to a much broader literature on gender and war which has 

examined the diverse ways that both masculinity and femininity have been 

constructed during times of conflict. Foregrounding the role of gender in 

narratives of war resistance also reveals why a marginal wartime group 

generated a relatively large amount of both admiration and derision within 

public narratives of the conflict. Indeed, by exploring conceptions of 

masculinity and femininity and how these were linked to wider questions of 

identity, it is clear that war resisters were understood in ways that had broad 

implications for how British society saw itself and its wartime experience in 

ways that continue to resonate in the present. 

 

This thesis will explore how press representations of anti-war men and 

women configured war resistance as a gendered act through the formulation 

and contestation of a number of discourses which drew on a diverse 

conceptualisation of masculinity and femininity during the war. These 

discourses ranged from overtly gendered narratives such as motherhood and 

soldiering to more implicitly gendered discourses like degeneration, liberty, 

and suffering. It will be argued that the way these narratives were discussed 

in the press was influenced by both pre-war and wartime constructions of 

femininity and masculinity whilst also having a significant effect on how the 

experience of war was gendered both during and after the conflict. The 

centrality of gender to the shaping of the anti-war movement has not been 

confined to the years 1914-1918 but has also had a considerable influence 

over the way resistance to the Great War has been remembered and 

interpreted at important commemorative anniversary periods, such as the 

current centenary. Through an analysis of the discourses used by the press to 

depict men and women engaged in opposition to the war, this study 

highlights the complex and often contradictory ways that gender actively 

                                                                                                                               

Nicoletta F. Gullace, “The Blood of our Sons”: Men, Women, and the Renegotiation of 

British Citizenship during the Great War (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002); S. 

Grayzel, Women’s Identities at War. 
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formed understanding of male and female resisters to the Great War. In 

doing so, it will contribute to the study of war resistance through three 

significant areas of First World War historiography: gender, public narratives, 

and memory. 

 

Gender 

A central contention of this thesis is that the myriad ways that gender 

shaped the conceptualisation of the Great War during 1914-1918 is of 

particular importance because it has had a considerable effect on how First 

World War peace activism is understood today. The importance of this 

research is thus underscored by the current centenary commemorations of 

the conflict where remembrance remains a sensitive and contested issue, 

and the war resister continues to occupy an uneasy place in public 

remembrance. This research will therefore broaden the current historical 

view about how opposition to the Great War was understood in gendered 

terms as well as the way that gendered narratives and constructions have 

informed how the conflict has been remembered. 

 

Using gender as a central point of analysis, this study is envisaged as a work 

of gender history and has taken influence from and will add to the growing 

work of literature on war and gender generally, as well as specific 

examinations on the construction of masculinity and femininity. Scholarly 

inquiries into the connections between gender and war have revealed the 

way the relationship between the two has been historically and culturally 

constructed by both the state and in the wider public sphere. Margaret and 

Patrice Higonnet’s metaphorical analysis of the ‘double helix’ gender 

structure, which examines masculinity and femininity as two intertwined 

strands, has important implications for the way in which male and female 
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war resisters can be analysed.7 Although this metaphor has come under 

criticism for failing to adequately interrogate how masculinity and femininity 

are constructed,8 the image of the ‘double helix’ bears the important 

argument that neither women nor men can be looked at in isolation but 

must be analysed within a ‘persistent system of gender relations.’9 This is 

particularly significant for this study, as the comparative examination of 

representations of male and female war resisters demonstrates that 

constructions of femininity and masculinity and their relationship to peace 

shift both in response to each other and to external events. This relational 

connection between masculinity and femininity is crucial to understanding 

how gender became a central yet contested symbolic aspect of war 

resistance during the First World War. 

 

Understanding the way in which masculinity and femininity have been 

constructed, particularly with relation to war and peace, is critical to an 

examination of how they were routinely invoked in representations of war 

resisters. Gail Braybon takes issue with the way some historians of the First 

World War have used the vocabulary of gender without exploring the 

context behind these terms, noting that terminology such as masculinity and 

femininity is not neutral but is culturally constructed.10 In this regard, the 

literature on the construction of masculinity and femininity, as well as more 

specific analyses of military masculinities, and women and peace will inform 

this study. 

 

                                                 
7
 Margaret and Patrice Higonnet, ‘The Double Helix’ in Behind the Lines, pp. 31-47. 

8
 See Gail Braybon, ‘Winners or Losers: Women’s Symbolic Role in the War Story’ in Gail 

Braybon (ed.), Evidence, History and the Great War: Historians and the Impact of 1914-1918 

(New York: Berghahn Books, 2003), pp. 86-112 (pp. 99-100). 

9
 Ibid, p. 34. 

10
 Gail Braybon, ‘Winners or Losers’, p. 99. 
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The history of masculinity is a relatively new field and is particularly relevant 

to the First World War as masculinity was central to configurations of the 

soldier and became one of the main sites of contestation when it came to 

male war resisters. More specifically, the growing body of work that analyses 

the connection between masculinity and militarism has significant 

implications for exploring the gendering of male war resisters.11 Of particular 

importance to this study is the concept of hegemonic masculinity, developed 

by R. W. Connell and expanded upon by others.12 Hegemonic masculinity 

describes a hierarchical system of masculinities in which the hegemonic 

masculinity is constructed against both other subordinated masculinities and 

women.13 This concept is fundamental to the analysis of male war resisters 

as they were situated within a hierarchical structure that placed martial 

masculinity based on the principles of sacrifice, duty, and courage at the top. 

Conscientious objectors were thus gendered with specific reference to the 

hegemonic masculinity of the soldier.  

 

Unsurprisingly, the masculinity of servicemen has been examined from a 

number of different perspectives. Jessica Meyer has analysed how masculine 

identity was configured by soldiers through their letters, diaries, and post-

war memoirs and argues that two masculine ideals emerge most clearly in 

these personal narratives: the heroic and the domestic.14 Soldiers’ letters and 

diaries also form the basis of Michael Roper’s study of the emotional and 

                                                 
11

 For example: David H. J. Morgan, ‘Theatre of War: Combat, The Military and Masculinity’ 

in Theorizing Masculinities, ed. by Harry Brod and Michael Kaufman (London: Sage 

Publications), pp. 165-182; P. Higate (ed.), Military Masculinities: Identity and the State; 

Paul Higate and John Hopton, ‘War, Militarism and Masculinties’ in Handbook of Studies on 

Men and Masculinities, ed. by Michael S. Kimmel, Jeff Hearn and R. W. Connell (London: 

Sage Publications, 2005), pp. 432-447; Michael Paris, Warrior Nation: Images of War in 

British Popular Culture, 1850-2000 (London: Reaktion, 2000); Jessica Meyer, Men of War: 

Masculinity and the First World War in Britain (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009; S. 

Dudnik, K. Hagemann and J. Tosh (eds), Masculinities in Politics and War and Stephen 

McVeigh and Nicola Cooper (eds.), Men After War (New York: Routledge, 2013). 

12
 R. W. Connell, Masculinities (Cambridge: Polity, 1995). 

13
 R. W. Connell, Gender and Power: Society, The Person and Sexual Politics (Cambridge: 

Polity, 1987), p. 183. 

14
 J. Meyer, Men of War. 
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psychological aspects of masculinity during the war in which he contends 

that the domestic and martial aspects of male identity were intertwined and 

dependent upon one another.15 In Ilana Bet-El’s examination of wartime 

masculinity, the focus is specifically on the conscript soldier and she argues 

that, unlike the hegemonic masculinity of the volunteer soldier, the 

masculinity of conscripts was constructed as inferior.16 Although the soldier 

has been the main focus of the study of First World War masculinity, Laura 

Ugolini’s analysis of middle-class men who remained on the home front 

sheds light on the social and gendered dislocation felt by these men during 

the war because of the particular construction of wartime masculinity which 

was so intertwined with the soldier.17 Similarly, Lois Bibbings’ examination of 

conscientious objectors and masculinity has offered a crucial basis for this 

study and demonstrates the impact of constructions of wartime masculine 

identity on the depiction of male war resisters.18 This study will contribute to 

this body of literature by considering how public dialogues within the press 

contributed to the representation of conscientious objectors through a 

specifically gendered framework both during the war and in its 

commemoration. The analysis throughout this thesis will demonstrate that 

this gendering responded to and was informed by not only pre-war and 

wartime conceptions of masculinity but also the construction of femininity 

during the war, specifically the gendered representation of anti-war women. 

 

By exploring the ways that masculinity during wartime was formulated, this 

study can also be situated within a wider historiography of masculinity and 

conflict. The studies of soldiering during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic 

wars and Georgian period collated in Catriona Kennedy and Matthew 

                                                 
15

 Michael Roper, The Secret Battle: Emotional Survival in the Great War (Manchester: 

Manchester University Press, 2009). 

16
 Ilana Bet-El, Conscripts: Forgotten Men of the Great War (Stroud: The History Press, 2009 

2
nd

 edition). 

17
 L. Ugolini, Civvies: Middle-class Men on the English Home Front, 1914-18. 

18
 L. Bibbings, Telling Tales About Men. 
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McCormack’s edited collection touch upon a number of themes that are 

examined in this study.19 The soldier and his association to the nation, 

military identities, and citizenship are all central themes of the collection, 

demonstrating the links between masculinity and warfare in different time 

periods. The way that the different facets, complexities and contradictions of 

masculinity are formed during times of conflict and the way that these are 

related to broader questions of identity, the nation, and citizenship are all 

also explored in this study and consequently demonstrate the wider 

relevance of the examination of resistance and masculinity during the Great 

War.   

 

The identity of women during the war has similarly been examined with 

specific reference to gender. Christa Hämmerle, Oswald Überegger and 

Brigitte Bader-Zaar’s edited volume on gender and the Great War offers a 

number of recent studies which explore different facets of femininity, from 

the mourning mother, to the remembrance of female heroines and anti-

pacifist debates in the women’s movement.20 The construction of female 

patriotism during the war has also been explored by Nicoletta Gullace, who 

examines women’s involvement with the ‘White Feather’ campaign, and 

Susan Grayzel who has focused in particular on the construction of patriotic 

motherhood, have established important insights into how patriotism was 

gendered during the war.21 Grayzel’s work also explores how motherhood 

became one of the conflict’s central gendered narratives. Indeed, her 

                                                 
19

 Catriona Kennedy and Matthew McCormack (eds), Soldiering in Britain and Ireland, 1750-

1850 (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013). 

20
 C. Hämmerle, O. Überegger and B. Bader-Zaar (eds), Gender and the First World War. See 

especially the chapters by Claudia Siebrecht, ‘The Female Mourner: Gender and the Moral 

Economy of Grief during the First World War’, pp. 144-162; Alison S. Fell, ‘Remembering 

French and British First World War Heroines’, pp. 108-126; and Ingrid Sharp, ‘“A Foolish 

Dream of Sisterhood”: Anti-Pacifist Debates in the German Women’s Movement, 1914-

1919’, pp. 195-213. This volume also includes a number of important recent studies of 

masculinity and the First World War. 

21
 Nicoletta F. Gullace, ‘White Feathers and Wounded Men: Female Patriotism and the 

Memory of the Great War’, Journal of British Studies, Vol. 36, No. 2 (April, 1997), 178-206; 

S. Grayzel, Women’s Identities at War. 
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comparative study of the different ways narratives of motherhood and 

citizenship were employed in Britain and France during the war highlights the 

centrality of maternalist discourses during this period. 

 

Maternalism and its connection to women’s peace activism more broadly has 

also come under interrogation in recent decades, with a number of scholars 

working to both explore and deconstruct the connection between the two.22 

Maternalist discourses were invoked both by pro-war and anti-war voices 

and played an important yet contentious role in the representation of 

women’s wartime experiences. 23 The theoretical underpinning to this key 

discourse and the specific way it was invoked with reference to female war 

resisters will thus inform this study’s exploration of gender and peace 

activism during the Great War. Furthermore, this thesis will add to this 

literature by exploring the multifaceted ways that maternalism and 

femininity were constructed in relation to anti-war women in a manner that 

                                                 
22

 A number of works theorise the relationship between femininity, care-giving, and peace. 

See for example, Sharon Macdonald, ‘Drawing the Lines- Gender, Peace and War: An 

Introduction’ in S. Macdonald, P. Holden and S. Ardener (eds), Images of Women in Peace 

and War: Cross-Cultural and Historical Perspectives, pp. 1-26; Renate Bridenthal, Claudia 

Koonz and Susan Stuard, ‘Introduction’ in R. Bridenthal et. al. (eds), Becoming Visible: 

Women in European History (2
nd

 ed. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987), pp. 1-12 (p. 2); Laura 

Duhan Kaplan critiques the argument that women are naturally pacifistic and argues that this 

conceptualisation obscures the role that women have played in supporting wars in Laura 

Duhan Kaplan, ‘Woman as Caretaker: An Archetype that Supports Patriarchal Militarism’ in 

Feminism and Peace, ed. by Karen Warren and Duane Cady (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 1994), pp. 123-155 (p. 123). There are also a number of studies which 

examine the relationship between femininity, motherhood and peace within the specific 

context of historical women’s peace activism: Joyce Berkman, ‘Feminism, War and Peace 

Politics: The Case of World War One’ in Jean Bethke Elsthain and Sheila Tobias (eds), 

Women, Militarism and War: Essays in History, Politics and Social Theory (Savage, Md: 

Rowman and Littlefield, 1990), pp. 141-160; Susan R. Grayzel, Women’s Identities at War, 

specifically the chapter ‘Feminism On Trial: Women’s Dissent and the Politics of Peace’, 

Leila J. Rupp, Worlds of Women: The Making of an International Women’s Movement, 

particularly chapter 4 ‘The International Bonds of Womanhood’; Jill Liddington explores a 

number of strands of female anti-militarism, including maternalist peace narratives in The 

Long Road to Greenham: Feminism and Anti-Militarism in Britain since 1820 (London: 

Virago, 1989).  

23
 Susan Grayzel looks at both anti-war and pro-war maternalist narratives in chapters 5 and 6 

respectively of Women’s Identities at War; Leila J. Rupp examines the ideology of 

motherhood in the prominent anti-war women’s organisation, the Women’s International 

League for Peace and Freedom in Worlds of Women, pp. 83-89. Nicoletta Gullace examines 

pro-war maternalist discourses in chapter 3, ‘Redrawing the Boundaries of the Private Sphere: 

Patriotic Motherhood and the Raising of Kitchener’s Armies’ in “The Blood of our Sons”. 
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also impacted upon the configuration of female citizenship, duty and 

patriotism. 

 

Whilst the historiography on gender and the First World War, and theories of 

masculinity and femininity, offer important examinations of the role that 

gender played during the conflict, they have broadly been separated along 

gendered lines, focusing on either men or women. Consequently, there are 

still significant insights to be gleaned from undertaking analysis which looks 

at both men and women together, particularly in the realm of peace activism 

where such analysis has not yet been conducted. Taking inspiration from 

Janet Watson’s Fighting Different Wars and Gullace’s “The Blood of Our 

Sons”24 both of which examine men and women and their relationship to the 

changing gender structure during the war, Watson from the perspective of 

the experience and memory of active participants in war and Gullace through 

a focus on the construction of citizenship in relation to soldiers, mothers and 

conscientious objectors, this study will explore constructions of masculinity 

and femininity in tandem. This thesis will contribute to the literature of 

gender, war, and peace by examining how gendered representations of both 

male and female war resisters contributed to shifting and complex 

constructions of masculinity and femininity and their association with peace 

activism during the Great War. Crucially, these gendered configurations of 

war resistance responded, reacted, and changed in relation to one another 

and the symbolic position of men and women within the anti-war movement 

shifted in response. Exploring the representations of male and female 

resisters together therefore sheds light on how peace was gendered and how 

the depiction of resistance to war evolved through the invocation of 

constructs of femininity and masculinity. 

 

                                                 
24

 Janet S. K. Watson, Fighting Different Wars: Experience, Memory, and the First World 

War in Britain (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); N. Gullace, “The Blood of 

Our Sons”. 
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Public Narratives  

Using newspapers as the primary source base for an analysis of war 

resistance yields especially fruitful insights when foregrounding gender as an 

analytical tool because the press became a forum through which gendered 

ideas about war and peace were discussed and contested with specific 

reference to war resisters. Indeed, the way that the press has established 

and reinforced the narratives of resistance by focusing on particular stories 

and people, the frameworks of understanding that newspapers employ, and 

the manner in which the public engage with and contribute to public 

discourses through correspondence and online comments means that 

newspapers have played an important role in shaping the way resistance has 

been understood both during the war and in the years after its end. Crucially 

too, the press has considered both male and female resisters in varied ways 

and therefore offers important insights not only into key gendered 

discourses but also how narratives of masculinity and femininity, and the 

position of men and women within the peace movement responded and 

shifted in relation to each other and external events. Analysis of the press 

can widen our understanding of how specific debates and narratives 

interacted with, subverted, or were constricted by the dominance of certain 

discourses of masculinity and femininity. As Sharon MacDonald has argued, 

‘in the realm of gender, peace and war, the “unchangeable” seems 

particularly entrenched and this is manifest in the complex network of 

imagery.’25 This gendered imagery was present within the pages of the press 

and an examination of how correspondence, opinion pieces, and reports 

constructed male and female resisters in specifically gendered ways points to 

the underlying conceptions of masculinity and femininity that have 

underpinned, informed, and been contested to construct war resistance as a 

gendered act. 
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Within this context, it is particularly interesting that whilst the motivations 

and acts of female war resisters were often explicitly linked their gender, the 

gendering of male war resisters was shaped in more implicit but no less 

significant ways. Gisela Bock contends, ‘men appear to exist beyond gender 

relations to the same degree that they dominate them.’26 In this way, the 

realm of representation is particularly important for gaining an 

understanding of how the reinforcement and renegotiation of key 

discourses, many of which related to masculinity and femininity, were played 

out. As Joan Scott has argued ‘if we treat the opposition between male and 

female … as something contextually defined, repeatedly constructed, then 

we must … ask not only what is at stake in proclamations or debates that 

invoke gender to explain or justify their positions but also how implicit 

understandings of gender are being invoked and reinscribed.’27 The press in 

particular can shed light on important gendered narratives because it allows 

for a chronological investigation which can highlight both subtle and overt 

constructions of gender as well as underlying tensions in representations as 

they evolve over a certain period. By offering spaces where the public can 

actively contribute and respond to these narratives, analysing the press can 

also highlight the way that the public have added to the configuration of 

discourses of resistance. 

 

Lois Bibbings’ study of gender and the cultural representation of 

conscientious objectors is one work which highlights the significant insights 

that can be gleaned from public narratives.28 Using a variety of cultural 

sources such as newspapers, magazines and novels, Bibbings demonstrates 

how the masculinity of the First World War CO was constructed through 

representations of them as cowards, heroes, traitors, patriots, criminals, 
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degenerates and moral men. Locating her analysis in wider social discourses 

of masculinity, Bibbings’ study highlights the centrality of public narratives to 

the formation of gendered ideas about men and their wartime experience, 

and her analysis therefore forms a crucial theoretical and methodological 

base for this thesis. Where this study departs from Bibbings is in the 

examination of discourses of anti-war masculinity alongside the public 

narratives of femininity and war resistance. By considering how the gendered 

representations of female war resisters impacted upon the masculinity of 

objectors and vice versa, this study will build on the work of Bibbings to 

demonstrate how the press was a forum through which gendered 

constructions of war resistance, which were informed by conceptions of both 

femininity and masculinity, were formulated. Through a focus on a broader 

timeframe than Bibbings’ study, this thesis will also highlight how wartime 

gendered discourses have influenced the way that the anti-war movement 

has been included in commemorative narratives and will consequently 

contribute further understanding of the relationship between gender and 

resistance. 

 

Examining the public narratives of resistance during and after the Great War, 

this study will also contribute to a broader literature on public 

representations and narratives of the conflict. Cultural narratives of the war 

have formed a significant point of analysis, and literary responses, the press, 

and film have been the focus of various studies. There has, for example, been 

substantial exploration of the literature written in response to the war by a 

number of scholars, including the seminal studies of Bernard Bergonzi and 

Paul Fussell as well as more recent explorations of women’s consciousness 

and writing, and the work of the soldier poets.29 The emphasis on the 
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literature of the Great War as the central source of interpreting the conflict 

has been questioned by more recent studies which have focused more on 

television and film such as Emma Hanna’s examination of how public 

narratives in television programmes have shaped understanding of 1914-

18.30 The representation of the First World War British Army in a variety of 

mass media including television and film, has also been analysed by Stephen 

Badsey who demonstrates the interconnectedness of the military history and 

cultural history of the army in our knowledge of the Great War.31 George 

Robb has similarly looked at film amongst other sources such as cartoons and 

juvenile literature to examine how British society interpreted the war and 

how it was transformed in response.32 Yet despite the press forming part of 

the source base of some studies of the conflict,33 its important role in 

forming public narratives about gender during the war has not been fully 

explored. By considering how gendered discourses of resistance were 

formulated in the press both at the time and in retrospect as part of the 

construction of the war’s memory, this study will show how public dialogue 

and discussion within the press has played a significant role in establishing 

gendered frameworks of resistance that have informed the depiction of anti-

war men and women during the conflict and in its commemoration.   
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Focusing on the wartime press as the main historical source for this study 

comes with both undoubted benefits and certain methodological challenges. 

The value of embarking on a sustained analysis of the press for a study of one 

of the most significant periods of twentieth century British history is evident 

in the fact that ‘newspapers were one of the most successful products of the 

period.’34 Indeed, as Badsey has pointed out, the changes instituted in the 

decades before the war, particularly the Education Acts of 1870 and 1880, 

began to have an impact in the early twentieth century and contributed to 

the growth of working-class literacy and newspaper reading.35 By focusing on 

press narratives this thesis contributes to studies about the broader 

significance of the press as a way of accessing and exploring public opinion 

such as Adrian Bingham’s extensive work on newspapers, gender and 

sexuality in twentieth-century Britain and Aled Jones’ study of the press, 

power and the public in nineteenth-century England.36  

 

The popularity and proliferation of the press at the beginning of the 

twentieth century, and the ensuing significance it developed during the First 

World War, both as an informant and a tool for boosting public morale, 

makes it surprising that there has been little in-depth analysis of the press 

during this period. Whilst the ‘cultural turn’ has ignited renewed scholarly 

interest in the construction and underlying meanings of language,37 this type 

of academic attention has only recently begun to make a mark on the topic 

of war resistance during the First World War. Although some studies draw on 
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certain aspects of the press, there has been very little sustained in-depth 

analysis of how competing, complementary, and dominant themes and 

narratives are charted through the war years and the years following the 

Armistice.38  

 

The press is a particularly fruitful source when it comes to examining the 

discourses surrounding representations of male and female war resistance, 

especially since the amount of text devoted to the discussion of war resisters 

during the war was considerable, when compared with the actual numbers 

of resisters within British society. Both the press that was sympathetic to and 

allied with war resisters and the press that openly derided them frequently 

engaged with active representations of war resistance and thus contributed 

to the development of a set of narrative frameworks surrounding anti-war 

men and women. Furthermore, this study will show that, whilst newspapers 

as a space in which the narratives of First World War memory have been 

constructed has yet to be seriously considered, the press and readers’ 

responses to particular articles have had a significant influence on the way 

that resistance has been included as an aspect of the commemoration of the 

Great War.  

 

Newspapers and journals present historians with a number of unique insights 

into the way past societies understood themselves and made sense of events 

unfolding around them. As Adrian Bingham and Martin Conboy suggest, 

newspapers ‘play a significant role in articulating, reinforcing and challenging 

political and social identities.’39 Indeed, the depiction of anti-war men and 
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women reflected and contributed to discussions and anxieties about 

national, gendered, and religious identities. In addition, by examining how 

the language and content of the press alter over a period of time, the press 

can also ‘help us understand the complex dynamics of past societies.’40 This 

type of understanding is especially significant when considering the 

representation of male and female war resisters. Particular social and 

political identities were ascribed to both men and women engaged in 

resistance and these identities were at different times contested and 

reinforced by both the sympathetic and non-sympathetic press. Moreover, 

the complex context of a society engaged in total warfare meant that certain 

political and social developments and changes in the public mood inevitably 

had an impact on the language and content of articles relating to those 

opposing the war. By exploring the representation of resistance 

chronologically, developments and shifts in discourses of resistance can 

therefore be effectively traced in the press.  

 

The intertextual nature of the press adds another dimension of analysis to its 

use as a historical source. Stephen Vella notes that ‘newspapers often 

engage in elaborate and unfolding debates with one another, playing with 

one another’s words and consciously turning meanings around in competing 

narratives.’41 This interplay between newspapers is particularly interesting 

when considering the relationship between the anti-war and pro-war press 

regarding their representations of war resisters. The opposing sides of the 

press frequently interacted with one another, invoking the same language 

and taking points from each other to develop detailed counter-arguments. 

Thus, by examining a selection of the press with opposing opinions on war 

resistance, valuable insights can be gained into the dominant discourses and 
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competing narratives surrounding this contentious area of First World War 

Britain. 

 

Yet if the press can offer a wealth of information on the complexities of past 

societies it also presents historians with a unique set of challenges and 

limitations. The socio-political and economic contexts as well as the 

ideological structures that govern a particular newspaper are critical to 

gaining a complete awareness of newspaper texts.42 As such, it is crucial to 

be conscious of the particular ideological agenda of a newspaper as well as 

its areas of circulation and the number of people who might read it, as this 

inevitably has a strong influence on both the content of the paper and the 

impact on its readership. The role of the readership is another particularly 

challenging aspect of studying the press, as the readership plays a crucial role 

in the conception and understanding of newspaper texts and in many ways 

facilitates the creation of meaning. Yet not only is the reception of articles 

notoriously difficult to locate, this difficulty is further compounded by the 

fact that the ‘preferred’ meaning of a text can be negotiated, resisted or 

ignored by a reader.43 Whilst it is crucial to bear this in mind when engaging 

in a critical examination of the press, this challenge can be to some extent 

circumvented if we take the press to be itself a source of public opinion, 

particularly by exploring public correspondence to the press. As Jeffrey 

Verhey contends, ‘newspapers provide a rich and representative sample of 

published public opinion.’44 By employing certain frameworks of 

understanding, the press both reflected and shaped public opinion and can 

thus offer an oblique method of accessing prevailing attitudes. 
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An additional consideration needs to be made with regard to the specific 

wartime context and the effect that censorship had on the content of the 

press. Censorship during the First World War meant that certain state 

constrictions may have engendered a somewhat distorted or restricted 

picture of war resistance during 1914-18. The establishment of an official 

Press Bureau in August 1914 exercised a type of non-statutory censorship on 

the press and was concerned primarily with taking control of what facts 

about the war the press was able to publish. However, this became 

problematic for the government, particularly as the pacifist press did not rely 

on a steady supply of information about the battlefield but was instead 

focused on opinion pieces about the war and the organisation of anti-war 

activity.45 Subsequently a more formal form of censorship which gave the 

government the right to impose a statutory limit on the freedom of the press 

was brought in under the Defence of the Realm Act (DORA).46 Anti-war 

opinion in the press was dealt with by regulation 27 of DORA, which 

‘reiterated the intention to prevent the spread of “false reports” likely to 

cause “disaffection”’, whilst regulation 51 enabled authorities to enter 

premises suspected of being used to distribute anti-war literature.47  

 

A further regulation which allowed anti-war literature to be more readily 

traceable was issued in November 1917. This required all pamphlets to bear 

the name and address of both the author and printer and to be submitted to 

the Press Bureau for approval prior to publication.48 These regulations and 

the repeated raids carried out at pacifist publishers undoubtedly had some 

impact on the content and tone of the anti-war press, but the effectiveness 

of DORA is questionable. Deian Hopkin and Colin Lovelace have argued that 
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the impact of censorship during the war has been overstated both by the 

contemporary press and ever since,49 with Hopkin using the example of the 

continued publication of the anti-war Labour Leader throughout the war as 

illustrative of censorship’s limited impact.50 Similarly, Badsey argues that 

despite the strong range of legal censorship sanctions, the power and 

influence of the press remained so great that ‘in practice it was left to be 

largely self-regulating.51 Thus, whilst the effect of censorship must be 

considered, the way in which it was represented in the press itself and the 

continued publication of the pacifist press throughout the war must also be 

taken into account. Indeed, both the vehemently anti-war publications 

analysed in this thesis, the Labour Leader and the Daily Herald, continued to 

publish throughout the conflict from overtly anti-militarist viewpoints.  

 

Limitations to studying the press during the war period are necessarily 

established by the fact that only a select number of newspapers and 

periodicals can be chosen to analyse in detail, thus omitting a number of 

other publications. With this limitation in mind, the publications under 

examination in this study have been chosen to represent a spectrum of views 

on war resistance during the Great War. The anti-war publications that will 

be analysed are the organ of the Independent Labour Party (ILP), the Labour 

Leader, and the Daily Herald, a socialist trade union newspaper which 

became increasingly antimilitarist during the war under the editorship of the 

Christian Socialist George Lansbury. As a snapshot of the anti-war press, 

these two publications provide significant insight into how the anti-war 

movement represented itself as well as how it engaged with pro-war 

discourses.  
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In order to gain an understanding of the way in which the anti-war and pro-

war press interacted with one another, a variety of publications 

unsympathetic to the case of war resisters will also be examined. The 

publications considered in this regard will be the Daily Mail and the Daily 

Express, both significant pro-war newspapers which engaged in open 

derision of war resisters, particularly COs. Like the anti-war papers under 

consideration, these publications demonstrate the dominant pro-war 

discourses on war resistance, many of which make specific reference to 

gender. This will consequently allow for a consideration of the most 

prominent themes used in relation to war resisters. In addition to the 

vehemently anti-war and staunchly pro-war newspapers, the Manchester 

Guardian will also be examined as a more balanced publication that whilst in 

support of the war was generally sympathetic to the anti-war movement and 

consequently provided a space in which a variety of opinion was expressed.   

 

Limitations were also put on the research by the discontinuation of two of 

the key publications, the Labour Leader and the Herald. However, the 

decision to replace these in the analysis of the centenary period with another 

Socialist newspaper, the Morning Star, which has a critical view on the 

commemoration of the Great War provided a suitable replacement because 

it demonstrates how opposition to the war has been translated into critical 

reflection of the dominant remembrance discourses of the conflict. To 

address these particular source limitations, future research in this area could 

examine a number of other press sources particularly smaller more specialist 

journals or local publications in order to determine the extent to which these 

reflect wider representations of war resisters.  
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Memory 

By continuing the analysis of gendered press representations of First World 

War resisters up to the present day through an analysis of important points 

of commemoration, this thesis will also contribute to the historiography of 

Great War memory. Historical analysis into the memory of the First World 

War has generated a substantial historiography that has interrogated, 

amongst other topics, the cultural impact of the war, memorials, mourning, 

and acts of official and unofficial commemoration.52 Whilst in the period 

prior to the 1960s and 1970s, the discourse of remembrance and 

commemoration was dominated by those who had direct experience of the 

war, in the 1960s and ‘70s it took on ‘new inflections, inspired in part by the 

passing of veterans in increasing numbers and in part by significant 

anniversaries’ such as the 50th anniversary.53 The study of the memory of the 

First World War also took on a different dimension during this period 

through the inclusion of academic inquiry into the field of memory by 

historians and those working within the cultural study of the war. 

 

Although preceded by Bernard Bergonzi’s Heroes’ Twilight,54 Paul Fussell’s 

The Great War and Modern Memory was in many ways a seminal study of 

the cultural legacy of the war, prompting greater academic interest in the 

remembrance of the Great War.55 His study of the literature of the conflict 

argued that language was significantly changed by the experience of war, 

with irony emerging as the dominant linguistic and literary legacy. In a similar 

vein, Jay Winter’s seminal work on the manifestations of the memory of the 
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First World War in twentieth century cultural history, Sites of Memory, Sites 

of Mourning, highlights the enduring significance of the war on the 

subsequent cultural landscape. In contrast to Fussell, Winter argues that 

there was a different trajectory, with traditional languages, rituals and forms 

dominating forms of bereavement following the war. He contends that 

‘traditional modes of seeing the war … provided a way of remembering 

which enabled the bereaved to live with their losses, and perhaps to leave 

them behind.’56 Indeed, the overarching argument of Winter’s study is that 

‘the backward gaze of so many writers, artists, politicians, soldiers, and 

everyday families in this period reflected the universality of grief and 

mourning in Europe from 1914.’57  

 

Winter has continued to expand on his work in the field of memory and war 

with an underlying contention that remembrance is principally located in the 

work of civil agents, rather than the state. His analysis of kinship and 

remembrance in the aftermath of the Great War, for example, argues that 

remembrance of the war between families and fictive kin, which he defines 

as groups of people unified by experience, form the basis of official 

commemoration and suggests that historians need to ‘approach the history 

of war and remembrance of war from the angle of the small-scale, locally 

rooted social action.’58 

 

Whilst Fussell’s and Winter’s studies look to the cultural legacy and impact of 

the memory of the First World War, other historians such as Emma Hanna, 

Alex Danchev, and Dan Todman have considered the impulses behind public 

interest in the war and the shifting narratives used to interpret the events of 
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1914-18. Hanna’s study of the different ways that the war has been 

represented in television highlights how interest in the conflict has both 

fuelled and been sparked by its varied depiction on TV whilst Danchev pays 

particular attention to the reanimation of public interest in the war in the 

1960s, examining how the work of historians, A. J. P. Taylor and John 

Terraine, the impact of the twenty six part BBC television series The Great 

War, and the stage and film productions of Oh! What a Lovely War 

influenced public interest and understanding of the war.59 Danchev argues 

that despite the disparate trends in all four of these interpretations of the 

First World War, the public interpretation of the war remained fixated on the 

perceived horrors of the trench and the futility of war. Furthermore, he 

highlights how the pictorial image of the First World War, through 

photographs, film, television and stage, restored the image of war into public 

consciousness and in turn renewed public interest.60  

 

Like Danchev, Todman examines the impact of the 1960s on the memory of 

the First World War, but situates the ‘60s within the context of a much 

longer process of memory formation. By surveying how the war was 

understood from the 1920s to the present, Todman challenges the 

perception that the 1960s were a key moment in the formation of the 

modern myth of the futility of the war. Instead, he argues that this myth was 

‘not created from scratch in the 1960s’ but that ‘representations of the war 

have always been judged in terms of horror, death, generalship and utility, 

although the conclusions that creators and audiences have come to differed 

widely.’61 Todman concludes that ambiguities and contradictions in the 

British response to war had existed from 1914, but from the 1970s the purely 
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negative myth of futility achieved dominance, although this too varied in its 

expression.62 Todman’s analysis of the myth and memory of the First World 

War demonstrates how the memory of war has been contested from the 

very outset and points to the changing narratives of interpretation that 

characterise the understanding of the conflict and influence its 

commemoration. The analysis done by those such as Winter, Danchev and 

Todman rightly highlight the cultural legacies of the war, the articulation and 

role of grief in its memory, the shifting points of interest and changing 

narratives of interpretation. 

 

Stephen Badsey and Brian Bond have also added to the literature by 

exploring how the British war experience has been represented in both 

image and word. Brian Bond’s analysis of how Britain’s role in the war has 

been depicted in literature and discussed in history underscores his 

argument that by taking different approaches, literary analysts and historians 

have inevitably arrived at different conclusions about the war. Bond 

contends that the historical, rather than literary, approach is of wider 

significance because it seeks to ‘answer the larger questions about politics, 

strategy and the effects of war on international relations.’63 Bond’s analysis 

of how ‘myths’ about the British army’s role in the Western Front have 

become rooted in public understanding of the war through books, memoirs 

and plays about the British army highlights how certain narratives of 

remembrance about the war have come to dominate its interpretation. 

Stephen Badsey’s work similarly examines the relationship between cultural 

representations of the war, particularly television, and their impact on the 

historical understanding of the war. For example, his essay on Blackadder 

Goes Forth and the so-called ‘two western fronts’ debate that emerged in the 

1990s highlights how the televised portrayal of a particular aspect of the war 
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significantly influenced both historical debate and public understanding of 

the conflict.64  

 

The role that gender has played in the commemoration of war has also been 

explored by scholars and will inform the gendered analysis of the 

remembrance of the conflict in chapter 4. Braybon’s examination of 

women’s symbolic role in historical narratives of the war and Deborah 

Thom’s analysis of the function of spectacle in museum representations of 

the conflict are both significant studies in this regard. Both Braybon and 

Thom highlight the different ways women have been invoked as symbolic of 

a particular interpretation of the war. Whilst Braybon argues that the 

invocation of women is ‘frequently to exemplify the concept of the conflict 

as a “watershed” in social history, particularly with regard to women’s 

engagement with employment and politics,65 Thom highlights how the 

spectacle of women’s wartime work has been used to present an image of 

war as beneficial to women.66 Braybon and Thom’s arguments demonstrate 

how women’s inclusion into the memory of the First World War has often 

been to symbolise the political and social progress the war was perceived to 

initiate for women. Whilst the view of the war as a watershed moment for 

women, primarily propagated by Arthur Marwick in his influential Women at 

War, 1914-1918,67 has since been questioned by scholars,68 this revision has 

not necessarily been translated into public understanding of the war. As 

women’s symbolism in the war story continues to be a dominant view, this 

study will demonstrate that anti-war female activists potentially pose a 

challenge to this narrative because by representing women who openly 
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opposed the war, questions are raised about the war’s effect on women’s 

lives. Indeed, if the conflict was beneficial to women why did some feminist 

and socialist women actively resist it? Including anti-war women into the 

narrative of the conflict therefore has the potential to change the purpose of 

the remembrance of women’s experiences of the Great War.   

 

Gabriel Koureas has also analysed the relationship between gender and 

memory in his study of masculinity and national identity in British visual 

culture of the post-war period.69 Koureas’s interrogation of the ways that 

masculinity and cultural memory impacted upon British society in the years 

after the Great War reveals the significant role that gender has played in the 

way that the conflict has been memorialised in visual culture. This study will 

therefore contribute to the work of Koureas by considering how the 

gendering of resisters during the war has continued to inflect the way the 

anti-war movement has been remembered in the conflict’s commemoration.  

 

More recent work on the remembrance of the war leading up to and during 

the current centenary has also offered important insights into contemporary 

commemorative discourses and the focus and meaning of this particular 

anniversary period. Helen McCartney’s examination of the First World War 

soldier and his contemporary image demonstrates how the victimised soldier 

motif has been reinforced in recent years as a result of the growth of family 

history and its concern with the personalised narrative of war, the increasing 

public interest in psychological reactions to war, the long-term changes in 

British attitudes to the use of force, and the experience of recent conflicts in 

Iraq and Afghanistan.70 Catriona Pennell has also explored the remembrance 

of the war in the present day, highlighting the different ways that the 
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political and national divisions of the twentieth century have coloured the 

memory of the war in the British Isles.71 Pennell has similarly considered how 

the war is being taught in English secondary schools and how pupils are being 

drawn into the centenary commemoration.72 Like Pennell, Andrew Mycock 

has considered the impact of political divisions on the centenary, looking 

specifically at the tensions of race and empire within the remembrance of 

the Great War and he argues that a national commemoration of the conflict 

is problematic, politicised and contested.73 All of these studies highlight the 

tensions and points of contestation within present day remembrance of the 

conflict as well as the lasting impact of the political, military and cultural 

events and shifts on the way that the war continues to be remembered.  

 

The varied approaches and sources outlined here have undoubtedly 

impacted upon the position of resisters within First World War memory, yet 

resistance is notably absent from these particular analyses as well as in the 

broader literature of the commemoration of the war. Yet examining the 

place of resistance in public narratives of remembrance demonstrates how 

the cultural representation of war resisters during the conflict has 

significantly shaped the interpretation of the peace movement within the 

war’s commemoration. Through a consideration of how resisters have been 

incorporated into commemorative narratives, this thesis will contribute to 

the substantial literature of memory and the Great War and the 

understanding of how this memory has been shaped. Significantly, it will 

demonstrate how the gendered construction of the peace movement in the 

years 1914-18 continues to influence the ways in which First World War 
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resistance is remembered and will therefore highlight the continued 

importance of wartime gendered depictions of peace activism. 

 

The analysis of the remembrance of resistance is necessarily limited because 

only certain periods of commemoration could be considered and thus a more 

comprehensive examination of how anti-war men and women have been 

included into commemorative narratives has yet to be undertaken. Indeed, 

this is an area which may benefit from more in depth analysis which can 

incorporate a longer time period in order to assess the nuanced ways in 

which remembrance narratives of resistance have developed and how. Given 

the time and space limitations of this thesis however, the focus on 

particularly significant periods of First World War memory enabled the 

analysis to highlight how important points of commemoration have either 

marginalised or incorporated those who opposed the war. This has provided 

a starting point for understanding the ways in which the press has 

contributed to commemorative narratives and the place of resistance within 

these.   

 

Background to the British First World War anti-war movement 

The way that different groups organised to oppose the war is significant for 

the analysis in this thesis because the key anti-war organisations of the Great 

War which received the most substantial press coverage initially organised 

along overtly gendered lines. However, the anti-war movement of the war 

was different to pre-war pacifist organisations. Indeed, with the outbreak of 

the conflict, the activities of the thriving international and national peace 

movements of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century came to a 

standstill.74 Instead, the majority of those who had been active in working for 
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international peace turned their efforts to supporting their respective 

combatant nation and government. As Sandi Cooper has noted, the 

defensive war that belligerent governments insisted they were fighting was 

initially accepted by the international pacifist movement on the grounds that 

it was essential to preserve national independence.75 In rallying behind their 

governments, the majority of those engaged in the two foremost strands of 

the flourishing international peace movement, liberal internationalism and 

socialism, abandoned their respective commitments to peace. The first of 

these strands, liberal internationalism and continental pacifism, had been 

developed by a diverse middle-class community based on a secular 

internationalism that was derived from religious and humanistic ideals.76 This 

conceptualisation of peace activism had underpinned the creation of two 

‘peace internationals’ in the years 1889-1891, one of which comprised of 

members of parliament and the other which was composed of private 

citizens.77 The latter convened annual universal peace congresses and 

established the Bureau International de la Paix in 1891, which became an 

organised transnational lobby with headquarters in Switzerland and 

Belgium.78  

 

Alongside liberal internationalist peace activism, the burgeoning socialist 

movement was also establishing itself as a significant force for peace. Like 

liberal pacifist thinking, much of the socialist movement’s commitment to 
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peace stemmed from its loyalty to internationalism or more precisely, a 

commitment to the international solidarity of the working class. This 

internationalism was underpinned by an understanding of war as a product 

of the capitalist system, and therefore another facet of the exploitation of 

the working classes. Although not necessarily committed to pacifist ideas, 

socialist internationalism developed a strong anti-war current in the run up 

to the First World War. This was illustrated by the Socialist International’s 

commitment to the policy of a general strike against war in the years 

immediately preceding the conflict.79 Yet, with the declaration of war in 

1914, the once significant number of peace activists of both liberal 

internationalist and socialist strands dwindled to a small minority as the 

majority of pre-war peace campaigners moved to support their respective 

governments.80  

 

Within the British national context, a strong and diverse peace movement 

also existed prior to the war, which was mirrored in the broad affiliation of 

peace organisations to the National Peace Council. Within the council, 

support for peace initiatives came from religious groups as well as secular 

campaigners, women’s representatives and labour activists.81 However, in 

parallel with its international counterpart, this extensive and diverse peace 

movement did not, to a great extent, continue to agitate for peace once 

Britain entered into the war. Indeed, in Britain in particular, the claim of a 

defensive war was bolstered by a professed moral obligation to fight Prussian 

militarism following the violation of Belgian neutrality.82  Although in the first 
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five months of war anti-war agitation was small, relatively unorganised and 

had little impact, opposition to the conflict did not disappear altogether.83 

Instead, the peace movement became focused in a number of newly 

established organisations which were formed primarily on the basis of 

feminist, religious, and socialist initiatives. The feminist and socialist strands 

of anti-war thinking had been gathering momentum in the years before the 

First World War and had ‘brought issues of social equality to the fore and 

broadened the peace agenda to include problems of economic injustice and 

patriarchy.’84 Consequently, feminist pacifism and socialist anti-militarism 

had begun to form a significant element of the British anti-war movement, 

fracturing the traditional dominance of religion.85 On the eve of Britain’s 

entry into the war, large demonstrations were initiated by the Labour 

movement in Trafalgar Square and the international women’s suffrage 

movement at Kingsway Hall, where women speakers from five different 

countries including Germany and Hungary attended, urging the British 

government not to enter the war that was unfolding in Europe.86 Whilst the 

majority of those active in these demonstrations subsequently put their 

efforts behind supporting the war, some members of these two movements 

would become the most visible and vocal campaigners against the hostilities. 

 

The existence of an international women’s movement prior to the First 

World War undoubtedly helped to facilitate the feminist peace movement, 

which became a significant force during the war. As Martin Caedel contends 
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‘having cut their organisational teeth on suffragism or social work, the 

minority of women who opposed the war became indispensible to the peace 

movement.’87 Moreover, the links between the pre-war feminist movement 

and the women’s peace movement demonstrates how women’s pre-war and 

wartime activism often ran along an overtly gendered interpretation of the 

political, cultural, and social position of women and their role and 

responsibility within society. The gendered narrative of anti-war women and 

the links to the feminist movement therefore have significant implications 

for the examination of resistance and femininity in this study. However, the 

women who came to oppose war were in a minority, as the majority of the 

women’s movement halted their suffrage activism and instead put their 

weight behind the war effort. The National Union of Women’s Suffrage 

Societies (NUWSS), which moved to support the war, came under particular 

strain when a number of members including high profile women sitting on its 

executive broke away from the organisation because they wished to channel 

their efforts into working for peace.88 In doing so, these women could draw 

on pre-war suffrage networks to establish a national and international 

feminist pacifist movement. As chapter 1 will demonstrate, the organisation 

of an international women’s peace congress at The Hague in 1915, which 

brought together women from eleven other countries, proved to be a 

significant moment for the development and representation of women’s 

anti-war activism and for the peace movement more broadly. 89 
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The most important outcome of the congress was the formation of the 

International Committee for Permanent Peace, later renamed the Women’s 

International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), and its British national 

counterpart, the Women’s International League (WIL).90 These women-only 

organisations based their activism on a particular form of opposition to war, 

which rested on an assumption that women were inherently pacifist. On this 

basis, it was argued that by promoting women to an equal social status to 

men and, in particular, granting women a political voice, war could be 

avoided. WIL became a prominent force in the British anti-war movement 

with a significant number of national and local branches, and worked not 

only within its women-only confines but also supported other aspects of war 

resistance such as conscientious objection. Both the 1915 congress and the 

formation of WIL are particularly significant to this thesis because of the way 

that they were represented in the press. The congress attracted significant 

attention in both pro-war and anti-war publications and the reporting of it 

was overtly related to conceptions of femininity. Furthermore, the 

maternalist narratives that WIL employed were central to the representation 

of anti-war women more broadly. Both the congress and the discourses of 

motherhood and peace will be explored in detail in chapter 1.  
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Socialism also provided significant impetus for war resistance, although the 

relationship between socialism and pacifism was not necessarily 

straightforward. This is made particularly evident by the fact that by the end 

of August 1914, the Labour Party moved to outright support of the war 

effort, committing to an electoral truce and joining with the other parties to 

advance the recruiting drive.91 Subsequently, socialist anti-war activism in 

Britain could be found for the most part in the ranks of the Independent 

Labour Party (ILP) as well as in a number of socialist driven peace initiatives 

which included both men and women. Furthermore, many men and women 

involved with the socialist movement such as Katherine Bruce Glasier and 

Clifford Allen wrote about resistance in the anti-war press. The Women’s 

Peace Crusade (WPC) was a significant women only anti-war organisation 

which was started in Glasgow in 1917 by two socialist women Agnes Dollan 

and Helen Crawfurd and was met with an immediate response from local 

women.92 The Crusade spread particularly in the industrial towns and cities 

of the north of England and by early autumn 1917 there were thirty three 

WPC groups. Unlike the Women’s International League, the Crusade was very 

much a grassroots mobilisation of women against the war and its focus was 

the working class woman in her neighbourhood.93 Blending the language of 

international socialism and maternalism, the WPC galvanised many women 

around ‘a single issue campaign in a short period of energetic and innovative 

woman-focused action.’94 The way that the WPC represented itself with 

gendered narratives of motherhood and suffering by directly connecting 
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their peace activism to the battlefield signalled a different type of 

maternalism to that of The Hague Congress and WIL and will be considered 

in chapter 3.   

 

The No-Conscription Fellowship (NCF), an organisation which was established 

in late 1914 and was overtly gendered in its focus on men willing to resist 

military conscription, conscientious objectors, was also driven by socialist 

initiatives, although it was open to men of all religious and political 

persuasions.95 The NCF had been founded following an advertisement placed 

in the ILP’s newspaper, the Labour Leader, by its editor Fenner Brockway and 

his wife Lila. Having established itself as a leading anti-war organisation from 

its very beginning, the introduction of conscription at the beginning of 1916 

created a context in which the NCF became the organisational touchstone of 

conscientious objection. Indeed, the NCF provided a broad network of 

support to its diverse membership, assisting not only conscientious objectors 

but also their families. Moreover, the development of local branches, 

affiliated to the head organisation, meant that the NCF often played a central 

role in establishing a network of supportive and sympathetic anti-war 
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communities and thereby became a critical player in the landscape of British 

war resistance. As will be explored, the key focal point of the NCF, the 

conscientious objector, also became the press’s focus on resistance. The CO’s 

stance against conscription positioned him as the direct opposite to the 

soldier, and his representation was therefore inherently linked to the ideals 

associated with martial masculinity. His centrality in the portrayal of the anti-

war movement impacted significantly on the shifting hierarchy of war 

resisters and the way that resistance was conceptualised both during the war 

and in the years after its end. The objector will consequently be central to 

the analysis from 1916 in particular. 

 

Both conscientious objectors and anti-war women were also members of a 

number of significant and influential religious organisations, which often 

worked closely with the NCF. Furthermore, as chapter 2 will highlight, 

religion became a central narrative in the representation of the anti-war 

movement more broadly. The Quakers’ traditional commitment to peace 

meant that they played a significant role in resisting the war, both as 

conscientious objectors and in their participation in a number of anti-war 

organisations.96 The Friends Service Committee (FSC) was established in 1915 

following the London Yearly Meeting of Friends and became both a ‘forum 

for all Quakers of enlistment age and the chief anti-conscription arm of the 

Society of Friends’.97 An alternative to joining either the Army or taking an 

absolutist stance was also available in the form of the Friends Ambulance 

Unit (FAU), which allowed objectors to alleviate some of the damages of war 

by helping wounded soldiers through non-violent means.98 Despite the 
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name, the FAU was not an entirely Quaker organisation in the way that the 

FSC was, although its funding came primarily from the Society of Friends.99  

 

Another important religious anti-war organisation which was formed in 

December 1914 was the Fellowship of Reconciliation (FoR), a Christian group, 

which included all denominations. Although the FoR was not exclusively 

concerned with pacifism, the ideal of a peaceful society formed an important 

aspect of its worldview of reconciliation through the Kingdom of God.100 

Indeed, during the war the FoR became a key player in the movement 

against conscription, forming one third of the Joint Action Committee (JAC) 

along with the NCF and the FSC, although it shied away from the ‘deliberate 

confrontation’ employed by the NCF.101 Internationalist in outlook, members 

of the FoR worked consistently for the cause of peace throughout the war, 

frequently holding meetings and working closely with other anti-war 

organisations.102 

 

Another key organisation was the Union of Democratic Control (UDC) which 

had been established in 1914 with the aim of advocating democratic control 

of foreign policy, formulating reasonable peace terms and establishing 

contact with democratic parties and groups on the continent.103 Theoretically 

non-partisan, the UDC membership was made up primarily of Liberal and 
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Labour supporters and included high profile anti-war activists such as Helena 

Swanwick, chair of the Women’s International League, and the philosopher 

Bertrand Russell. Although the UDC did not agitate for an immediate end to 

the war, and was not a pacifist organisation, it did call for an open and public 

discussion of the war aims and an end to secret diplomacy in foreign 

policy.104 This was done with the aim of eventually establishing mechanisms 

for peaceful co-existence between nations.105  

 

The diverse and varied groups and individuals who voiced criticism and 

opposition to the war were thus illustrative of the myriad ways that the 

hostilities were perceived as reflective of a range of issues from deceitful 

international relations to an unequal gender system. This study will focus on 

the press depiction of a number of these anti-war organisations as groups 

which were concerned with resistance as an act: the No-Conscription 

Fellowship and conscientious objectors as a group more broadly, the 

Women’s International League and particularly the organisation of the peace 

congress at The Hague, and the Women’s Peace Crusade. These 

organisations and the men and women that were involved with them are 

particularly significant because they all engaged with open opposition to the 

conflict and undertook a number of activities intended to halt the waging of 

war. Moreover, all these groups were inherently gendered in their focus, 

membership, and expression of opposition and they were all represented 

within a shifting press portrayal of the anti-war movement as a whole both 

over the course of the conflict and in the key anniversary periods analysed in 

this study. Exploring how their resistance was represented therefore enables 

an analysis of how anti-war acts were influenced by and contributed to 

constructions of both masculinity and femininity and their relationship to 

one another. 
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Chapter Outline 

The thesis will be structured chronologically with four chapters. The first 

chapter will explore how the anti-war movement was interpreted in the first 

year and a half of the war in 1914 and 1915. It will analyse how war 

resistance was constructed prior to the introduction of conscription and will 

argue that women were represented as a distinct anti-war group and 

resistance was, to some extent, characterised as feminine. A significant 

amount of the analysis will inevitably be focused on the peace congress at 

The Hague in April 1915 because this was an international act of female 

peace activity which received considerable press attention. The increasing 

intensity of debates regarding the possibility of the introduction of 

compulsory military service in the second half of 1915 and the way that this 

influenced the representation of the anti-war movement will also be 

examined in this chapter.  

 

The analysis will then move on to 1916, which was a pivotal year for the 

depiction of the anti-war movement, particularly in terms of the gendering of 

the movement, and thus the entire chapter will be dedicated to an analysis 

of the different ways in which the introduction of conscription reconfigured 

the representation of anti-war men and women. Much of the analysis will be 

centered on conscientious objectors and the narratives used to depict them 

as they became the central focus of the press’s attention on war resistance 

and had a significant impact on the conceptualisation of the anti-war 

movement as a whole.  

 

The third chapter will explore the final two years of the war, 1917 and 1918, 

and the effect of increasing death tolls of soldiers, conscientious objectors, 

war weariness and debates about citizenship on the interpretation of war 

resisters. It will demonstrate that the discourses used to represent male 
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resisters in 1916 become complicated by the developments in the final two 

years of the war. The chapter will also highlight how anti-war women 

responded to the suffering of war and gained more attention through the 

establishment of the Women’s Peace Crusade, from summer 1917. 

 

The final chapter will explore the five years immediately after the end of the 

war, the 50th anniversary and the current centenary commemorations in 

order to look at how resisters have been included as part of the memory of 

the First World War. It will consider both the ways that remembrance of the 

war’s opponents have reflected wider shifts in how the conflict has been 

understood as well as how the representation of resisters during the war 

continues to inform and influence the interpretation of the anti-war 

movement.  

 

In reconfiguring the analysis of resistance to the First World War to consider 

men and women, this thesis will demonstrate the integral role that gender 

has played in the way the representation of the anti-war movement was 

shaped both at the time and in its remembrance. Beginning with the first 

year and a half of war, the following chapter will establish the gendered 

characterisation of war resistance at the outbreak of war up until the 

introduction of compulsory military service.  
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Chapter 1: 1914-1915 

 

Towards the end of 1914 and certainly from 1915, Britain adapted to being a 

society engaged in war.106 Whilst the government and much of the populace 

made sense of and defined their position in the conflict, outlining what they 

were fighting for and who they were fighting against, those engaged in anti-

war activity slowly began to organise themselves. In the early months of the 

war, as the nation was starkly confronted with the definitions and duties of 

‘Britishness’, the majority of the population moved to support the national 

cause and overt opposition to the war was relatively thin on the ground.107 

Establishing a clear definition of what being British meant during wartime 

brought with it a need to identify the features of ideal British citizenship and 

this came to be understood with direct reference to three central 

characteristics: patriotism, duty, and sacrifice. Throughout the war these 

three themes would form the basis of many of the discourses that were used 

to represent the British population, including men and women who opposed 

the war. 

 

The magnified definition of ‘Britishness’ was also linked to the development 

of a stark characterisation of both internal and external enemies, which 

similarly affected how support and opposition to the conflict was configured 

within the pages of the press. The first year and a half of the war was thus an 

important period for establishing definitive parameters of friend and foe and 

defining Britain’s role in the war. This had significant implications for the way 

that the war’s opponents were represented in the press, not least because 

their opposition to the hostilities was seen not only as a denunciation of the 

conflict but also as a rejection of Britishness. Discourses of nationhood, 
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citizenship, and patriotism thus played a significant role in shaping the 

representation of the anti-war movement from the beginning of the war, and 

gender formed an important part of how these were narratives were 

presented within the pro-war and anti-war press. These were often 

contextualised or explicitly related to discourses of degeneration and decline 

that were continued from the pre-war period. Both discourses of Britishness 

and narratives of degeneration were used with regards to the anti-war 

movement as a whole, rather than men or women in particular, and the 

analysis of these two themes will therefore be focused on the gendering of 

the movement as a collective. 

 

Yet whilst the anti-war movement was often discussed as a whole during 

1914-1915, there was also a focus on women as a specific group within the 

anti-war movement. Indeed, with the increased activity of female war 

resisters particularly from 1915, a set of overtly gendered narratives were 

formulated to represent the activities of anti-war women and therefore 

much of this chapter’s analysis will focus on the gendering of female 

resistance and the construction of femininity and peace. In doing so, it will 

contextualise the significant change that occurred in 1916. It is the peace 

activism of women which prompts the first extended reportage of war 

resistance, with the Women’s Peace Congress at The Hague in April 1915. 

This organisation of anti-war women was both a reflection and driver of a 

focus on women as a distinct and important group within the anti-war 

movement during the first year and a half of war. Whilst broader definitions 

of ‘us and them’ and discourses of degeneration and mental illness became 

key to representing the peace movement as a whole, the particular attention 

that was paid to female war resistance meant that the press to a large extent 

gendered the anti-war movement as feminine. This had a significant effect 

on the way that war resistance was interpreted as a gendered act, and had 

important implications for the representation of male war resisters. As the 

conscientious objector came to the fore from mid 1915 when the debates 
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about the possibility of the introduction of conscription intensified, the 

beginnings of a reconfiguration of both the focus and gendering of the anti-

war movement began to take place within the anti-war press.  

   

Us and Them: Pro-Germanism and Patriotism 

On December 2nd 1914, the Daily Express ran an article which presented an 

image of anti-war activists that highlighted what would become one of the 

most significant and enduring discourses used to represent war resisters in 

the four years of war: 

 

Here in England the pacificists, of whom we have heard little 

since the beginning of August, are getting busy again, and there 

is no question that if the Germans are forced to evacuate 

Belgium, there will immediately be a great outcry for the 

cessation of hostilities from the men who were notoriously pro-

German before the war.108 

 

Whilst being repeatedly invoked against the anti-war population during the 

entire period of the war, the charge of pro-Germanism took on particular 

significance in the early years of the conflict. The need to establish a basis for 

Britain’s involvement in the war against Germany meant that an 

unambiguous image of who Britain was fighting against and why was defined 

in the pro-war press. Similarly, conceptions of ‘Britishness’ came sharply into 

focus as national identity became central to the identification of Britain’s 

wartime role and values. As both Jay Winter and Linda Colley have pointed 

out, despite the existence of Welsh, Scottish, and Irish identities, 

‘Britishness’ was invoked as an inclusive national identity in the period 

leading up to and during the First World War.109 Winter has argued, for 
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instance, that in pre-war Britain there was an absence of any fundamental or 

divisive discussion about national identity because of the relatively minor 

role that the national state played in economic and social life, exemplified by 

the absence of military conscription. However, a number of significant 

developments in the pre-1914 period did begin to raise questions about 

what ‘Britishness’ actually was.110 Chief amongst these were the turn-of-the-

century imperial conflicts, such as the Boer War, which brought the question 

of the fitness of the British ‘race’ under the spotlight. A decline in middle-

class birth rates and increased immigration into Britain similarly raised 

questions about the ‘race.’ These three factors consequently contributed to 

the impression of a ‘eugenic nightmare of a nation peopled by the prolific 

“unfit” … led by a dwindling middle and upper class.’ This sense of decline 

was further exacerbated by the relative growth of German commercial and 

military power which added to a fear of British national decadence in the 

years preceding the war.111  

 

With the outbreak of the conflict in 1914, the rather vague conception of 

‘Britishness’ that existed in the pre-war period changed in ways that 

reflected both the anxieties about the British ‘race’ and the growth of 

German power. Colley has argued that national identity is often defined with 

reference to ‘who and what we are not’,112 and following Britain’s entry into 

the conflict, anti-German sentiment was crucial to defining British national 

identity which came to be seen as representing ‘everything “Germanness” 

was not.’113 National identity during the war was consequently 

conceptualised, as Winter has outlined, with reference to the central feature 
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of ‘masculine “decency” and moral rectitude and martial virtues, expressed 

above all in the behaviour and comportment of men who went to war.’114 

  

The definition of war resisters as pro-German in the Express demonstrates 

how discourses of national identity became closely intertwined with the 

representation of the anti-war movement. As Sonya Rose has noted, national 

communal identification in wartime is enhanced by war being a contest 

between only two contestants.115 The representation of peace activists as a 

pro-German internal enemy not only tapped into pre-war anxieties about 

the decadence of the British ‘race’ by suggesting that the anti-war 

movement was acting against the interest of British power and prestige, but 

also had significant implications for the symbolic position of war resisters 

within the nation. By characterising peace activists as pro-German both prior 

to and during the conflict, the Express article identified this group as an 

element of pre-war British decline and consequently excluded them in the 

reforming of the British nation along specifically anti-German lines after 

1914.116 This type of pro-war representation of the anti-war movement built 

upon pre-war anxieties about the nation by implicating peace activists in the 

construction of wartime anti-German British national identity.    

 

The symbolic connection between pacifism and pro-Germanism was further 

enforced by multiple attempts to lay responsibility for Britain’s entry into 

war on pacifists. This apparently paradoxical argument was explicitly 

outlined in articles in the Express and Mail during the first six months of the 
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conflict, and bolstered the image of pacifists as internal enemies who 

worked against the national interest. A poem written by Alfred Berlyn in the 

Mail in 1914 clearly invoked this particular narrative: 

 

When patriot voices warned us long ago, 

That Britain’s testing time was near, 

You had no eyes to mark the crouching foe, 

No answer but a jeer. 

 

Year in, year out, the deadly menace grew, 

From strength to strength moved on the ruthless plan; 

You babbled the reign of peace in view, 

The ‘brotherhood of man!’117 

 

The link between pacifism and an unchecked German military ‘menace’ also 

appeared in an Express article of early 1915 which argued that pacifism ‘has 

led us into the present war unready and unprepared, it is not dead it is 

merely changing its tactics.’118 By placing some of the blame for the conflict 

on the activities of pacifists prior to the war, these articles established and 

reinforced the idea of a long-term relationship between peace activists, the 

notion of British decline, and the threat of German militarism.119 As such, 

they legitimised the repeated accusation of pro-Germanism directed 

towards the anti-war population, propagating a clear view of both the 

external and internal enemy. Apportioning accountability for the conflict on 

pacifists also absolved the British government or wider populace of 

responsibility for the outbreak of war. This not only suggested that pacifists 
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and their opposition to war were hypocritical but also implied that anti-war 

activity was an inherent danger to the nation because it was that ideology 

which had ultimately led to international conflict.  

 

The construction of the anti-war population as an internal pro-German 

enemy also fed into the formation of explicit binary distinctions between the 

majority patriotic British population and the unpatriotic, pro-German anti-

war population. These distinctions were most apparent in the pro-war 

patriotic and nationalistic narratives. Another way of defining the boundaries 

of the nation was to argue that those who agitated for peace had no loyalty 

to their country. From the beginning of 1915 as the number of anti-war 

meetings, organisations and protests increased, the Daily Express began to 

publish details of peace meetings along with an appeal to ‘patriots’: 

 

Every day anti-patriotic meetings are held in London and the 

provinces … The Daily Express is anxious that as many 

patriotic people as possible should attend these meetings. 

They should … demand the right to be present in order that 

the national side of any question discussed should be heard as 

well as the anti-national.120 

 

The use of the binary concepts of ‘national’ and ‘anti-national’ as well as 

‘patriotic’ and ‘anti-patriotic’ is illustrative of an attempt by the pro-war 

press to exclude the anti-war minority from wartime conceptions of the 

nation. These binary representations therefore highlight Catriona Pennell’s 

assertion that the war intensified the need to sharply define oneself against 

the enemy, with society’s ‘world-view’ becoming ‘polarised into “us” versus 

“them”.’121 Moreover, in the construction of the ‘pro-German’ and ‘anti-
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national’ war resisters, the conceptualisation of British wartime national 

identity is also revealed. As Benjamin Ziemann and Miriam Dobson note, ‘the 

condemnation … of the ‘other’ tells us also something about the identity and 

values of their binary opposite … even if there is no reference to the 

dominant group.’122 Whilst those organising and attending the peace 

meetings were identified as ‘anti-patriotic’, those who were not involved 

with them were characterised as patriotic. Similarly, whilst the peace 

meetings were characterised as ‘anti-national’, the ‘patriotic’ argument was 

viewed as ‘national.’ This narrative is replicated in accounts in the Daily Mail 

of meetings where pro-war and anti-war activists clashed with each other. 

For example, in a report of anti-war socialists interrupting a pro-war socialist 

meeting, the anti-war group were identified as ‘unpatriotic socialists’ whilst 

those who held the meeting were characterised as ‘Britain’s patriotic 

socialists.’123 By outlining distinct oppositional characteristics such as 

national and anti-national and, significantly, by linking these with patriotism, 

the pro-war press used binary distinctions to exclude the anti-war 

population from the wartime conceptualisation of the national body.124 In 

doing so, they not only identified war resistance as incompatible with 

‘Britishness”, but also bolstered the notion that support for the war had 

become a defining feature of British national identity.  

 

The reconfiguration of nationhood and the centrality of war service and duty 

to its construction had implications for conceptions of patriotism. Whilst 

Janet Watson has argued that patriotism during the war was neither 

monolithic nor an easily definable entity,125 the repeated alignment of 
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patriotism with war service in the pro-war press established an exclusionary 

framework of patriotism which specifically defined this ideal with relation to 

active support for the war. This impeded the anti-war movement’s attempts 

to identify their opposition to the conflict as compatible with wartime 

conceptions of patriotism.126 Concerted efforts by the anti-war press to 

reclaim patriotism did not really begin to appear until 1916 with the 

introduction of the conscientious objector. However, the effects of the 

repeated identification of the anti-war population as a marginalised internal 

enemy manifested themselves in subtle ways in anti-war publications. Most 

notably, the emphasis on a unified and strong peace movement which 

encountered little significant opposition can be viewed as a method of 

countering the claims that it was a marginalised and reviled movement. 

  

The Labour Leader, in particular, invoked frequent, detailed representations 

of the unity and public acceptance of the anti-war movement. In an article 

appearing in March 1915, its editor Fenner Brockway represented the peace 

movement as growing in strength and numbers and detailed the rise of 

diverse anti-war organisations and activities.127 Brockway asserted that ‘the 

forces on the side of peace are now not of inconsiderable strength and 

everyday they grow … the time has come … for a united step forward.’128 A 

few months later a similar contention was expressed, which argued that ‘the 
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time is ripe for the Independent Labour Party … to bring into existence a 

great united, national peace movement.’129 The reiterations of a united and 

strong movement were further supported in the Leader by repeated 

suggestions of little or no opposition to anti-war meetings. For example, in 

an article detailing the progress of the ILP member Mr. Bruce Glasier’s 

country-wide anti-war campaign, the meetings were described as ‘markedly 

attentive and sympathetic.’130 By portraying the peace movement as growing 

and united and greeted by a general public ‘ready to give friendly 

consideration to any … well reasoned case against the madness of war’,131 

the Leader depicted the movement against war as an accepted and rational 

response to the conflict. Moreover, by downplaying the opposition anti-war 

activists faced, the Leader also challenged the identification of peace 

activists as anti-British by highlighting their acceptance by the broader British 

populace. The employment of narratives of unity and acceptance in the 

Leader consequently disrupted the stark binaries of patriotism and 

nationhood that were established by the Mail and Express by depicting war 

resisters as an integrated and accepted part of British wartime society. 

 

Degeneration, Lunacy, and Hysteria 

The binary discourses which were used to depict war resisters as an internal 

enemy also fed into depictions of anti-war men and women as degenerates, 

lunatics, and hysterics which further contributed to their marginalisation 

within the pro-war press. Theories of degeneration had begun to emerge in 

the late nineteenth century as a response to the parallel trends of rapid 

economic, political and industrial progress and an increase in crime rates, 
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insanity, and vagrancy.132 In general, the theory of degeneration was 

underpinned by the argument that a ‘host of individual and social 

pathologies in a fine and infinite network of diseases, disorders and moral 

habits could be explained by a biologically based affliction.’133 Degeneration 

was therefore understood as returning to an earlier evolutionary stage and 

was considered to be heritable and progressive.134 Discourses of 

degeneration played a significant role in the representation of war resisters, 

and articles and correspondence made specific reference to mental illness, 

physical weakness and concerns about reproduction. In this way, Lois 

Bibbings’ assertion that conscientious objectors were portrayed in ways that 

‘echoed ideas about degeneration’ can be applied more broadly to the anti-

war movement, and to both men and women who agitated for peace. 135 Yet 

concerns about degeneration and the British race were not only apparent in 

texts that opposed anti-war activists but were also expressed by anti-war 

writers as a means of outlining their opposition to war. These narratives 

were thus used in different ways and with disparate intentions, yet a 

concern about the long-term impact on British society of either opposition to 

the conflict, or the conflict itself, underscored the deployment of these 

discourses.  

 

Arguments about the degenerating effects of anti-war activists on the British 

‘race’ drew on the turn-of-the-century anxieties about decline and were in 

many ways directly linked to concerns about the patriarchal gender structure 

which emphasised masculine dominance. John Tosh has pointed out that the 

fin-de-siècle was perceived as a period of crisis in masculinity because of the 

suffrage movement’s challenge to public patriarchy, the birth rate decline 
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and the physical unfitness of men who fought in the imperial wars of the 

early twentieth century.136 The concern about male preparedness for the 

war, and the effect of this on Britain’s position relative to Germany in the 

conflict, was implicitly outlined in an article in the Daily Express written by 

Arnold White which argued that the anti-war members of the population 

were ‘people who … look on a bayonet with blood on it with a horror that 

causes them physical nausea, mental disturbance and a nerve crisis … it is 

owing to the pacifists that England could not make up her mind whether she 

was going to shirk or … work.’137 The discussion of pacifists with relation to 

bayonets suggests that White was referring to anti-war men because of the 

explicit connection made with the masculine sphere of combat. The 

identification of pacifists’ inability to physically and mentally cope with 

combat and the way in which it is connected by White to a perception of 

British military hesitation, highlights the association between decline, 

masculinity, and the national body. Tosh has suggested, for instance, that 

there was a concern in the years leading up to the war that men were 

growing ‘soft’ and that as a consequence the body-politic would 

disintegrate.138 White’s article therefore not only links an aversion to 

militarism with mental disturbance, but also draws upon concerns about the 

broader effects of male war resistance to both masculinity and the nation. 

Moreover, the association between pacifism and a weak mental state 

inferred that, in contrast, those who supported the war had a superior and 

healthy state of mind and suggested that a healthy nation was one that took 

decisive action to engage in warfare.  

 

The distinction that is made between the healthy pro-war population and 

the unhealthy anti-war populace consequently added to the symbolic 

marginalisation of war resisters within the national body that the anti-
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national and pro-German narratives also contributed to. These discourses 

intertwined to create an image of the war’s opponents as a distinct ‘other’ 

within British wartime society by establishing a symbolic link between peace 

activism and mental illness. As Steven Arata has argued, employing 

discourses of degeneration constituted an ‘effective means of “othering” … 

people by marking them as deviant … psychotic, defective, simple or 

‘hysterical.’139 References to the ‘distorted mind of the peace crank’,140 or 

‘the piffle of the lunatics at large called pacificists’141 occurred frequently in 

the early years of the war and connected opposition to the war with lunacy. 

The Express even argued that it had evidence to demonstrate the inferior 

mental state of war resisters in the form of an intentionally misspelt and 

poorly constructed ‘lunatic letter of a peace crank’:  

 

‘Your son set out to kill some poor mother’s son- and so he 

must expect to be killed … we English go everywhere and make 

war on other peopels and theire own land. Our boys go for 

sport to kill men like game … ’ 

The writing in this letter is in an angular hand. It will be seen 

that there are errors in spelling and punctuation.142 

 

By highlighting the spelling mistakes and jolty phrases of the letter, the 

Express attempts to justify and bolster its claim that the minds of war 

resisters were inferior. Depicting resisters in this way not only reinforced the 

marginalisation of those who were opposed to the war but also had a 

significant effect on how the war itself could be interpreted. In his study of 

malingering, for example, Roger Cooter argues that concepts of inherited 
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mental illness or inferiority were frequently invoked in debates around 

malingering and ‘might also have served militarists, if not the military: the 

implication could be that war is not so bad … and that those who malingered 

their way out of it were, in effect, mentally subnormal.’143 Similarly, by 

portraying anti-war activists as ‘lunatics’, the Express implied that the war 

itself was not inherently bad, which consequently cast those who were 

opposed to it as mentally unsound. The discourse of lunacy therefore reveals 

how the representation of anti-war men and women in the press could be 

used as a means of informing ideas about the conflict more broadly.  

 

Fears about the effects of war on the reproduction of the British race, which 

evoked concerns about the hereditary nature of degeneration, also played a 

role in press discourses of war resistance. Significantly, both pro-war and 

anti-war texts that connected a particular aspect of the conflict to fears 

about degeneration located these anxieties with fathers rather than mothers 

and thereby associated narratives of degeneration with the anxieties about 

masculinity which had circulated in the years leading up to the war.144 For 

example, a letter from Major General Sir Alfred E. Turner, a prominent 

nineteenth-century army officer, to the Express voiced a specific concern 

over the reproduction of the ‘race’ by the men of the No-Conscription 

Fellowship: 

 

The ‘No-Conscription Fellowship’ does not hesitate to attempt 

to encourage the cowards and slackers who remain at home 

while all that is best and noblest of the youth of the Empire 

are risking their lives for its defence.  

A most serious consequence must be the latter are killed in 

vast numbers to the irremediable loss of the country, while 
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the slackers are left to propagate our race … we may become 

decadent.145 

 

A comparable anxiety is expressed by the anti-war writer Carol Ring who 

underscored her opposition to the war in the Labour Leader by invoking 

similar arguments about the degeneration of the race: 

 

There is the incalculable crime against the race caused by 

the actual reduction of suitable fathers … The cripple, the 

blind and deaf, the consumptive and paralytic … the 

feeble-minded, remain behind, alive, to replenish the 

home, to father the Imperial races of the future. 

The young healthy men who should reproduce their kind 

will rot on the field and in the trenches.146 

 

The use of the discourse of degeneration both to express concern of the 

reproduction of the population by male resisters and to underscore 

opposition to the war demonstrates how degeneration and its link to 

masculinity was a widely held concern. The invocation of discourses of 

degeneration from opposing standpoints on the war is thus illustrative of 

Samuel Hynes’ contention that there was a widespread belief in a national 

disease in the pre-war and war years. He argues that ‘diagnoses of that 

disease varied depending on what guilts, resentments … self-interests the 

diagnostician brought to the case.’147 Moreover, it is significant that both 

texts implicitly define volunteer soldiers as the ideal male figure by 

portraying them as young, healthy, noble and central to the reproduction of 

a healthy race, and consequently express fears about those men who either 

could not or would not volunteer. This has important implications for the 
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way that anti-war men who remained at home were represented, whether 

explicitly or implicitly. Whilst the letter from Alfred Turner explicitly 

identified male resisters as mentally and physically inferior men, Carol Ring’s 

text also implicitly included those anti-war non-combatant men as 

unsuitable, unhealthy men precisely because of her clear identification of 

volunteer soldiers as the opposite of this. As Bibbings has noted, there was a 

widespread view from the beginning of the twentieth century that ‘the 

English (or sometimes British) race, and in particular, English manhood were 

in moral and/or physical decline.’148 There were concerns, for instance, 

about the ‘sickliness, cleanliness and morality of the working classes and 

anxieties about the effects of decadence upon the bodies and characters of 

upper-class men.’149 Both Turner’s and Ring’s texts are evocative of these 

gendered notions of degeneration and demonstrate how an ideal of healthy 

masculinity associated with the volunteer soldier was perceived as a counter 

to decadence and decline. In turn, those men who did not volunteer, 

including male war resisters, were represented as characterising a decadent 

manhood which had potentially negative consequences for the future of the 

‘race.’ 

 

The gendered concerns about physical degeneration also found parallels in 

the discourses of mental inferiority and illness which specifically targeted 

female war resisters. Reports of anti-war meetings in the early years of the 

war included descriptions of anti-war women, and specifically drew upon the 

highly gendered imagery of hysteria. In a report about a disrupted ILP 

meeting for example, the Daily Mail commented that ‘a woman pacifist at 

the back of the hall screamed by mistake and was suppressed’, going on to 
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comment that ‘women made shrill interruptions all the time.’150 The 

suggestion of hysterical behaviour by anti-war women tapped into long held 

assumptions regarding the feminine nature of madness and especially 

hysteria as ‘the classic female malady.’151 Parallels are similarly evident in the 

ways in which hysteria was invoked in representations of the suffrage 

movement. As Elaine Showalter notes, an obvious defence against the 

feminist movement was to label women campaigning for the vote as 

‘mentally disturbed.’152 In a similar vein, by representing those women 

campaigning for peace as hysterical, the business of war could go untouched 

from criticism in the pro-war press, and the anti-war movement could be 

portrayed as an expression of a mentally disturbed group of individuals. This 

implicit negative association between female peace activists and suffrage 

campaigners became a trope in pro-war representations of anti-war women 

and was a particularly dominant narrative in the reportage of The Hague 

Congress by the Mail and Express.   

 

The comparable way in which hysteria was invoked in representations of 

suffrage and female anti-war activists, both of which were politically active 

groups of women, suggests that gendered discourses of mental illness 

revealed anxieties about women moving to an active political role. As such, 

narratives of hysteria can be seen as an expression of underlying concern 

regarding the effects that women’s peace activism had on their position 

within the gender structure, as well as being linked to broader anxieties 

about degeneration. As Ian Miller has pointed out, in the late nineteenth 

century the working-class mother and the effect of her apparent 

susceptibility to nervousness on the rest of her family became a 
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predominant concern.153 When reports of anti-war women acting 

hysterically are read in conjunction with Alfred Turner’s letter to the Express 

which identified non-combatant male resisters as degenerates, it becomes 

clear that the narrative framework of mental illness and physical 

degeneration worked to position war resistance as unnatural and unhealthy 

for both men and women and was represented as an act that was at odds 

not only with ‘Britishness’ but also with contemporary conceptions of 

masculinity and femininity. 

 

Teapots and Pioneers 

Depictions of anti-war women in relation to mental and physical 

degeneration and negative constructions of femininity also inflected pro-war 

representations of the British women who attended the congress at The 

Hague. The organisation of the congress in April 1915 by members of the 

international suffrage movement provided the press with the first large scale 

act of organised peace activism of the First World War. The meaning of the 

congress was magnified because it took place when many in Britain had 

begun to experience profound personal losses. The battles of Mons in late 

August 1914 and Neuve Chapelle in March 1915 saw high numbers of British 

fatalities and the press reports of these battles gave the British public their 

first taste of the reality of war. As Adam Hochschild evocatively notes, the 

news of British losses at Mons ‘came like lightening flashes in a darkened 

sky.’154 The press coverage of the conference was thus situated within a 

context of grief for many British families.  

 

In their representation of an act of peace activism which was overt in its 

focus on women’s role in the peace process, reports of the congress offer 
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important insights into how female peace activists were gendered in public 

narratives. Indeed, the reportage of the congress was part and parcel of a 

focus on women as a distinct, and explicitly gendered, group within the anti-

war movement during 1914 and 1915. Whilst both pro-war and anti-war 

newspapers represented the British women who were due to attend to the 

conference in different ways, they were connected through their use of 

heavily gendered language. In anti-war publications, the perception that 

women were inherently pacifistic underpinned much of the reporting on the 

congress whilst the pro-war press employed negative feminine stereotypes 

to depoliticise and criticise The Hague women. The attention paid to women 

within the anti-war movement points not only to gendered assumptions 

about the connections between femininity and peace but also suggests that 

the role of women as non-combatants was relatively fluid compared to that 

of men. To be sure, anti-war women were subject to ridicule and 

condemnation by the pro-war press, but the varied representations of 

female war resisters within anti-war publications also reveal that women’s 

peace activism was considered with a depth that was not necessarily 

afforded to men’s opposition to war at this point in the war. 

 

Moreover, the gendered imagery of the congress in both the anti-war and 

pro-war press also echoed gendered notions of citizenship that can be 

viewed within the specific context of women’s suffrage agitation in the years 

leading up to the war. Nicoletta Gullace has argued that the experience of 

the war reconfigured citizenship in Britain so that sacrifice and service took 

precedence over sex, ‘while patriotism replaced manhood as the 

fundamental qualification for the parliamentary vote.’155 This had important 

implications for anti-war women as well as men, not least because it 

appeared to underscore war resisters’ exclusion from the national body and 

thereby raised questions about resisters’ rights to citizenship. In 
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representations of female peace activists in particular, however, it is clear 

that by drawing implicitly upon notions of female citizenship, both the anti-

war and pro-war press also evoked a number of pre-war conceptions of the 

female citizen which were based primarily on gender. This was particularly 

significant for pro-war depictions of anti-war women in that they suggested 

that female war resisters should be doubly excluded from citizenship rights, 

both by virtue of their gender and because of their perceived lack of 

patriotism. In this regard, it is significant that many of the women who were 

involved with the congress and the establishment of WILPF’s British national 

section, WIL, such as Catherine Marshall, Helena Swanwick, Emmeline 

Pethick Lawrence and Kathleen Courtney were also prominent suffrage 

activists.156  

 

In the anti-war press, notions of the female citizen were implicitly drawn out 

in the essentialist rhetoric used to represent British women’s involvement 

with The Hague congress. These women were depicted with specific 

reference to ideas that both reflected pre-war essentialist constructions of 

female citizenship outlined by suffrage activists and connected women and 

peace along three main ideological principles: women’s potential to be 

mothers, women’s conditioning in nurturing and caring roles, and women’s 

position outside of major power hierarchies which, it was argued, enabled 

women to look critically at these political structures.157 A statement by 

women who were actively involved with the congress was published in the 

Herald which demonstrates how notions of femininity, peace, and citizenship 

were drawn upon to represent this group of anti-war women. The statement 

issued by the British Committee of the International Women’s Congress 

noted that: 
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Ever since the outbreak of war the question has been 

repeatedly asked, ‘what are the women going to do?’ … It is 

much more difficult for men to meet up in conference; they 

are in the silent armies. Women as non-combatants have this 

right and as guardians of the race they have the duty.158 

 

This statement not only makes it clear that organising for peace was the duty 

and responsibility of women but also points to the significant implications 

that this gendering of peace and war had for men engaged with war 

resistance. The identification of peace as a duty of women highlights how 

female war resisters used the language of duty which permeated through 

wartime British society to represent their peace activism. The centrality of 

the discourse of duty is illustrated in a statement by Flora Murray, WSPU 

member and doctor, which noted that ‘every woman in the land accepted 

her duty and her responsibility, and recognised at once that if the war was to 

be won it must be won by the whole nation, and by the common effort of all 

her children.’159 The invocation of duty in the Herald article thus subverts 

this meaning of duty to identify working for peace, rather than war, as a 

specific responsibility of women. Furthermore, in drawing out the 

distinctions between women as non-combatants and men as combatants, 

the Herald statement reinforces the gendered division of wartime activity 

and echoes essentialist suffrage narratives which emphasised the specific 

attributes of men and women. As Sandra Stanley Holton has shown, a 

central notion of the female citizen espoused by suffrage campaigners was 

that because women gave birth and nurtured, and men did not, they could 

offer skills and understanding of particular relevance to the state.160 Indeed, 

suffragists stressed the state’s ‘functions of nurturance, functions which they 
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insisted could only be adequately filled by women’s assistance.’161 The 

specific identification of the duty of women as ‘guardians’ to agitate for 

peace can thus be located within a narrative of female citizenship which 

emphasised the nurturing qualities that women, as citizens, would bring to 

the state. Furthermore, the clear delineation of the actions and experiences 

of men and women in wartime in this text not only serves to underscore the 

association between women and peace activism but, by identifying it as the 

duty of women do so, war resistance is portrayed as an aspect of the conflict 

that women should lead.  

 

The understanding that womanhood entailed an inherent concern for peace 

was clearly articulated in other anti-war articles which commented upon the 

congress at The Hague. A Labour Leader article from March 1915 noted that 

‘among women the most remarkable movement of all is proceeding. Across 

the frontier the cry of a common sisterhood is heard … It is the cry of an 

awakened womanhood, determined to bring an early peace, determined 

that the peace should be lasting.’162 The contention that the organisation of 

the congress was an embodiment of awakened womanhood is illustrative of 

an understanding that women’s peace activism was much more than a 

particular political or social stance but was actually a fulfilment of their role 

as women. This implied that the actions of anti-war women were based 

primarily on their gender and was thus a specifically female response to the 

outbreak of war. The Herald also commented on the congress noting not 

only that ‘women have a deep interest in the conditions of peace’,163 but 

marked these women out as ‘pioneers’ in the movement against the war. In 

suggesting that there was a natural association between women and peace, 

the anti-war press represented the organisation of the women’s peace 

conference as an instinctive expression of women’s inherent characteristics 
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and interests and explicitly genders women’s peace activism. By depicting 

the congress in this way, both the Herald and Leader gendered opposition to 

the war as feminine.  

 

The organisation of the congress at The Hague also provided the anti-war 

press with the first tangible opportunity to counter the claims of unpatriotic 

anti-national behaviour that were directed at the anti-war movement as a 

whole. The Herald asserted, for example, that ‘the women taking part are 

animated by truly patriotic motives; with a true ideal of the real needs of 

their country.’164 Similarly, another article argued that ‘the women in 

question are not less patriotic … than other women. They have friends, 

brothers, husbands, or sons at the front; they are bearing their share of the 

nation’s grief and anxiety no less loyally than others … they have not chosen 

the easy or cowardly part.’165 By highlighting the potentially serving male 

members of these women’s families, the Herald evoked the wartime 

construction of female patriotism that was based on women’s connection to 

men’s service in the military. Indeed patriotic women’s groups framed the 

raising of recruits as a form of military service for women,166 whilst 

government propaganda frequently invoked the image of women as 

mothers, sisters and sweethearts encouraging their men to enlist. Thus, as 

Gullace argues ‘gendered conceptions of patriotism … implicated women in 

defining the parameters of male citizenship, while endowing women’s 

traditional domestic, maternal and sexual roles with an openly expressed 

importance to the military state.’167 Through the invocation of this widely 

held notion of female patriotism, the Herald article also points to the ways 

that reclaiming patriotism for the anti-war movement through the women’s 

activity may have been less problematic than by focusing on their male 
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counterparts.168 It becomes evident particularly with the introduction of the 

conscientious objector in 1916, that women’s status as non-combatants 

meant that they were not subject to the same level of vitriol as anti-war 

men, something which will be explored in greater detail in the following 

chapter. The identification of women’s resistance as patriotic was not only 

less problematic but could also be used as a means of associating anti-war 

activity more broadly as an expression of patriotism.  

 

The Herald’s characterisation of the congress as an example of patriotic war 

resistance was significant in a context where the nationality and patriotism 

of the British women involved with the conference was directly challenged 

within the pro-war press. As Janet Watson has argued, ‘all Britons, male and 

female, were exposed to the ideal of service: representations of patriotism, 

sacrifice, glory and honour’ were all-pervasive.169 These notions of female 

service and patriotism were implicitly addressed in a letter published in the 

Daily Express:  

 

Sir,- Can it be possible that there are British women capable 

of such colossal folly and conceit as to propose discussing 

peace terms with German women- women responsible for a 

race of felons and in full sympathy with the atrocities 

committed by them? ... 

What is the nationality of each member of the British 

contingent?170 
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By questioning the nationality of the British women, the author suggests that 

the peace activism of the women was incompatible with ‘Britishness.’ This is 

underscored by the negative portrayal of German women in terms of a 

perverted motherhood which bred a race of felons, capable of committing 

and condoning atrocities. This representation clearly identified the German 

race as a dangerous enemy and therefore highlighted the anti-British 

character of the women’s involvement with the congress. The invocation of 

narratives of nationhood in this letter is thus evocative of Rogers Brubaker’s 

assertion that those who are identified as outsiders within a nation are 

‘excluded not because of what they are but because of what they are not.’171 

By fraternising with German women, the position of these British women as 

part of the nation was questioned because of the perception that their 

behaviour was anti-British. 

 

The representation of German women specifically as mothers is also 

significant in that it is indicative of the importance placed upon motherhood 

during the war, particularly with relation to war service. As Susan Grayzel has 

argued, in Britain, official efforts were made to enforce the image of the 

‘sacrificing, stoic and patriotic mother.’172 To send men to war thus ‘became 

the patriotic duty of the women of England.’173 By meeting the German 

women, whose motherhood was defined as barbaric, and by discouraging 

men from fighting, the British women involved in the peace congress fell 

short of this ideal of patriotic womanhood. Furthermore, the link that is 

drawn out in the letter between nationality and motherhood is significant in 

that it reveals how national identity was constructed during wartime. Sonya 

Rose has noted that as the external frontiers of the nation are threatened 

during wartime, so too, are ‘the “internal” frontiers of individuals.’ Thus 
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when mothers ‘sent their sons off to war, they were doing so not because 

they were mothers but because they were British mothers.’174 By invoking 

the discourses of both nationality and motherhood, the letter suggests that 

the activities of the British women were disturbing because they threatened 

the intimate and integral relationship between the individual and the nation. 

The representation of anti-war British women in this letter therefore 

questions their place within the national body by underscoring national 

identity with patriotism, motherhood, and service.  

 

The reference to German atrocities in the letter also had another specifically 

gendered dimension which had implications for how the German and British 

women were represented. As Gullace has demonstrated, the focus on 

German atrocities, which was centered primarily on the violation of women 

and children, publicly invested British foreign policy with a ‘series of 

gendered meanings, shifting attention … to the brutality of soldiers who 

raped and mutilated women.’175 The pervasive representation and reporting 

on these atrocities in British pro-war publications thus became central to the 

‘creation of a gendered international language of “just war.”’176 The 

gendering of German atrocities and the incrimination of German women in 

them has the effect of emphasising the German nationality of the women 

rather than their femininity. Indeed, by aligning German women with crimes 

committed against women and children this letter questions the femininity 

of German women, particularly as mothers. By highlighting the association of 

British women with German women, the author implies that the femininity 

of British anti-war women should also be called into question. The implicit 

challenge to both the femininity and national identity of these anti-war 

women is brought into focus by the reference to alleged German atrocities 
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because, as Paul Ward has argued, Germany’s ‘frightfulness’ towards women 

and children was in turn perceived as enhancing the patriotism of British 

women.177 The British women are thus characterised as an internal enemy 

both because of their association to German women and also because this 

association renders their patriotism, their place within the national body and 

their gender as dubious. By identifying the anti-war women in this way, this 

letter points to how gendered discourses of nationhood during the war 

inflected the representation of war resisters.  

 

The gendering of The Hague women was also central to the reportage of the 

congress in both the Mail and Express more broadly. Negative feminine 

stereotypes and metaphors underpinned representations of the conference 

and these were often associated with gendered conceptions of citizenship. In 

contrast to the anti-war narratives of the conference which were evocative 

of pro-suffrage narratives of the female citizen, the way in which the Mail 

and Express invoked derogatory stereotypes of femininity evoked anti-

suffrage arguments which positioned women as unsuitable citizens because 

of the qualities of their gender. By linking female peace activists with anti-

suffrage imagery, arguments about the unsuitability of female citizenship 

were intertwined with negative depictions of their peace activism in a 

manner which drew on pre-war conceptions of citizenship. As Christine Bolt 

has pointed out, anti-suffragists argued that ‘women lacked the physical, 

mental and property qualifications for the vote.’178 Similarly, Sandra Stanley 

Holton has noted that in a manifesto by female anti-suffragists, it was argued 

that ‘the state could be no business of women because it rested, finally upon 

the exercise of physical force.’179 The protection of the state through war 
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and military combat were therefore explicitly related to citizenship and 

women’s exclusion from it.  

 

Negative associations between female suffrage campaigners and the female 

war resisters at The Hague were evident in an analogy between the British 

anti-war women and the ‘Votes for Women’ campaign slogan. In both the 

Mail and Express, there was a suggestion that the closure of the North Sea 

passage, which prevented the British contingent from attending the 

congress, would result in a ‘vigorous “Boats for Women” agitation.’180 Just as 

the actions of female suffrage campaigners were interpreted as being 

incompatible with the proper role of women, the female anti-war 

campaigners were represented as going against their feminine role.181 The 

ridiculing of the British contingent to The Hague with reference to suffrage 

activism also demonstrates how the activity of anti-war women raised 

concerns about women’s citizenship. The fact that the pro-war press did not 

publish any of the resolutions from the congress is significant because the 

resolutions were overtly political and included the promotion of 

international arbitration and conciliation, the inclusion of women in the 

peace process and the establishment of an international organisation 

promoting these motions, amongst others.182 The omission of these 

resolutions, especially when coupled with negative gendered imagery, 

therefore contributed to the idea that the women were engaged in an 

apolitical and frivolous meeting that went against the national interest of 

their country and consequently delegitimised anti-war women’s right to 

citizenship. As such, the ways in which the Express and Mail framed their 

reportage of the congress suggested that womanhood and femininity were 
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incompatible with political anti-war activism and, by implication, with 

suffrage.  

 

The tea party also became a prominent metaphor to describe the congress in 

a way which evoked negative connotations of feminine frivolity. An article in 

the Mail, for instance, noted that ‘German and English women will be 

commingling over the tea-cups, they will be talking of national affairs and 

babblers may quite thoughtlessly tell a good deal more than our military 

authorities would deem it discreet to disclose to Germans.’183 With striking 

similarity, the Express described the closing of the North Sea passage as 

‘standing between a number of misguided Englishwomen and a party of 

German fraus who are waiting to prattle peace with them over the teapot at 

The Hague.’184 Whilst teacups and teapots conjured up connotations of 

housewifery and the notion of the domestic female sphere, the imagery of 

the tea party implied that the congress was trivial. This image suggests that 

whilst the women were attempting to organise an international political 

conference, they were in fact incapable of doing so by virtue of their gender. 

Instead, the congress is depoliticised by the Mail and Express through its 

depiction as a light-hearted social event. Moreover, as the work of Ian Miller 

has highlighted, tea-drinking was also linked to fears about degeneration, 

above all of the working-class, in the late nineteenth century.185 These 

anxieties were also very often gendered, specifically with regards to the idea 

that tea drinking exacerbated women’s nervousness. There was a prominent 

concern about the mother, in particular, ‘from whose teapot stemmed a 

range of issues threatening British societal health.’186 The imagery of the tea 

party in representations of the congress can therefore be viewed both as a 
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means of depoliticisation but also as a way of drawing out links between 

these anti-war women, their mental state, and the impact on British society 

more broadly. 

 

The depoliticisation of the congress was further enforced through the 

invocation of the terms ‘prattle’ and ‘babble’ which infantilised the activities 

of the women at the conference and presented the women as incapable of 

understanding the politics of war. The use of a gendered language of 

infantilisation in these texts is significant because the war was seen by many 

as a catalyst of maturity, particularly for servicemen.187 Identifying these 

female war activists as infantile therefore suggested that anti-war activity 

was a sign of immaturity. Furthermore, the invocation of negative gendered 

imagery implied that it was gender that prevented women’s peace activism 

from having any meaningful impact. These representations thus contradicted 

the anti-war press’s representation of the congress as a natural fulfilment of 

womanhood and a pioneering act of resistance against the war. The 

employment of ridicule and mockery can also be viewed as a 

representational device that was mobilised to garner popular support 

against these peace women. As Lisa Tickner’s analysis of ridicule in anti-

suffrage imagery has shown, it ‘is a potent weapon in the maintenance of 

hegemony.’ Furthermore, the ‘ideological import of tendentious jokes is 

enhanced by their capacity to turn the hearer into a co-hater… and offer 

comforts of collusion.’188 The depiction of the congress as a tea party thus 

affected not only the conceptualisation of women’s connection to peace but 
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also had the potential to influence public perception of women’s peace 

activism. 

 

Negative gender imagery also surfaced in reports which depicted the women 

due to attend the congress as feminine outcasts. One such example is the 

Express’s report on the British women waiting for their crossing to Holland at 

Tilbury, which remarked that the women ‘sent out a sorrowful spinster with 

the official notification that she had no news … as the movement had been 

so thoroughly “misunderstood.”’189 By identifying the female peace 

campaigner as a spinster, the Express suggested that this woman was 

subversive both because of her wartime activities and her position within the 

gender structure.190 As Joan Chandler argues, ‘wifehood is keyed into 

womanhood to socially stigmatise those who are unmarried.’191 This 

stigmatisation of the spinster was also indicative of ‘the increasing 

importance attached to wifehood and motherhood … which increased in 

strength after the war.’192 Furthermore, the language of pity and derision 

that was often attached to the spinster in early twentieth-century Britain 

was also often linked to eugenicist fears about the decline of the race and 

was representative of the growing significance attached to sexual and 

maternal fulfilment in marriage.193 That concerns about single women were 

already evident in 1914 demonstrates how the notion of ‘surplus women’, as 

studied by Virginia Nicholson for example, was not necessarily something 

created by the impact of the war.194 The image of the spinster in this 
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particular article also highlights how female anti-war activism was perceived 

as a rejection of patriotic motherhood and this was, in turn, linked to the 

question of wartime female authority. Indeed, by portraying the anti-war 

women as childless and unmarried, the Express implied that, as women who 

did not have sons to sacrifice for the nation, they did not have the authority 

to speak about the conflict. The emphasis that is placed on the identification 

of the anti-war woman as a spinster in this article is also significant in that it 

challenges the anti-war press’s depiction of peace activism, and The Hague 

congress in particular, as an expression of a natural and fulfilled 

womanhood. By failing to attain both wifehood and motherhood, the 

imagery of spinsterhood in the Express suggests that peace activism was in 

fact an unnatural expression of womanhood and femininity which harmed 

the future reproduction of the ‘race.’ This therefore challenged the 

maternalist discourses used to depict The Hague women and the 

organisation of the congress within the anti-war press which represented 

this organisation of female resisters as a natural expression and fulfilment of 

womanhood.  

  

The invocation of overtly gendered language by both the pro-war and anti-

war press reveals how conceptions of femininity were central to how the 

representation of anti-war women and their involvement with the peace 

congress was shaped during 1914 and 1915. By using imagery and language 

that was overtly connected to femininity, whether positively or negatively, 

the press characterised The Hague as something that was specific to women. 

As Watson argues, ‘women could only be equal-but-different and their 

efforts were always perceived as those of women in particular, not just 

citizens.’195 The emphasis on gender consequently contributed to a 

reinforcement of the division in gender social roles and expectations during 

the war. That the congress was perceived in specifically feminine terms is 
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further highlighted by the way the pro-war press outlined their opposition to 

it. In a number of Daily Express articles on the British contingent there is a 

suggestion that ‘perhaps the wives and the mothers of Scarborough and 

Hartlepool and the wives of men of Mons and Neuve Chapelle … will give 

them a parting ovation at the quay.’196 The suggestion that women in 

particular should go down to address the anti-war women illustrates a 

perception that female peace activism was only relevant to other women. 

Just as the image of the spinster looked to question both the femininity of 

anti-war women and their authority, the Express’s suggestion connects 

authority to a sacrificing patriotic motherhood and thus challenges the right 

of the anti-war women to speak on matters of war and peace. In 

representing the anti-war women and the opposition to them as distinctly 

female, the pro-war press confined this act of resistance to the female, non-

combatant realm and thus inferred that it was separated from the distinctly 

masculine sphere of war. 

 

‘As Mothers of Humanity’197: Femininity, Peace and Motherhood 

The overt gendering of women’s peace activism was also underscored by the 

central narrative of motherhood which ran through many representations of 

anti-war women. The emphasis placed upon motherhood was not, however, 

specific to discourses of resistance but was one facet of a much broader 

preoccupation with motherhood and femininity during the conflict. As Eileen 

Yeo has noted, motherhood has always been a ‘contested concept and 

identity’,198and this came into clear focus in the intense and turbulent 

atmosphere of the First World War. In contrast to the pro-war press’s 

representation of the female peace activist as a spinster, motherhood and its 

association with nurturing and care-giving formed a key framework for anti-
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war women who outlined their opposition to the war in the press.199 As 

Margaret Higonnet has argued, the rhetoric of motherhood was often 

underscored by a belief that men were ‘naturally fierce and warlike’ whilst 

women as mothers had ‘an affinity for peace.’200 The associations between 

the qualities of motherhood and peace were used by women in varied ways 

and with different intentions, and as such there was no ‘distinctive 

maternalist argument.’201 Significantly, whilst drawing upon conventional 

constructions of a passive and nurturing womanhood could reinforce 

accepted feminine stereotypes, the manner and purpose in which women 

linked this to their opposition to war did not necessarily always equate to an 

entrenchment of an ideal of femininity centered primarily on motherhood. 

As both pro-war and anti-war women underpinned either their support or 

opposition to the conflict through their position as mothers or potential 

mothers, tensions were evident in the way that women invoked the image of 

the mother. These tensions were not only apparent in the appeals made by 

the Express for mothers of serving men to protest against anti-war women, 

but also surfaced in readers’ letters to the pro-war press that contested anti-

war women’s mobilisation of the rhetoric of motherhood.  

 

Writing a month after the beginning of the war, Lucy Thoumaian, the 

founder of the Women’s Swiss Union for Peace, drew explicitly on the notion 

of woman as caregiver and nurturer to outline women’s role in working for 

peace. In this article, Thoumaian argued that women had a responsibility not 
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only to care for wounded soldiers but also, more significantly, to work for the 

halting and prevention of war. Appealing for women to work for peace as 

‘mothers of humanity’ and ‘sisters of the whole human race’, Thoumaian 

asserted that working for peace is a role ‘that is very specifically suited to … 

the soothing and loving influence of women.’202 Consequently, she 

connected women’s responsibility to work for peace directly to what she 

perceived as women’s natural qualities. Thoumaian thus positioned peace 

activism as a special task for women because it was linked specifically to 

women’s unique characteristics. She reinforced this argument by asserting 

that those women who worked for peace did so ‘as true women’,203 and thus 

suggests that women who opposed the war were actually fulfilling their 

natural feminine role by doing so. The invocation of the relationship between 

gender and peace in this way can be compared to the identification of 

warfare as ‘a sphere of masculine attainment’,204 as noted by Jessica Meyer. 

Whilst war was seen to be inherently linked to masculinity, the argument 

presented by Thoumaian identified peace as innately associated with 

femininity and as such, both were based on an understanding that engaging 

in certain activities during the war had a direct and intrinsic relationship to 

the gender of the person involved. In outlining her argument in this way, 

Thoumaian consequently positioned women as the natural leaders of the 

movement against the war, precisely because of the distinct loving and 

nurturing virtues of femininity and motherhood that women were seen to 

possess.  

 

A narrative of motherhood was also central to anti-war women’s critique of 

the effects of war on society and was thus invoked as a key motivation for 

women’s opposition to the conflict. The noted socialist Katherine Bruce 

Glasier, for example, echoed some of the arguments discussed on pages 37-
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38 about degeneration and the war by raising concerns about the effect of 

the destruction of potential fathers on women’s ability to become mothers. 

Bruce Glasier utilised the image of mother and child to challenge the notion 

that war was being waged to protect women and used the effect of war on 

mothers to highlight a perceived fallacy in the rhetoric of pro-war arguments 

in which women appeared in recruitment campaigns as the ‘objects soldiers 

fought to defend.’205 In her 1914 article ‘Cannon Food: an SOS Signal’, Bruce 

Glasier argued that just as women could not understand the battlefield, men 

could not understand motherhood.206 She wrote ‘of the woe of the tens of 

thousands of women in Europe who have been robbed of their motherhood 

already: whose children will never be born to them because the men who 

should have been their fathers have been “cannon food.”’207 By suggesting 

that war prevented women from becoming mothers, Bruce Glasier outlined 

an opposition to the conflict that was based on the destruction of the family, 

the denial of women’s definitive purpose in life and the broad implications 

that this would have for society. The narrative of motherhood thereby 

became a way of positioning women as the natural opponents of war as well 

as providing a fundamental rationale for the need to resist the conflict.  

 

Motherhood, and women’s role as care-giver, was also invoked as a means of 

mobilising political anti-war activism amongst women. For example, an 

article by Norah O’Shea, the secretary of the Portsmouth branch of the 

National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, appeared in both the Herald 

and the Leader and drew on the image of women as mothers but used it to 

outline a sense of specifically female political duty.208 O’Shea begins her 

piece by arguing that the responsibility for working for peace lies firmly on 
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the shoulders of women: ‘Upon whom devolves the duty of calling upon the 

warring nations to ‘cease fire’ and demanding that this useless sacrifice of life 

shall stop? To that question I can find one answer: upon the women ... the 

givers and protectors of life.’209 By highlighting women’s role as mothers and 

care-givers, and suggesting that the duty of establishing peace lies with 

women, O’Shea placed women in a position of responsibility on account of 

the qualities of their gender. However, O’Shea also criticised and challenged 

the traditional role that women played in responding to the effects of war. 

By highlighting women’s particular qualities she questioned why they had 

not done more to exercise this specifically feminine power:  

 

Has it nothing more to give the world than the old time-

honoured methods of soup and blankets up-to-date? Has it, 

too, like its charitable forebear decided to be content to deal 

with effects, and is the task of dealing with the causes to be left 

to others as a task beyond its power? If the women of non-

combatants nations want to save the women of other nations 

from the horrors of war, the waste of life … then it is for them 

to move and move quickly and pioneer a ‘war against war 

league.’210 

 

O’Shea invokes a conventional construction of femininity to give women a 

unique and significant role within war; however she pushes this out of the 

traditional confines of the women’s sphere and instead argues that women’s 

unique qualities as mothers and care-givers provided them with the 

equipment to effectively address and resolve the political and social causes 

of war. Consequently, O’Shea uses constructions of femininity, motherhood 

and peace in a complex way and in doing so complicates the gendered 

connection between femininity and passivity. Instead she urged women to 

become active agents in the political process, echoing suffrage ideology that 
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emphasised the unique qualities that women would bring to the political 

sphere. 211 O’Shea’s plea for action is reinforced by a female reader who 

subsequently wrote into the Herald commenting, ‘at the bleakest hour 

comes a woman speaking on war with a woman’s voice. She speaks, not for 

the sake of speaking, but of doing. In the name of all that is noble, Nora 

O’Shea get the women doing.’212 What is evident in both the article and the 

response is that invoking a normative construction of femininity, based on 

motherhood and care-giving, enabled women to challenge the conventional 

gender structure of society by asserting that specific feminine qualities could 

have a significant political and social impact if women’s political status was 

elevated. As such, these texts demonstrate how reinforcing traditional 

constructions of femininity allowed women to complicate the gendered 

connotations of passive care-giving and peace and thus present a 

multifaceted interpretation of the connection between gender and women’s 

anti-war activism.  

 

Furthermore, by reinforcing women’s role as mothers and the ‘givers and 

protectors of life’, O’Shea used a maternalist framework to raise certain 

concerns about the waging of war and women’s role in this. Significantly, in 

using this type of gendered rhetoric, O’Shea’s piece forms part of a longer 

lineage of the use of the image of mother by radical women. As Michelle de 

Larrabeiti’s study of the political rhetoric of Chartism has shown, Chartist 

women also represented themselves as wives and mothers but in doing so 

‘managed to raise their political voices to question not only the oppressions 

of class and gender but to articulate their own political sense of self.’213 

Larrabeiti also points out that women’s marginal citizen status meant that 
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they ‘had to elevate themselves in political discourse in ways that men did 

not.’214 Invoking the narrative of motherhood and care-giving enabled 

women to define themselves politically from an accepted and authoritative 

position. The use of the motherhood rhetoric by O’Shea and its positioning 

alongside an urge for women to be more politically involved in conflict 

prevention thus politicised motherhood and the actions of anti-war women. 

 

Underpinning anti-war arguments with maternalist discourses was not 

without controversy, and was contested by women within the pro-war press. 

For example, a plea to the ‘mothers of Europe’ to unite for peace by the wife 

of the American industrialist Henry Ford was met with hostility from a 

mother writing in to the Mail.215 The author, named only as ‘an English 

mother’ wrote: 

 

 I do not know who or what Mrs Ford is, but I think I can gauge the 

reception she would meet among ‘the mothers of Europe’ … 

(Unless of course ‘Europe’ means ‘Germany’). As one of the 

mothers who have given a dearly loved son for King and Empire, I 

most warmly repudiate any proposals for peace until we are 

assured that the price which alone can repay us for what we have 

spent is not only promised but paid.216 

 

This letter demonstrates how ‘patriotic’ women used their relationships to 

men serving at the front to contest the invocation of motherhood by anti-

war women, highlighting in contrast their war service and commitment to 

King and country. The rhetoric invoked by the mother in this particular letter 

is also evocative of the controversial ‘Little Mother’ letter included by Robert 
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Graves’ in Goodbye to All That.217 In this letter, the mother of an only son 

‘who was early and eager to do his duty’ writes that ‘there is only one 

temperature for the women of the British race, and that is white heat. With 

those who disgrace their sacred trust of motherhood we have nothing in 

common … We women pass on the human ammunition of “only sons” to fill 

up the gaps.’218 As Pennell argues, ‘enlistment of a man in a familial … circle 

… reflected positively on a woman’s commitment to the war effort.’219 Thus 

by framing her opposition to the anti-war mobilisation of the maternalist 

narrative with discourses of patriotism, nationalism and sacrifice, an ‘English 

mother’ attempts to reclaim the authoritative status of mother for the war 

effort. This was particularly important because as, Grayzel has noted, 

throughout the war ‘a variety of social commentators and activists, as well as 

politicians, reinforced the centrality of motherhood’ and this ubiquitous 

rhetoric thus ‘defined female identity.’220 This letter consequently reveals 

the highly contested nature of both the status of mother and the rhetoric of 

motherhood during the First World War. Moreover, how maternalist 

narratives were invoked and contested in these examples points to the 

significant ways that motherhood was used as a means of imbuing women 

with authority by defining their femininity with relation to either peace or 

war.   

 

Challenging Maternalism: Redefining Women’s Role in War Resistance 

The dominance of anti-war maternalist narratives that were based on 

notions of care-giving and peace were contested not only by pro-war voices 

but also by a small number of anti-war women. Dorothea Hollins’ Herald 
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article, for example, represents a particularly strident critique of women’s 

traditional response to war. In her article, Hollins, the secretary of the 

Fulham and Hammersmith branch of the Women’s Labour League, engaged 

in a deliberate attempt to reconfigure the role of women in war and raised 

significant questions about gender, sacrifice, and citizenship.221 Couched in 

militaristic language, Hollins, who wrote under the pseudonym ‘X Lyceum 

Club’, urged women to ‘band themselves together in a Peace Expeditionary 

Force; each member of which would be ready to sacrifice her life that peace 

may prevail … Let it attempt to cross Europe in the teeth of the guns ready 

and willing to be shot as spies (or accidently killed) if necessary.’222 Hollins 

positioned women as an active force against the conflict and holds them up 

as potential martyrs for peace, mirroring the language of sacrifice and 

martyrdom that was used to represent volunteer soldiers.223 This has the 

effect of placing women out of their traditional non-combatant status and 

instead propels them directly into the symbolic and physical world of death, 

sacrifice and warfare. Within this context, Hollins shifted women’s role in 

warfare in a similar manner to O’Shea’s text but Hollins also challenges the 

traditional construct of femininity as passive, nurturing and care-giving in a 

more overt manner than O’Shea’s maternalist narrative does. Moreover, this 

subversion of gender identity is not only acknowledged within the article but 

is identified as the reason why a force of this kind would challenge the 

military action and achieve peace:  

 

The horror with which this proposal will be viewed by all 

kindly and noble men is in itself a guarantee that it is the only 

remedy adequate to this stage in the world’s progress … for 
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why should women, so fearless in the present day in regard to 

other evils, resign themselves to the iniquity of war as if it 

were a mysterious visitation, superhuman in its causes?224 

 

 In challenging the gender constructs of women in wartime, Hollins connects 

a reconstruction of femininity not only to ending the conflict but to political 

and social progress more broadly. Indeed, by identifying a reinterpretation of 

women’s wartime role as part of a wider and ongoing reconfiguration of the 

position of women within society, Hollins associates this aspect of female 

war resistance with the work of the women’s movement prior to the war 

and thereby outlines a clearly feminist anti-war position. Furthermore, 

Hollins’ contention that a marked shift in women’s wartime roles was the 

only adequate remedy to the war implied that the traditionally passive role 

of women in wartime contributed to the continued waging of war. She 

explicitly articulates this point, writing ‘why should the “men must fight and 

women must weep” (or at any rate make bed socks) attitude be accepted in 

regard to war when it has been relegated to the scrap heap in regard to 

every other crying evil of the day?’225 Hollins also goes on to criticise the 

demonstrations that women held against the war and contends that these 

were ‘naturally missing something of its mark because no risk or sacrifice 

was involved.’226 In outlining her call to women and in her articulation of the 

causes of the war, it is clear that Hollins viewed the war as a product of a 

flawed gender system of which the remedy was a reconsideration of the 

gendered position and construction of women and femininity.  

 

In addition, by pinpointing sacrifice as a central tenet of achieving progress 

this text references and contributes to the language of sacrifice that 

flourished throughout the First World War whilst also highlighting its 
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changing relationship to conceptions of citizenship.227 The implicit 

connection that is made by Hollins between sacrifice and citizenship is 

illustrative of Gullace’s contention that various cultural variables during the 

war gave ‘resonance to arguments grounding citizenship in personal sacrifice 

and service to the state.’228 Hollins’ emphasis on sacrifice and the way that 

she relates this to a reconstruction of the gender system demonstrates how 

gendered notions of citizenship were also being renegotiated by anti-war 

women. Hollins not only evokes the centrality of sacrifice to female 

citizenship but actually subverts the notion of wartime female sacrifice 

which was based on their connection to the sacrifice of men, and instead 

emulates the conception of male sacrifice based on the sacrifice or 

mutilation of the body. In doing so, Hollins’ representation of sacrifice also 

affects the gendering of citizenship because of its implication for male war 

resisters who have refused to serve in the military. By directly associating 

anti-war women with sacrifice on the battlefields, Hollins’ text not only 

reconfigures the relationship between femininity and peace but also 

complicates the relationship between the battlefield and men. Indeed, by 

positioning anti-war women as a group which should engage in sacrifice, 

Hollins further excludes anti-war men from the masculine sphere of the 

battlefield. Consequently, she reinforces the significance of sacrifice to 

citizenship whilst also carving out a role for anti-war women within this 

framework.  
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Whilst womanhood and femininity remained a significant theme in the 

article written by Hollins, their role and construction was questioned and 

reinterpreted. This article therefore demonstrates how women critiqued and 

reconfigured traditional gender roles as a mechanism for outlining their 

resistance to the war. In doing so, Hollins raised significant questions about 

women’s citizenship and its relation to their wartime experience from the 

perspective of peace activism rather than active war service.  

 

‘You are now entering the Sanctuary of Conscience’229: The Introduction of 
the Conscientious Objector 

From mid-1915 onwards, as debates about conscription come to the fore, 

the press’s focus on women as a specific group within the anti-war 

movement began to be disrupted by the gradual introduction of the figure of 

the conscientious objector. It is in these initial representations of the 

objector that the fault lines upon which many of the press depictions of male 

resisters in the following years would be contested and negotiated by the 

pro-war and anti-war press. In contrast to the way in which anti-war women 

were represented during 1914 and 1915, only a few articles, primarily by 

anti-war voices, represented male resisters in explicitly gendered terms in 

the pre-conscription period, although there was an implicit negative 

masculine gendering of pacifists in some pro-war articles, as discussed 

earlier in this chapter. Whilst the articles that did depict and discuss the 

conscientious objector offer some insight into the way that conscription 

would affect the gendering of resistance following the introduction of the 

Military Service Acts of 1916, the limited number of texts that do so 

underscore the extent to which resistance to the conflict was perceived in 

largely feminine terms in the first year and a half of war.  
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Debates about the introduction of conscription in Britain were brought up in 

the House of Commons as early as late August 1914 following the Battle of 

Mons, but reached fever pitch after the establishment of the coalition 

government in May 1915.230 The change in the government, which now 

included pro-conscriptionists, prompted the press to take note of 

conscription debates and the ‘conscription controversy became the single 

major subject’ of much the press in this period.231 Significantly, however, the 

intensification of the discussion about compulsory military service did not, 

on the whole, include representations of those men who were likely to resist 

conscription. The centrality of the issue of conscription in this period was 

reflected by the resumption of activities by the pro-conscription National 

Service League, a group which had been established in response to the Boer 

War in 1902.232 Support for conscription was based upon a variety of reasons 

including arguments that contended that mandatory military service was an 

abstract benefit to the nation and its people by virtue of the increased grit 

and efficiency of trainees.233 In addition, national defence and the increased 

need for manpower during the war were also central to pro-conscription 

arguments.234 

 

Matthew Johnson’s study of the Liberal Party’s support for conscription has 

also demonstrated how some Liberals, and in particular those who were 

members of the Liberal War Committee, supported conscription because of 

their belief in Liberalism, not in spite of it.235 Liberal support for conscription 

was based upon a number of arguments including a contention that it was a 
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more controlled and efficient system of recruitment than voluntarism. There 

was also specifically Liberal pro-conscription arguments made that were 

based on the notion of equality of sacrifice in personal, military, and financial 

terms. Moreover, the argument was made that the voluntary system actually 

entailed a form of ‘moral compulsion’ and thus the idea of free enlistment 

was in itself illusory.236 Consequently some Liberals argued that compulsion 

was not only a practical necessity but also a moral imperative. 

 

Whilst the Independent Labour Party was central in opposing and resisting 

conscription, the Labour Party’s involvement with compulsory military 

service was more complex. The leader of the Labour Party, Arthur 

Henderson, and many other Labour MPs were staunchly opposed to 

conscription because it appeared to be a manifestation of the type of 

militarism Britain was fighting against. Furthermore, it raised the possibility 

of industrial conscription and an end to the free market in labour which was 

important to the trade unions.237 However, when the government quite 

clearly moved towards the introduction of compulsory military service, 

Henderson decided it was better to remain in the cabinet where he would be 

in a stronger position to oppose industrial conscription. He was supported by 

the majority of Labour MPs, although a number continued to work with 

some Liberal rebels to vote against extensions to the conscription acts.238  

 

Given the centrality of the ILP to the opposition of conscription and the 

founding of the NCF, it is unsurprising that it was in the Labour Leader, that 

the first detailed CO stance was articulated. The letter written by a ‘Young 

Man of Military Age’ in June 1915, is a particularly significant text in that it 

invoked many aspects of the ‘new moral order’ that were set in motion in 
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1914, based on ideas of ‘voluntarism, self-sacrifice and equality of 

sacrifice.’239 Indeed, sacrifice is a central framework in this outline of male 

war resistance: 

 

it may be of service to you to understand the point of view 

of many young men who take no selfish view of their duty, 

but while ready to face every danger and sacrifice in the 

cause of their country, their ideals must conscientiously 

refuse to have any avoidable share in the killing of their 

fellow men, or in the preparation therefore.240 

 

The language of sacrifice is further invoked with the writer arguing, ‘I have 

always striven to interpret my life in an unselfish way in relation to my fellow 

men and my country, and I have never shrunk from personal sacrifice for the 

common good.’241 The emphasis placed on sacrifice in this text is instructive 

in revealing how male war resisters attempted to frame their resistance 

within the code of sacrifice that had taken on particular significance in the 

war. Importantly, this discourse was implicitly linked to the objectors’ 

experience precisely because of their rejection of military service. This was 

because, as Gregory has argued, the economy of sacrifice that was present 

during the war was measured in the currency of blood. Soldiers were 

therefore positioned as superior,242 with their sacrifice operating as the 

‘determinant touchstone of all other sacrifices.’243  

 

This wartime ideal was not only a discourse which positioned soldiers above 

all others during the war but was also intertwined with the construction of 
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their superior masculinity. As Mosse has argued, heroism, death, and 

sacrifice on behalf of a higher purpose were the set attributes of manhood. 

244 The emphasis on sacrifice in the narrative framework of the conscientious 

objector’s resistance to war is therefore indicative of an attempt to position 

the male resister and his rejection of military service both within the 

economy of wartime sacrifice and as a legitimate masculine act. Whilst 

elements of the discourse of sacrifice appeared in representations of female 

war resisters, the principle focus of articles about women was their gender 

and their resistance was, with the exception of Dorothea Hollins’ piece, 

rarely framed in this way. The centrality of sacrifice to the way that this male 

resister configured his opposition to the war therefore signals a shift in the 

narrative of resistance, which became more pronounced once conscription 

was introduced in 1916. By foregrounding sacrifice as a central element of 

the objectors’ stand the author positioned his resistance as an act of 

masculine attainment and thereby made a decisive break with the gendering 

of peace activism within the anti-war press which positioned opposition to 

war as a fulfilment of femininity.  

 

The centrality of the conscientious objector to the re-gendering of resistance 

is further emphasised by the author’s tacit alignment of objectors with 

volunteers through the suggestion that both groups of men were motivated 

by a principled interpretation of duty that they were both willing to sacrifice 

for:  

 

I honour those who, feeling that duty called them to this 

distasteful work, have given up everything to serve their country 

in this way. I think they are mistaken and misguided in their act, 
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but entirely right in their motive. Each man must judge in such a 

serious manner for himself.245 

 

This identification of the CO as a counterpart to the volunteer soldier was 

not confined to objectors but was also apparent amongst volunteer nurses 

(VADs) and demonstrates the extent to which non-combatants attempted to 

emulate the ideals associated with the volunteer soldier. As Watson has 

pointed out, ‘just as soldiering was the best response a young man could 

make to the country’s call, volunteer nursing was portrayed as the ideal war 

work for socially privileged young women.’246 In a similar vein, by positioning 

himself on the same moral level as the volunteer, the objector identified 

himself as the embodiment of war resistance as the volunteer was the 

embodiment of patriotic spirit. As Bibbings has argued, supporters of 

objectors contended that ‘the brave CO, like the exemplary volunteer, was 

acting upon his conscience and doing his duty by following his beliefs.’247 

This identification of the objector as the anti-war movement’s equivalent of 

the volunteer with specific reference to sacrifice had significant implications 

for the self-representation of the anti-war movement particularly in the way 

that the gendering of the movement shifted, which was especially marked 

from 1916.  

 

The significance of the economy of sacrifice to the way that male resisters 

were considered is further illustrated in a correspondence exchange in the 

Manchester Guardian in November 1915 on the notion of conscience. 

Reverend George Shillito wrote for example that ‘people would take the 

preachers of non-resistance more seriously if they would resign the security 

and charm of their present homes and studies, which are only available at 

the cost of the blood of enlisted men … Non-resistance is easy to proclaim in 
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England- guarded as we are by the sacrifice of heroes …’248 The Reverend 

Leyton Richards, a member of the No-Conscription Fellowship National 

Committee, subsequently responded that ‘compulsory militarism is not a 

matter of political expediency, but of profoundest principle: … whatever may 

be the penalties, these thousands [of conscientious objectors] will 

unflinchingly make the higher choice.’249 Shillito’s characterisation of the 

soldiers’ heroic sacrifices and Richards’ suggestion that objectors were 

willing to sacrifice for their ideals, whatever ‘penalties’ they faced, highlights 

both how the blood sacrifice of the soldier was positioned as superior and 

how the act of objecting began to be represented with specific reference to 

this central discourse of wartime masculinity.  

 

Whilst conscientious objectors and male resisters were not discussed in 

explicit terms in the pro-war press prior to the introduction of conscription, 

the themes of sacrifice and duty were reiterated in a number of other articles 

in the anti-war press that reported on the activities of the No-Conscription 

Fellowship and its members in late 1915. For example, in a report of the NCF 

conference in December 1915, these themes came to the fore. The chairman 

of the NCF, Clifford Allen, noted that ‘thousands of young men are willing to 

suffer for the cause of peace, so will they have the great joy of knowing that 

they are advancing in the most powerful way possible the prospects of 

peace.’250 Allen went on to state that ‘when history is written, I believe the 

witness of the young men of this Fellowship … will have proved the most 

potent factor in stirring the conscience of the nation towards peace.’251 

Consequently, the ideal of sacrifice for male resisters was linked to a cause 
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much larger than the war itself. Whilst male war resistance was couched in 

unmarked but nonetheless gendered terms of heroic ideals of sacrifice and 

duty, women’s war resistance was primarily articulated as an expression of 

their inherent characteristics as women. Unlike women whose love for peace 

was perceived as innate, men’s desire for peace was not considered to be an 

inherent expression of masculinity. Men actively worked to express their war 

resistance as a significant act and were therefore portrayed as having a special 

status within both the anti-war movement and society as a whole. 

 

The final section of the report on the conference is also telling of the shift 

that appeared towards the end of 1915. This small section, entitled ‘The 

Women’s Blessing’, detailed the support given to the NCF by the Women’s 

International League. In a short account of the speech given by the WIL’s 

delegate Catherine Marshall, it was noted that she remarked ‘you are 

rendering a service to your country and posterity which is not appreciated by 

all men, but for which we women bless you.’252 This short text suggests that 

women had moved into a supporting role, whilst objectors had taken on the 

primary struggle for peace. Moreover, the use of ‘blessing’ implies that 

women had not been involved with this process of resistance and had 

instead offered only passive approval. The framing of the relationship 

between anti-war men and women in this way mirrored the role of patriotic 

women as the ‘direct voice of conscience’ for male military recruitment and 

service.253 This stands in contrast to the diverse articles about and by anti-

war women earlier in the war and is illustrative of the broader change in 

representations of war resisters that became more pronounced following 

the introduction of conscription in January 1916. 

 

Conclusion 
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As British society came to terms with the war, the press played a crucial role 

in outlining what it was Britain was fighting for and who its enemies were. 

Consequently, in the early years of the conflict the pro-war press established 

distinct definitions of enemy and ally and placed particular emphasis on 

patriotism, duty and sacrifice. The way that the anti-war population were 

represented by both anti-war and pro-war publications was subsequently 

framed by these ideas, revealing how discourses of patriotism and sacrifice 

were both contested and fluid, acquiring different meanings for different 

sections of society. On the one hand, these narratives informed a broader 

negative depiction of war resisters as outcasts, internal enemies, and 

national dangers in ways that drew on ideas of nationhood and citizenship, 

gender, and degeneration. On the other hand, war resisters and those who 

supported them engaged with, challenged, and reconfigured these 

discourses to establish a more positive representation of the anti-war 

movement as integrated and accepted within British wartime society.254  

 

Whilst discourses of patriotism, national identity, and degeneration were 

used to depict the anti-war movement as a whole, there was also a specific 

focus on anti-war women in particular, during 1914 and 1915. The ways in 

which the press used constructions of femininity to represent anti-war 

women in the first year and a half of war reveals the significant disparities 

between how pro-war and anti-war publications used gender to interpret 

female opposition to war. Whilst the articles within the anti-war press 

represented motherhood and femininity as a driver of opposition to the 

conflict, the pro-war press invoked feminine stereotypes and characteristics 

as a means of highlighting the perceived weakness of the movement against 

war. The articles and letters that were published in the Herald and Leader 

presented the characteristics of womanhood as something which gave 
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intrinsic strength to the peace movement and were perceived as qualities 

that should be elevated into a reconfigured gender structure to achieve and 

maintain peace. In contrast, the Mail and Express deployed femininity in 

purely negative terms in order to highlight the weakness and folly of 

opposition to the war and thereby used gender to undermine women’s 

resistance. Nonetheless, the pervasive use of both positive and negative 

constructions of womanhood in anti-war and pro-war publications not only 

highlights the integral role that conceptions of femininity played in press 

representations of anti-war women but also reveals how, to a large extent, 

peace and war resistance were configured as feminine. This characterisation 

of resistance served to reinforce the idea, explicitly expressed in the pro-war 

press from 1916, that to resist war was not compatible with the wartime 

configuration of martial masculinity. Furthermore, the centrality of 

conceptions of femininity to the gendering of peace meant that a new 

language had to be established in the anti-war press to represent men 

engaged in opposition to the war which reflected ideals of masculinity such 

as sacrifice, honour, and patriotism. The anti-war press’s early attempts to 

frame conscientious objectors in this way highlight the significance of 

reconfiguring war resistance as masculine in response to debates about 

conscription. The ways in which constructions of femininity were mobilised 

in depictions of war resistance therefore had significant implications for how 

both women and men in the anti-war movement were represented during 

the first year and a half of war. The gendered shifts that begun to take place 

from mid-1915 came into sharp focus with the legal introduction of 

conscription and the conscientious objector from the beginning of 1916, as 

will be explored in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 2: 1916 

 

1916 marked a turning point in the war in many ways. The huge losses in the 

Battles of Verdun and the Somme, political upheaval in Ireland, and the 

introduction of conscription for single men in January and married men in 

May, all contributed to a turbulent and important year in the conflict. 255 For 

the anti-war movement specifically, the introduction of compulsory military 

service played an integral role in shaping the way that male and female war 

resisters were represented both for the remainder of the conflict and in the 

years after the Armistice. Whilst objecting to military service on 

conscientious grounds was one possible exemption amongst others such as 

work of national importance, financial or domestic hardship, and ill-health, 

the introduction of conscientious objectors into British society was 

particularly controversial.256 Against a backdrop of growing unrest and 

increasing criticism of the government’s conduct of the war,257 the allowance 

for exemption on the grounds of conscience generated great hostility 

towards objectors and the public mood became ‘more harsh and 

bellicose.’258 A vociferous and often vicious public campaign against war 

resisters, and conscientious objectors in particular, conducted in part by the 

pro-war press gained momentum.259 Yet the introduction of conscription and 
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the subsequent publicity it gave to the anti-war community also worked to 

the advantage of the peace movement. Martin Caedel has pointed out, for 

instance, that conscription dramatised the anti-war movement’s views for 

the public mind by bringing pacifists into sharp confrontation with the 

state.260 Certainly, the public attention given to COs provided the peace 

movement with a renewed focus and a constant stream of news.  

 

Whilst Nigel Young has argued that war resistance first became a ‘political 

act with the first refusal of compulsory military service in 1916,’261 men who 

chose to become objectors did so for a variety of reasons which included 

politics but was not restricted to it. Indeed, the discussion about 

conscientious objectors in the wartime press highlighted the significance of 

concepts of liberty, freedom, and national identity, as well as morality and 

religion. Objecting to military service and its implications for both the anti-

war movement and wider society were therefore understood and depicted in 

a number of ways. Yet the varied representational discourses used to depict 

COs were all linked by their implicit or explicit connection to gender. Indeed, 

as Bibbings’ work has shown, as men who openly rejected military service, 

the configuration of conscientious objectors was directly associated with, 

and often explicitly represented in relation to wartime conceptions of 

militarist masculinity which emphasised the ideals of sacrifice, duty, and 

courage.262  
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The gendering of objectors had significant ramifications for the 

representation of the peace movement as a whole, and for anti-war women 

in particular. The depiction of COs with specific reference to wartime 

masculinity, in both positive and negative ways, meant that the gendered 

representation of women as natural resisters of the conflict began to be 

mediated through the objector and thereby mirrored the contemporary 

gender hierarchy whereby male activity took precedence.263 Yet this was not 

necessarily a reflection of a decline in women’s war resistance. As Jill 

Liddington has noted, by 1916 women’s peace groups such as the Women’s 

International League ‘had become a recognisable part of the British anti-war 

culture.’264 Moreover, conscription ‘thrust the tentacles of state compulsion 

deep into every home, into the private family sphere and so directly into 

many women’s lives.’265 Indeed, women came to play a crucial role in the CO 

movement, with notable female organisers such as Catherine Marshall, Lydia 

Smith, and Joan Beauchamp all playing integral roles in the organisation of 

the No-Conscription Fellowship.266 In this way, the representational shifts 
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that were directly concerned with the position of men and women within the 

peace movement shed light on the considerable role that gender played in 

re-shaping the depiction of the anti-war movement following the 

introduction of conscription.  

 

Given the press focus on conscientious objectors from 1916, it is necessary to 

gain some understanding of who the men that claimed exemption on 

conscientious grounds were. Yet as Cyril Pearce and Helen Durham have 

noted, accessing detailed and accurate information about conscientious 

objectors is masked under ‘layers of difficulty,’ particularly as the 

government systems for recording such things at the time were 

incomplete.267 Nonetheless, some information regarding the number of COs, 

their motivations, age, and origin can be gleaned.268 A number of estimates 

of the number of COs have been attempted by various historians with the 

total figure being placed at somewhere between 16,000 and 20,000.269 

Similarly, approximations have been made about the different motivations 

that underpinned a conscientious objection. These motivations can be very 

broadly categorised as political, primarily socialist, and religious, mainly 

nonconformist Christianity. However, it is important to note that these 

categorisations do not offer a complete picture. As Keith Robbins has pointed 

out, religion and politics were often intertwined and there was, in some 

cases, a refusal to distinguish between the two.270 Moreover, Pearce’s study 

of the Huddersfield anti-war community points to the existence of a sizeable 
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number (25.62% of those objectors attesting at the Huddersfield Tribunal) of 

‘unspecified moral or ethical’ conscientious objectors.271  

 

Given the age ranges of the exemption clause in 1916 (18-41 years of age), 

COs were a relatively young group of men. Indeed, two of the most 

prominent leaders of the CO movement, Fenner Brockway and Clifford Allen, 

were both under the age of 30 when they became objectors.272 The class of 

objectors is more challenging to uncover. Robbins has suggested that there 

was a predominance of COs who were either skilled, lower middle-class 

clerical, or professional workers.273 The work of Pearce and Durham has 

shown that urban areas with an organised and politically engaged working 

class also created a context that was ripe for opposition, as in the East and 

North of London and Huddersfield.274 Similarly, the regional composition of 

COs is still largely unclear, although Pearce and Durham’s work on mapping 

areas of dissent have shown that areas with strong roots in Labour, trade 

union and Socialist movements, and a significant presence of nonconformist 

Christianity, were likely to be key areas of war resistance.275  

 

This chapter will first explore two of the most widely discussed motivating 

ideas underpinning conscientious objection in the pro-war and anti-war press 

during 1916, religion and liberty. It will consider the way that religion was 

used as a means of both debating objectors’ claims to Christian identity and 

constructing CO masculinity.  The analysis will also demonstrate the extent to 

which arguments about the connections between COs and liberty were both 

inflected with ideas about gender and were underscored by arguments 

which made a clear distinction between individual liberties and national 
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values. The analysis will then move on to discuss representations which 

touched directly upon the act of objecting and will consider how the central 

ideals which informed these depictions, were invoked in a variety of ways to 

configure objectors’ masculinity and were often linked to the reasons 

underpinning an objection. As George Mosse has noted, heroism, death, and 

sacrifice on behalf of a higher purpose ‘became set attributes of manliness’ 

and ‘death and sacrifice were joined to the idea of freedom, whether it was 

liberty, equality, or fraternity.’276 Sacrifice, duty, and courage and the central 

role these played in the depiction of soldiers’ masculinity had a significant 

impact upon the way that gendered constructions of COs were depicted 

during 1916. R. W. Connell’s definition of hegemonic masculinity maintains 

that it is ‘always constructed in relation to various subordinated masculinities 

as well as in relation to women.’277 Therefore the analysis of the act of 

objecting will also look at the way that the key binary of the soldier and the 

objector informed the representation of COs.  

 

The significance of looking at the construction of the masculinity of the 

objector with reference to the ideals directly connected to the soldier lies not 

only in its importance for understanding the gendering of male war resisters 

but also the way that it impacted upon the depiction of anti-war women. 

Indeed, the introduction of high profile male war resisters into the feminised 

representation of the anti-war movement can reveal not only the 

relationship between peace and gender but also the state of flux between 

masculinity and femininity in wartime, and how they interacted with one 

another. Considering how the representation of female resistance changed 

during 1916 will therefore form the final part of this chapter’s analysis. This 

section will look at both how maternalist discourses shifted in response to 

depictions of COs and the way that the language of conscience, which 

became central to anti-war narratives of resistance during 1916, impacted 
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upon the way female resisters were talked about in the press, focusing 

specifically on Nellie Best’s relatively well-publicised trial for charges of 

prejudicing recruiting. Whilst some of the themes discussed in this chapter 

are the same as those discussed in the previous one, the chronological 

analysis demonstrates how these themes shifted in response to conscription 

and consequently highlight how the representation of the anti-war 

movement as a whole altered during 1916.  

 

Motivating Ideas 

 

Religion 

That religion was a key motivation for conscientious objection was reflected 

in the centrality of religious narratives to the representation of objectors. 

The emphasis on Christianity, primarily nonconformist denominations such 

as Quakerism and Methodism, as a driving factor was, however, 

controversial in a wartime society where the majority of churches supported 

the war effort and the ‘relationship between Christian rhetoric and wartime 

values was an intimate one.’278 As Sue Morgan points out, the ‘quasi-

militaristic youth culture of the Edwardian churches’, with organisations such 

as the Boys’ Brigade and the Church Lads’ Brigade, created a context in 

which ‘religious support for the war was almost unanimous.’279  

 

The importance of nonconformist Christianity to conscientious objection can, 

to some extent, be traced back to the nonconformist church’s historical 

position outside the established church. This exclusion engendered a 

religious environment in which these denominations were free to create a 
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‘distinctive culture and contribute in particular ways to British culture as a 

whole.’280 An important element of this was dissent, which often included 

opposition to war.281 Pacifist values had become increasingly important to 

the Quakers in particular in the early twentieth century as part of the Quaker 

Renaissance and their response to the Boer War.282 Indeed, as a result of 

younger Quakers’ relief work during this conflict many of them began to 

experience opposition to armed conflict as a deeply personal struggle for 

peace and a test of conscience.283 The nonconformist association with peace 

activism was reflected in the fact that this group accounted for a significant 

amount of the opposition to the First World War.284 John Rae’s examination 

of a group of COs, for example, found that ninety-five per cent were 

nonconformists or came from a nonconformist background.285  

 

Religion was also linked to the political standpoints of many objectors. For 

instance, the persecution of nonconformists by the established church 

meant that Liberalism, with its support for civil and religious liberty, was 

politically attractive to nonconformists.286 Consequently, religious opposition 

to both conscription specifically, and the war more generally, had significant 

links to ideologies of liberty and the representation of both these themes 
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had important parallels in the way they were invoked to construct particular 

objector identities. 

 

Religious rhetoric was invoked by both pro-war and anti-war voices 

throughout the conflict.287 Religious imagery played a central role in both the 

war more broadly and the representation of male war resisters specifically, 

not least because whilst not all COs were motivated by religion, religious 

narratives also inflected secular discourses of conscientious objection. As 

Brock Millman suggests, ‘among dissenters whose formal religious belief had 

atrophied, it was generally replaced by a secular humanism which in most of 

its particulars was virtually indistinguishable from the nonconformist 

Christian social ethic.’288 The invocation of religious imagery was 

multifaceted and its uses ranged from the conjuring up of connections 

between objectors and Jesus through to the clarification and justification of 

objectors’ motivations. Discussions in the press regarding conscientious 

objectors also took on a religious tone in the charge made by some that the 

treatment of religiously motivated COs amounted to religious persecution.  

 

The invocation of religious symbolism in anti-war narratives was at its most 

explicit in representations that compared conscientious objectors with Jesus 
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Christ. These representations took the form of either direct associations 

between Jesus and COs, or more subtle assertions that, by acting upon 

Christ’s teachings, objectors were following in his footsteps. Comparisons 

between objectors and Jesus served a number of purposes, and highlight 

how ideas about gender, sacrifice, and morality inflected the configuration of 

conscientious objector and his religious and masculine identity. Christianity, 

in particular, had formed a key aspect of Victorian manliness in the years 

preceding the outbreak of war, and wartime masculinity was therefore 

constructed within a context where religion was an important feature of 

masculinity.289 Whilst in the early Victorian period, the image of manliness 

represented a concern with a successful transition from ‘Christian immaturity 

to maturity, demonstrated by earnestness, selflessness and integrity; to the 

late Victorian it stood for the neo-Spartan virility as exemplified by stoicism, 

hardiness and endurance,’ all of which were apparent in the concept of 

‘muscular Christianity.’290 Elements of both the early and late Victorian 

conceptualisations of Christian manliness were present in anti-war depictions 

of objectors which invoked Christ. For instance, drawing out comparisons 

between COs and Jesus was one of the ways in which the anti-war press 

refuted claims that, by refusing to participate in the war, men who voiced a 

conscientious objection to military service were cowards. Invoking 

selflessness, endurance, and stoic sacrifice, a Herald article from March 

argued that: 

 

we desire to protest emphatically against the assumption that 

men who for conscientious reasons refuse to fight are cowards 

… it is not a question of giving one’s own small life, but taking 

other people’s lives which is objected to. Our Lord gave His own 

life, but in the moment of supreme trial refused either to take 

life or allow others to take life on his behalf. In this connection 
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no one would dream of accusing Him of moral cowardice and 

we most earnestly hope that an end will be put to this daily 

taunting of the conscientious objector.291 

 

By comparing COs and Jesus in this way, the Herald represented objectors as 

mirroring the self-sacrifice of Christ. Self-sacrifice was also underpinned by 

the suggestion that in taking this standpoint both Jesus and objectors 

demonstrated moral courage. In addition, the way that the Herald text links 

self-sacrifice and moral courage to refute the claim of COs’ cowardice also 

points to the relationship between masculinity, sacrifice, and Christianity 

which had been the subject of significant discussion in the century preceding 

the First World War.  

 

The feminisation of religion and piety had become a particular feature of 

Christianity from the beginning of the nineteenth century. As Callum Brown 

suggests, evangelism feminised piety and ‘pietised’ femininity as women’s 

religiousity became privileged in Christian discourse from 1800.292 In contrast 

to this, men’s piety was perceived as ‘in constant inner turbulence and its 

depiction was subject to increasing discursive instability.’293 As a 

consequence, there was experimentation in the construction of a moral and 

religious masculinity which came to be known as ‘muscular Christianity’ in 

the mid-1880s.294 A central aspect of Christian masculinity was a focus on the 

figure of Christ, and his bodily self-sacrifice in particular became a key 
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component in the definition manliness, as outlined in Thomas Hughes’ book 

The Manliness of Christ. In his study of Hughes’ book, Peter Gay argues that 

‘manliness incorporated nothing less than the desire for self-sacrifice. As a 

brave soldier in his and all mankind’s cause, Christ, Hughes insisted, 

displayed manliness through all of his life.295 Thus, the emphasis on Christ’s 

self-sacrifice and the associations that were drawn out between Christ and 

COs in the Herald article can be viewed as an attempt to represent the 

objectors’ stance as compatible with the contemporary construction of 

religious manliness. As John Springhall has noted, sermons and articles in the 

popular contemporary juvenile magazine Boys’ Own Paper, ‘identified Jesus 

as a physically strong individual, a carpenter, a courageous and manly leader 

of men.’296  

 

The nineteenth century social and cultural context of manliness is also 

significant to the conceptualisation of manly religious objectors. Scouting in 

particular played an important role in giving manliness a popular dimension 

amongst boys and young men by instilling the ‘manly character’ that was 

also central to the concept of ‘muscular Christianity.’297 In a similar vein, 

masculinity was a significant aspect of domestic religious life as patriarchal 

conceptions informed the construction of the Christian family with the 

husband reflecting the authority of the Father in Heaven.298 The comparison 

of objectors with the self-sacrificing manly figure of Christ in the Herald 

article therefore drew on a specifically gendered religious context and can 

consequently be seen as an explicit attempt to gender the act of 

conscientious objection as masculine.  
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The comparisons that were made between conscientious objectors and 

Christ that represented COs as intensely spiritual and moral men, provoked 

criticism from Christians who saw their faith as compelling them to support 

the war effort. Correspondence to the Guardian by Quaker chaplain and key 

figure in the CO movement, John W. Graham, acted as a catalyst for a 

discussion about this type of representation of religious COs. Graham wrote 

that ‘the conscientious objector is a man who goes through the world with 

eyes fixed on souls and on the beauty and ugliness of actions. Whatever 

professionals may think, he is a religious expert, he is an artist in souls.’299 J. 

E. Roberts, a Christian who was in support of the war, responded: 

 

Principal Graham has been a loyal and skilful champion of the 

conscientious objector, but I think if I were a conscientious 

objector I should recognise my champion had a bad fall when I 

read his letter in this morning’s Manchester Guardian. Most 

of us know well a number of conscientious objectors. We 

honour them for their loyalty to conscience. But we must 

admit that Mr. Graham’s picture of them is, frankly, 

unrecognisable. I have told my friends amongst them many 

times that one of their bad mistakes is to hoist themselves on 

to a pedestal of moral and spiritual superiority … Principal 

Graham’s fanciful account of the conscientious objector does, 

however, touch one of the real issues between him and 

people like myself, who, whilst hating war are convinced that 

it is our duty as Christians to prosecute this war to a 

successful issue … the glorification of the conscientious 

objector as a person of spiritual instincts and insight is 

precisely one of the causes of a good deal of that popular 

misunderstanding.300 
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The suggestion that the portrayal of COs as spiritually superior men was 

alienating to Christians who believed that war was necessary demonstrates 

the complex nature of religious discourse during the war. The attempt to 

define Christian identity as the exclusive domain of the conscientious 

objector inevitably posed a challenge for how other Christians saw the 

relationship between their faith and their view of the conflict. Indeed, 

Roberts’ argument is underpinned by the exclusion that was inherent in the 

explicit conflation of Christian and objector identities in representations of 

COs.  

 

Religion also inflected discussion in the press over how conscientious 

objectors were being treated by the government and military authorities. 

The treatment of conscientious objectors was frequently identified as 

religious persecution and was often contextualised with reference to the 

persecution of early Christians. For instance Edward Garnett, the writer and 

literary critic whose son David was a CO, sent a letter to the Guardian which 

lamented the treatment of Christian objectors in particular: 

 

I have noticed myself that it is the men who are the most 

Christian and have the greatest aversion from bloodshed that 

excite the deepest hostility in the heart of ordinary members of 

tribunals. We seem therefore, to be in for a regular religious 

persecution, as well as a minor persecution of socialists and 

pacifists of military age.301 

 

The identification of the poor treatment of objectors as religious persecution 

points to the way in which this particular experience of COs is seen within a 

framework of religious identity. The strong links between objectors and 
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nonconformist Christianity could explain the emphasis on religious 

persecution because of the discrimination directed towards nonconformists 

during the eighteenth and nineteenth century.302 The narrative of religious 

persecution specifically identified the treatment of COs as an attack on a 

collective religious identity. 

 

A poem by S. Gertrude Ford published in the Herald similarly suggested that 

objectors were being persecuted because of their faith but also echoed the 

comparisons that were made between objectors and Christ to assert that 

their willingness to die in the name of Jesus would make them leaders of 

faith in the future: 

 

His crime is that he loved Peace; followed her 

For Christ’s sake, in His name, even to the death … 

Messenger of truth, and hearing what the spirit saith … 

 

They bound him, mocked, maltreated, wounded sore … 

Few then his followers; now, the wide world o’er, 

Behold them as stars for the multitude.303 

 

Persecution in this case is used to represent a complex interplay of religion, 

sacrifice and courage and takes all of these elements to consider the future 

position of objectors. Ford’s depiction of religious persecution was thus not a 

straightforward lamentation of the way COs were being treated, but was 

also a means of demonstrating the courage and self-sacrifice of objectors 
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and consequently position their wartime experience as something that 

would bolster their position as leaders of peace and faith.  

 

Bibbings has noted that ‘in terms of mainstream Christian thinking during the 

war, the CO was conceived in a negative light or incomprehensible.’304 The 

pro-war press certainly took issue with objectors who based their objection 

on Christian grounds, asserting that their invocation and understanding of 

their faith was a perversion of Christianity. A letter sent to the Daily Mail by 

E. Nesbit stated for example: ‘The enclosed [pacifist leaflets] have been sent 

to me by way of Christmas greeting from a youngish man who has somehow 

got exemption … Will you not use your influence to induce the authorities to 

punish, and to punish heavily, the dissemination of the mischievous 

perversions of religious truths?’305 In a similar manner, another letter argued 

that the conscientious objector ‘besmirches the good name of One who, 

with a scourge, drove the defilers from the Temple.’306 The suggestion that 

those COs who were motivated by religion perverted Christianity, or 

tarnished the name of Jesus, appears to complicate Gregory’s claim that 

religious arguments for a conscientious objection, ‘no matter how bizarre, 

were often treated with great respect.’307 On the contrary, the 

representation of religiously motivated objectors in the pro-war press, as 

highlighted in these examples of correspondence, cast COs as religious 

deviants whose objections to the war were not compatible with Christianity 

and were therefore not only unworthy of respect, but were also damaging to 

the faith as a whole. As such, Christianity is presented as solely compatible 
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with support for the war in a manner which excludes opposition to the 

conflict based on religion.308  

 

By basing their claim to exemption on their Christian convictions, religious 

objectors were also seen to be especially pernicious and manipulative. A 

Daily Express article written by George Makgill, the secretary of the Anti-

German Union, stated that ‘of all the breed the most dangerous is the 

pseudo-pious crank- the most dangerous because his appeal is to the higher 

instincts of simple men.’309 The suggestion that Christian COs emphasised 

their religion to trick other men into objecting reinforced arguments about 

objectors’ religious perversion by implying that objectors were both 

insincere and used faith to manipulate others. Pro-war anxieties about the 

invocation of religious discourses by war resisters illustrate Gregory’s point 

that ‘the validity of a highly personal reading of Scripture was the common 

ground between some of the war’s strongest advocates and conscientious 

objectors.’310 Arguments that emphasised the perversion and insincerity of 

objectors’ faith were therefore underscored by the inherent tension of using 

the same Christian discourse to justify distinctly different positions on the 

war.  

 

This sentiment was echoed in a correspondence exchange between two 

readers in the Herald which demonstrates how Scripture was not only linked 

to the justification of a particular standpoint on war but was also concerned 

with the construction of Christian identity, brought into focus by the war, 

more broadly. Beatrice H. Derry’s letter heavily criticised the Herald’s 

reportage of objectors by invoking dehumanising discourses of illness and 
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contagion, stating that ‘since military service has brought out the plague spot 

called the conscientious objector, its defences of these creatures makes 

painful reading, as all that is said in the various Labour papers is clear 

evidence of entire ignorance of the spiritual and, therefore, of the real.’311 In 

response to her letter, another reader wrote: 

 

She did not state that she was not a Christian, and therefore, as she 

quoted Scripture, I may be allowed to assume that she is, or at least 

supposes herself to be, a follower of Christ. I say “supposes herself 

to be” because whatever she professes to be, she is not a Christian 

because she evidently believes in killing and Christ preached “Thou 

shalt not kill.”312 

 

As Callum Brown argues in relation to religion and the support of war, it was 

important that ‘God be on the side of Britain and her allies, and it was judged 

that victory would only be assured through the higher moral status of the 

British people.’313 The relationship between God, morality, and the war was 

therefore central to the tension that the use of religious justification in pro-

war and anti-war narratives engendered. Indeed, both those who supported 

the war and the COs who opposed it were claiming an explicitly moral 

position on the conflict. Consequently, there was an inference that those 

who disagreed with their respective standpoint were somehow immoral. 

Furthermore, the symbolic importance of God’s support for Britain’s war 

effort shows how religious motivations for conscientious objection had the 

potential to undermine a central justification for the war. The discussions 

over the representation of religious objectors were therefore intimately 

linked to how the war and Britain’s role in it was interpreted and religious 
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discourses became a symbolic battleground for the moral justification of 

either war resistance or support for the conflict.  

 

Liberty 

The inclusion of the ‘conscience clause’ in the Military Service Acts 

generated significant debate over what the implications of conscription were 

for conceptions of liberty and its association to British national identity. The 

introduction of compulsion and the subsequent end to the voluntary military 

enlistment generated for some a ‘fear that the rhetoric of sacrifice was being 

used to push through infringements of liberty.’314 The association between 

liberty and conscription consequently influenced the representation of 

objectors which was often underpinned with ideas about individual and 

collective liberties and their place within British national identity. Discourses 

of liberty, like religious narratives, were also inflected with a tone of 

morality. Indeed, the similarity in the construction and contestation of both 

narratives demonstrates how the identification of conscientious objection as 

a moral position was central to discussions about the position of COs in 

British society. The similarities between religion and liberty were 

multifaceted. For example, the comparison between Jesus and objectors 

found parallels with the association of objection with historical movements 

for liberties, whilst the treatment of COs was discussed with relation to 

liberty in a similar manner to the representations of religious persecution. 

The resemblance between the ways in which the two discourses were 

represented in the press highlights how both were used to either reinforce 

or refute the connection between conscientious objectors and ideals which 

played a significant role in the justification of the conflict.  

 

For those who supported the right to conscientious objection, the 

relationship between conscience, liberty, and British identity provided an 
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important means of reclaiming patriotism and incorporating war resisters 

within the national body. Yet those who disapproved of COs could continue 

to exclude anti-war activists from the nation by asserting that Britain’s war 

effort in itself represented a struggle for liberty. In this way, the discourses of 

patriotism and nationhood that circulated within the press during 1914 and 

1915 became embroiled in debates about conscription, conscience, and 

liberty during 1916. These narratives and their invocation in relation to COs 

were complex, a notion that is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that they 

were used by some who supported the war but defended the right to 

conscientious objection because of its inherent association to conceptions of 

liberty and its perceived relationship to national identity. Although Liberty 

has historically been gendered female, most notably in the female allegories 

of Marianne and the ‘Goddess Liberty’,315 representations of conscience, 

liberty, and nationhood were invoked in the British wartime press with 

explicit reference to two groups of men, conscientious objectors and 

soldiers. The way that the connection between liberty and national identity 

was invoked in anti-war representations of COs was therefore significant 

because it in some senses attempted to echo the image of the soldier as the 

protector of the nation. As Meyer has noted, one of the most common 

reasons that men gave for enlisting was the defence of the home.316 Press 

discussion about the relationship between objectors and liberty 

consequently highlights how the gendering of war resistance permeated 

broader questions about liberty and national identity.  

 

When identifying objectors in relation to liberty, certain aspects of Britain’s 

political history provided an important context. Radical groups, like the 

Levellers, who had demanded liberty from religious, political and social 
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oppression,317 were invoked to locate objectors within a longer lineage of 

defenders of liberty. The Levellers’ programme of the First Agreement of the 

People, which included the significant principles of freedom of conscience 

and the banning of conscription,318 had important overlaps for the anti-

conscription and CO movement. Although these movements were rarely 

explicitly acknowledged in discussions of objectors and liberty, the way that 

texts drew on Britain’s traditions and history established a link between the 

CO movement and the national political past as a way of legitimising the 

stance taken by objectors.  

 

Another movement which provided an important political context for the 

depiction of objectors was the Chartists. As D. G. Paz has demonstrated, the 

Chartists were instrumental in creating a particular strand of ‘people’s 

history’ which positioned Chartism as the site of a people’s struggle for 

liberty that had begun with the Norman Conquest and included the 

American and French Revolutions.319 In this way, Chartists were positioned 

as ‘heirs to a great tradition’ and England was viewed as ‘the beacon of 

freedom to the rest of Europe.’320 The articles and letters within the wartime 

press which linked liberty and national identity to conscientious objectors 

thus did so within a context where past political movements played an 

important role, not only for the ideas that these movements had promoted, 

but also the way in which they had used history to legitimise their stance.  

Press depictions of objectors as either direct descendants of those who had 

fought for freedom in the past, or arguments that suggested the poor 

treatment of COs was incompatible with English tradition were frequently 
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invoked throughout 1916. Both these elements were present in an article 

written by John Scurr in the Herald: 

 

The spiritual existence of Britain has been endangered every day 

and thus our national existence is at stake … it is the soul of 

Britain that our rulers are attempting to destroy … the British 

democracy has been defeated by the contempt for conscientious 

opinions which now exists. The foundation of all liberty is the 

liberty of conscience … the conscientious objector of today is in 

true lineal descent from those who have made British liberties 

possible … He stands for democratic Britain.321 

 

The association between objectors and the ‘soul’ of Britain is significant in 

that it not only allowed supporters of objectors to identify COs as distinctly 

British but also drew upon the symbolism of radical precedents in order to 

reconfigure patriotism. As Hugh Cunningham has shown, eighteenth century 

radical patriotism which was used to legitimate opposition to the state 

invoked a powerful secular version of the notion that the ‘English were an 

Elect Nation, that “God is English.”’322 As part of this, ‘England was seen to 

be the birthplace of liberty,’323 and the patriotism mobilised by radicals 

therefore ‘derived from a sense that Englishmen had rights, rooted both in 

nature and in history, which were being violated.’324 The radical patriotism 

identified by Cunningham is clearly evoked in Scurr’s text, demonstrating 

how objectors and their supporters attempted to redefine patriotism in a 

manner that excluded explicit references to the war effort and instead 

looked to a broader historical context of English rights and liberties. 

Moreover, in linking democracy, liberty and conscience, the article invoked a 
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language of constitutionality which ‘shaded into a language of patriotism’,325 

whilst also demonstrating objectors’ right to disobey the state order of 

compulsion. Within this context, constitutionalism was invoked specifically 

with regard to the political rights given to citizens of a democracy. As Eileen 

Yeo has noted, ‘constitutionalism not only conferred political rights and 

powers but also a right to rebellion.’326 Consequently, linking liberty with 

national identity and conscientious objectors meant that anti-war voices 

could broaden the boundaries of patriotism. Significantly, this was a 

patriotism that was explicitly linked to conscientious objectors and was 

therefore a distinctly male conceptualisation of this important wartime ideal.  

 

This depiction of objectors was reinforced by the explicit identification of 

COs as part of a longer lineage of martyrs who had fought and died for the 

freedoms and liberties of British people. The positioning of objectors in this 

way enabled the anti-war press to demonstrate that the stance taken by 

these men was not an aberration but was in fact an established facet of 

national heritage. As Cunningham argues, for particular radicals ‘to invoke 

the “martyred patriots” of the past was both to legitimate and to reinforce 

the sense of the rightness of those activities.’327 For example, it was asserted 

in a Herald article that, although conscientious objectors ‘may appear 

vexatious and unreasonable, we should all realise that they are following in 

the footsteps of all those men and women who have made freedom 

possible.’328 Another Herald article similarly contended that objectors were 

the descendants of all those ‘who fought and died for the cause of liberty 

and freedom of conscience’ and that, as ‘a nation we dare not allow it to go 

forth that Britain, champion of freedom, in the hour of trial and difficulty 
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went back on her past and martyred men for conscience’ sake.’329 

Foregrounding the link between freedom, liberty and national identity, this 

article used a particular conception of British identity and heritage to 

position objectors as a specifically British phenomenon. In doing so, it 

challenged the pro-war narratives of nationalism and patriotism that 

identified war resisters as unpatriotic and anti-national that were prominent 

from the beginning of the conflict.  

  

Along with depictions of objectors as part of an English tradition, liberal 

political ideology also played a significant role in opposition to conscription, 

and was most apparent in the articles and letters in the Manchester 

Guardian. Liberal anti-war groups of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, such as the ‘Friends of Peace’, had based their opposition to war 

on the individual’s free inquiry into religious faith, the promotion of political 

power for the ‘general good’, and the idea of social progress.330 Similarly, the 

connection between nonconformists and the Liberal Party was also a key 

factor in explaining the importance of liberty to representations of 

conscientious objectors. As Michael Freeden’s study of liberal political 

thought has demonstrated, anti-conscription liberals like Leonard Hobhouse, 

who frequently wrote for the Guardian, supported conscientious objectors 

as the ‘test case’ for the protection of fundamental liberties.331 They argued 

that compulsion struck at the ‘authority of conscience and the moral 

autonomy of the individual’ that formed ‘the kernel of the modern principle 

of liberty.’332 Conscientious objection was thus an important facet of liberal 

political ideology and its centrality was reflected in the wartime press where 
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the relationship between conscientious objection and the protection of 

liberty became a significant matter of discussion. 

 

Like religious narratives, one of the prominent ways in which the 

connections between liberty and conscientious objection were discussed 

was in relation to the government’s treatment of conscientious objectors as 

this was seen to clearly illustrate the state’s abandonment of the principle of 

liberty. The main points of contention in discussions of liberty and this facet 

of conscientious objectors’ experience is illustrated by a correspondence 

exchange in the Manchester Guardian between a J. Cauthery and John 

Graham, the Quaker chaplain who worked particularly in the Manchester 

area and was a regular correspondent to the newspaper. The exchange 

begins with Graham outlining the fate of a number of objectors who were 

being kept under poor conditions in Felixstowe. He wrote: 

 

How can this come about in England after two centuries of religious 

freedom and eager humanity? ... the inherent vice is in conscription 

itself. The evil fruit comes from an evil tree … the people can think 

of only one thing at a time, victory in the war, and so are allowing 

their elementary liberties to be lost in their preoccupation and their 

fear.333 

 

In his response to Graham, Cauthery contended that the fight for liberty did 

not rest with the conscientious objectors but was instead located on the 

battlefields. He directly compared the experience of soldiers and COs, stating 

that:  

 

tens of thousands [of soldiers] … have given their lives to 

liberty’s cause. In the face of all this Principal Graham … invites 
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your readers to shed their tears on behalf of a few 

conscientious objectors to war who have got dark cells, bread 

and water … 334 

 

Graham then reinforced the connection between liberty and conscientious 

objection in a reply to Cauthery which asserted that:  

 

It is our country that is going wrong, and it is for her sake mainly, 

not for that of individuals, that we must maintain our elementary 

liberties. In this case an Act of Parliament relieving conscience is 

being overridden.335 

 

Establishing a contrast between an English tradition of liberty and the poor 

treatment of conscientious objectors, Graham’s letter suggested that the 

treatment of COs was morally detrimental to the country. He therefore 

implied that the morality of the nation rested upon the protection of 

individual liberties. As such, objectors were presented as representatives of 

a particularly English conception of liberty and freedom. Graham reinforced 

this contention by arguing that by defending individual liberties at home, 

through the upholding of the conscience clause in the Military Service Acts, 

the very existence of COs was of benefit to England because they were 

symbolic of its values.  

 

In contrast, Cauthery’s direct association of liberty with male combatants not 

only sharply disconnected liberty from the home front but also implicitly 

excluded COs from this understanding of national liberty. Indeed, anti-CO 

narratives which invoked ideas of liberty identified objectors’ insistence on 

their individual liberty as having a pernicious effect on the larger and more 
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important war for liberty which Britain was fighting. Letters to the Daily 

Express talk about the ‘shameful anti-British campaign’ of anti-war 

campaigners,336 or that those who opposed the war were ‘resuming their 

pro-German campaign … of a nauseating anti-British character.’337 The 

charge of pro-Germanism was a continuation of pre-conscription pro-war 

rhetoric towards the anti-war movement, and the way in which the anti-war 

press used conscientious objection to establish a link between war resistance 

and national identity illustrates how the introduction of conscription allowed 

anti-war voices to assert and justify their place within the national body in a 

more concrete way.  

 

The exchange between Graham and Cauthery is therefore significant in that 

both men construct national identity with specific reference to conscientious 

objectors. Whilst Cauthery’s conception of national liberty was based on the 

successful conduct of war and national collective action even at the 

temporary expense of the individual, Graham positioned COs and the 

protection of individual liberties as central to the protection of national 

values. The connections that were made between liberty and national 

identity by both Cauthery and Graham thus illustrate how the understanding 

of liberty had a significant impact upon how the position of COs was 

understood. 

 

The issues of liberty and freedom were not however confined to the black 

and white boundaries of strongly pro-war or anti-war arguments, but were 

also invoked in more nuanced arguments about collective and individual 

liberties and their link to conscientious objection and war. Writing to the 

Manchester Guardian, the political theorist Leonard Hobhouse, the brother 
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of anti-war campaigner Emily Hobhouse and second cousin of CO Stephen 

Hobhouse, outlined a defence of the rights of objectors based on the 

principle of liberty, whilst making it clear that he did not agree with their 

stance: 

 

It is time for some of those who profoundly disagree with them 

[COs] to plead their cause … In England, in particular, liberty of 

conscience has fought a long and uphill fight, and to have secured it 

is one of our greatest national achievements. To lose this liberty, 

then, in our view, is to suffer a moral defeat. It is to throw away 

one of the objects for which we are fighting … It may be said that 

they [COs] are wrong. Personally I am convinced that they are. But 

what are the rights of conscience worth if they hold only while we 

all agree?338 

 

By supporting both the right to freedom of conscience and the war, 

Hobhouse argued that both of these aspects were important expressions of 

liberty within British society. By constructing his argument through the 

incorporation of elements of both Graham and Cauthery’s assertions on 

liberty, Hobhouse outlined a defence of conscientious objection that was 

based upon a view of liberty that was reliant on the protection of both 

national and individual liberty. Indeed, his argument presented both these 

manifestations of liberty as inherently connected and dependent on one 

another. Moreover, Hobhouse argued that both the existence and 

acceptance of conscientious objection and the waging of war were central to 

the construction of English identity and thus offered a more inclusive vision 

of the place of liberty and national identity than either Graham or Cauthery. 

The arguments presented by Graham, Cauthery and Hobhouse, although 

different, all demonstrate how the discourse of liberty was significant 

because it spoke to how society viewed itself. The central position of 
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conscientious objectors in the formation of these arguments thus highlights 

how the association between liberty and freedom of conscience came to be 

implicated in debates about national identity during wartime.  

 

The links between conscientious objection, liberty, and British identity were 

also drawn out in correspondence and articles in the anti-war press that 

positioned objectors as leaders of a great movement for liberty. As Bibbings 

argues ‘for some, who objected compulsion itself, conscientious objectors 

were defending a very English tradition by refusing to be enlisted.’339 This 

idea is clearly illustrated in a ‘tribute to the young men’ by a correspondent 

to the Labour Leader: 

 

… right is stronger than brute might, and the men who are going 

through with this job will win … God dwells in these champions of a 

country’s freedom, these custodians of a nation’s soul … 

generations to come will have cause to bless you for bravely 

defending the shrine of freedom when our rulers would destroy her 

… I congratulate you, I lift my hat to you.340 

 

By suggesting that objectors were actively defending the soul of the country 

in their act of resistance, this letter evoked gendered conceptions of male 

experience. As Renate Bridenthal et. al. suggest, men are labelled as active, 

intellectual and ‘naturally’ ambitious.341 By representing COs as the 

‘champions’ of a nation’s freedom, this letter placed objectors in the 

ambitious position of protectors of the nation and in doing so suggested that 

their stance represented an active defence of the values central to English 

national identity. Furthermore, this characterisation of COs also has 

significance with regards to the gendered language of war. It not only 
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mirrored the image of the soldier as the male protector of the nation but, in 

doing so, it attempted to shift the feminised associations of the objector. As 

Gullace has noted, ‘within the wartime vocabulary of gender definitions, 

men were those who protected; women were those who required 

protection. Unenlisted men, existing among those who were being 

protected, were ineluctably feminised by virtue of their place behind the 

lines.’342 Representing objectors as champions of the nation through their 

expression of individual liberty therefore allowed objectors’ supporters to 

position them as protectors of the nation in a way that echoed the 

relationship between soldiers and the nation.   

 

The conflation of liberty with the actions of either COs or soldiers not only 

spoke to concepts of national identity but were also implicitly gendered in 

the way that they were exclusively associated with male activity. Although 

liberty was conceptualised by both pro-war and anti-war voices in distinct 

ways, they crucially rested upon two distinct groups of men, although as will 

be discussed later, objectors’ gender was much more problematic than that 

of soldiers. Nonetheless the construction of conscientious objection and its 

link to liberty as masculine is illustrated in a Herald article which compared 

the violation of conscience to the violation of women’s bodies: ‘Our deepest 

objection … is based on the dignity of the human soul and the sacred 

privilege of individual liberty. To force one man to kill, blind, mutilate or 

disembowel another is an outrage strictly comparable, as we have always 

maintained, to the violation of a woman.’343 The comparison between 

freedom of conscience, which is implicitly male, and women’s bodies is 

particularly insightful in its suggestion that whilst men’s dignity was 

articulated through their intellectual autonomy, women’s dignity was 

located in their bodies. In outlining this comparison, the Herald article is 

evocative of Tosh’s observation that ‘women were “carriers” of gender 
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because their reproductive role was held to define their place in society and 

their character’, whilst, ‘masculinity remained largely out of sight since men 

as a sex were not confined in this or any other way.’344 When considering the 

conceptualisation of conscience as male in this text, the re-gendering of war 

resistance that the introduction of conscription prompted comes into focus. 

Whilst the pre-conscription anti-war press gendered resistance primarily 

with regards to motherhood, the focus on conscience which the conscription 

acts established was used as a way of reconceptualising peace activism in a 

manner that was removed from overt conceptions of gender and, crucially, 

from femininity.  

 

The gendering of resistance as a movement for liberty that was framed 

around COs was also central to the way that conscientious objectors 

presented their stance. For example, in a speech made to the No-

Conscription Fellowship convention in April 1916, the secretary Clifford Allen 

stated that ‘this movement is a young men’s movement, you cannot 

dissociate it from the great struggle for liberty.’345 The explicit identification 

of the movement of conscientious objectors as a ‘young men’s movement’, 

and the assertion that this could not be thought of as distinct from previous 

movements, highlights how Allen constructs conscientious objection as a 

male identity rooted within a specific heritage. In highlighting their 

connection to liberty and freedom, COs could separate themselves from 

rhetoric which was entirely centred on the war, and was problematic for 

them, and could generate support based not on their anti-war stance but 

rather through their status as a symbol of British liberty. The focus on 

objectors’ motivations therefore became a significant means through which 

anti-war voices began to re-gender war resistance from feminine to 

masculine following the introduction of conscription.  
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The Act of Objecting 

 

Sacrifice and Duty 

Whilst resistance was gendered in often subtle ways in the narratives of 

religion and liberty, conscientious objectors’ masculinity was more explicitly 

formulated with reference to the ideals of martial masculinity, such as 

sacrifice, duty, and courage. Sacrifice formed a key component of the 

construction of wartime masculinity and was an integral aspect of masculine 

national duty. Indeed, ‘sacrifice became the most widely used trope to 

express the cost of obeying the norm of militarised masculinity on the 

battlefield.’346 Those men who refused to sacrifice on the battlefield because 

of a conscientious objection to war, consequently rendered their masculinity 

vulnerable to challenges and derision.  

 

Representations of volunteers and soldiering were central to the promotion 

of enlistment as the embodiment of the ultimate sacrifice and played a 

significant role in creating both a specific depiction of the soldier and a 

distinctly negative image of men who did not enlist. As Gullace notes, ‘not 

only did recruiting propaganda celebrate the common soldier as a national 

saviour … it castigated those men who chose not to volunteer, claiming that 

their reluctance to serve was a national disgrace.’347 The close association 

between men’s sacrifice and the nation also fed into a reconceptualisation of 

citizenship which became centered on the soldier’s sacrifice. Heather Jones 

has pointed out that the citizen-soldier ‘became a wartime citizen primus 

inter pares’ because ‘by offering his life as a blood sacrifice’, he was ‘not 
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merely the defender but also the redeemer of his nation.’348 The centrality of 

the soldier’s sacrifice to the construction of hegemonic wartime masculinity 

and conceptions of citizenship had a significant influence on how male war 

resisters were considered. Indeed, in a discursive environment in which 

sacrifice and duty were unmistakably portrayed as being connected to active 

war service, men who made a public refusal to take part in the conflict were 

castigated in terms that made specific reference to these ideals.  

 

The Daily Express and Daily Mail’s representations of sacrifice, duty, and the 

conscientious objector clearly demonstrate how these ideals were linked to 

both masculinity and citizenship. A poem which appeared in the Express 

shortly after the beginning of 1916 reveals how the discourse of sacrifice was 

used to reinforce the heroism of the soldier as a means of undermining the 

objector’s masculinity: 

 

Really I cannot kill the so-called Hun: 

My conscience bids me conflict rude to shun. 

What though he bayonets children, poison wells, 

And tramples peaceful cities into hells?- 

He is my brother … 

 

When Fritz is beaten, I shall take my share 

Of all the fruits of victory (fair is fair)- 

Freedom and thriving peace, terribly bought  

With countless lives of those who faced and fought 

My “frightful” brother. 

 

Heroic fighters! Forward, then, to save 
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Britain- and me. I kneel to all the brave 

(Some miles behind them). Should the Hun land here 

I confidently trust the volunteer 

Who’s got no conscience.349 

 

In this poem, the pro-German narrative used to castigate war resisters in 

1914 and 1915 was focused specifically on the conscientious objector and his 

masculinity. The use of the language of heroism, bravery, and protection to 

describe the volunteer soldier and construct his exemplary masculinity 

serves to illuminate the inferiority of the CO’s masculinity because of the 

portrayal of him as selfishly reliant and dependent on the soldier’s 

courageous act. Furthermore, the association that is formed between the 

anti-national, pro-German attitude of the objector and his willingness to 

selfishly reap the rewards of British soldiers’ sacrifice portrays the CO as a 

hypocritical, insincere, and amoral masculine figure. As Bibbings has argued, 

objectors’ refusal to fight was often taken ‘as evidence of evil motives or 

laziness, rather than of deeply held conviction.’350 Parallels can therefore be 

drawn with the manner in which the female war resisters at The Hague had 

their peace activism depoliticised by the pro-war press, although the way 

gender is invoked with regards to women and men is slightly different. As 

the inferior gendered status of femininity was used to depoliticise anti-war 

women, this poem explicitly draws upon the objectors’ failure to obey the 

wartime masculine ideals of sacrifice and duty to construct the male 

resisters’ inferior masculinity. Whilst gender was used to undermine The 

Hague women’s anti-war stance, the Express poem invoked the stance of the 

objector to undermine his gender. In both instances, it is clear that particular 

gendered constructions and hierarchies were used to link peace activism to 
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inferior constructions of gender and thereby cast war resistance as a 

subversive gendered act. 

 

Portraying objectors in this way on the one hand undermined both the 

masculinity of the objector and the moral association between conscience, 

liberty and religion, and on the other hand emphasised the morality of the 

soldier’s sacrifice for the nation. This had direct implications for how both 

men were understood with relation to citizenship. The repositioning of 

soldiers as ‘redeemers of the nation’351 demonstrates how the sacrifice of 

soldiers was perceived as a moral act which elevated them as ‘heroic 

fighters’ within the national body. The clear binary that was established in 

the Express poem between the heroic and moral soldier and the selfish and 

unprincipled objector therefore depicted the stance of conscientious 

objectors as both amoral and anti-national and consequently positioned 

these male resisters as unworthy citizens. In this way, the discourse of 

sacrifice underpinned the anti-national narrative as a way of undermining 

the traditional link between manhood and citizenship.352   

 

The significance of sacrifice to the formulation of citizenship is similarly 

illustrated by J. Cauthery’s correspondence to the Manchester Guardian: 

 

Coming down Market Street on Wednesday I met three soldier-

convalescents. One of the three was going on two crutches and was 

also being helped along by his two companions. I saw the reason. 

The soldier’s feet were gone. They were his sacrifice for the cause 

he believed to be right. And the footless soldier is, as we know, but 

one of many thousands who have made similar or bigger sacrifices. 

But they do not fill the newspapers with complaints … I have no 

sympathy to waste upon those who make such relatively trifling 
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sacrifices for the cause they believe in … Respect and sympathy 

must be in proportion to sacrifice and unless those who believe in 

the doctrine of non-resistance to evil … are prepared to go down, 

like the soldiers, to mutilation and death for their cause, and, like 

the soldier, without complaint, they cannot be found worthy.353 

 

This text sheds further light on how sacrifice was constituted with relation to 

masculinity and citizenship by highlighting the close connection between 

sacrifice, courage, and men’s bodies. It reveals that the problematic 

masculine identity of the objector was due, in part, to the fact that his stance 

was not physically linked to his body in the overt way that soldiering was. 

Although objectors attempted to overcome this by gendering their 

resistance with reference to their individual liberty of conscience, discussed 

earlier, the centrality of bodily sacrifice to the construction of wartime 

masculinity could not be effectively circumvented in this way. Sacrifice 

brought into sharp focus just how integral the body was to the gendered 

depiction of both soldiers and objectors. Indeed, the male body was also 

significant because it was intimately tied into conceptions of citizenship and 

men’s place within the body-politic. The centrality of physical sacrifice to the 

conceptualisation of the soldier as a worthy masculine figure and citizen, is 

clearly outlined through the emphasis on the footless soldier and on the 

mutilation and deaths of serving men. The integral role that sacrifice played 

in the construction of masculinity and men’s citizenship is underscored by 

Cauthery’s suggestion that if objectors supported their resistance with 

physical sacrifice then they would too be ‘worthy.’ As Joanna Bourke has 

argued, ‘at the centre of ideologies of masculinity was an acknowledgement 

that the male body could be rendered unsightly … Men who refused to, or 

were incapable of fighting were not deemed to be worthy of active 

membership in the wider body-politic.’354  
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The significance of corporeal sacrifice to men’s wartime status also reveals 

the different roles that men and women’s bodies played in the 

representation of resistance. The body played an important role in the 

depiction of both men and women who opposed the war; yet whilst the 

invocation of women’s bodies was primarily as a symbol of reproduction and 

nurturing, the destruction and sacrifice of men’s bodies underscored the 

gendering of male resisters. It was this notion of bodily sacrifice that created 

a particular challenge to the conceptualisation of objectors’ masculinity. Pro-

war and anti-war women, who as non-combatants were removed from the 

battlefields, invoked their status as mother to underpin their respective 

arguments with authority in a manner that did not undermine or challenge 

their gender in a negative way and was instead represented as a source of 

strength. In contrast, anti-war men who became non-combatants because of 

their stance deliberately isolated their bodies from the site of mutilation and 

death. In doing so, these men also removed themselves from a central 

formulation of masculinity and their status as men was consequently 

weakened. Because a man’s wartime experience was deemed as masculine 

through physical sacrifice, the refusal of military service and the subsequent 

removal of the male body from the site of potential mutilation or death 

complicated the construction of male resisters’ masculinity during the war.  

 

Cauthery’s assertion that objectors should be ‘prepared to go down, like the 

soldiers, to mutilation and death … without complaint’ is also evocative of 

another key marker of masculinity: self-control. As Meyer has indicated, 

emotional self-control was important to masculine ideals.355 Cauthery’s 

lamentation that objectors had filled the newspapers with their grievances 

demonstrates how the perceived lack of emotional self-restraint of objectors 
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was also seen as part of their failure to conform to the normative conception 

of masculinity. Moreover, as Stefan Collini has noted, the masculine quality 

of self-restraint was dependent on a ‘prior notion of duty,’ a duty which 

could be owed above all to the state.356 The conflation of sacrifice and duty 

was evident in a Daily Mail article from March 1916, which described the 

conscientious objector as ‘all for his own comfort and whole skin. He will 

accept the sacrifice of others and resolutely decline to lift a hand in return … 

[he has] made up his mind to wriggle out of the obligation, which every man 

should be proud to fulfil …’357 The way in which sacrifice is identified as a 

male duty in this article highlights how objectors’ failure to offer their bodies 

for the nation was inherently intertwined with their masculinity. 

Consequently, ‘men who failed to come forward, including COs, were 

generally viewed as un-masculine … and they were seen as having failed to 

demonstrate the sense of duty and patriotism expected of their gender.’358 

Sacrifice was therefore a duty that men were obligated to undertake in order 

to maintain their superior status within both the contemporary gender 

structure and the body-politic. 

 

The precarious position of male resisters within the body-politic that 

resulted from their perceived lack of self-restraint and sacrifice also 

manifested itself in the identification of COs as a contagious body of men. 

Ultimately underpinning this type of representation were anxieties about the 

effect of the objectors’ stance on the national body which was gendered 

masculine, both through its privileging of men and the role that men’s bodies 

played in its protection. Representations that invoked narratives of 

contagion and illness therefore demonstrate how discourses of masculinity, 
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the body, and degeneration, discussed in detail in the previous chapter, 

continued to inform depictions of objectors in particular. The connected 

themes of contagion and segregation underscored depictions of war 

resistance as an illness. As Gerard DeGroot notes, the cataclysm of war 

meant that the body-politic was placed under strain to become 

‘conventional, loyal and harmonious.’359 The presence of men who publicly 

went against the majority of the population thus prompted concerns that 

objectors’ unwillingness to sacrifice would spread and lead to Britain’s 

defeat. The focus on men’s bodies more broadly, and the COs’ lack of bodily 

sacrifice in particular, fed into the representation of objectors as physically 

harmful and pernicious. This type of depiction highlighted the fear that 

conscientious objectors and their inferior masculinity would spread, 

therefore demonstrating the integral role that the wartime gender structure 

played in the conduct of war. In a society where to be masculine was to fight, 

men who directly challenged this association threatened the construction of 

masculinity which ensured that Britain’s men would go to war.   

 

As Bibbings has pointed out ‘a pervasive thread in the way in which COs 

were dealt with was the fear that if the anti-war movement, along with 

objectors and their supporters, were not treated and managed very carefully 

its ideas might flourish.’360 This fear was then viewed as a justification for the 

harsh treatment of objectors as a means of preventing the ‘conscience 

clause’ from becoming a ‘shirkers’ charter.’361 Articles and correspondence in 

the press that called for the overt marking out of COs from the rest of society 

looked not only to isolate a particular stance but also a particular type of 

man. Both the Express and Mail took the containment of conscientious 

objectors’ anti-war ideas so seriously that they called for their segregation 

from the rest of society. The Express, for instance, suggested that objectors’ 
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physical presence away from the battlefield should be visibly marked out 

from the rest of the populace with a crownless armlet that should be worn 

by the ‘“CO”ward who is “BACK”ward in coming “FOR”ward.’362 The idea of a 

segregating armlet for COs was also put forward in a letter written to the 

Express, which proposed that objectors should be ‘provided with an armlet, 

a white armlet, with the initials C.O., the proud badge of the most important 

Order of the Cranks’363 and the Daily Mail’s columnist the ‘Englishman’ who 

asserted that objectors should wear ‘a white armlet of shame.’364 The 

separation of objectors from the national body is further reinforced in a 

letter sent to the Express which asserted that objectors should be removed 

from British society altogether: 

 

How are the ‘slimy things’, the conscienceless ‘conscientious 

objectors’ to be recognised now and after the war? ... Are they to 

be allowed to be absorbed again into the body politic, to poison it 

and batten on it? Or are they, for our future’s sake, to be 

distinguished so that their doctrines may not insidiously 

permeate our young men? 

Will somebody not form a league for their segregation, filing their 

names and addresses and, where possible, photographs? Not to 

their personal hurt, but as a protection to the community.365 

 

These proposals highlight how objectors’ failure to adhere to wartime 

martial masculinity rendered their position outside the national body so 

destructive to both the war effort and the nation more broadly that it 
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necessitated their physical marking out from the rest of the population. 

Evoking the concerns about degeneration, specifically with regards to 

masculinity, that were discussed in the previous chapter, the Express letter in 

particular sheds light on how wartime masculinity was intimately 

intertwined with conceptions of nationhood. Indeed, objectors’ open 

rejection of wartime masculinity was identified as particularly harmful to the 

body-politic because of its potentially pernicious effect on the reproduction 

of men and manhood for future generations through the contagion of 

younger men.  

 

The anti-war press attempted to counter these negative representations of 

objectors’ (lack of) sacrifice in a number of ways. To be sure, anti-war voices 

did, on occasion, acknowledge that objectors could ultimately not sacrifice to 

the same extent that soldiers did, yet supporters of COs did not avoid 

representing male resistance with specific reference to sacrifice. In fact, it 

was central to the way in which objection was considered and was a key 

factor in the re-shaping of the hierarchy of the anti-war movement during 

1916. The ways in which anti-war voices reinforced sacrifice as a marker of 

masculinity are particularly significant because, whilst it was clear that male 

sacrifice was integral to the continued waging of war, anti-war 

representations of COs did not overtly challenge the central role of sacrifice 

in the construction of masculinity. Indeed, objectors and their sympathisers 

frequently connected their sacrifice to that of the soldier and in doing so 

attempted to position COs within the wartime hierarchy that was predicated 

upon this ideal. Consequently, the way that the sacrifice of male resisters 

was emphasised as a response to suggestions that objectors were both un-

masculine and selfish highlights the gendered limitations that were placed 

on the configuration of objectors’ masculinity by the gendered construction 

of the soldier. 
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The imprisonment and often harsh conditions that objectors faced played 

the most consistent role in substantiating sacrificial narratives of resistance. 

As Caedel has noted, objectors’ ‘suffering gave unprecedented publicity to 

the pacifist cause.’366 A letter from John Clifford to the Manchester Guardian 

illustrates the way that the sacrifice and suffering of objectors were invoked 

as a means of highlighting the enthusiasm and sincerity that underpinned 

COs’ war resistance: 

 

Now these men are prepared to suffer. They expect it. They do not 

whine … They have ‘character.’ They know they are in daily peril of 

their lives, but they do not fear death. They elect to be shot, 

because they cannot and dare not kill others. They are strong and 

ready to pay the price of their loyalty to God and man.367  

 

Clifford shows how objectors had taken their position in the knowledge that 

they would suffer and possibly die, and thereby explicitly framed the act of 

objecting around the discourse of sacrifice. The emphasis on the ‘character’ 

of objectors is significant in evoking the basic core qualities of self-restraint, 

perseverance, and courage in the face of adversity that Stefan Collini has 

shown to be central to this concept.368 ‘Character’ was also underpinned by 

notions of morality and was used to refer to the possession of ‘certain 

highly-valued moral qualities.’369 The intertwining of objectors’ willingness to 

sacrifice with the qualities associated with ‘character’ therefore not only 

attempted to refute the claim that objectors were unwilling to sacrifice but 

also, importantly, endeavoured to present the objector as a legitimate and 

moral masculine figure.  
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The sacrifice of objectors was frequently constructed in a manner which 

suggests that they were directly responding to the challenges made against 

their masculinity by pro-war voices. For example, the issue of self-restraint 

and complaint outlined by J. Cauthery in his correspondence to the Guardian, 

is invoked in a special article written by CO Clifford Allen for the Leader on 

the ‘history of the no-conscription fellowship.’ In it, Allen noted that, ‘it is to 

the men who have submitted to persecution without complaint to whom the 

whole pacifist movement must turn as the hope of all future agitation against 

war and against militarism.’370 It is significant that objectors’ leadership 

within the movement is underscored and legitimated by Allen through the 

identification of two central aspects of masculinity: sacrifice and self-

restraint. As Meyer has shown, for some servicemen physical adaptation to 

harsh conditions was a symbol of appropriate martial masculinity.371 This 

aspect of wartime masculinity is clearly echoed in Allen’s emphasis on 

objectors’ submission to persecution and highlights how objectors 

configured their masculinity with reference to sacrifice in a way that had 

striking parallels to the construction of soldiers’ masculine identity. This 

similarity is further enforced by Allen’s implicit suggestion that objectors 

were the leaders of the anti-war movement because of their sacrifice, an 

assertion which had significant implications for the representation of anti-

war women, which will be discussed later. As Gregory has argued, an 

economy of sacrifice operated during the war in which the soldier’s sacrifice 

became the ‘determinant touchstone of all other sacrifices.’372 By 

representing the CO as superior within the peace movement specifically 

because of their sacrifice, Allen’s text mirrors the wartime economy of 

sacrifice for the anti-war movement and consequently highlights the 
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significant role that sacrifice, and its centrality to masculinity, played in 

reconfiguring the hierarchy of war resistance in 1916.  

 

Objectors not only suggested that their sacrifice impacted upon the hierarchy 

within the anti-war movement, but also presented their resistance as 

disrupting the wartime economy of sacrifice. Sacrificing for their stance was 

not only presented as something that COs were willing to do but was also 

portrayed as a privilege endowed specifically upon the objector, echoing the 

claim discussed earlier that sacrificing was an obligation every man should be 

proud to fulfil. In a letter to the Herald, for example, an objector named E. A. 

Oliver wrote that, as a CO, he ‘counts it as a privilege to suffer for his 

convictions if by so doing he can rid the world of what the soldiers 

themselves describe as hell.’373 The suggestion that objectors’ sacrifice would 

prevent the suffering of soldiers disrupts the soldiers’ superior position with 

the economy of sacrifice in favour of the objectors’ sacrifice. This 

demonstrates how objectors constructed their physical suffering in direct 

relation to the soldier’s sacrifice and positioned themselves in the hierarchy 

within wartime society that was predicated on sacrifice. The identification of 

suffering as a privilege reveals how the connection between sacrifice and 

masculinity worked to position male resisters as a superior group both within 

the anti-war movement specifically and in wartime society more broadly.  

 

This suggestion is also echoed in a supplement to the Labour Leader which 

reported on the national convention of the NCF. This report noted that the 

spirit which animated objectors ‘will one day conquer the world’ and the 

‘suffering they may have to undergo will hasten that day.’374 The way that 

this sacrifice was framed around COs in terms of privilege, purpose, and 
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impact, meant that objectors were represented at the top of the hierarchy of 

resistance precisely because their position enabled them to make some sort 

of physical sacrifice, just as the soldier did. The significance of the body and 

its suffering to masculinity is therefore clearly evoked in the way that 

objectors’ gender and position within the anti-war movement is constructed. 

This in turn demonstrates how the interplay of masculinity and sacrifice was 

as relevant for how the anti-war movement in 1916 conceptualised male war 

resistance as it was for the interpretation of male combat.    

 

In September 1916, the willingness to die for the stance of the CO became a 

concrete reality with the death of the objector Walter Roberts, which ‘gave 

the CO movement its first authentic martyr’,375 and reinforced the 

connection between male resistance and sacrifice. The anti-war press acted 

accordingly, framing the death of Roberts as evidence that COs had proven 

their willingness to act on their scruples, and die for their cause. The Labour 

Leader ran an article stating, ‘On Friday the first conscientious objector to 

meet his death in the struggle against Militarism passed away at Dyce … as 

surely as any soldier ever gave his life for the honour of his country, Walter 

Roberts has given his life for the peace of the world.’376 This sentiment was 

echoed by an article in the Herald which reported on the death of Roberts: 

 

He is the first of the COs to go under, and has literally died for 

England as any other man in the war. We must all learn that the 

path of duty leads all of us in diverse ways along different roads 

to the same end and that is the service of God and humanity; and 

the C.O.s who give up freedom and even life itself, and the men 

who go out to the war in search of the Holy Grail, are all members 
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of the one great army which will redeem the world by proving 

that it is service, not selfishness, which exalteth a nation.377 

 

What is particularly significant in both these pieces is that they reinforce the 

connection between objectors, soldiers, and sacrifice with the assertion that 

the death of Roberts placed COs on a par with soldiers and must 

consequently be seen as having made an equal sacrifice for their country. In 

doing so, the texts construct the death of Roberts with specific reference to 

both duty and nationhood, thereby highlighting the objector’s sacrifice as a 

means of reincorporating male resisters within the national body. In the 

Herald article in particular it is evident that Roberts’ death was used to 

justify a broader argument that COs as a group were acting out of a sense of 

national duty. Furthermore, by connecting the sacrifices of objectors and 

soldiers, these articles tapped into the associations of bravery, heroism, and 

patriotism that were central to the representation of soldiers’ sacrifices. As 

Ilana R. Bet-El argues, the image of Great War soldiers originated ‘in 

accordance with a particular public construction of masculinity that was 

based upon a series of equations: a real man= patriot= a volunteer= a 

soldier.’378 Importantly, both these texts adhere to this conceptualisation of 

wartime hegemonic masculinity by framing the sacrifice of the soldier as an 

aspect of male experience which objectors attained through Roberts’ death. 

In doing so, the way that the discourse of sacrifice was used as a means of 

establishing the CO as an acceptable masculine figure that mirrored the 

masculinity of the soldier is highlighted.  

 

The way that objectors’ gender was explicitly configured through sacrifice 

and the martial masculinity of the soldier demonstrates how the Great War 
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in many ways reinforced rather than disrupted the cultural construction of 

masculinity. Whilst Eric Leed’s argument that men’s experience of the First 

World War created identities that were distinct from those created in peace 

time may be true for those men disabled by the war, the way that objectors 

were represented points to a continued emphasis on heroic martial 

masculinity.379 Indeed, as Meyer has pointed out, the nineteenth-century 

figure of the imperial soldier hero and adventurer remained potent and 

iconic both during the war and after it,380 illustrating Dawson’s assertion that 

the soldier hero is one of the most ‘durable and powerful forms of idealised 

masculinity in the Western cultural tradition.’381 That this masculine ideal 

was one that objectors clearly wished to emulate highlights how this pre-war 

gendered construction was bolstered not only by recruitment propaganda 

but also by male resisters’ gendered self-representation with relation to the 

soldier.  

 

The construction of objector masculinity with reference to sacrifice was, 

however, inevitably problematic. In so clearly adhering to a formulation of 

resistance that positioned physical sacrifice as central to male resisters’ 

masculinity, the anti-war press exposed the underlying tensions of invoking 

sacrifice with direct comparison to servicemen. The isolated case of Roberts 

in 1916 stood in stark contrast to the thousands of young men who daily lost 

their lives on the battlefields. In this way, comparisons can be made with 

Laura Ugolini’s analysis of another group of non-combatant men and the 

construction of their masculinity. Ugolini’s work demonstrates how middle-

class civilian males also attempted to counter their ‘threatened relegation to 
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the subordinate status of non-military, potentially unmanly, “other.”’382 Her 

analysis highlights the challenges of comparing the suffering of non-

combatant men and soldiers, and she argues that ‘in a context where 

sacrifice was the ultimate virtue, civilian suffering was hardly comparable to 

that of combatants.’383 Furthermore, Ugolini suggests that by comparing 

civilian and combatant suffering, middle-class civilian men exposed 

weaknesses in their claims to wartime manliness.384 Indeed, there was some 

acknowledgement of frustration in objectors’ inability to fully adhere to this 

construction of wartime male identity. An article in the Herald noted that: 

 

the fact that the fighting soldier does suffer … that is the dilemma 

for the conscientious objector … none so far as we have been 

informed, have had inflicted upon them any physical misery 

comparable to that of the mutilated soldier. That is the tragedy 

for the objector- the knowledge that he is in a sense safe (though 

he has never asked for such safety), while his brothers who he 

cannot assist are making such unimaginable sacrifices.385 

 

Despite the acknowledgement of this limitation, the anti-war press 

repeatedly framed the experience of objectors around the discourse of 

sacrifice. In doing so, they not only adhered to the formulation of wartime 

masculinity which held sacrifice as an integral ideal, but to some extent 

reinforced it. Like middle-class civilian men, objectors’ masculinity was 

exposed by the anti-war press’s explicit comparisons between objectors’ and 

soldiers’ sacrifice. Consequently, the relatively static position of sacrifice 

within the construction of wartime masculinity created significant limitations 

on the configuration of male war resistance as a masculine act and 

experience. Whilst the associations between conscience, liberty, and 
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national identity created the potential for objectors and their supporters to 

redefine patriotism so that it was compatible with war resistance, the 

inability to effectively challenge or adhere to the wartime masculine 

construction of sacrifice demonstrates how concrete this particular discourse 

was during the war.  

 

Courage, Manhood and Masculinity 

Unlike sacrifice, the discourse of courage and how it was mobilised to shape 

the masculinity of the CO was more fluid and could be formulated with 

regards to physical sacrifice or in terms of moral and principled bravery in 

going against the grain. However, it was in the consideration of this 

particular theme that configurations of masculinity were often most 

explicitly invoked by the press. As Graham Dawson argues, ‘military virtues 

such as strength, courage and endurance have repeatedly been defined as 

the natural and inherent qualities of manhood’, with the soldier taking 

position as the ‘quintessential figure of masculinity.’386 The explicitly 

gendered formulation of the soldier had significant implications for the way 

that men who did not take part in combatant activity were considered. As 

masculine identity became a tool with which society induced men to fight,387 

those men who made a public refusal to do so were seen as unmanly 

cowards and this view was expressed frequently by pro-war voices 

throughout 1916. The anti-war press also drew upon courage as a means of 

countering claims of cowardice and emphasised the moral courage required 

of men who went against mainstream opinion and expectation. Yet 

significantly, however courage was defined, its centrality to masculinity was 

both highlighted and reinforced through its repeated invocation in 

representations of objectors. Nonetheless, the ability to highlight moral 

courage and thereby sever the tie between physical sacrifice and courage 
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created a space in which anti-war voices could construct COs as a parallel 

masculine figure to the soldier.  

 

Both the Express and Mail explicitly related the perceived cowardice of COs 

to their masculine identity. Whilst Harry Granger, a Military Service Tribunal 

member, wrote into the Mail describing conscientious objectors as ‘that 

modern blend of cant, cowardice, and parish-pumping ignorance,’388 the 

regular Mail opinion piece by ‘an Englishman’ asserted that conscientious 

objectors were ‘devoid of manhood,’ and that ‘men are what we want and 

men we must find.’ 389 Similarly, the Express questioned the masculinity of 

the objector by addressing the question of COs’ moral courage:  

 

And yet- let us give him his due- the ‘objector’ must possess in no 

small measure a species of moral (or should we say immoral?) 

courage- a devotion to his warped ideas of duty, or else an 

unfathomable conceit which enables him to face his fellowmen 

and complacently to blazon his own shame. At best the 

‘conscientious objector’ is the prig militant in arms against 

militancy: at worst he is a cur too emasculate to understand that 

he is a cur.390 

 

Just as the discourse of sacrifice was invoked to undermine objectors’ 

masculinity in the pro-war press, both these texts demonstrate how the 

conscientious objector’s refusal to adhere to the ‘most appropriate role for 

men in wartime’391 was directly linked to objectors’ inferior masculinity. By 

configuring the masculinity of objectors in this way, the articles highlight 

John Horne’s assertion that ‘positive attributes of national masculine ideals 

were matched by the negative figures of the internal and external enemy, 
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who might be pictured as … a derided or feared type of masculinity.’392 The 

distinction between ‘men’ and COs in the Mail article illustrates how there 

was an understanding that those who served were fulfilling both their duty 

and their role as men. By rejecting military service, the act of objecting was 

therefore identified as incompatible with the qualities and duties of 

manhood. Establishing a clear definition of serving males as ‘men’ based 

upon the negative construction of the objector, the Mail article highlights 

how the hegemonic masculinity of the combatant man was explicitly 

configured with relation to the subordinate masculinity of male resisters.  

 

This negative formulation of CO masculinity was also reinforced through 

representations of objectors and their status vis-à-vis women. A report on 

the NCF convention in the Express, for example, noted that ‘there were a 

good many women present, though what they should have to do with a no-

conscription organisation is difficult to guess, unless it was to put a little 

pluck into other members.’393 By commenting on the presence of women in 

this way, the Express undermined the masculinity of the objectors by 

suggesting that the women’s purpose was to provoke the men’s courage. 

This echoed the way that recruiting campaigns and propaganda invoked 

women as the ‘direct voice of conscience’ and the objects soldiers fought to 

defend.394 Within the context of the NCF convention, the depiction of both 

the subordinate masculine figure of the objector and women does not serve 

to effeminise the COs but rather highlights male resisters’ ‘otherness’ as 

men. As Heather Ellis and Jessica Meyer have noted, the over-concentration 

on the male-female binary in analysis of the male ‘other’ can ‘unnecessarily 

limit the usefulness of the concept of “otherness”’.395 Indeed, by 
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representing the women as instilling courage in the men, the women are 

portrayed as playing a supporting role and thus their subordinate status in 

relation to the men is maintained. Yet the implication that the men were 

uncourageous questions one of the key formulations of wartime masculinity 

and thereby underscores their position as a masculine ‘other.’    

 

This identification of objectors as neither feminine nor masculine but as a 

gendered ‘other’ was also evident in a Mail article which considered the 

introduction of conscription for women and tacitly positioned the objector 

as beneath women in the wartime gender hierarchy: 

 

A correspondent suggests that the Government should resuscitate 

the recruiting poster appeals and adapt them to women. ‘No idle 

girl,’ he says, ‘would be able to pass without twinges of conscience 

the picture of a grey-haired woman confronted by a pertinacious 

daughter demanding of her, ‘Mother what did you do in the Great 

War?’ … Even the conscientious objector might be turned into a 

recruiter by reproach. ‘Is your best girl in an overall?’396 

 

The suggestion that objectors would become recruiters if women, rather 

than men, were conscripted, demonstrates how the inferior masculinity of 

objectors was constructed by subverting wartime gender relations which 

positioned men as the protectors of women.397 Bibbings has argued that the 

objector was cast as ‘an unnatural man, a pointless man’ but a man who was 

‘also less than a woman.’398 By failing to conform to what was expected of 

their gender during wartime, this text represents objectors as the protected 

rather than the protectors and thus depicted COs as subordinate to women.  
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Whilst the charges of cowardice that were made in the pro-war press hinged 

primarily on the link to physical sacrifice, the anti-war press reconfigured 

courage to emphasise moral rather than physical bravery. The Herald 

frequently addressed discourses of cowardice and courage through its 

weekly summary of events and developments, ‘The Way of the World.’ One 

piece stated for instance that: 

 

it is easy enough to sneer at the conscientious objector. To call 

people with whom you do not agree ‘cowards’ and ‘shirkers’ … As a 

matter of fact, especially in time of war, it requires considerable 

courage to differ from the mass of the people. To face persecution, 

imprisonment and contumely for a principle is not the way which 

cowards and shirkers choose.399 

 

By highlighting moral courage, the Herald subverts the definition of bravery 

that was predicated on physical sacrifice and experience. In doing so, the 

article emphasised the morality of the motivations of objectors whilst using 

the fact that COs were going against public opinion and thus suffering for 

their views to demonstrate the sincerity of their convictions and their 

courage in taking such a stance.  

 

The emphasis on moral courage was particularly significant because it also 

enabled supporters of objectors to suggest that they were in fact more 

courageous than soldiers. As one reader of the Manchester Guardian 

suggested, the idea that the conscientious objector ‘must be a coward is a 

grotesque delusion, seeing that the moral courage demanded of him in 

confessing to so unpopular an eccentricity must, in the present state of 

public opinion, be far greater than that required for even voluntary 
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enlistment for the dangers of the front.’400 A similar argument was put 

forward in the Herald which asserted that ‘to go into the army is a far easier 

matter for a young man than to stop out. The moral courage required of a 

man to take such a stand is enormous in face of all the pressure.’401 The 

comparisons made between the moral courage of soldiers and objectors 

demonstrates how the reconfiguration of courage to a concept based on a 

sincere commitment to a moral principle permitted objectors’ masculinity to 

be constructed as not only acceptable but superior to soldiers’. David 

Morgan has pointed out that the association between masculinity and male 

combat activity has been and continues to be a particularly entrenched 

gender construction.402 In this way, the emphasis on moral courage in the 

anti-war press represented a challenge to militarised forms of masculinity 

which emphasised the male body, and its sacrifice, as the main site for the 

display of courage. Formulating courage in this manner also reinforced the 

identification of the objector as a moral figure as constructed through the 

CO’s association to conceptions of liberty, freedom, and religious faith. 

Establishing a connection between these discourses of morality and courage 

meant that the limitations that supporters of objectors faced by positioning 

COs’ masculinity with reference to their bodies, as in the invocation of 

discourses of sacrifice, could to some extent be circumvented.  

 

Yet the complexity of constructing objectors’ masculinity with specific 

reference to moral courage alone was evident in texts that intertwined 

moral courage with explicitly militaristic language. A poem by Carol Ring 

published in the Labour Leader in July 1916, for example, evoked moral 

courage within the context of a battle: 
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‘They have gone out to battle, uncommended, 

No ringing cheers; 

And women’s proud tears. 

For them cold disapproval, friends offended, 

And the world’s sneers.’403 

 

The framing of objectors with reference to battle and war was also evident 

another poem from The Herald which asserted that: 

 

‘Peace is but a coward’s quest; 

We must war incessantly 

Though our hearts may long for rest; 

We dare not dally, who are men; 

Come! Back to the old fight again!’404 

 

The use of overt military imagery illuminates how pervasive the connection 

between courage, masculinity, and combat was. Consequently, complex 

discourses in which seemingly contradictory layers of masculinity which 

highlighted the moral courage, principle, and integrity of resisting war as 

well as narratives of physical warfare and battle emerged. This type of 

representation underscored the tension in portraying objectors as both 

manly and opposed to war. In turn it reveals the dilemma that the anti-war 

press faced: either to engage with the discourse of militarism and manliness 

or to attempt to reformulate masculinity by subverting or redefining the 

qualities so closely connected to soldiering. The combination of both 
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demonstrates how the anti-war press positioned the gender of the objector 

as a parallel masculinity to that of the soldier by legitimating their 

masculinity through the imagery of a moral battle for peace. 

 

By emphasising both sacrifice and courage, those who supported objectors 

attempted to construct a parallel masculine identity to the soldier, invoking 

the same ideals whilst adapting them to the experience of male resistance. 

Although this at times exposed tensions and weaknesses in the construction 

of objector masculinity it did, to some extent, tacitly challenge the 

hegemonic masculinity of the soldier. Whilst the gendered superiority of the 

soldier and the persistent derision of COs in the pro-war press demonstrate 

that this challenge was ultimately unsuccessful, by presenting a 

confrontation to the construction of military masculinity in both their act and 

their representation, the figure of the CO illustrates Ana Carden-Coyne’s 

assertion that ‘gender in wartime is not secured or fixed- it is often unstable, 

flexible, anxious and uncertain.’405 Indeed, the explicit undermining of 

objectors’ masculinity as well as the implicit attempts to redefine the 

masculinity of objectors as a legitimate equivalent to the soldier highlights 

the instability of gender constructions during the war. Furthermore, as 

Angela Woollacott suggests, on the one hand ‘when the hegemonic systems 

are most powerful they are least visible because their power has been 

internalised. On the other hand, when challenged, hegemonic power needs 

to be visibly exercised.’406 The pervasiveness of military masculinity and its 

central role in the ridiculing of COs therefore reveals how the presence of 

men who openly challenged the connection between combat and manliness 

had a destabilising effect on the hegemonic gender order.  
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Soldiers and COs 

The attempts to portray objectors as having a parallel masculinity to the 

soldier and the challenges to this representation of COs were particularly 

clear in press representations that explicitly explored the relationship 

between objectors and soldiers. Bibbings has noted that the military man 

versus the conscientious objector became the ‘pivotal binary’ in the stark 

dichotomies of wartime Britain and certainly this binary played a central role 

in pro-war narratives which looked to undermine the masculinity of the 

CO.407 Yet, as has been discussed in the previous sections, this binary was 

tacitly challenged in the anti-war press where the distinctions between 

objectors and soldiers were muddied with specific reference to the ideals of 

duty, sacrifice, and courage. The way in which the relationship between the 

soldier, often the volunteer rather than conscript,408 and objector was 

invoked in depictions of male resisters sheds significant light on the interplay 

and constructions of wartime masculinities. Exploring these comparative 

narratives is thus illustrative of Joan Scott’s suggestion that ‘fixed 

oppositions conceal … the extent to which the terms presented as 

oppositional are interdependent.’409  

 

Representations of soldiers’ opinions of COs became a means of 

communicating a particular view of objectors, and was used by pro-war and 

anti-war voices to express either open derision and hostility or respect and 

admiration. Descriptions of soldiers’ negative and even violent attitudes 

towards COs were, on occasion, voiced within the pro-war press. A Daily 
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Express article, for example, recounted how injured soldiers recovering in a 

military hospital would treat COs if they were to come across them: 

 

These are a few of the crimes that wounded Tommies here would 

commit against the conscientious objectors:- 

Myself: ‘If I was out on crutches I would fall down in front of one 

and if he would not help me to rise I would get up and hit him right 

across the jaw with my crutch … ’ 

Bed 11 (A Bruiser): ‘I would knock their two eyes into one and then 

mix their nose up with their hair.’ I believe he means it too … 

Bed 21 (He is about 6ft tall and weighs 14 stone): ‘I would get them 

down and jump on them, to find out where the objection comes 

from.’ 

The others are too numerous to mention.410 

 

The context of the military hospital and the injuries of the soldiers are 

significant in that they serve to highlight both the physical sacrifices made by 

the soldiers and, somewhat paradoxically, their physical strength. In the 

repeated suggestions that these injured soldiers could, and would, attack 

COs, there is an underlying contention that even wounded soldiers were 

stronger than healthy objectors. Consequently, the centrality of strength and 

endurance to the construction of masculinity411 is highlighted to imply that 

the soldier, having fulfilled his duty and sacrificed for his nation, could 

overtly and physically exercise his gendered claim to power upon the inferior 

masculinity of the CO. The physical injuries of the soldier and the violence 

directed toward the bodies of the objectors are central in this expression of 

masculinity. Connell has noted, ‘true masculinity is almost always thought to 

proceed from men’s bodies, to be inherent in a male body or to express 

something about a male body.’412 Although, as Jeffrey Reznick has pointed 
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out, the shattering of men’s bodies and minds as a result of war destabilised 

male authority at home,413 the soldier’s body, within the context of the 

hospital in this specific text symbolised his superior masculinity and physical 

strength as a result of his sacrifice. As Bourke has noted, ‘the absent parts of 

men’s bodies came to exert a special patriotic power.’414 This power is in 

turn both constructed and enacted upon the physical weakness of the 

objector, which stems from his failure to serve and sacrifice.  

 

This gendered representation of the relationship between soldiers and 

objectors stood in stark contrast to the way in which it was constructed in 

anti-war narratives. A letter from J. Percival Davies to the Guardian stated 

that he had ‘received letters from the trenches … expressing the warmest 

admiration for the conscientious objectors … Can these men do any other 

than … cheer on the conscientious objector?’415 In a similar vein, a letter 

purported to be written by a soldier to a CO appeared in the Labour Leader 

espousing the utmost admiration for objectors, going so far as to suggest 

that soldiers were inferior to COs. The author asserted that ‘you are the 

fighter, not we. You wrestle with the invisible Devil of compromise and the 

Demon of the Path-of-Least-Resistance, and, what’s more, you seem to have 

conquered. We have given in long ago, and drug our souls with talk of 

knightly deeds. We have not reached you yet …’416 The invocation of the 

image of the ‘knight’ is significant in that it demonstrates how objectors’ 

masculinity was configured through the soldier’s admiration of the CO by 

using language that was itself associated with the soldier.417 Consequently, 
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the respect given to COs by soldiers in these letters, demonstrates how anti-

war narratives engaged with the hegemonic construction of the soldier in 

order to elevate the masculine status of the objector and thereby subvert 

the narrative that objectors were inferior. By focusing on the objectors’ 

principled stance, these texts demonstrate how the hegemonic masculine 

structure and its construction with relation to different masculinities was 

mobilised to the advantage of the male resister. In doing so, they are 

evocative of Simon Yarrow’s argument regarding the construction of 

masculinities within the colonial context. Yarrow has suggested that the 

‘different configurations of masculinities might present opportunities for 

interpretive licence, choice and agency among subordinated and 

marginalised groups.’418 In a similar vein, by asserting that the soldier, the 

exemplary masculine figure, is in support of the conscientious objector, 

these representations promote the CO as a laudable masculine wartime 

figure by engaging directly with the masculine ideals of the soldier as a 

means of elevating objectors’ gendered status.  

 

Whilst highlighting soldiers’ support for objectors was one way of 

repositioning the subordinate masculinity of COs, another method employed 

by the anti-war press was to argue that objectors and soldiers were 

motivated by the same principles but had taken different paths. As Bibbings 

has argued, by focusing on motivation the CO, like the volunteer, could be 

portrayed as acting upon his conscience and ‘doing his duty by following his 

beliefs.’419 One way that opponents of the war constructed similarities 
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between COs and soldiers was by referring to both groups as leaders of 

different armies who fought for different, but connected, causes. Whilst the 

volunteer soldier was not explicitly identified in these texts, the way in which 

the comparison was framed certainly implied that it was those soldiers who 

had chosen to fight who were compared with objectors. For example, a 

letter by Dr John Clifford published in the Manchester Guardian asserted 

that there were two armies and ‘both are conscientious … Many thousands 

of young men … have found a sense of vocation for the first time in taking up 

arms for this country, a few thousand have found it in resisting the attempt 

made to force them to take up arms against their convictions.’420 Ramsay 

MacDonald, in an ‘Open Letter to a Conscientious Objector’, similarly 

represented objectors and soldiers in this way. He stated that ‘to some the 

soul said “fight” and they have died; to others the soul said “keep from the 

battle”, and they have been persecuted.’421 Despite the fact that from 1916 

all those who were recruited into the army would have been conscripts, the 

suggestion that the volunteer was comparable to the objector is significant. 

Bet-El has argued that unlike volunteers, conscripts were excluded from 

prevailing ‘imagery of both masculinity and soldiering.’422 Therefore, the 

identification of COs with volunteers was significant in constructing resisters’ 

masculinity. Moreover, the comparison made between objectors and 

volunteers, with the emphasis being on actively choosing a path of duty and 

service and following one’s conscience, highlights how the masculinity that 

was represented in the anti-war press was not specifically related to 

soldiering but was configured through a willingness to sacrifice for sincere 

convictions and the following of one’s conscience. Thus sacrifice was given 

meaning through its underlying personal motive.  
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Bibbings has argued that the framing of COs as soldiers in this way reinforced 

the notion that heroism was a vital component of ‘true manliness.’423 To be 

sure, the adherence to the masculine qualities that were associated with the 

soldier did in many ways underscore their position as markers of masculinity. 

Yet the way in which the anti-war press invoked discourses of duty, sacrifice, 

and courage, and compared soldiers and objectors, was more complex than 

a straightforward reinforcement of this formulation of masculinity. Just as 

the masculinity of the soldier was multifaceted and servicemen constructed 

their masculinity in multiple ways, ranging from the heroic to the domestic, 

the conscientious objector was also configured in a complex manner.424 

Whilst, as Meyer’s work has shown, soldiers’ perceptions of their own 

identity and the way in which they were expressed was contingent upon a 

number of factors and the audience that was being addressed, the ‘emphasis 

on service and sacrifice as defining qualities of martial courage’ form 

common threads in the way anti-war men constructed their wartime 

masculinities.425 Objectors too evoked the narratives of martial courage and 

sacrifice and used direct comparisons with soldiers to construct a parallel 

masculine figure to the soldier. However, by invoking these gendered 

discourses in explicit reference to male resistance anti-war voices also tacitly 

challenged the connection between these ideals and militarism. In doing so, 

they questioned the notion that courage and sacrifice had to be connected 

to male combat activity in order for that masculinity to be acceptable and 

highlighted conscience and duty, rather than fighting or war itself, as a 

marker of masculine identity. Although this strategy was challenged and, at 

times, exposed tensions and weaknesses in male resisters’ claims to 

masculinity, it nonetheless highlights how anti-war texts complicated and 

subverted normative gender constructions in nuanced and subtle ways.  
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Women 

 

The construction of the conscientious objector, either positively or 

negatively, with reference to the masculine ideals of duty, sacrifice, and 

courage had the effect of configuring war resistance as a male act. As harsh 

treatment and imprisonment became a way of outlining the courage and 

sacrifice of objectors, the representation of women who, in general, did not 

experience this because of their status as non-combatants, shifted so that 

they were linked to male sacrifice through their connection to objectors. In 

particular, the development of maternalist narratives offers significant 

insights into how the reshaping of the anti-war movement affected 

representations of resistance in 1916. Indeed, whilst representations of anti-

war women by no means disappeared, the depth of articles by and about 

women opposed to the conflict reduced as a consequence of the focus on 

conscientious objectors. This was particularly true within pro-war 

publications where almost no articles regarding the activities of anti-war 

women appeared throughout 1916, suggesting that the gendered 

implications of male resistance were of greater concern than female 

resisters. To be sure, the war resistance of Nellie Best and her trial for 

prejudicing recruiting in March 1916 captured the attention of the press, and 

reports on this reveal how anti-war women’s activism was considered by a 

press landscape that centered almost entirely on men. However, this 

reportage was limited in comparison with the attention devoted to The 

Hague Congress in 1915, for example, and therefore highlights the changing 

focus of resistance following the introduction of conscription. 

 

Mothers of Sons, Mothers of Conscientious Objectors 

Motherhood remained a prominent theme throughout 1916 in 

representations of anti-war women highlighting the continued centrality of 

motherhood and the family in the articulation of female opposition to war. 

However, this narrative also underwent a revealing shift in response to the 
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conscientious objector and the gendered discourses used to depict him. The 

invocation of motherhood as a means of identifying women as the natural 

opponents of conflict, developed into an expression of motherhood that was 

based directly on women’s connection to conscientious objectors. By 

examining how these representations were constructed, the changing 

relationship between femininity, masculinity, and peace is revealed. In this 

way, parallels can be drawn with Angela John’s and Claire Eustance’s study of 

masculinity and men’s support for the suffrage movement. As they have 

argued, ‘by looking at men’s relationship to a movement essentially defined 

and operated by women, but in a society saturated with structural inequality, 

we can ponder … the connections between the exercise of power and the 

construction of masculinities.’426 Whilst the anti-war movement was not a 

movement defined and operated by women, it is evident that in 1914 and 

1915, resisting the conflict was seen as women’s duty, and peace and 

femininity were inextricably intertwined.  

 

The mother of the CO was first introduced by the Herald in a poignant image 

titled ‘Mother of the First Conscientious Objector’, following the 

implementation of the Military Service Act in March (fig. 1).427 The image, 

which depicted the Virgin Mary at the foot of Jesus’ cross, emphasised not 

only the connections that were repeatedly made between objectors and 

Jesus but also highlights the shift in the maternalist narrative. The image of 

Mary was also invoked in a letter sent to the Labour Leader from a mother of 

a CO sent to France under the threat of the death penalty. She wrote: 

 

I am well nigh broken-hearted, but in my grief I am proud to be 

the mother of such a man, having in my mind Mary, the mother 
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of the first conscientious objector … Christ remained true to His 

mission “on earth, peace”; my son has been true to his Principles 

also. Though faced with death and imprisonment he has never 

wavered, following in the footsteps of the ‘lowly carpenter’… 428 

 

 Michael Roper has noted that the strong identification of mothers with their 

sons’ experience of war was reflected in public rhetoric that portrayed 

enlistment of sons ‘as a maternal 

sacrifice.’429 The way in which the 

mother is portrayed in both the image 

and the letter, highlights how a parallel 

image of anti-war maternal sacrifice 

came into play once the focus of the 

anti-war movement had shifted onto the 

sacrifice of the objector. Whilst the focus 

of motherhood in earlier years of the 

war was based on an association with 

the qualities of peace and love, the 

introduction of the CO engendered a 

shift towards motherhood as proxy-

sacrifice. The ultimate sarifice for peace 

made by the objector, a sacrifice that 

could not be made by women by virtue 

of their non-combatant status, thus 

altered women’s perceived inherent 

connection to peace so that their relationship with resistance became 

regulated through the action and experience of their sons.  
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Gullace has noted that ‘female patriotism, particularly in its most sacrificial 

guise, gave women a powerful language with which to lay claim to the 

war.’430 However, unlike pro-war female voices that mobilised sacrificial 

maternalist rhetoric, anti-war women had previously used motherhood to 

highlight women’s innate interest in peace. Yet as sacrifice and its centrality 

to wartime masculinity became a central means of representing objectors, 

the way in which motherhood was framed altered so that it was based upon 

the sacrifice of her objector son. Consequently, a renegotiation of the 

relationship between peace and gender was evident from 1916. The shifts in 

the representation of the anti-war movement which were linked directly to 

the positioning of men and women, highlights the significant role that gender 

played in the way that war resisters responded to the introduction of 

conscription. The mediation of women’s war resistance through the CO 

demonstrates how the anti-war press attempted to disrupt the association 

between women and peace activism that they themselves had, to some 

extent, propagated in the years before conscription, as a way of refocusing 

the anti-war movement around the conscientious objector.  

 

Female resistance was also mediated through the objector by a focus on 

another central female family relation: the wife. The second Military Service 

Act extended only a few months after the first to include married men, 

meant that conscription had been focused on both unmarried and married 

men from early 1916.431 A number of poems and articles published in the 

Herald urged both mothers and wives to support their men. For example, 

one poem titled ‘Compulsion or Love?’ calls on mothers to ‘trust thy sons 

and never doubt … Believe in thy true lovers, and speak out!’432 In a similar 

vein, a poem by Monica Ewer, the Herald’s drama and film critic and novelist, 
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described the hardships faced by objectors and their families, and 

encouraged wives to support their CO husbands and remain strong: 

 

‘You can hope … 

We can only promise you, 

Don’t get blue, 

That there’s one thing we will do, 

Straight and true; 

Though we seem so helpless, quite, 

Yet we won’t give up the fight, 

But we’ll keep your faith alight, 

And we’ll teach your kiddies right. 

So, see it through.’433 

 

This text bore striking resemblance to a poem appealing to ‘women at home’ 

to support their serving family members, published in the Daily Express in 

May, which underscores the gendered reconfiguration of resistance that had 

occurred in the anti-war press in 1916. 

 

‘The future looks stormy and rough … 

It’s up to you women to stifle your sighs, 

And gallantly take up your part, 

To face what may come with a smile in your eyes 

And courage and hope in your heart … 
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Though that load may be heavy,  

You’re going to win through …’434 

 

 The appearance of these poems within six days of one another suggests that 

both were responding to the extension of the Military Service Act to include 

married men. The similar language used to describe the positive role that 

wives played in supporting their husbands in their respective experiences, 

highlights how a narrative of deferential and stoic femininity came to 

permeate both pro-war and anti-war publications. The Express poem is 

clearly evocative of what Gregory has termed ‘the volunteer ethos,’435 which 

was based on an appeal to the male volunteer to protect women and 

children, and an appeal to women to show solidarity with their menfolk.436 

Whilst this rhetoric was fundamental to those who were engaged with the 

war effort, the invocation of an anti-war version of this ethos, based around 

the experience of the conscientious objector and his relationship to women, 

was a new theme in 1916. To be sure, the objector’s act was not framed with 

direct reference to the protection of women but was connected to the 

broader impact that his position would have on society. Yet the call for 

mothers’ and wives’ solidarity and support in these anti-war texts reveals 

that a reciprocal relationship between COs and their female relations had 

been established which mirrored the ‘volunteer ethos’ in significant ways.  

 

This narrative was also evident in a letter sent to the Labour Leader from 

Rose Fox, a woman speaking as a ‘representative of women who are the 

wives and mothers of men who are conscientious objectors.’437 In this letter, 

Fox stated that ‘we heartily and resolutely support our men in their 
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determination to refuse to take part in … wholesale slaughter, although it will 

probably mean the breaking up of our homes and the deprivation of 

ourselves and children of our breadwinners.’438 This letter not only 

highlighted female solidarity for objectors, but also outlined the sacrifices 

that women made in order to support their husbands and sons. In doing so, 

the letter shows how the female anti-war narratives from 1914 and 1915 

that are discussed in chapter 1, which foregrounded the destruction of the 

family, underwent changes in response to the objector. Indeed, this 

particular letter conversely contends that in order for the objectors’ 

resistance to be successfully carried out, women were prepared to sacrifice 

the harmony and happiness of their families, further signalling the clear 

change that representations of anti-war women underwent following 

conscription.  

 

The representation of the relationship between women and objectors, and 

the different manner in which anti-war women expressed their opposition to 

the conflict in these examples, demonstrates the marked impact that the 

introduction of the CO in 1916 had on the representation of resistance. The 

Higonnets’ metaphor of the double helix can provide insight into the 

gendered implications of this reconfiguration of women’s resistance.439 The 

double helix highlights women’s subordinate position to men in any given 

situation. Thus, whilst peace activism was represented primarily as feminine 

in 1914-15, a change occurred when men began to publicly resist from 1916. 

Women were consequently relegated, becoming subordinate to male 

opponents of the war and their opposition was framed with direct reference 

to the male resister. 
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Yet whilst this shift was significant, there were also a limited number of 

examples where the reconfiguration of resistance around the conscientious 

objector was used by anti-war women to outline a feminist argument against 

the conflict. For example, Dorothy Matthews’ correspondence to the Herald 

in August 1916 lamented the fact that there ‘seems to be a prevalent idea 

that all women consider men cowardly if they refuse to embrace methods of 

violence to protect what is generally known as the “weaker sex”.’440 She 

argued instead that women ‘are just as capable of protecting themselves as 

men, for, apart from the use of violence, they have the same means at their 

command as men.’441 The identification of violence as being a specifically 

male characteristic evokes contemporary ideas concerning the gendering of 

violence. The singling out of this quality as specifically male in a text which 

attempted to highlight the equality of men and women demonstrates the 

significance of violence for conceptions of male and female identity. As 

studies on gender and violence by Shani D’Cruze and Anne-Marie Kilday have 

shown, violence and criminality were perceived as consistent with ‘accepted, 

if not wholly acceptable male characteristics.’442 Whilst men were expected 

to be physically strong and brave, women who were violent were seen to be 

breaching ‘strongly held beliefs about the nature of femininity,’ which were 

based on the perception that women held specific moral qualities that men 

did not.443  

 

Matthews highlights these gendered conceptions of violence explicitly in an 

attempt to deconstruct the argument that the war needed to be waged for 

the protection of women and that women were objects that ‘soldiers fought 
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to defend.’444 Indeed, Matthews challenged the notion that the use of 

violence was necessary for the protection of women. In so doing, she 

subverts the gender hierarchy that framed violence as an integral aspect of 

men’s protection of women and thereby questioned the means by which 

women were positioned as subordinate to men. By contending that women 

did not require the protection of men, the letter disrupts the narrative that 

placed men as superior through their status as the protector and women as 

the protected. Consequently, Matthews challenged not only a central 

justification of male violence but also the wartime gender hierarchy and 

consequently suggested that a reinterpretation of the contemporary gender 

structure would bring about an end to the conflict.  

 

Another significant, albeit singular, example of a representation of 

conscientious objectors which did not rely on the positioning of women into 

a supportive or sacrificial role came from a letter written to the Labour 

Leader by the well-known anti-war campaigner, Emily Hobhouse. Indeed, 

this letter actively subverts this type of representation of women by 

contending that there was a direct relationship between the women who 

organised the congress at The Hague and conscientious objectors. Hobhouse 

wrote: ‘To the women who first exhibited this spirit- earning thereby a 

glorious ridicule- to the men who are now so nobly actuated by it- thus 

earning the freedom of imprisonment.’445 By suggesting that COs were 

motivated by the spirit of the women at The Hague, Hobhouse’s letter 

echoed the anti-war language of 1915 which identified these women as 

pioneers. Connecting objectors to anti-war women in this way is significant 

precisely because of the overt gendering of The Hague women’s activism. 

Relating COs explicitly to the ‘spirit’ of these women therefore complicated 

not only the identification of objectors as the pioneers of war resistance but 

also resurrected the connection between women and peace to establish 
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them as the initial leaders of the anti-war movement. However, it is 

significant that this is the only overt example of a connection being made 

between women’s earlier peace activism and the CO movement within the 

anti-war press, underscoring how representations of the anti-war movement 

had shifted in 1916 to emphasise the exceptional figure of the male objector. 

 

Conscientious objectors and their representation in the anti-war press also 

impacted upon the depiction of female resisters in a more subtle manner. 

For example, the anti-war reportage of the trial of Nellie Best, the secretary 

of the Women’s Anti-Conscription League who was imprisoned for 

prejudicing recruiting, was imbued with the language of courage and 

sincerity associated with conscientious objection. Under the title ‘A 

Courageous Woman,’ one Labour Leader article on the trial devoted much of 

the text to her trial statement: 

 

I have done my utmost to prejudice recruiting, since the object of 

recruiting is to enlist men in the trade of murder expressly 

forbidden by Jesus Christ in whom I believe … I have prayed to God 

that He might lead me to press on lads the wrongness of war from 

the Christian standpoint or, if they did not accept Christianity, from 

the Socialist standpoint.446 

 

By identifying Best as courageous, the Leader overtly associated her anti-

recruitment activities with bravery. Furthermore, in an account of the 

behaviour of Best in court by the lawyer, Mr. Scott Duckers, who himself was 

a conscientious objector, it was noted that Mrs. Best ‘gave a most 

courageous testimony to her faith and her demeanour was at once so brave 

and so sincere that some of her friends in the court were moved to tears.’447 
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The narratives of bravery and sincerity and the way they mirror the language 

used to describe COs was similarly evident in a Herald article on Best which 

noted that ‘she is following the highest she knows without any material 

reward, only the satisfaction which comes to all who follow their own 

conscience.’448 The way in which the anti-war press represented Nellie Best 

and her resistance to the conflict echoed key CO narratives and 

demonstrates how the discourses of war resistance more broadly adapted to 

a language of conscience, sincerity, and bravery. The more subtle shifts in 

the representation of resistance in the anti-war press points to a reshaping 

of what opposition to the conflict actually meant following the introduction 

of conscription. In this way, the emphasis on conscience, sincerity, and moral 

courage in the representation of conscientious objectors’ resistance 

reformed the narratives of peace activism. 

 

The trial of Nellie Best, with its focus on anti-conscription and anti-

recruitment activities, also attracted attention from the pro-war press. In 

their coverage of the trial, the Daily Express invoked many of the tropes 

utilised in their reportage of The Hague Congress in 1915, demonstrating 

how the derogatory gendered vocabulary of female war resistance that was 

used to depict the congress continued to be invoked as a way of representing 

anti-war women: 

 

A scene of disorder that recalled the days of suffragette 

demonstrations marked the opening of the case. Mrs. Best did 

not respond when her name was called, but women’s voices 

were heard in the hall outside the court shouting ‘you have the 

right to have your friends in’ … there was some scuffling outside 

and women shrieked …449 
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The comparison made between the suffragettes and Best’s trial has similar 

implications to the way that negative imagery of suffrage activists was used 

to portray The Hague women. Indeed, the invocation of this imagery can be 

seen as an attempt to represent the disruption of military recruitment by 

women as an encroachment on the masculine arena of military service. The 

references to shrieking women also evoke the identification of suffragettes 

as the ‘shrieking sisterhood’450 and suggest that the perceived hysteria of 

women made them unsuitable for participating in both military and political 

affairs. Similarly, the association between female war resisters and suffrage 

campaigners again illustrates how women’s opposition to the war was 

connected to their citizenship by pro-war publications. As Gullace has 

argued, women’s patriotism and service to the state, of which supporting 

recruitment was a significant part, became central to the conception of 

citizenship during the war.451 In this way, Best’s deliberate attempt to 

impede recruitment was a particularly pernicious act of resistance and one 

which was consequently represented as having undermined her right to 

citizenship, demonstrating how pro-war representations of anti-war women 

continued to use both gender and wartime conceptions of patriotism to 

disrupt the potential configuration of female resisters as citizens.  

 

Conclusion 

1916 was a pivotal year for the representation of war resisters in the press 

with the focus of resistance shifting in a manner that would continue to have 

implications both for the remaining war years and the conflict’s 

commemoration. The focus on objectors engendered a significant 

reconfiguration of how resistance was represented. Indeed, the press 

attention on conscientious objectors and the ways in which their motivations 

and experience were depicted was overtly linked to constructions of 
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masculinity. Both the focus on COs and the emphasis on how their stance 

was related to their status as men meant that, following the introduction of 

conscription, resistance was in many ways reconfigured as masculine. 

Indeed, whilst pro-war publications repeatedly attempted to undermine the 

masculinity of objectors through the construction of their gender as inferior, 

anti-war voices sought to configure objectors’ masculinity as a different but 

parallel one to that of servicemen and also reshaped the languages of 

resistance around narratives of conscience, liberty, and moral courage. This 

inevitably had implications for the representation of female opposition to 

the war. In contrast to 1914 and 1915, and in a move that clearly highlights 

the impact and significance of gender on representations of war resisters, 

depictions of women generally retreated to show anti-war women in 

relation to the CO. Consequently, the previously direct relationship between 

women and peace activism became mediated through the male war resister 

and maternalist discourses became focused on the relationship between 

mothers and their objector sons.  

 

Yet the dominance of representations of objectors and the engagement with 

narratives of masculinity demonstrate how hard anti-war voices in particular 

had to work to stake a claim for war resistance within the masculine sphere. 

This struggle was not only because of the pro-war press’s persistent 

ridiculing of objectors but was also partly down to the focus on 

representations of peace activism as a naturally feminine task in earlier years 

of the war. In order to overcome the association between women and 

peace, anti-war newspapers generally disregarded this type of 

representation in 1916, evidenced by the absence of this gendered 

association in the anti-war reportage of Nellie Best’s trial. Instead they 

positioned COs as leaders of the peace movement and thereby gendered the 

peace movement along the same gender hierarchy as those actively engaged 

in the war by focusing on the ideals of sacrifice, duty, and courage. The 

emphasis on the objector and the themes outlined in 1916 would continue 
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to dominate and evolve in response to the changing circumstances of the 

next two years of the war. 
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Whilst the events of 1916 triggered the introduction of new discourses of 

resistance and significant shifts in the representation of anti-war men and 

women, during 1917 and 1918 these narratives were complicated by 

developments within the anti-war movement and the conflict more broadly. 

The bloodshed continued throughout these years, with battles such as 

Passchendaele claiming the lives of hundreds of thousands of British and 

Commonwealth soldiers.452 Furthermore, the military stalemate at the 

beginning of 1917 prompted the resumption of unrestricted submarine 

warfare by the German army which not only increased British losses but also 

disrupted the food supply to Britain, exacerbating food shortages and 

prompting the introduction of rationing for certain food items.453 The grief, 

anger and war-weariness that was felt by many as a result of these losses 

and wartime limitations contributed to public discussion over the suffering of 

those on both the battle fronts and home front which had direct implications 

for the way war resisters were represented in the final two years of the war.  

 

1917 also saw significant international developments with the entry of the 

United States into the conflict and the overthrow of the Tsarist regime in 

Russia. The Russian Revolution in February was initially welcomed on all sides 

in Britain, with the most whole-hearted welcome coming from workers, 

pacifists, and a considerable section of liberal opinion.454 The anti-war 

movement, and particularly the leadership of the No-Conscription 

Fellowship, were instrumental in organising a mass meeting in favour of the 

revolution in March. They also drew up a British ‘Charter of Freedom’ which 

paralleled the new Russian liberties and called for the release of imprisoned 

COs, something which became a major topic in the anti-war press during 
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1917 and 1918.455 In addition, the changing conditions of wartime 

government prompted the issue of franchise reform to come once again into 

view. The delay of the general election in 1915, and the problems inherent in 

a franchise system which was predicated upon a variety of residence and 

property qualifications which would have disenfranchised many soldiers, 

meant that the government was obliged to make changes.456 From the 

beginning of 1917 debates intensified not only about the prospect of 

enfranchising women but also the possibility of disenfranchising 

conscientious objectors. These discussions signalled a reconfiguration of the 

basis of citizenship along the lines of war service and inevitably had a 

significant impact upon press depictions of those who had agitated against 

the war from its very beginning.  

 

Representations of COs and their citizenship rights in particular were often 

tied into debates about their treatment by the state, their suffering, and the 

broader impact of this on the British nation. Two groups of objectors in 

particular were the focus of press attention during the final two years of the 

war, COs on the Home Office (HO) Scheme and imprisoned absolutist 

objectors, who refused any form of alternative service.  

 

Pro-war publications were concerned primarily with men on the HO scheme. 

The scheme had been developed, in part, as a response to complaints about 

the treatment of objectors. As part of the scheme objectors had the 

opportunity to be ‘reviewed’ by the Central Tribunal and be placed in work 

centres or camps around the country undertaking work which was meant to 

be sufficiently difficult to discourage others from conscientiously 

objecting.457 The camps saw a large influx of men at the beginning of 1917, 
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particularly at Dartmoor (or Princetown) where nearly 1000 men were sent 

in the last two weeks of March.458 The relative freedom that objectors were 

perceived to have had generated hostility within the local communities and a 

number of attacks on COs took place throughout 1917 and 1918 in 

Dartmoor, Knutsford and elsewhere.459 Local and national antagonism 

towards objectors was both reflected in and fuelled by the pro-war press 

which frequently lamented the waste of national resources on men who 

refused to fight and their relative comfort, especially in comparison to 

serving men. The focus on their treatment, therefore, provided a context for 

the reinforcement of the narratives of selfishness and cowardice that had 

been dominant during 1916.  

 

Whilst the pro-war press focused on the men employed on the HO scheme, 

imprisoned absolutist objectors became the focal point of the anti-war press. 

The specific context of conscientious objection from 1917 was significant in 

this regard. Whilst in 1916 much of the evidence used to prove that a man 

held a sincere and absolute conscientious objection to the war was based on 

his statement at his tribunal, in 1917 many of the men in prison had been 

through at least two tribunal processes with their objection being recognised 

as genuine.460 Having first been granted a form of exemption that was 

unacceptable to them and then having subsequently turned down work on 

the Home Office (HO) scheme, these men returned to prison.461 The effects 

of these repeated prison sentences on COs and the recognition of their 
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objection as genuine had a significant influence on anti-war narratives of 

male resistance during the final two years of the conflict.  

 

The increase in CO deaths and reports of ill health during 1917 and 1918 

prompted a considerable amount of public, government and press attention 

upon the treatment of objectors.462 This attention was fuelled, in part, by the 

publication of a high profile pamphlet in 1917 by Margaret Hobhouse, the 

well-connected mother of CO Stephen Hobhouse. ‘I Appeal Unto Caesar’ was 

ghost-written by Bertrand Russell and was published in July 1917 by George 

Allen & Unwin whose director, Stanley Unwin, was one of ‘the few publishers 

who openly questioned the necessity of the war and did so in print by 

publishing radical and unpopular opinions.’463 The pamphlet was centred on 

the ‘horrors of repeated imprisonment’ for conscientious objectors, between 

800 and 1000 of whom were imprisoned at the time of its publication.464 

Whilst the pamphlet was endorsed by prominent men such as Stanley Webb 

(Lord Parmoor), the Earl of Selbourne, Lord Hugh Cecil MP, and Lord Henry 

Bentinck MP, it caused uproar because of its call for the release of absolutist 

objectors.465 ‘I Appeal Unto Caesar’ consequently brought a significant 

amount of attention to the plight of the absolutist objectors and was a 

particular focus within the anti-war press.466  
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Yet, as Angela Smith’s work on British war widows has shown, texts can often 

be sites of struggle which show traces of differing discourses and 

ideologies.467 Indeed, the emphasis on suffering also led to the invocation of 

narratives of both victimhood and martyrdom within anti-war publications 

which, in turn, complicated some of the discourses that the anti-war press 

had established for objectors during 1916. More specifically, the ways in 

which the suffering of male objectors was represented created a tension 

between the image of the heroic objector willing to sacrifice and suffer for 

his cause and the underlying, and sometimes explicit, image of the objector 

as a victim that emerged from 1917.  

 

The focus on conscientious objectors as the principle figure of war resistance 

was also, to some extent, disrupted in 1917 by the introduction of a new 

women’s peace movement, although this only occurred within the anti-war 

press. Indeed, anti-war women continued to be largely absent from the pro-

war press for the remainder of the conflict. The Women’s Peace Crusade 

(WPC) which began in Glasgow and spread to other cities, particularly in the 

north of England, organised frequent grassroots demonstrations focusing on 

working class women in their communities, printed substantial peace 

literature and had a weekly column in the Labour Leader. The representation 

of the WPC picked up on the maternalist discourses that had been dominant 

prior to conscription and had a particular focus on the suffering of women 

with male relations serving at the front. This new movement meant that the 

anti-war press once again turned at least some of its attention to women’s 

particular interest in bringing about an end to the conflict. 

 

The specific context of the final two years of the conflict, therefore, created 

significant shifts in the portrayal of war resistance. Debates about the nation, 
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citizenship, and suffering combined to complicate the gendered narratives 

that had been established during 1916, particularly in the anti-war press, and 

highlighted the strains that wartime experience put on the gendered 

constructions of male and female opponents of the war. In doing so, the way 

in which discourses of suffering, citizenship, and resistance were navigated 

by both pro-war and anti-war voices during 1917 and 1918 reveal the central, 

but often complex, role that masculinity and femininity played in how these 

three narratives were formed. 

 

The Treatment of COs 

With much of the pro-war press’s attention on war resisters being devoted to 

the men on the HO camps, articles that contended that these men were 

‘coddled’ and given an unacceptable amount of freedom proliferated, 

particularly in the Daily Mail. The repeated argument that these objectors 

were being treated too softly substantiated the central pro-war discourses of 

objectors from 1916. Indeed, the representation of their treatment was 

often explicitly tied to an idea that objectors were cowardly, selfish, and 

weak, both in body and mind. There was a particular concern with the men 

on the Princetown work camp as a wave of hostile public feeling towards the 

men sprang up locally in a spontaneous fashion and was then perpetuated by 

the publicity given to the men in the national press.468 A Daily Mail article 

from April 1917, for instance, used the example of a football match at 

Dartmoor to suggest that the pacifist convictions of the COs were insincere. 

 

Princetown smiles. It has found a ‘conscientious objector’ who 

will strike a blow- not for his country nor for his mother or 

sister, but for his football … While Princetown boys were 

enjoying a game of football … some 300 ‘conscientious’ 

objectors came on the scene. They kicked the youngsters’ ball 

away … and started a match among themselves. 
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But the boys spoilt it. They labelled one side ‘the slackers’ and 

the other ‘the shirkers’ … An indignant ‘objector’ with supreme 

courage, captured a boy who had so interfered and slapped his 

ears … Older boys are still astonished that a football should 

have aroused something of a spirit of warfare in a 

‘conscientious objector.’469 

 

The portrayal of COs attacking younger boys, and the comparison of this with 

their unwillingness to fight for their country, mothers and sisters, overtly 

challenges the masculine status of the objectors by highlighting their failure 

to ascribe to the exemplary maleness of the patriotic and chivalric 

sportsmanship of the soldier.470 Furthermore, the younger boys’ use of the 

dominant anti-CO narratives of ‘slacker’ and ‘shirker’ is significant in 

demonstrating how the construction of masculine identity and superior and 

inferior masculinities was built through social interactions and peer approval. 

The affirmation of the inferior masculinity of the objector by the young boys 

is central in this regard. Masculinity in this period was often constructed with 

regards to maturity and the transition from boy to man. Collini has noted, for 

example, that Victorian ‘manliness’ was shaped less in contrast with the 

‘feminine’ and more with the ‘“bestial”, non-human, childlike, or 

immature.’471 The young boys’ disapproval of the older military-age 

objectors therefore serves to both construct the COs masculinity as inferior 

whilst also acting as a marker of the young boys transition into manhood 

through their recognition of the proper masculine wartime role. Moreover, 

this transition to maturity is also confirmed through peer approval. As Tosh 

has pointed out, masculine identity is to a significant degree a social identity 

because it is inseparable from peer recognition, ‘which in turn depends on 

performance in the social sphere.’472 The Mail article therefore affirmed the 
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inferior masculinity of objectors through the boys’ implicit public 

acknowledgment of the superior masculinity of the soldier’s selfless act of 

duty. The identification and acceptance of this wartime hierarchy of 

masculinities by the young boys shows how the Mail used the freedom of 

objectors on the HO scheme to provide a social context in which the inferior 

masculinity of COs could be publicly acknowledged and reinforced.  

 

Indeed, the presence of objectors in public spaces became a central means 

of constructing COs’ masculinity throughout 1917. Whilst the football pitch 

was the site of discord in the Mail, in a Daily Express article the negative 

configuration of male resistance was centred on the roads around Plymouth: 

 

The greatest indignation prevails among the inhabitants of 

Plymouth because of the astonishing freedom given to 

conscientious objectors at Dartmoor … It will surprise people to 

learn that conscientious objectors … are actually driven about 

Plymouth and district for joy rides in motorcars … C.H. Norman, 

the notorious peace crank, and one of the pillars of the No-

Conscription Fellowship … was recently seen in a motorcar in 

the streets of Plymouth and other members of the anti-British 

organisation have likewise been taking motorcar trips 

throughout the county of Devon and dining at the best 

hotels.473 

 

Unlike absolutist objectors, who were physically absent from the public 

sphere as a result of their imprisonment, the HO men were often situated 

within local communities. The portrayal of objectors in outdoor public spaces 

engaged in activities far removed from the war was used by the pro-war 

press to undermine not only the claim, made by objectors and their 

supporters, that their objection was upheld with a moral and sincere 
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conviction but also to underscore their absence from the space of wartime 

masculine attainment, the battlefield. Contextualising the representation of 

COs in this way therefore accentuated the opposing experiences of the 

soldier and the objector.  

  

The significance of public space as a context in which the masculinity of the 

objector could be tested and the soldier/CO binary could be underscored is 

further demonstrated by a letter written by a mother of servicemen to the 

Mail which complained about the lenient treatment of objectors: 

 

 I have read of football matches, concerts, and other amusements 

in the camps of the ‘conscientious’ objectors … As the mother of 

one dear boy lying in a grave in France, while his brother is daily 

risking his life on the Passchendaele Ridge, I deem myself rich 

indeed to have so much to give my country, but oh, I passionately 

protest against the ‘conscientious’ canker in our midst!474 

 

The contrast between the spaces of the grave and the battlefield of 

Passchendaele with football matches and concerts highlights the divergent 

masculinities of servicemen and COs and demonstrates the extent to which 

wartime masculinity was constructed not only with reference to the bodies 

of men but also the spaces in which these bodies occupied. This is arguably 

why the pro-war press focused so intensely on the Home Office camps. In 

contrast to the mother’s soldier sons, the objector was absent from the 

spaces of conflict, both in the military sphere and the home front, through 

his inhabitation of spaces of enjoyment and amusement. As such, the 

perceived freedoms that COs were seen to benefit from within the HO 

Camps contextualised and reinforced the anti-CO narratives of selfishness, 

cowardice, and insincerity by representing them within spaces entirely 

removed from the conflict.  
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The home front was also closely linked to female suffering and there was a 

perception that grief and loss contributed to the ‘image of the home front as 

a feminine space.’475 Significantly then, female suffering became another 

way of criticising the treatment of objectors. A letter written into the 

Observer by Mary Gaunt, for example, compared the suffering of women 

and the suffering of objectors, noting that ‘there are thousands of women 

mourning their sons; wives their husbands; children their fathers, maids their 

lovers … What is the suffering of the conscientious objector beside such 

unspeakable woe?’476 The hierarchy of suffering represented in the letter 

demonstrates how wartime suffering and grief had significant implications 

for way that the treatment of objectors was interpreted.477 Indeed, the 

relationship between women and the battlefield outlined in the letter 

further emphasised the problematic status of conscientious objectors who 

occupied an uneasy position within both the representation of masculine 

warfare and an increasingly feminised portrayal of suffering on the home 

front.  

 

The way that texts within the Express and Mail used the HO camps to 

underpin the anti-CO narratives that had been established in 1916 was 

mirrored in the anti-war press which reinforced the discourses of selfless 

sacrifice and heroic endurance through the context of imprisonment. The 

treatment of COs by the state, particularly in prisons, became an important 

way of emphasising the endurance, sincerity and impact of the objectors’ 

stand in the face of suffering. In a Labour Leader article, marking the 

anniversary of the first arrests of conscientious objectors by the military 
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authorities, it was noted that in facing ‘an ordeal which required no small 

amount of strength of purpose,’ the objectors’ stance has meant that 

‘militarism, although it triumphs at present, has met its match in a spirit of 

opposition to its evils.’478 The impact of the objectors’ stand was further 

elaborated upon in another Leader article which suggested that suffering 

imbued the COs’ stance with meaning and the potential for great hope in the 

future: 

 

History does not prove us with a single case of liberty won 

without suffering. We cannot forget this now … In these days, 

when the old cry of slacker and shirker is being raised against the 

conscientious objector, we should remember that there are still 

over 1,000 young men in gaol because they will not burn a grain 

of incense to militarism, and because they believe that in this 

steadfast refusal, whatever be the consequences, lies a great 

hope for the world … We have the certainty that on our night of 

suffering … will arise the Sun of Victory.479 

 

 The continued suffering of the COs in both these texts is highlighted as 

central to the experience of war resistance. The length of time that objectors 

had faced hardship was seen to bolster the strength of their conviction and it 

was therefore argued that their suffering would lead to the ultimate triumph 

of peace over militarism. The framing of suffering in this way, and the 

language used to represent the objector, invokes what Patrick Joyce has 

identified as ‘romanticism’ in the radical political language of the nineteenth 

and early twentieth century. Joyce contends that the imagery of suffering 

evoked the struggles of ‘liberty against tyranny, light against darkness or 

freedom against slavery’ that supplied radicals with both an ideology and 
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‘language of feeling.’480 Elements of this are clearly evident in the Leader 

articles, in particular the image of the ‘Sun of Victory’ and the opposition to 

the evil of militarism. The emphasis on the suffering of objectors coupled 

with this imagery therefore contributes to an evocative portrayal of the 

experience and ideology of conscientious objection as part of a larger 

struggle.  

 

The endowment of objectors’ suffering with broader purpose and meaning 

was similarly evident in the explicit connections that were outlined between 

their poor treatment and their heroism. In an article written by Margaret 

Hobhouse a few months following the publication of ‘I Appeal Unto Caesar’, 

the poor treatment of the absolutists was explicitly framed in terms of 

heroism. She wrote that COs were ‘herded together with criminals, cut off 

from all human intercourse … yet this silent crowd of men remain steadfast 

to their convictions braving all this … conscience has made heroes of the men 

who are suffering so cruelly, rather than bow the neck to a yoke they 

abhor.’481 As Bibbings has pointed out, depictions of objectors as heroes 

were a common part of their supporters’ propaganda, as well as being 

integral to the defence of their manliness.482 The identification of these men 

as heroic demonstrates how the poor treatment of COs provided a context in 

which the anti-war press conflated male resistance with heroism through the 

narrative of sacrifice, echoing the construction of wartime heroism more 

broadly. Meyer has argued that the civil communities of dead soldiers 

ascribed their deaths as heroic through the consolation that they had nobly 

sacrificed for a worthy cause.483 In a similar way the narratives of sacrifice 
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that had been evident in representations of objectors in 1916 came to be 

identified as heroic through COs’ continued suffering for the cause of peace.  

 

The representation of COs as heroes was also underpinned by the singling 

out of a number of objectors who were seen to be representative of the 

movement as a whole. Stephen Hobhouse, Clifford Allen and Fenner 

Brockway were frequently commented upon throughout 1917 and, as Caedel 

argues, these three objectors were ‘atypically attractive figures.’484 

Hobhouse and Allen, in particular, were set aside for admiration not only 

because of their relative prominence as COs but also because of their fragile 

health during 1917 and 1918. Indeed, in late 1917, following his mother’s 

campaign and pamphlet, Hobhouse was released from prison on the grounds 

of ill-health. The veneration of these men therefore served not only to 

demonstrate the sincerity of objectors’ convictions but also shed light on the 

poor treatment of men who were sincere in their beliefs.  

 

The representation of Clifford Allen is particularly evocative of how these 

two elements intersected and were used as a way of criticising the treatment 

of objectors more generally. An article in the Manchester Guardian, for 

example, stated that: 

 

Mr. Allen’s offence is that he really and truly is the man whom 

the authors of the Military Service Act meant to hold harmless. 

He has a deep-rooted conviction, a conviction for which he is 

evidently prepared to die … the more deeply a man feels, the 

more fully and truly he is the conscientious objector whom the 

Act meant to liberate, the more certainly he suffers.485 
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This sentiment was echoed in correspondence to the Guardian which 

responded to this article and asserted that the case of Clifford Allen was 

evidence of the cruelty of the conscription acts. F. E. Green asserted that 

Allen had shown ‘such grit and determination … to uphold his principles 

under ceaseless persecution that … we can but be proud of him as a good 

fighter, though he is a pacifist.’486 In a similarly admiring tone, Thomas 

Oakmeads wrote in the Herald that Allen had ‘stood before the world, hated, 

derided, tormented. Before you loomed the shades of the prison house … 

Before you, the path of suffering … Yourself a hero, you have recognised 

heroism in others.’487 These texts highlight how the individual exemplary 

objector fed into the representation of male resistance as a heroic act. This 

construction of heroism can be situated within a broader tradition of ideal 

masculine figures, particularly soldier heroes. Dawson’s exploration of Major 

General Sir Henry Havelock in mid-Victorian England for example, has 

illustrated how the forging of an image of Havelock as a ‘soldier-saint’ fused 

military adventure with the evangelical genre of the ‘exemplary life.’488 The 

identification of Allen as an exemplar of conscientious objection is portrayed 

in much the same way as Havelock. That the heroism of Allen is constructed 

through the press is also significant because as Dawson has pointed out, new 

forms of public media of communication were central to constructing 

Havelock as a public hero and a composite figure of ideal and exemplary 

manhood.489 As Mike Donaldson has suggested, ‘to be culturally exalted, 

masculinity must have exemplars who are celebrated as heroes.’490 The 

depiction of exemplary objectors in the anti-war press demonstrates how 

the endurance of suffering by particular COs was used to bolster the 

construction of male war resistance as an admirable masculine experience in 
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the final two years of the war. Indeed, the emphasis on Allen’s treatment in 

prison reveals the centrality of suffering to the construction of the heroic 

masculine objector.  

 

The depictions of heroic individual suffering were part of a broader increase 

in the self-representation of objectors within the anti-war press, particularly 

in the Labour Leader. Letters from COs in prison began to be published 

regularly throughout 1917 and detailed the effect of prison life on their 

stance, body, and mind. Through their descriptions of the impact of 

imprisonment these letters offer insight into how objectors represented 

their masculinity as well as the connection between masculinity and the 

body. The centrality of the body and mind in objectors’ prison letters reveal 

how objectors understood their resistance to war and incarceration as part 

of an embodied experience of masculinity, illustrating Tosh’s assertion that 

masculinity is more than a social construction, it is also a subjective identity, 

‘usually the most deeply experienced that men have.’491 Yet the embodied 

experience of imprisonment that was expressed in these letters also exposed 

a tension between the representation of the suffering and victimhood of 

objectors and their heroic endurance of imprisonment. Moreover, the 

balance that objectors and their supporters attempted to strike in texts 

about imprisonment were illustrative of wider concerns in the anti-war 

movement about how to approach this aspect of COs’ experience. As 

Vellacott has pointed out, the NCF executive found the publicising of the 

conditions of objectors’ imprisonment, whilst avoiding the appearance of 

complaining at hardships, increasingly difficult.492  
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For some objectors the prison experience, although fraught with difficulties 

such as isolation, a restricted diet and enforced silence amongst prisoners,493 

also had elements that were interpreted as positive and fulfilling. One of the 

prison letters published in the Leader, from Fenner Brockway in early 1917, 

for example, placed specific emphasis on the spiritual impact of 

imprisonment and the comradeship between COs: 

 

I am thoroughly well, and I am happy. I do not seem to be in prison. 

You know how contentedly I entered; that feeling has remained all 

through … 

When I first entered Scrubbs I had the impression of entering the 

precincts of a church rather than a prison … 

I cannot describe to you the wonderful sense of comradeship there 

is among C.O.’s in prison. We are not allowed to speak to each 

other, but the unity we feel does not need expression in speech … 

You cannot conceive the sense of spiritual exaltation and expansion 

received from the sight of those two hundred C.O.’s marching in 

step around the prison yard! It gave me new hope for the future. 

And when Sunday came, and I went to the chapel, the joy of being 

one of the eight hundred C.O.’s there was almost intoxicating.494 

 

Brockway’s comparison of the prison with a church and his description of 

spiritual exaltation demonstrates how he viewed his time in prison as both a 

testament to his convictions and an experience which enabled him to 

develop and affirm his commitment to peace. The way in which he conveyed 

his imprisonment as an experience beyond words reinforces the prison as a 

spiritual site of resistance that could only be understood by those who 

experienced it. In this way, the physical and mental separation of the COs 

from the rest of society is represented as a central part of this 

transformative spiritual process and consequently underscores the unique 
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experience of absolutist male resisters. This sense of authority, derived from 

‘being there’, can be compared to Samuel Hynes’ contention that only those 

men who have witnessed war have absolute authority to tell the stories of 

war.495 Hynes argues that the isolation felt by soldiers in war is not simply a 

condition of combat but is ‘common to the whole state of being in a war.’496 

Brockway depicts objectors’ imprisonment as a source of authority to tell the 

story of war resistance. The isolation of the prison is significant in this regard 

because it explicitly excludes those resisters who had not been imprisoned 

for their opposition to the war, particularly women. In this way, Brockway 

reinforces COs’ authoritative position within the anti-war movement in a 

way that is implicitly gendered. 

 

Parallels between the self-representation of COs and the experience of 

soldiering can also be drawn with regards to Brockway’s portrayal of 

comradeship as a fundamental element of objectors’ experience. As Anthony 

Fletcher’s examination of patriotism and identity has shown, many soldiers 

viewed comradeship as a process of ‘self-subordination, the sacrifice of 

personal needs and preferences to a cause that is far greater.’497 

Furthermore, Meyer has identified comradeship as a key component of First 

World War masculinity: comradeship achieved through shared suffering 

defined men as heroes through their willingness to endure.498 Although 

Brockway does not explicitly outline any suffering in this letter, the hardships 

of silence and repetitive work are implied. The centrality of comradeship in 

his letter therefore evokes many of the factors identified by both Fletcher 
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and Meyer, particularly the sacrifice of personal needs for a cause greater 

than oneself. By placing emphasis on the positive experience of comradeship 

within prison and alluding to the suffering and purpose through which it 

came about, Brockway defines himself and the other COs within the 

narrative of heroic endurance that had been established in anti-war 

representations of objectors during 1916. 

 

These narratives were evident in a more explicit manner in the writing of 

Clifford Allen. In a text published in the Herald in June 1917, Allen specifically 

outlined the effect of persecution and imprisonment on the stand of COs. 

Speaking on behalf of the absolutist objectors, he wrote that: 

 

The persecution of those who are genuine, will ultimately achieve 

the ruin of the very ideals for which you are fighting … 

The longer you persecute us the stronger and more sincere you 

render us. The more you attempt to break our spirits the more 

you assure our opportunity of infusing inspiration amongst other 

groups of men and women … You can isolate us for a time from 

the joys of an active free life of service, but in so doing you will 

only bring us into truer harmony with all that is most fearless and 

enduring and vital in the life of the world.499 

 

Allen positions the persecution faced by COs at the centre of their 

experience of resistance and much like Brockway asserts that the effect of 

imprisonment, and isolation in particular, widened the impact and 

crystallised the objectors’ stand. Indeed, suffering and persecution are 

portrayed as integral to the impact of the objectors’ resistance and, as in 

Brockway’s text, suffering is defined in primarily positive terms, as a source 

of strength and renewal.  
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Whilst this affirmative representation of the prison experience was an 

important way for some COs to portray their imprisonment, in other texts an 

acknowledgement of the mental and physical degradation of a number of 

objectors also emerged. Consequently, a tension between suffering and 

spiritual and ideological fulfilment surfaced. This tension complicated the 

narrative of heroic endurance and strength and exposed the problems that 

male resisters and their supporters faced by highlighting the suffering of 

COs. This is brought into particularly sharp focus from 1918.  

 

Later correspondence from Brockway to the Leader represented a complex 

and somewhat contradictory portrayal of both the heroic endurance of 

objectors and their physical and mental deterioration. He wrote for instance 

that conscientious objectors were ‘far more concerned about the coming 

peace than about the coming of liberty for themselves’, and stated that he is 

‘quite sure there is not a single C.O. who would not be prepared to remain in 

prison for the rest of his life, if by so doing he could save the lives of the 

soldiers in every belligerent country by bringing peace nearer.’500 However, 

he went on to note that while the spirit of the men in prison is ‘unbreakable’, 

he was aware that some of them had suffered and how ‘their health is 

broken, how they cannot sleep at nights’, that ‘worse than the physical 

effects is the mental and spiritual deterioration which confinement often 

causes … In a few cases … absolute mental derangement has occurred.’ 501 In 

concluding, Brockway clearly showed his conflicting views on the experience 

of imprisonment stating that ‘we do not want those who are working for 

peace to relax their efforts in order to work for our release. We shall stand 

by our principles, whatever the term we have to serve. But it would be 

hypocrisy to suggest that we do not long for freedom … ’502 The initial 

statement that COs were willing to stay in prison for the rest of their lives for 
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the cause of peace reinforced the narratives of endurance evident in both 

Brockway’s previous letter and Allen’s text. Moreover, in suggesting that 

their imprisonment was saving the lives of soldiers, Brockway, to some 

extent, attempted to eclipse the sacrifice of the soldier with the suffering of 

the CO, a narrative that had also been evident in 1916. Yet the second half of 

the letter disrupts this and instead portrays some objectors as victims of 

their incarceration. Rather than actively turning the effects of prison into a 

positive experience, the men who suffered ‘mental derangement’ are 

represented as damaged by their imprisonment. Furthermore, the admission 

that COs longed for freedom challenged the assertion in Brockway’s previous 

letter that prison was a positive experience that was integral to the stance of 

objectors.  

 

Concerns about the focus on the negative effects of imprisonment on 

objectors in the anti-war press even raised anxieties for the objector and 

NCF National Committee member, Walter Ayles. In a letter to the Leader he 

noted that: 

 

A good deal has been written about the C.O.s in prison, giving an 

impression- either in direct words or in hints- of unpleasantness, 

privation and unhappiness. This may result in a policy which I fear 

will bring moral disaster not only to the men in prison and camps, 

but to the great cause for which we stand.503 

 

Whilst acknowledging that some men were suffering in prison, Ayles also 

argued for what he called the ‘other side’ of imprisonment: 

 

It is the common experience of our men that the mind becomes 

wonderfully clear and active, memory improves, and the 
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imagination develops. Life, prevented from being extensive, 

becomes intensive. Personal character is developed, ideas 

clarified, and spiritual experiences realised that would never, and 

probably could never, have been realised if we had not had our 

“forty days and nights” in the wilderness … In thinking out one’s 

ideals again one is insensibly merged into the life of humanity … 

Prison brings new emphases … These experiences will be 

remembered by some of the C.O.s as amongst the greatest and 

most profound of their lives. But not only in the preparation of 

body and character do we find joy, but also in the obvious 

determination of the men to improve their minds.504 

 

Ayles’ portrayal of the effect of prison on mind, character and body is 

evocative of Graham Dawson’s contention that masculinities ‘are lived out in 

the flesh, but fashioned in the imagination.’505 The way Ayles described the 

impact of prison on the CO and his resistance is both intensely personal and 

related to the objectors’ position within wider society. As Catherine Feely 

has argued in her study of the prison reading of COs, for some conscientious 

objectors ‘incarceration had given them the space and time to think and 

read deeply for the first time.’506 In addition, despite some of the difficulties 

in accessing reading materials, Feely asserts that, by reading and writing in 

difficult conditions, conscientious objectors could reassert ‘their existence in 

the face of their exclusion from civil society.’507  

 

This emphasis on the development of personal character and the 

clarification of the mind that imprisonment was seen to facilitate was also 

linked to the body and the perception that objectors were the physical and 
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spiritual embodiment of the resistance against the war which was evocative 

of constructions of heroic masculinity. George Mosse has argued, for 

example, that physical health expressed ‘in an obvious manner … the linkage 

of body and soul, of morality and bodily structure.’508 Indeed, as the previous 

chapter demonstrated, the body was an important site of resistance for COs. 

As Seth Koven has pointed out, many conscientious objectors kept ‘vigilant 

tabs’ on themselves and wrote detailed accounts of the effect of 

imprisonment upon their bodies during their periods of incarceration.509 In 

this sense, the centrality of the harsh environment of the prison as a space in 

which objectors could configure their masculinity demonstrates how the 

prison became an overtly gendered anti-war space. Moreover, the body was 

significant because it could be invoked in various ways to demonstrate the 

sincerity of COs’ objection. On the one hand, some objectors could use the 

fact that they had adapted to the ‘scant diet and harsh conditions of prison 

life’ to demonstrate the efficacy of their ethics and their ‘manly fortitude.’510 

On the other hand, ‘objectors’ bodily disablement in the name of conscience 

functioned as a de facto rebuttal of those who frequently contrasted 

conscientious objectors’ selfish desire for comfort with their soldier-hero 

brothers’ unspeakable hardships and deprivations.’511 As Ayles’ text 

demonstrates, however, the disparities between how objectors wished to 

portray themselves within the anti-war community and the way they 

represented themselves to others meant that the male resisters’ body was a 

potential site of conflict and tension for the construction of objectors’ 

masculinity.  
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The anxieties professed by Ayles were not only evocative of this tension but 

reveal how the portrayal of the prison experience as damaging to COs in 

both body and mind was intimately tied into both their stand and their 

position within the anti-war movement. To depict the negative impact of 

suffering on objectors as a direct result of their resistance was to effectively 

undermine their position as the heroes of the anti-war movement, a position 

which was based, in large part, on their physical and emotional endurance of 

persecution. CO suffering was also particularly problematic because it was 

steeped in the competing ideologies of heroic masculinity that were at play 

within both the anti-war movement and wider society. The suffering of the 

objector inevitably competed with that of the soldier. Consequently, the 

representation of the negative impact of objectors’ experience exposed 

tensions and contradictions not only within the anti-war movement but in 

wartime society more widely. 

 

Victims and Martyrs 

Whilst the focus on the treatment of objectors declined in the pro-war press 

in 1918, the dual narratives of heroic endurance and victimhood in the anti-

war press shifted so that heroism gave way to victimhood. Whilst there were 

still glimpses of narratives of heroic endurance, the major concern in 1918 

was the agitation for the release of absolutist objectors and an improvement 

in conditions for others. In the Herald for instance, a consistent stream of 

reports on the deaths or illness of objectors made scant reference to their 

heroic endurance. One article asserted that ‘these men are still in prison, still 

being tortured and persecuted, every day some fresh horror is brought to 

light,’512 whilst another stated that ‘the Government continues to drive 

conscientious objectors out of their minds by sentences of imprisonment of 

a length and severity which it is admitted no human being can stand.’513 To 
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be sure, there were still elements of heroic discourses as illustrated by the 

Herald’s editor George Lansbury’s assertion that ‘the conscientious objectors 

in our prisons, who by their heroic sufferings, have proved and 

demonstrated their faith.’514 Yet what is particularly significant is not the 

departure of this narrative in much of the reporting from 1918 but the 

introduction of new ways of talking about objectors. A Herald article which 

remarked on the death of a CO, for instance, contended that the socialist 

movement ‘will be judged according to how far it was willing to fight for the 

weak and oppressed.’515 The suggestion that objectors were both weak and 

oppressed marked a significant disjuncture with the representation of COs as 

heroic and self-sacrificing. Whilst the image of heroic endurance and prison 

as a positive experience in some ways suggested that objectors were in 

active control of their experience, the image of COs as weak and oppressed 

conjured up notions of passivity and victimhood.  

 

This representational shift is also illustrated by John W. Graham’s 

correspondence to the Guardian which argued that ‘there is now widespread 

collapse of health among the victims of the tribunals and it will grow worse 

every week.’516 Articles in the Leader echoed this sentiment through the 

assertion that ‘men are being driven mad and are dying in prison almost 

every week as the result of the inhuman treatment they receive,’517 and that 

‘such barbarous sentences simply cannot be served [original emphasis]. 

Death is already beginning to release the prisoners.’518 The depiction of the 

CO as victim challenged the representations of resistance in the anti-war 

movement itself and can also be contextualised within a broader change in 

the imagery of men during the final year of the conflict. Samuel Hynes has 
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argued that in the last year of the war there was a proliferation of images 

and texts that depicted the soldier as a martyr victim, and this had the effect 

of making the idea of a hero become unimaginable.519 The anti-war press’s 

invocation of narratives that positioned objectors as victims of a brutal 

government system can therefore be seen as reflective of the changing 

discourses of male heroism in the last two years of the war.  

 

The changes in the discourses of male heroism also contributed to the 

increased representation of objectors as martyrs. As Hynes has argued, the 

reconfiguration of soldiers as martyrs meant that victory faded from the 

story and the war became ‘only a long catastrophe, with neither significant 

action nor direction, a violence that was neither fought nor won, but only 

endured.’520 The framing of the CO as martyr fitted into this understanding 

of war by identifying the deaths of objectors as evidence that the 

catastrophic effects of the conflict extended to the home front in a variety of 

ways. The positioning of conscientious objectors as martyrs for peace and 

anti-militarism also served to amplify the repeated contentions of the anti-

war press that the war had been futile from the beginning. By invoking 

narratives of martyrdom, the suffering and deaths of objectors were imbued 

with a poignant meaning because it was perceived that they had died in a 

noble attempt to halt the catastrophic violence of war and had therefore 

sacrificed for a cause greater than themselves. In this way, the tensions that 

were inherent in the depiction of objectors’ suffering could to some extent 

be resolved.  

 

The desire to assign broader significance to the deaths of objectors was 

particularly evident in the Labour Leader’s invocation of discourses of 

martyrdom. For example, in one article on the death of the CO, Mr. Bennett 
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Wallis, from October 1917, the Leader commented on the fact that it was 

strange that an inquiry was being demanded into the death of one objector 

whilst thousands of deaths went ‘unheeded’ on the battlefields of Europe. 

The text goes on to suggest that this was because of ‘the martyr’s power to 

uplift by his death the cause for which he stands.’521 The proof of the power 

of the martyr’s death was then shown by drawing a direct comparison 

between the COs and the deaths of Irish nationalists killed in the Easter 

Rising: 

 

This is borne out by the recent experiences of the fighters for Irish 

freedom. Many brave and true young men fell fighting in the 

Easter rebellion, but none of them in their dying shook the hearts 

of their fellows like James Connolly and Thomas Ashes, who met 

their death while unarmed and helpless in the hands of their 

captors.522 

 

The parallels between the Irish nationalist martyrs and the COs are 

particularly interesting in terms of both the portrayal of the men and the 

implications that both had for the consideration of the British state. 

Jonathan Githens-Mazer, in his study of the myths of the Easter Rising, has 

pointed out that one of the key elements underpinning the transformation 

of the men of the Rising into martyrs was the depiction of them as morally 

upstanding through ‘their love of the Catholic faith, and their “Gaelic” 

bravery.’523 This bears similarities to the configuration of the conscientious 

objector within the anti-war press, specifically the emphasis on the morality 

and bravery of his stance and the commitment to his cause. By drawing a 

comparison with the Irish martyrs, this text works to assign the deaths of the 

objectors with a significance and meaning that was comparable to the way 
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that the men of the Easter Rising were conceptualised by their supporters 

following the uprising. 

 

The relationship of both these groups of men with the British state also 

illuminates how the construction of martyrdom emphasised a negative 

portrayal of the government. Githens-Mazer argues that the flipside to the 

process of ‘popular beatification’ of the men of the Easter Rising was the 

demonization of British actions and the perception that ‘British reactions to 

the Rising were inherently unjust and retributive.’524 Whilst aligning 

objectors with the overtly anti-British martyrs of the Rising could be 

problematic for a group that had been repeatedly castigated as anti-national, 

the way in which similarities were drawn out between the two groups of 

men suggested that the COs’ deaths had also been at the hands of an unjust 

British state. This contributed to an argument that the treatment of 

objectors was harmful to the nation as a whole. This association of 

martyrdoms thus enabled the anti-war press to reinforce the image of the 

courageous and principled objector whose death had a wider significance, 

whilst simultaneously placing the blame for objector deaths squarely in the 

hands of the British state. 

 

Indeed, the image of the CO martyr against the state became a key way of 

underpinning objectors’ deaths with a poignant meaning during 1918: 

 

Even in the midst of the incalculable carnage on the Somme the 

deaths of two more C.O.s in prison has attracted widespread 

attention and protest … Once again “unarmed resistance” to 

Prussianism has proved its mystic power. Faced with the deaths of 

men like W. E. Burns (under forcible feedings) and Paul Gillan, to 

whose unconquerable spirit his many gaolers, as well as his fellow-

prisoners, will bear witness, the British public is compelled to dimly 
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glimpse what is the nature of the militarist slavery to which it has 

surrendered its soul … our comrades were men who will never 

make peace with oppression, in their death they are more than 

conquerors.525 

 

Echoing the significance of objectors’ physical and mental isolation 

expressed in their letters to the press, it is clear from this article that it was 

precisely objectors’ separation from weaponry and combat that had a 

particular importance and power. In this way, the narrative of martyrdom 

inverted the pro-war press’s negative gendered construction of the objector 

within spaces that were divorced from the militarised spaces of conflict. 

Instead, it was suggested that their unarmed resistance made their death 

more powerful than that of the soldier. In drawing out this contrast, the text 

implied that the resistance demonstrated by the CO had a broader impact on 

the British public than the militarism of war. The suggestion that the COs’ 

deaths compelled the public to look at ‘the militarist slavery to which it has 

surrendered’ is illustrative of Andrew Chandler and Anthony Harvey’s point 

that narratives of martyrdom often emphasise, among other things, the 

power of martyrs to convert even those who had been opposed to them.526 

Consequently, the deaths of the men resisting war were represented as an 

important catalyst for the enactment of objectors’ ideals and the end of 

militarism itself.  

 

Given the centrality of religion to conceptions of martyrdom, it is 

unsurprising that the martyrdom of objectors was often embedded in overtly 

religious language. In an article in the Herald written by its editor, George 

Lansbury, the martyrdom of COs was linked to that of St. Francis of Assisi and 

other Christian saints. After recounting the tale of St. Francis who declined to 
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follow the life of a solider, Lansbury wrote that ‘since that day there have 

been countless martyrs and saints who, enduring the cross, despising the 

same, have passed out into the unknown, many of them unhonoured and 

unsung … In this noble army of martyrs I include all those creeds, of all 

sects.’527 He goes on to explicitly connect these martyrs to the absolutist 

objectors by asserting that  

 

the men who at this moment are enduring the tortures of 

prison, who day by day are refused the privilege of serving their 

fellow-men in the ordinary way of service, are demonstrating to 

the whole world that the thing called conscience, the thing 

called religion, is as great a power over the lives of those who 

truly follow the light as ever it was.528 

 

Within this text there are two central elements of Christian martyrdom. The 

first is the notion that a ‘martyr’s death was one defined by faithful 

adherence to the Christian profession in the face of insult, calumny and 

active persecution.’529 The second is the idea that in order to become a 

martyr an ‘important moment of decision arises, and it is resolved when the 

prospective martyr takes, not the road to safety, but its alternative.’530 

Although death was not specifically mentioned, the linking of past Christian 

martyrs to the COs’ endurance of persecution demonstrates how objector 

martyrdom was underpinned by the adherence to their faith in the face of 

suffering. This demonstrates how, despite the range of motivations of a 

conscientious objection, religion and religious language and imagery were 

consistently dominant themes in the representation of objectors because 

they added potency to the ideals and suffering of COs and imbued their 

stance with meaning and morality. In addition, by suggesting that military 
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service was a privilege in comparison to the ‘tortures’ of prison, the text 

builds on the narratives of moral courage that were established in 1916 and 

alludes to the objector’s decision to take the alternative path in the 

knowledge that there would be persecution.  

 

The invocation of martyrdom in anti-war representations of objectors did 

not go unnoticed in the pro-war press and indeed both the Express and the 

Mail commented upon the martyrdom of COs. For instance, an article on the 

tribunal of an objector in the Express noted that ‘his [the COs] supporters 

titter and nudge one another, apparently much taken with the martyr-like 

expression which their “brother” wears.’531 Similarly, the Mail contended 

that the objector ‘will never be happy until he is a martyr.’532 The 

representation of COs as martyrs was clearly a source of frustration for those 

who disagreed with their position, as evidenced by a letter written to the 

Mail by the Conservative MP Ronald McNeill in which he criticised Clifford 

Allen in particular: ‘His impudent attempt to pose as a persecuted martyr, 

because he is very rightly punished for repudiating both law and public duty, 

is an affront to every bereaved heart in the country and to every man who 

has cheerfully obeyed his country’s call without thought of self.’533 In the 

same way that the treatment and suffering of objectors was perceived as 

incomparable to soldiers’ experiences, the discourse of CO martyrdom was 

seen as offensive both to serving men and those who had lost loved ones 

and therefore demonstrates how contentious the treatment of objectors, 

and its representation, was. The portrayal of objectors as martyrs was seen 

to challenge the meaning behind the deaths and suffering of soldiers and 

therefore touched directly upon the grief that was felt by so many.  
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COs and the Nation 

Just as the state’s treatment of objectors was implicated in debates about 

COs’ suffering or comfort, the state also became connected to concerns 

about the relationship between objectors and the nation in ways that 

echoed discussions about conscientious objection, liberty, and national 

identity during 1916. On the one hand, the pro-war press’s contention that 

objectors were being treated with a leniency that was inappropriate for a 

society at war translated into a suggestion that the existence and treatment 

of objectors was a national shame and embarrassment. On the other hand, 

the sympathetic press considered COs’ persecution to be detrimental to the 

nation. As Robbins has pointed out, whilst for some, ‘conscientious objectors 

had been treated with excessive concern, in parliament and elsewhere, at a 

time when the fate of the nation was at stake,’ others believed they had 

been ‘unnecessarily and inappropriately pilloried for their convictions.’534  

 

The link between the treatment of objectors and the nation was 

underscored by the intimate relationship between war and national 

protection and honour, as well as the idea that soldiering was intimately 

related to nationhood and nation-building. The nation played a central part 

in constituting preferred forms of masculinity, particularly the soldier hero, 

and therefore the existence of masculinities that countered this masculine 

ideal were considered in explicitly national terms.535 Furthermore, as Horne 

has argued, there was a ‘furnished conception of the nation in which the 

militarisation of the male population was the ultimate recourse for national 

defence and hence survival.’536 By allowing the legal existence of men who 

refused to defend the nation and then treating them with what was 

perceived as relative leniency, the nation had brought shame upon itself, 

according to the pro-war press. An Express article noted, for example, that 
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No nation has ever sustained a war without some stain left on its 

reputation. Britain is no exception. The conscientious objector has 

left his mark on our honour, and it is not a nice mark. While our 

Tommies and our great seamen are doing their duties in the 

trenches and on the seas, these cowards who bear the names of 

Englishmen are undergoing trial by court-martial day after day.537 

 

In a similar vein, in his regular Mail opinion piece, ‘an Englishman’ asserted 

that ‘the conscientious objector, as he is seen at Dartmoor, is the exclusive, 

individual shame of England … Not elsewhere could he turn what is 

constructively a crime of parricide into a kind of stuffy virtue.’538 In both 

these texts the effect of the objector on the nation is explained in terms 

specifically related to the masculinity of the soldier, the duty to defend one’s 

nation. Through their actions, objectors subverted this relationship between 

masculinity and the nation and they were therefore castigated in a way that 

was both explicitly gendered and overtly national. As Bibbings has argued, 

‘the notion of the objector as … an unman signified that he was a threat to 

the race, the nation, and indeed, the Empire.’539 By opposing the war, such 

men ‘were often assumed to be plotting to bring down the state.’540  

 

Conversely, the nation also became a central narrative for those who were 

critical of the government’s treatment of COs. Texts in the Leader, Herald, 

and Guardian all invoked the nation when criticising the handling of 

objectors, frequently comparing the government’s argument that Britain was 

fighting for liberty with its treatment of objectors. Indeed, these arguments 
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consolidated the link between objectors and liberty that were prevalent 

during 1916. The contention that the government’s handling of COs went 

against Britain’s political culture and traditions had roots in the debates 

about military conscription in earlier years of the war. As Gullace has noted, 

in the years prior to conscription, Britain distinguished its own political 

culture from that of Germany, where a conscripted army symbolised a ‘lack 

of freedom.’541 The intertwining of Prussianism, the British nation, and 

conscientious objection is illustrated in an article written in response to the 

publication of “I Appeal unto Caesar”: 

 

We are fighting a Bully … Anything which seems to show that 

under the pressure of the war we are developing the bully’s spirit 

in ourselves is an insidious and dangerous devitaliser of that war 

spirit. We cannot afford to play the bully. We want a clear-cut 

issue, clean hands and all our strength to fight for it … Harshness 

is not our strength; nor are we Prussians. The [Military Service] 

Act is there; its spirit ought to be observed.542 

 

A similar warning was issued by a Mr. L. S. Smith writing in to the Guardian 

that ‘the worst effect of persecution is not on the persecuted but on the 

persecutors. The nation that permits it suffers by lowering of its ideals, the 

deadening of its sensibilities- in short it becomes brutalised and irresponsive 

to the best in life.’543 The emphasis on the effect of persecution on the 

nation in both these texts demonstrates how the narratives of liberty and 

conscientious objection, evident in 1916, became explicitly focused on the 

relationship between the treatment of objectors and the nation. In 

suggesting that the poor treatment of objectors damaged the nation which 

administered it, both these texts highlight how the treatment of war 
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resisters came to be interpreted by some as an overt marker of national 

identity.  

 

The negative national effect of objectors’ treatment of objectors was also, at 

times, specifically connected to its potential impact on the war effort. For 

example, in an article by John W. Graham in the Labour Leader it was noted 

that ‘these are incidents in a war waged by the Empire for liberty. They 

actually hinder the success of the war.’544 Similarly a Guardian article argued 

that any doubt or criticism about the war effort amongst the population was 

being fanned by the poor treatment of COs: ‘of one thing the Government 

may be sure … If there is anywhere the beginning of a doubt which might 

undermine that faith of which we have spoken as the basis of all our 

endurance, that doubt is being nourished by nothing so much as the 

treatment of the conscientious objectors.’545 These texts demonstrate how, 

by associating objectors’ poor treatment with the broader concerns of the 

nation and war, supporters of COs could argue that it was government’s 

failure to uphold its own ideals of freedom and liberty that hindered the war 

effort. Thus the arguments made in the pro-war press that the existence of 

objectors and their lenient treatment were detrimental to the nation could 

be subverted, and the importance of upholding the principles of liberty and 

freedom could be asserted. 

 

Citizenship and Objection 

The links between objectors and the nation also extended into debates over 

objectors’ citizenship rights. Renewed discussion over the franchise 

throughout 1917 prompted questions about the citizenship of both objectors 

and women as suffrage became specifically connected to wartime service. 

With the passing of the 1918 Representation of the People Act, whilst some 
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women were given the vote for the first time, objectors were 

disenfranchised for five years. As Gullace has argued, ‘sacrifice, service and 

British blood began to take precedence over sex, property, and legal 

majority, while patriotism replaced manhood as the fundamental 

qualification for the parliamentary vote.’546 The failure of COs to perform 

their national and masculine duty contributed to a re-conceptualisation of 

the franchise. Anna Clark has noted that ‘the manhood of citizenship always 

had to be earned rather than claimed as an inherent human right,’547 and by 

rejecting their national duty as men, objectors were considered to be 

unworthy of citizenship.  

 

From early 1917 articles and letters published in the Daily Mail drew on 

ideals of duty, sacrifice, and service in their calls for the disenfranchisement 

of conscientious objectors. Edgar Wallace wrote in to the Mail asking if there 

is ‘any reason in the world why men who have refused to bear their share of 

the national burden and who have pleaded their conscientious objection to 

defending their women and children from the Germans, should enjoy the 

same privileges that the soldier will enjoy?’548 His solution to this question 

was ‘a short act to disenfranchise the “conscientious objector”’, which would 

‘have the support of ninety-nine out of every hundred people in these 

islands.’549 In a similar tone, another Mail article suggested that the 

disenfranchisement of COs was ‘urgently required’ because ‘men who will 

not fight for the state cannot be allowed to settle its destinies by their 

votes.’550 Male citizenship, in both these texts, is configured specifically in 
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terms of sacrifice and national duty and therefore demonstrates how the 

overtly gendered anti-CO narratives converged into questions about their 

citizenship. 

 

As Robert Nye has pointed out, ‘political rights were at least latent in the 

body of the male conscript or volunteer whose actual or potential sacrifice’ 

earned him ‘his nation’s gratitude.’551 Because the objector had refused to 

sacrifice his body for the protection of his nation, he actively disrupted the 

connection between masculinity and political rights. Gullace’s contention 

that ‘the conscientious objector, more than any other category of male 

subject, undermined the masculine nature of the franchise’552 is clearly 

illustrated in these texts. In emphasising the protection of the nation, 

women and children through military service, the letter and article from the 

Mail demonstrate how the enshrinement of the masculine ideals associated 

with soldiering underpinned arguments to disenfranchise objectors. 

 

Another argument for the disenfranchisement of objectors that invoked anti-

CO narratives of sacrifice and selfishness was that COs only adhered to the 

principles of citizenship that benefited them personally. It was suggested 

that by refusing to serve in the military, objectors had demonstrated that 

they disregarded the more demanding and selfless aspects of citizenship. A 

chairman of an appeal tribunal, for instance, wrote in to the Observer 

arguing that ‘it is a grave danger to the State if its citizens be allowed with 

impunity to pick and choose the laws which they will obey.’553 He then went 

on to suggest that imprisonment may not have necessarily been the ‘best 

way to treat these self-imposed martyrs’ but rather that it would be better 

‘to deprive them of the franchise and certain civil rights.’ This argument is 
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expanded upon in a lengthy letter written in to the Guardian by the Dean of 

Manchester Cathedral, J. E. C. Welldon: 

 

A civilised State affords its citizens some conspicuous advantages, 

such as the security of person and property, political freedom, the 

opportunity of making a living, all or nearly all the comforts, 

facilities and recreations which invest life with pleasure and 

happiness. But in return for these advantages it demands 

corresponding service and among these services, since armies have 

become nations in arms, is and apparently must be military service. 

It cannot be right that any class of citizens should enjoy the benefits 

without discharging the responsibilities of citizenship … 

The conscientious objectors live, in fact, out of touch with the State 

whose citizens they are … when citizens feel themselves 

conscientiously impelled to decline the office of citizenship, it 

follows, I think, that they cannot justly claim the civic rights which 

are inseparable from civic duties.554 

 

Welldon’s suggestion that COs had not fulfilled their civic duties in return for 

the benefits of citizenship is illustrative of Derek Heater’s assertion that 

citizenship was viewed as a type of social contract because of the ‘basic 

principle of a balance of rights and duties in the relationship between citizen 

and state.’555 By refusing to take up arms in the defence of the state, the CO 

had therefore broken the contract of citizenship according to Welldon. By 

breaking his contract with the state, it was argued that the CO had lost the 

right to participate in the political future of the nation which he had failed to 

defend.  
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Whilst the narratives which underpinned the reconfiguration of citizenship 

to exclude conscientious objectors has been insightfully explored by 

Gullace,556 the ways in which COs and their supporters challenged this is less 

well covered. Although ultimately unsuccessful, male resisters and their 

defenders developed a counter-argument which emphasised COs’ different 

interpretation of civic service and duty, and demonstrates how discourses of 

citizenship and the contractual relationship between the state and its 

citizens were interpreted and contested within an anti-war context. A text by 

Clifford Allen published in the Herald, for example, argued that it was not 

that he was unwilling to undertake the duties of citizenship but rather that 

the state prevented him from doing so. He writes, ‘we fully recognise the 

duties of citizenship … it is not the act of service we refuse, but service 

imposed in such a way as to make us condone conscription. If granted 

absolute exemption tomorrow, we should feel the obligation of citizenship 

more insistently than ever.’557 By suggesting that the failure of the state to 

grant absolute exemption to objectors prohibited their fulfilment of the 

obligations of citizenship, Allen challenged the argument that objectors 

broke the citizenship contract. In contrast, he suggests that it was the state, 

not COs, that was ultimately responsible for the breaking down of the 

mutual contract. Allen therefore tacitly challenged the military defence of 

the state as a citizenship duty. 

 

This contention was also invoked in a letter written to the Manchester 

Guardian by a group of COs at Wandsworth Prison, in which they argued that 

the government had ‘deliberately withdrawn us from useful services in 

which we were engaged and has put us to prison, not because we refused to 

serve our fellow-citizens, but because as free men we insisted on doing so to 
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the utmost of our power. Set us free and we will promptly serve again.’558 In 

a strikingly similar tone to the text written by Allen, the letter emphasised 

the desire of the COs to serve as citizens and evoked the connection 

between liberty, national identity, and conscientious objection. In doing so, 

the letter emphasises Bibbings’ argument that objectors believed that by 

resisting conscription they had served their fellow citizens in the most 

valuable way possible.559  

 

The argument that conscientious objectors were worthy of their citizenship 

because of, not in spite of, their resistance was expanded upon in an article 

in the Herald which outlined its opposition to the disenfranchisement of 

objectors. The article suggested that it would not be the shirkers who would 

be punished by disenfranchisement but the genuine objector because 

 

such men care intensely for civil rights; it is, as they believe, on 

behalf of the people that they are now resisting the blind coercion 

of the State … The doctrine that the well-being of the people is the 

supreme law is just the doctrine to which conscientious objectors 

are trying, according to their lights, to live up.560 

 

The article subsequently used the disenfranchisement of conscientious 

objectors to question the reason behind the British involvement in the war: 

‘It is our Government’s open acceptance of the Prussian doctrine of State 

supremacy over individual liberty of conscience that has made men doubt 

whether this country did really honestly take up arms against Prussianism … 

if the ideal of freedom is contemptible, for what are our men dying?’561 By 

identifying the disenfranchisement of COs as an attack on the freedom 
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soldiers were dying for, the Herald article challenged the idea that in serving 

the state, soldiers would be rewarded with freedom by the government. 

Consequently, it implied that the idea of a mutually beneficial concept of 

citizenship, one which benefited both state and citizen, was undermined by 

the disenfranchisement of men who acted on behalf of their fellow citizens 

and symbolised, in their act, liberty and freedom.  

 

The language of service which was used in anti-war representations of 

objectors’ citizenship highlights how central conceptions of service were to 

discussions of wartime experience and its connection to citizenship. As 

Watson has pointed out, the ideal of service which was tied into 

representations of patriotism, sacrifice, glory and honour gave soldiers’ 

military service a ‘popular stamp of approval.’562 The interconnectedness of 

civic service and military duty also points to the often blurred distinction 

between wartime and civilian identities. For men engaged in active military 

service, far from acquiring a new identity as a soldier, Helen McCartney has 

argued that their civilian identities remained intact.563 Many soldiers 

‘remained stubbornly civilian in outlook for the duration of their service,’ 

with their hopes and aspirations ‘firmly located in the civilian sphere.’564 

Similarly, in texts that represented conscientious objectors and their service, 

the pre-war activities and work of COs was often emphasised. For example, a 

Guardian article noted that ‘many of these objectors are men of education 

who were doing responsible and valuable work.’565 Other texts also 

emphasised the knowledge and work of particular objectors such as Stephen 

Hobhouse, who was identified as a man ‘with a proved and unmistakable 
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vocation for the Samaritan life’,566 and Clifford Allen, who was regarded by 

one Guardian correspondent as an ‘intellectual’ with a ‘great knowledge of 

industrial questions’ who would be ‘invaluable to the nation after the 

war.’567 Another letter to the Guardian presented a similar argument, 

suggesting that objectors had devoted their services to the peacetime 

nation. The correspondent noted that ‘amongst the ranks of the C.O.s are to 

be found men who have given years of disinterested and devoted service to 

humanity,’ devoting themselves ‘to the needs of a nation at peace- to 

education and improve housing, for example.’568 Conscientious objectors 

and their sympathisers thus blended their pre-war identities with their stand 

against the war to portray their commitment, as citizens, to the nation. By 

broadening the idea of service to include war and peacetime, these texts 

attempted to undermine the link that had been established between 

wartime service and citizenship.  

 

Duty, Service, and Female Citizenship 

The significance of service to the configuration of citizenship during the war 

lay not only in its reshaping of male citizenship, but also in the role it played 

in reigniting discussions about women’s enfranchisement. The move to a 

justification of enfranchisement on the basis of service bolstered the 

women’s case for the vote by undercutting its gendered basis.569 Both anti-

war and pro-war women represented their wartime activities in the guise of 

duty and service, echoing the key narratives of male citizenship and the 

franchise debate more broadly. The fact that women had actively 

contributed to the war effort as mothers of soldiers, through munitions 
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work, nursing and ambulance driving, demonstrated that women had risked 

their lives for the state.570 Significantly, pacifism and war resistance also 

played a role in the discussions about female enfranchisement. Not only did 

anti-war women position the ending of war and the protection of their sons 

as a duty that was a central part of their war service, but the denouncement 

of pacifism and war resisters also became implicated in arguments for 

women’s enfranchisement.  

 

As Gullace has pointed out, the language of motherhood was ‘appropriated 

by patriotic women who used the idea of women’s stake in the bodies of 

their sons to claim recognition for their own vicarious service on the 

battlefield’, which led to mothers increasingly regarding themselves ‘as a 

sort of parallel army.’571 Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD) nurses also 

attempted to claim that their wartime service had parity with soldiers.572 The 

association between mothering and service was not confined to pro-war 

women but was also evident in representations of anti-war women in the 

Women’s Peace Crusade from 1917. Whilst the language of duty and 

responsibility had been used by anti-war women from the outset of the war, 

the invocation of this in the WPC was very explicitly focused on the 

relationship between mothers and their serving sons. This shift was 

significant because it not only imbued anti-war women with authority but 

also explicitly connected narratives of duty with women’s proxy service on 

the battlefield. An appeal by the WPC printed in the Leader, for example, 

alerted women to ‘their responsibility for all that another winter of war will 

mean of suffering and death. It is the solemn duty of women to rise to the 

defence and protection of their boys, and the sons of women 

everywhere.’573 The inversion of the narrative which positioned soldiers as 
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defending the vulnerable consequently facilitated the portrayal of women 

with a connection to the battlefield as serving and protecting the soldiers at 

the front through their opposition to the conflict. Presenting motherhood as 

a service in this way framed mothering as a type of citizenship ‘function.’574 

By inflecting the text with a discourse of responsibility, duty, and protection 

in connection to the battlefield, the WPC identified female resistance as a 

service to soldiers and, by extension, the state.  

 

The emphasis on suffering in the text also had particular resonance in 

debates about citizenship because opponents of women’s suffrage 

suggested that because it was men who had served at the front they had an 

‘indescribably greater share in the sufferings of war.’ As a result, it was 

argued by some that changes to suffrage law should be restricted to 

servicemen.575 Grayzel has noted that in both legislative and wider cultural 

debates, ‘certain qualities exhibited by women during wartime were seen as 

central to their claims for patriotism and, potentially, for citizenship and the 

vote.’576 These qualities focused on ‘women’s contributions, their duties and 

responsibilities as workers for the national good, as sufferers from the tragic 

costs of war, and as mothers of the nation’s sons.’577 The WPC’s intertwining 

of suffering, service, and motherhood highlighted female qualities that were 

explicitly related to the way that women’s citizenship was being discussed 

during this period.  

 

However, the links between motherhood, service, and citizenship that were 

drawn out by anti-war women were also fiercely contested by pro-war 
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women who underpinned their very different conceptualisation of maternal 

service with an overt anti-pacifism as a way of reinforcing their own integral 

wartime role. Correspondence to the Daily Mail by a woman named Helen 

Primrose, for example, noted that ‘all down the centuries British mothers 

have known that their sons’ first duty was defence of their native land. The 

doctrine of pacifism … can only be the result of degenerate nerves.’578  

Similarly, another letter to the Mail by Flora Drummond, a pro-war 

suffragette, argued that there ‘is no more important work for women than 

that of resisting pacifist and pro-German intrigue … It is patriotic women 

who can best challenge and overcome the disloyalty of those troublemakers. 

Indeed, this moral munition making, as we may call it, is essentially women’s 

work.’579 Both these texts used narratives directly associated with women’s 

citizenship during this particular period. Whilst Drummond evoked the 

working woman, Primrose highlighted the duty of both mothers and their 

sons to serve the nation. Yet underscoring both arguments was an emphasis 

on interpretations of duty and service which were explicitly divorced from 

war resistance. The inclusion of vehement anti-pacifism in these narratives 

of female wartime service not only undermined the link between opposition 

to the conflict and discourses of citizenship made by anti-war men and 

women but also bolstered women’s claims to war service by demonstrating 

their loyalty to the nation, serving men, and the war effort. 

 

Suffering Women  

Insight into the strident anti-pacifism in these texts can be gleaned through 

the consideration of the debates about female enfranchisement, and 

specifically the anxieties about female voting habits as a result of the war. 

Female suffering in particular was seen as problematic in relation to 

citizenship. There was a belief held by some politicians, such as the Lord 
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Chancellor Baron Finlay,580 that women’s grief and war-weariness made 

them especially susceptible to pacifism and there was a concern that 

women, if enfranchised, would vote for pacifist candidates. This anxiety was 

addressed specifically by Mrs. Humphry Ward, the novelist and founding 

president of the Women’s National Anti-Suffrage League. Writing in the Mail 

in response to a debate in the House of Lords in which this anxiety had been 

raised, she noted: 

 

What will the effect of war-weariness be upon them- of the loss of 

husbands, sons, and brothers? Will they be more easily ensnared 

than men by delusive pleas for a peace which would be no peace at 

all? ... It is for those women, those multitudes of women, whose 

whole heart and soul is with the cause of the Allies … to strengthen 

those who are weak, to say to them, ‘you have suffered indeed, you 

have lost dear ones, you have endured privation and discomfort, 

though nothing compared with what your husbands and sons have 

endured in hope’ … Will you compel them to go through this 

furnace of horror again, a few years hence? ... There is no way out 

but endurance and victory.581 

 

This article demonstrates how suffering complicated the arguments that 

connected women’s sacrifices during the war to their enfranchisement. 

There was a perception that suffering had made women weak and 

vulnerable to pacifism in a way that echoed the representation of objectors 

as weak and suffering during 1918. The association between pacifism and 

weakness further underscores why the representation of COs’ suffering in 

the anti-war press was problematic. The acknowledgement in Humphry 

Ward’s text that suffering had made women vulnerable demonstrates that 
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suffering, when connected to women’s citizenship, could also be problematic 

for pro-war women. Whilst women who opposed war, such as those 

involved with the Women’s Peace Crusade, could present their resistance as 

a service to suffering men at the front, for women who emphasised their 

service to the war effort, suffering had the potential to be a problematic 

narrative upon which to base calls for citizenship because of its perceived 

link to pacifism, both for men and women.  

 

Whilst suffering was perceived as a problematic influence on women’s 

potential citizenship, it was central to anti-war women’s self-representation 

in the final years of the war and was often depicted as both a source of 

strength and integral to the mobilisation of anti-war women. The image of 

the suffering woman that was repeatedly invoked by anti-war women ran 

alongside the depiction of the victimised CO, yet there were significant 

gendered distinctions. Whilst the source of men’s suffering came from the 

state, women’s was centered on their male family members with a particular 

focus on the relationship between the mother and her soldier sons. Indeed, 

in some ways the isolation of male suffering within the space of the prison 

actually underscored the complexity of invoking this discourse as a means of 

constructing objectors’ heroic wartime masculinity. Whilst the isolation of 

the prison removed their suffering from the war, anti-war women could 

directly connect their suffering to the battlefield through their link to male 

relations. Furthermore, women’s particular experiences of the war were 

invoked in ways that not only imbued them with authority but were also 

linked to their agitation against the war throughout 1917 and 1918. 

 

 The defence of the family had been an important trope from the beginning 

of the conflict. As Bourke has pointed out, the declaration of war provided 

men ‘with an opportunity to probe the depth of their commitment to 

domesticity: quite literally, it was an ideal for which they might risk their 
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lives’,582 and both married and unmarried men declared that ‘they were 

fighting for their families.’583 In reality, however, enlistment calls that 

focused on men as the protectors of the domestic were complex because for 

some married men with children, enlisting meant that they would have been 

unable to adequately support their family financially.584 Indeed, the focus on 

younger married and unmarried men in the conscription acts of 1916 might 

have related to assumptions about their possible domestic and workplace 

responsibilities, as well as the need for young and fit men for the military.  

When the need for more men became acute, provision was made in the 

Military Service Act (No. 2) 1918 to extend the upper age limits to 51 and 

allowed for it to be extended to 56 if necessary.585 Nonetheless, the 

protection of the home was an important aspect of wartime rhetoric for 

both men and women. The protection of the family became an important 

trope for women who openly called for an end to the war, and particularly 

among the women of the Women’s Peace Crusade.  

 

The centrality of female familial ties to the war in the WPC’s image of 

suffering womanhood is clearly outlined in a Leader article which introduced 

the Crusade: 

 

At last there is a stir among the women of Britain … For nearly 

three years the war has gone on, and we women have been afraid, 

afraid to trust our own judgement, afraid to speak, afraid to act. 

The ghastly slaughter of our sons, our husbands, our brothers has 

gone on and the spirit of fear has paralysed us … The Women’s 

Peace Crusade has started because the women believe that peace 

can only be secured when the peoples refuse any longer to be the 

dupes and tools of the heartless scheming of their capitalist 

imperialist rulers. As Mrs. Crawfurd, the secretary says: ‘The 
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Women’s Crusade is not for the empty sepulchre of the Christ, but 

for the living bodies and souls of our men, who are being crucified 

in their millions.’586 

 

The article then emphasised the relationship between the suffering women 

at home and their male family members at the front by noting that in many 

‘imaginative, sympathetic and courageous ways [women] are working to give 

voice to the dumb anguish of the women whose men have been taken from 

them for the evil work of war.’587 The image of the grieving and agonised 

woman was central to the narrative deployed by the WPC and, by asserting 

that the Crusade would give a voice to women who were ‘dumb’ in their 

anguish, the text explicitly positioned the WPC as a mobilising force for 

suffering women. Moreover, the spectre of male suffering in this text meant 

that female and male suffering was intertwined to provide a strength and 

purpose to the movement, with the women acting on behalf of their men. 

The use of this type of imagery had precedents in radical working-class 

politics. Eileen Yeo has noted that Chartist women ‘presented themselves as 

militant family members, as concerned wives, mothers and sisters suffering 

severe family disruption.’588 In the Crusade too, the women were presented 

as being mobilised to act on behalf of their male relations, because of the 

disruption that the war had caused to their family.  

 

The relationship between the family, particularly the mother, and the 

battlefield was another important aspect of the self-representation of the 

WPC, reflecting its significance for the war experience of families more 

broadly. As Roper has argued, ‘the home and battlefronts were linked 

through families, and it was mothers who often managed the networks 
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between them’ so that ‘the “maternal” and the “military” were allied.’589 

Within the context of the Crusade, the link between the maternal and the 

military was highlighted through the association between the men ‘being 

crucified’ and the women acting on their behalf to prevent further 

bloodshed. Crucially, the women of the Crusade presented their role as one 

that disrupted the military link in order to reform and strengthen the familial 

network. By positioning themselves specifically as family members, the 

women emphasised their relationship to the battlefield and highlighted their 

right to disrupt the military network for the sake of their family. This 

configuration of female resistance to war signalled a shift in the role that the 

family played in the representation of women’s anti-war activism. Whilst the 

maternalist narratives of the pre-conscription period represented peace as 

an innate and natural concern of women, the Crusade depicted women’s 

resistance to the war as an act of mobilisation prompted by suffering and 

was therefore based more upon women’s actual lived experience of the 

conflict rather than the qualities and ideals associated with femininity per se. 

Furthermore, the position of female family members as protectors of the 

domestic is particularly significant with regards to the working classes who 

the Crusade targeted and attracted. Jane Lewis has contended that working-

class wives saw the home and children as their primary responsibility and 

were thus resistant to any intervention that threatened their management 

of the family or their domestic authority.590 The focus on the effect of war on 

the family in WPC texts can therefore be understood as an extension of 

women’s domestic responsibility. In this way, the Crusade subverted the 

image of the soldier as the protector of the domestic.591 Instead, women’s 

anti-war activism was positioned as saving and protecting the home from 

further destruction as a result of the conflict. The renewed focus on the 
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relationship between anti-war women and men at the front, rather than on 

conscientious objectors at home, signalled another shift in the way that 

women positioned their war resistance as a responsibility underpinned by 

personal and collective suffering.   

 

When considered in comparison to representations of the suffering CO, it 

becomes clear that anti-war male anguish and victimhood were problematic 

and in some ways undermined their position as heroes of the movement for 

peace. In contrast, suffering was represented as a source of strength for anti-

war women. As Carol Acton has argued in her study of grief, in public 

discourse there are different responses and behaviour for men and women, 

with such ‘gendering’ privileging women, particularly as mothers.592 The 

tensions that were evident in the anti-war press’s portrayal of CO suffering 

suggests that, whilst male suffering was perceived as a problematic 

distraction in resisting the war, female anguish could actually underpin and 

mobilise women’s opposition. The differences in the representation of 

gendered suffering also highlights the role that the particular contexts in 

which both male and female war resisters operated played in the way that 

suffering could be depicted. The feminine associations of grief and suffering 

meant that the gendered conception of the home front was reinforced as a 

feminine space.593 Thus whilst the WPC’s representation of suffering 

operated within a context of femininity, the suffering of COs on the home 

front had the potential to destabilise the representation and construction of 

their masculinity as resisters. That these two different conceptions of male 

and female suffering were presented within the same anti-war publications 

further complicated the invocation of discourses of suffering in the 

representation of male resisters. Moreover, the focus on suffering in relation 

to anti-war women directly connected them to combatant men and the war 
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through the emphasis on their relationships to serving men, in a way that the 

suffering of male war resisters did not. Whilst anti-war women’s authority 

was in some ways derived from their connection to the battlefield, the 

authority of objectors was linked to their isolated experience of 

imprisonment. By examining how suffering was invoked by anti-war women 

it becomes clear that the suffering of COs was a complicated topic to address 

not only because it challenged narratives of heroism but also because it 

further emphasised objectors’ isolation from the war itself.  

 

The connections between women and combatants were also drawn out to 

suggest that soldiers were looking to the women of the Crusade to work for 

peace. Another Leader article on the WPC noted, for example, that: 

 

 We have reason to know that all over Europe the poor soldiers in 

the trenches are looking to their women to break the awful silence 

that holds them there. Shall we condemn them by our inaction to 

still another year of unspeakable tortures? Must the sorrow of 

bereavement, the long agony of fear for loved ones, not to speak of 

the cold and hunger, spread still wider ruin in our homes?594 

 

By suggesting that the soldiers themselves looked to the women to bring 

about peace, this article implied that the women were acting on behalf of 

their men. The notion of women acting as a proxy for men, particularly in 

relation to sacrifice had been a significant theme in the gendered 

representations of war. With regards specifically to the anti-war movement, 

the image of the mother engaged in a proxy sacrifice for the conscientious 

objector had been particularly notable from 1916. However, in the 

representation of women and soldiers in this text, women were portrayed as 

authoritative. The sense of responsibility that is expressed demonstrates 
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how the anti-war women of the Crusade viewed peace as their duty to fulfil 

and, in doing so, the text highlights how the gendered hierarchy of war 

resistance established in 1916 was in some ways complicated by the WPC’s 

self-representation during the final two years of the conflict.  

 

The positioning of women as responsible for peace was bolstered by the way 

that the WPC mirrored the representations of soldiers’ admiration for COs 

that were evident in the anti-war press in 1916. In introducing a letter 

purported to be sent to the Crusade by a soldier on leave, it was noted by 

the WPC that ‘scores of letters come to our workers from soldiers who must 

not, or men who cannot, speak for themselves.’595 The letter itself is a 

whole-hearted endorsement of the women’s campaign which stated that: 

 

You seemed to symbolise the world’s suffering motherhood, and 

made articulate their acute and long silent suffering and yearning 

desire … I am a poor man, just a rank-and-file man, a stranger to 

you, but I wanted to tell you what I felt, hoping that in the great 

fight it may at least hearten you to be assured of your power to 

move and influence … We felt that it is the movement, and pray 

that it may spread as quickly as a prairie fire.596 

 

Miriam Cooke and Angela Woollacott have noted that ‘each war story 

confronts the dilemma of how to describe events and emotions for which no 

language seems sufficient. Who has the right to speak? And for whom?’597 

The dialogue between the women and the soldiers in representations of the 

Crusade arguably addressed this question of authority and language head 

on. Whilst the suggestion that the soldiers endorsed the WPC gave the 
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movement authority to speak on behalf of the men, the focus on 

motherhood, as the authoritative position for women, similarly provided the 

Crusade with the right to speak on behalf of women.  

 

The Crusade’s emphasis on female suffering was not uncontroversial, as the 

arguments about suffering and female enfranchisement discussed earlier 

demonstrate. In its minimal reporting of the activities of the Women’s Peace 

Crusade, the Daily Mail portrayed it as a pacifist, pro-German movement 

which exploited the suffering of working women. An article from December 

1917, for instance, asserted that ‘pacifist speakers are now trying to organise 

a movement in favour of a German peace by playing on the fears of working 

women in villages and small towns.’598 The article took particular issue with 

Eva Gore-Booth, a prominent anti-war campaigner and member of the 

Crusade, contending that Gore-Booth gathered her audience with the skill of 

an educated woman and a practised speaker on the horrors of war.599 She 

consequently wrote as a result that: “The thoughts of their sons’ and their 

husbands’ sufferings seem to haunt these women.”’600 The argument that 

‘educated’ women played on the fears and grief of working women 

demonstrates how suffering, when invoked by women in the support of 

peace, was contested by the pro-war press because it was a source of 

anxiety. Indeed, the way that female suffering was emphasised by anti-war 

women and the concerns it raised for those in support of the war 

demonstrates how wartime discourses were not only split along highly 

gendered lines but also along the lines of pro-war and anti-war. Therefore 
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whilst suffering could be invoked as a source of strength for anti-war 

women, it was problematic both for anti-war men and pro-war women.  

 

Conclusion 

The years 1917 and 1918 saw both a reinforcement and complication of the 

discourses that dominated the representation of war resisters in 1916. The 

pro-war press’s preoccupation with the treatment of objectors, particularly 

in the Home Office work camps, and the increasing numbers of CO deaths 

meant that much of the representation of male war resisters was focused on 

their treatment. This emphasis enabled the pro-war press to reinforce the 

anti-objector discourses of shirking and selfishness that had been established 

in previous years. For the anti-war press, however, fitting the representation 

of the experience of COs in prison and on the HO schemes within the anti-

war objector narratives was more complex. Whilst the portrayal of objectors 

that emphasised their heroic endurance and sincerity of their convictions 

bolstered the image of objectors as heroes and leaders of the resistance 

against the war, the increasing emphasis on COs as passive suffering victims 

complicated this narrative. Underpinning both pro-war and anti-war 

representations of objectors in the final two years of the conflict was a focus 

on the space which COs inhabited. The Home Office camp, public space, and 

the prison all became important contexts in which the narratives used to 

either deride or admire objectors were invoked to reinforce particular 

constructions of CO masculinity.  

 

The gendering of space was also significant for women, particularly with 

regards to the way that suffering and grief configured the home front as 

feminine. In a broader sense too, the more complex representation of male 

war resisters in 1917 and 1918 and the resurfacing of a specifically female 

anti-war movement had important implications for the depiction of anti-war 

women. What is evident in these years, in contrast to 1916, is that anti-war 
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women moved away from an association primarily based on COs and 

became identified as a distinct group within the anti-war movement once 

again, through their connection to the battlefield. The representation of anti-

war women in 1917 and 1918 in some ways reflected the main discourses 

used in the portrayal of male war resisters, namely suffering and citizenship, 

but these were presented in a specifically female guise. Women who looked 

for ways to end the conflict invoked their suffering as mothers, sisters, wives 

and sweethearts of men serving on the battlefields. This female suffering 

enabled women to claim authority on matters of peace and war and was 

portrayed as a mobilising strength which women could use to effectively 

work for peace on behalf of their male family members. Yet suffering was 

also contested not only because it was perceived by some to be a means of 

exploitation, but also because of the implications that it might have had for 

female voters. Whilst women echoed the language of citizenship in their 

emphasis on duty, service, and sacrifice, their potential grief and war-

weariness was viewed as problematic in relation to their position as citizens.  

 

All the discourses that were evident throughout 1917 and 1918, heroism, 

endurance, selfishness, shirking, duty and suffering, dovetailed into the 

debates about citizenship for both men and women. By engaging with 

discussions about male citizenship, the representation of objectors within 

the press demonstrates how the relationship between citizenship, gender, 

and war was constructed by both COs themselves and those who either 

agreed or disagreed with their position during the war. In this way, the press 

provided a space in which a public dialogue about the meaning and duties of 

citizenship took place. As citizenship came to be understood in terms of 

patriotism and service, women emphasised their own sacrifices and services 

to the state, and men who had clearly refused both service and sacrifice 

were deemed unworthy of the vote. In arguing against the 

disenfranchisement of objectors, the anti-war press emphasised their own 

interpretation of duty, civic responsibility, and sacrifice.  Women too 
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emphasised their own services to the state in the context of citizenship 

debates, invoking narratives of duty, suffering, and sacrifice in a variety of 

ways.  

 

When examining the final two years of war it becomes clear that the 

changing contexts and experience of resistance impacted upon the 

representation of war resisters in complicated and significant ways. For the 

representation of both anti-war men and anti-war women, 1917 and 1918 

saw both a complication and an entrenchment of the discourses that had 

been established in the press in previous years. Whilst the complexities of 

some of these narratives have not necessarily been acknowledged in the 

remembrance of war resisters in the years after the conflict, they have 

nonetheless continued to shape the way that war resistance during the First 

World War has been commemorated. The question of authority has 

remained pertinent in the remembrance of war and the discourses of 

bravery, cowardice, suffering, martyrdom, and above all else, gender have all 

continued to play an important role in the inclusion of the anti-war 

movement into the commemoration of the Great War and these will be 

explored in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 4: Remembering Resistance 

 

As the First World War has moved beyond living memory there has been a 

consideration of the place of anti-war activists within the evolving 

commemoration of the conflict. Whilst resistance has taken on a more 

prominent position within remembrance narratives, particularly during the 

current centenary, it is clear that the wartime representation of the anti-war 

movement has had a considerable impact on how Great War resisters have 

been included. The reconfiguration of the peace movement around the 

conscientious objector following conscription has translated into an 

understanding of war resistance primarily as conscientious objection. 

Examining press portrayals of resisters in the immediate post-war period, the 

50th anniversary and the centenary consequently demonstrates the extent to 

which the remembrance of war resisters has been characterised by an 

inherently limited understanding of opposition to the war. Resistance has 

become, in some respects, a self-limiting discourse, one which has 

marginalised the stories of anti-war women and therefore the varied ways 

that opposition to the conflict was mobilised and represented in the press. 

The significance of the press to understanding the conflict’s commemoration 

consequently lies, in large part, in the press’s ability to highlight the 

continued implications of the wartime gendering of resistance. The enduring 

emphasis on COs and the way that their wartime experience has been 

discussed has meant that an inherently masculine discourse of anti-war 

activism dominates resisters’ inclusion in the commemoration of the First 

World War.   

 

The analysis of how the resisters of the First World War have been 

represented and discussed in the years after the war will focus on three key 

points of memory: the five immediate post-war years when commemorative 

practices were initially formed, the 50th anniversary of the war during the 

1960s when there was renewed interest in the conflict, and the current 
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centenary commemorations up to 2017. Although not a comprehensive 

analysis, the focus on these three important periods of remembrance will 

add another dimension to the broader historiographical discussion of First 

World War memory, outlined in the introduction, which has neglected when 

and how resistance has been included in the commemoration of the conflict. 

A significant amount of historical analysis has been devoted to the formation 

of the war’s memory during both the immediate aftermath of the conflict 

and in its 50th anniversary and my analysis of these two significant periods 

will therefore be combined and situated within this substantial 

historiography. However, the other key date considered in this chapter, the 

centenary, is yet to be explored in detail, specifically in relation to resistance. 

By considering how the dominant themes of the post-war and 50th 

anniversary periods have endured or shifted in the centenary 

commemorations, this chapter will contribute new knowledge to the 

remembrance of the Great War.  

 

One of the overarching themes that bridges all of the periods under 

consideration is that of authority. Central to this are the questions of who 

has the authority to remember? And who has the authority to be 

remembered? Hynes has argued that only men who experienced war can 

make an absolute claim for authority because war ‘cannot be comprehended 

at second-hand.’601 He argues that the contradiction between ‘the man-who-

was-there’ asserting his authority as the only true witness of war and the 

compromising of his truth through the very nature of language and memory 

can be resolved by thinking of the ‘truth of war experience as being the … 

collective tale that soldiers tell.’602 How war narratives are privileged is 

integral to the way that the remembrance of the First World War has been 

discussed and constructed in the post-war period and the 50th and 100th 

anniversaries. To be sure, the soldier and his authority have been present in 
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all these periods, but this authority has also been broader than the soldier 

himself. It has been conferred from the soldier through his family members 

who have been positioned as authoritative voices on the memory of the war, 

particularly in the immediate post-war period and current centenary. The 

family has played an important role not only for those related to soldiers but 

also for descendants of conscientious objectors and the privileging of the 

soldier’s voice is being challenged, to some extent, by the greater inclusion of 

stories of resistance, particularly COs. Whilst limitations of claims to 

authority continue to affect the way the war is commemorated, especially 

with regards to gender, the wider discussion over authority, memory, and 

the Great War highlights a broader understanding of this theme than that 

proposed by Hynes.  

 

This chapter will also demonstrate the role that the press has played as a 

space in which the exclusion and inclusion of war resistance has been 

shaped. As Adrian Bingham has argued, the print media has played a key role 

not only in producing narratives about the war but also in ‘reporting and 

framing the commemorations’ that have become ‘a major part of the war’s 

legacy.’603 Yet as the media landscape has changed substantially over the 

hundred years since the Armistice, there has also been a shift in the way that 

the public consume news and narratives about the war. The dominance of 

print during the war and immediate post-war period was gradually 

diminished by the proliferation of first radio and then television. Greater 

media pluralism has meant that the First World War has been represented 

and discussed through a much larger variety of media than during the war. In 

this way, there can not be complete continuity from the analysis of the 

wartime press through until the present day. Nonetheless, by focusing on 

newspapers, both in print and online, this chapter will offer an analytical 
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continuity to demonstrate how this particular medium represented First 

World War resisters in the years after the conflict’s end.  

 

Reflecting the changing media landscape, some of the wartime titles have 

since folded. Whilst this chapter will continue to use the Guardian, the Daily 

Mail and the Daily Express as part of its source material, it will look at the 

Morning Star in place of the now defunct anti-war socialist papers, the 

Herald and Labour Leader, for the analysis of the centenary. The Morning 

Star is a suitable replacement for the Herald and Leader because it not only 

comes from an explicitly socialist standpoint but it also contains substantial 

critical coverage of the First World War and its commemoration during the 

centenary years. In addition, the evolving nature of press consumption has 

meant that in recent years online publications have become a key way that 

the public engage with newspapers. For this reason, for the centenary period 

the online versions of the newspapers have been examined. Using the online 

versions of the papers also has the benefit of being able to access readers’ 

comments on specific articles. These comments act as a comparable source 

to the readers’ letters that were present in a much more substantial manner 

in earlier periods, although there are certainly differences between them, 

including the greater anonymity and speed of online comments in 

comparison to letters. However, both letters and online comments 

demonstrate how the public continues to play an active role in responding to 

and shaping discourses of resistance. 

 

There is, in the different time periods under consideration, often an 

imbalance in the publications that are being analysed. This is due to the 

absence of any material regarding the remembrance of war resisters in 

particular newspapers during certain periods. This has necessarily meant that 

the analysis has focused on the material that is present. This discrepancy is 

most clearly illustrated by the near-absence of coverage on war resisters in 

the pro-war publications, the Daily Mail and the Daily Express, in the 
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immediate post-war period and the 50th anniversary, as well as the 

dominance of content from the Guardian in both these periods. This 

inevitably places limitations on the analysis; however, by continuing to use 

the same, or similar, sources for the examination of remembrance it also 

flags up where there have been silences about First World War resistance. By 

considering these silences within the context of the dominant interpretations 

of the war in particular periods of remembrance, the reasons why resistance 

has been absent or limited can be illuminated and the way that 

remembrance of the war more broadly has changed over one hundred years 

can be revealed.  

 

The position of anti-war activism within the remembrance of the conflict 

takes on a particular poignancy as the centenary commemorations have 

passed into their third year. It has become clear that, even as the war 

recedes further into the past, it continues to play a significant role in the 

British national imagination. As Catriona Pennell has pointed out, the First 

World War has a ‘lingering and vivid presence in British popular culture.’604 

The impulses behind the flourishing of commemorative activity during both 

this current anniversary as well as previous ones reflect both personal and 

national concerns as well as the desire to both understand and learn from 

events in the national past. For example, in the years immediately after 1918 

in the aftermath of the conflict, remembrance provided those who were in 

mourning with a way to live with the effects of the war and it consequently 

played a central role in the grieving process.605 The relationship between 

grief and remembrance in the immediate post-war period was significant not 

only in establishing commemorative practices which continue to resonate in 

the present but also in the way that these practices focused on particular 
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groups as central to the remembrance of the war, namely those who had 

died and those who had lost close family members during the hostilities. 

 

As the conflict has receded further into the past it has developed from the 

narrative of personal loss that characterised the immediate post-war period 

and has become embedded in national commemorative practices during the 

50th and 100th anniversaries. Its remembrance has therefore been infused 

with national meaning, both in terms of national identity and which 

members of the national community have been remembered.606 The shifting 

meaning and impetus behind commemoration and the context in which acts 

of remembrance have taken place have had a significant impact upon the 

representation of resistance. The five immediate post-war years, and the 50th 

and 100th anniversaries of the conflict all provide insights into the effects of 

changing meanings and contexts on the inclusion of resisters within 

commemorative discourses.  

 

Given both the personal and national motivations underpinning 

remembrance and the different understandings of the meaning of 

commemoration, it is unsurprising that the memory of the First World War 

has found itself open to significant debate, particularly in the current 

centenary. This was clearly illustrated by a discussion in the press prior to the 

beginning of the centenary which was provoked by the then Conservative 

education secretary Michael Gove asserting that Britain had been right to 

enter the conflict and lamenting the ‘belittling of Britain’s heroes’ by left 

wing academics.607 The ensuing media reaction from journalists such as 

Seamus Milne in the Guardian608 prompted the historian Heather Jones to 
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argue that the debate highlighted how the legacy of the war often serves as a 

‘proxy for current identity politics.’609 The association of many First World 

War anti-war activists with the political left, has in some respects, played into 

the connections between commemoration and identity, most clearly 

illustrated by the Morning Star’s discussions about the centenary 

commemorations. Questions of personal, national, and gender identity have 

also underpinned the way that the inclusion of war resisters has been 

discussed more broadly in the press, particularly in the centenary period. 

This is true not only terms of debates of who it is that should be remembered 

but also who it is that has the authority to remember.  

 

The Post-War Period and the 50th Anniversary 

While many conscientious objectors were imprisoned up until the summer of 

1919 and suffered post-war discrimination such as disenfranchisement and 

barring from the civil service, Thomas Kennedy’s assertion that the story of 

the conscientious objectors of the First World War ended with a ‘small 

whimper’610 finds echoes in the dearth of press representations of the anti-

war movement in the years immediately following the Armistice. As both 

Kennedy and Caedel have shown, in the years immediately after the war the 

removal of military discipline did not ‘release any surge of pent-up 

pacifism.’611 The decline and limited impact of absolutist pacifism in 

particular during the early 1920s is best illustrated by the question posed by 

one Christian Socialist group named the ‘Crusader’, which asked in January 

1921, ‘where is the CO movement?’612 Whilst the dissolved NCF found a 

successor in the No More War Movement, which was formed in February 

1921 and associated with the War Resisters International, this organisation 
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remained small in both numbers and influence.613 As Kennedy has argued, 

‘one might venture to devise a rule of thumb for peace groups during the 

twenties: the more explicit their pacifist doctrines, the smaller their 

membership.’614  

 

The dwindling of depictions of resisters in the immediate post-war years was 

not only a reflection of limited overt pacifist opinion and organisations but 

also a consequence of the way that the war was beginning to be 

memorialised. The sharp decline in depictions of COs after their release in 

1919, and the disappearance of representations of female resisters 

altogether, suggests that resistance did not fit comfortably within the 

context of grief that characterised the immediate post-war period. As 

Todman’s study of memory and the Great War has shown, the basic 

elements of public remembrance were constructed relatively quickly, with 

the key points of national commemoration, mass participation on 11 

November, a focus on the Unknown Warrior and the Cenotaph, becoming 

fixed by the early 1920s.615 There was a stress on soldiers’ valour, on the 

value of national solidarity, and on the redemption of death through 

sacrifice. Furthermore, there was a social taboo on offending bereaved 

parents by questioning the validity of their sons’ deaths.616 Female mourners, 

particularly widows and mothers, became an especially central part of 

ritualised mourning.617 Within this context, it is perhaps unsurprising that 

there was little consideration of those who had openly questioned the war’s 

meaning and conduct. Despite the prominence of discussions over objectors’ 

disenfranchisement in the final years of the conflict, this topic did not endure 
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into the immediate post-war period. The focus on the relatives of dead 

servicemen in the commemorative narratives in these years also affected the 

muting of resistance. Adrian Gregory has pointed out in his study of 

Armistice Day in the interwar period that in the conflict’s aftermath the 

belligerent nations had to decide ‘how the war would be remembered and 

whose sacrifices would be enshrined as central’ and the British ‘chose to put 

the sacrifices of families first.’618 The authority to remember was therefore 

conferred upon families who had lost sons during the conflict and this focus 

inevitably excluded the experiences of those who had openly rejected and 

opposed military service.  

 

Yet as grief and loss to some extent focused on the negative effects of the 

war, the suffering of objectors at the hands of the government and military 

continued to be emphasised by anti-war voices in the press. A report in the 

Herald’s survey of weekly events, ‘The Way of the World’, for example, 

described the system of imprisonment for objectors ‘as ghastly a system as 

could be devised’ and appealed to ‘every decent person, whatever his views 

on conscientious objectors, to demand the ending of this ingenious 

torture.’619 In a later article reporting on the release of many COs, it is 

similarly noted that ‘the persecution of the men while under detention … 

touched the depths of brutality.’620 Objectors and their families also voiced 

their suffering within the press. The conscientious objector Guy Aldred, 

editor of the anarchist periodical The Spur who had been imprisoned for two 

and a half years and was undertaking a hunger strike with other objectors, 

wrote to the Guardian as part of the campaign for COs’ release: 
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 I am one of the many who have endured some two years and 

eight months persecution … With several other comrades I have 

been denied four months exercise, letters, visits, books; I have 

had only 24 hours’ open-air exercise in four months! The last two 

months of that time I have spent in a cell in a cold basement, 

under disgusting conditions of filth … Let me add that I am 

dictating this letter with great effort from a sick bed, not on my 

behalf so much as on behalf of men whose constitutions are 

being destroyed in gaol at present moment, and many of whom 

are physical and mental wrecks.621 

 

Aldred’s wife, Rose, also highlighted the suffering of objectors, particularly 

those on hunger strike, in correspondence to the Guardian, asking, ‘may I 

through you urge upon the House of Commons the cruelty and futility of 

forcibly feeding men who have suffered so much already at the hands of the 

law.’622 These texts demonstrate how the continued incarceration of 

objectors following the declaration of peace meant that the representation 

of suffering endured into the immediate post-war period.  

 

Objectors’ suffering continued to be associated with heroism and courage in 

a couple of Herald texts. A special editorial marking the resumption of the 

Herald’s daily circulation in March 1919 noted that ‘to stand alone to endure 

obloquy and ridicule, social ostracism and loss, as the C.O.’s have done, 

requires courage of a very high and noble order.’623 Another Herald article 

also described the prisoners’ experience of suffering as ‘heroic 

endurance.’624 Although there were few texts which represented objectors’ 

suffering in this way in the post-war period, the endurance of narratives of 
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heroism and courage, and the way in which they were intimately associated 

with suffering, reveals how the wartime construction of the objector 

persisted once the war had finished. This is significant because the continued 

prominence of discourses of suffering, heroism, and courage in the 

immediate post-war period reinforced their role as a means of including 

resisters in both the 50th and 100th commemorations.  

 

The suffering of conscientious objectors also took on a new dimension 

following the Armistice in 1918, with some discussion focusing on the stigma 

that they would continue to face upon their release from prison. John 

Graham, the Quaker chaplain who had been a staunch advocate of the 

conscientious objectors throughout the war, outlined what COs might face 

upon their release from prison: ‘they will find themselves unpopular, they 

will be turned away by numerous employers, and shunned by many 

workmen. No preferential treatment would come to them through 

release.’625 A later article, also written within the context of an argument for 

the release of COs, similarly pointed to the ways in which the status of 

conscientious objector would have implications in the post-war years: 

 

All [COs] alike will receive the same stigma of discharge for 

misconduct. The position of the conscientious objector … will be in 

any case so unenviable that he will not probably quarrel over much 

at the method of his release … conscientious objectors will have to 

struggle against the almost universal condemnation of their views, 

and in most cases against their own bodily ill-health. Even if 

successful they will not swamp the labour market. If unsuccessful 

they may yet have years ahead of them in which to pay for the 

obstinacy of their convictions. Release, to them alone, is not an end 

of suffering nor the beginning of a new hope.626 
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The contention that the implications of being a conscientious objector would 

be carried over into the post-war years suggests that there was a view that 

wartime behaviour would continue to affect resisters’ lives once peace was 

declared. To be sure, some objectors did face continued stigma, hostility, 

unemployment, economic hardship, and isolation,627 but this discrimination 

was clearly not highlighted in the press in the years after 1919.  Of 

significance too is the fact the disenfranchisement of objectors seems to play 

little explicit part in Graham’s description of the stigma that objectors faced, 

despite the fact that this had been an important point of contention during 

the war. The absence of concerns about disenfranchisement can perhaps be 

accounted for by the difficulty in enforcing this legislation effectively.628    

 

The suffering and continued imprisonment of conscientious objectors 

similarly raised concerns about the nation, as it had done during the war. For 

example, an opinion piece by Artifex, the Guardian’s religious commentator, 

asserted that: 

  

what moves me most is not the injustice which is being done to the 

individual but the harm done to the whole body politic. At a time 

when the influence of vital religion in the nation is at once most 

needed and apparently at its lowest ebb, thoughtful men see grave 

injustice being done to men who are fighting for conscience.629  

 

The failure to release objectors following the Armistice was viewed as a 

concern both with regards to its effect on people’s faith in the nation but 

also because of its potential to ignite unrest. Baron Parmoor, who had 
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opposed conscription and had been sympathetic towards COs during the 

war, expressed this concern in a letter which noted that ‘in the continuance 

of this treatment may be found an illustration of the harsh spirit which is not 

without its influence in the creation of industrial unrest.’630 Anxieties about 

the war’s negative effect on the nation which had been expressed with 

regards to conscientious objectors during the conflict were thus translated 

into concern about the rebuilding of the post-war nation. Jon Lawrence has 

argued that the riots and unrest during 1919, in which soldiers and ex-

servicemen appeared to play a prominent part, raised fears of brutalisation 

and made the idea of ‘peaceableness’ attractive.631 Lawrence contends that 

in the post-war period it became ‘commonplace to argue that the use of 

violence, both at home and in the empire, was somehow uniquely “un-

British”’ and a long pedigree of myths of British ‘peaceableness’ were greatly 

amplified in the aftermath of the First World War.632 The concerns raised by 

both Artifex and Parmoor and the way that they were underpinned by a 

sense that the release of objectors would be part of the nation’s post-war 

healing evoked these fears of unrest and a desire for the forging of a 

‘peaceable’ nation.  

 

Following the release of objectors there was very little press attention 

devoted to them. However, in April 1921, conscientious objectors and their 

wartime experience were discussed in a Leader report on a reunion of Great 

War COs. The way that Fenner Brockway framed his message to the 

objectors at this gathering has a parallel with the way that ex-servicemen 

remembered their wartime experience. Brockway notes that ‘however much 

we may differ, we all recognise each other’s sincerity and single-minded 
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purpose to bring happiness and peace to the world. We have occupied 

prison cells side by side. We have tramped the ring together. The fraternity 

of that experience can never be lost.’633 Meyer has shown how for many ex-

servicemen who wrote memoirs about their war experience ‘comradeship 

was recalled as a general feeling that existed throughout whatever unit they 

belonged to, including, for some, the entire army.’634 Moreover, the duty to 

endure, cast in the language of comradeship ‘imposed itself on memoirists 

as a remembered arbiter of their masculinity as defined by the experience of 

war.’635 In Brockway’s statement there was, too, a sense that the duty that 

objectors felt they had to resist war, and the hardships they faced as a result, 

reinforced the feeling of comradeship. Furthermore, evoking the ex-

servicemen’s memoir, the way that Brockway expressed the experience of 

objecting within a framework of comradeship similarly acted as an 

affirmation of CO masculinity, as defined by their wartime experience. The 

construction of objectors’ masculinity in this way demonstrates how the 

anti-war press adapted the central features of wartime masculinity to fit the 

depiction of objectors both during the war and in the immediate post-war 

period.  

 

The diminished press discussion of war resisters was also reflected in the fact 

that publications such as the Daily Mail and Daily Express, which had been 

vociferous in their condemnation of conscientious objectors during the war, 

fell almost silent on the subject after the declaration of peace. To be sure, 

there was one noteworthy Mail article on a CO whose wife left him for a 

Canadian serviceman. The article noted that, the objector had ‘noticed that 

his wife had cooled towards him’ and that she ‘refused marital relations.’636 

The publication of this story is significant because its representation of the 
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CO, his wife, and the serviceman was used as a means of confirming the 

gendered implications of refusing to serve. As Gullace has argued, during the 

war popular singers, writers, and artists ‘represented the soldier-hero as a 

romantic ideal worthy of a woman’s love and hopeful of her body.’637 The 

break-down of the objector’s marriage is suggested to be a consequence of 

his refusal to serve and the article therefore clearly links female desire with a 

masculinity that was associated with military service. This text suggests that 

the COs’ inferior masculinity had continued ramifications in the post-war 

period, in the same way that the anti-war press linked objectors’ wartime 

and post-war masculine construction.  

 

The absence of resistance in the Express and the Mail in the post-war period 

continued in the 50th anniversary. However, the discourse of suffering that 

dominated the last two years of war and the immediate post-war period 

proved to be an enduring narrative of opposition to the war and played a 

central role in the limited depiction of war resisters during the 50th 

anniversary. Whilst historians such as Alex Danchev have explored the 

various reasons behind the reanimation of public interest in the war during 

the 1960s,638 this did not translate into curiosity about those who had 

opposed the war. Interest was both reflected and prompted by two hugely 

successful cultural productions about the conflict, the BBC’s 1964 20 part 

television series The Great War and Joan Littlewood’s Theatre Workshop 

1963 play Oh, What a Lovely War!  In 1963, as the play began to be 

performed and the BBC series went into production, Britain’s public 

discourse about the war was being revived. The conflict had just been put on 

to school history syllabuses and the Imperial War Museum opened their 

extensive archive to the BBC at a reduced rate in order to raise the 

museum’s declining profile.639 Both The Great War and Oh, What a Lovely 
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War! reinforced the prevailing sense that the war had been futile and 

emphasised the story of the ordinary volunteer soldier. Both make only a 

brief reference to the anti-war movement. In the Great War, episode 14, ‘all 

this it is our duty to bear’, discussed the introduction of conscription but 

noted that ‘only a noisy minority protested’, whilst Oh, What a Lovely War! 

featured an anti-war woman publicly denouncing the war amongst hostile 

crowds. Emma Hanna has argued that the cultural climate in which the Great 

War was shown buttressed a certain view of the war as futile and murderous 

and the conflict was explained in terms of sacrifice and disillusion.640 Despite 

the TV series’ revisionist script, the powerful imagery that flooded the 

programme only served to reinforce ‘the received view of the war as a 

bloody and worthless event.’641 This view was also put forward by Oh, What 

a Lovely War! which focused on the common soldier and his torment during 

the conflict.642  

 

Whilst the post-war period was focused on the grieving family, the 50th 

anniversary was permeated by a general public understanding of the conflict 

as futile and a perception that the ordinary soldier had been misled by the 

officer class. 643 This interpretation of the war was illustrated by the anti-

officer and anti-authority narrative of Oh! What a Lovely War.644 Whereas in 

the post-war period objectors’ suffering was connected to the need to forge 

a peaceful post-war nation, the focus on the harsh treatment and suffering 

of COs at the hands of the wartime authorities fit into the dominant 

interpretation of war in the 1960s. This narrative provided a context of 

remembrance in which some stories of resistance could be included. 
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However, the representations of war resisters in the press during the 50th 

anniversary were limited, even in those publications which had championed 

anti-war activists during the conflict. In fact, newspapers like the Daily Herald 

and particularly the Labour Leader’s successor the Socialist Leader were 

more preoccupied with the anti-war movement and politics of the day.  

 

Whilst Todman points out that the anti-establishment and anti-war attitudes 

expressed in Oh, What a Lovely War! reflected the politics of the 1960s only 

to a limited extent, the focus of the left-wing press during this period did 

chime with the political viewpoint of the play.645 In 1962, the Campaign for 

Nuclear Disarmament (CND), which was formed in 1958, organised its anti-

nuclear weapons Aldermaston marches which were in part ‘a crusade 

against the moral bankruptcy of an older generation.’646 More significant still 

was the Vietnam War. Indeed, this issue was a central focus of the Socialist 

Leader in particular during the years 1964-68, not only because there was a 

significant movement against the war in Britain but also because it became 

the left’s main indictment against a Labour government whose consistent 

diplomatic support for American policy left many feeling betrayed.647 The 

tensions and divisions within the British anti-Vietnam War movement 

became a prominent point of discussion within the socialist and left-wing 

press during this time and this focus left little room for the consideration of 

the peace movement of earlier periods.648 
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The press discussion which did focus on war resisters during the anniversary 

was primarily generated through the press coverage of the publication of 

David Boulton’s history of Great War COs, Objection Overruled.649 The book 

was commissioned by Bertrand Russell and Fenner Brockway, the two 

surviving leaders of the No-Conscription Fellowship, and they jointly signed a 

letter to The Observer which invited COs to send stories and memorabilia to 

the author.650 The central role that Great War objectors played in the book’s 

genesis and narrative and the ensuing press discussion demonstrates how 

the authority to remember the war was broadened during the 50th 

anniversary, albeit in a limited way. The influence of the focus on the story of 

the ordinary soldier that was evident in both Oh, What a Lovely War! and 

The Great War TV series can be seen in the way that objectors’ voices were 

beginning to be heard and discussed in the press during this period. The 

book not only sparked a dialogue regarding the wartime experience and 

post-war legacy of objectors, but it also, importantly, defined the 

representational parameters for objectors during the anniversary, focusing 

specifically on the suffering of objectors at the hands of the government and 

military, just as the post-war period did. This focus is perhaps most clearly 

illustrated by Boulton’s contention that many objectors were ‘brutally and 

systematically tortured,’651 and his description of one of the Home Office 

work camps as a ‘prototype concentration camp.’652 

 

Boulton’s focus on CO suffering was reinforced by his writing in the press as 

part of the book’s promotion. In an article he wrote for The Observer in 

August 1966, for example, Boulton placed greatest emphasis on events such 

as the first CO death, the bread and water diets of imprisoned objectors, and 
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the incident in which a number of objectors were taken to France under the 

threat of the death penalty.653 Boulton pointed out that ‘as a direct result of 

the treatment they [COs] were accorded in military and civil prison, 39 were 

driven insane and 71 objectors died’, and asserted that there was 

‘systematic brutality’ towards COs from the army with ‘physical ill-treatment, 

bullying and threats of execution.’654 The contention throughout the article 

that objectors were treated particularly harshly by the military and 

government authorities can be viewed as partially compatible with and 

reflective of the prevailing cultural view of the war during this period, and 

perhaps goes some way in explaining why this particular narrative of 

resistance re-emerged during this period.  

 

Indeed, even those who disagreed with Boulton’s emphasis on the 

authorities believed that objectors’ suffering should in some way be included 

in the memory of the war. John Rae, a historian who would also go on to 

write a book about Great War conscientious objectors, noted in a letter to 

the Observer that ‘while Mr. Boulton is surely right to commemorate the 

difficulties faced by conscientious objectors … [Boulton] is uniformly unfair 

to the military authorities.’655 That the ‘difficulties faced’ by objectors should 

be the focal point of commemoration of these resisters demonstrates how 

central objectors’ suffering was to their inclusion in the war’s 

commemoration during the 50th anniversary period. The continuation and 

dominance of this narrative reveals how the inclusion of resistance had the 

potential to either reinforce or echo particular interpretations about the war 

itself, something which also characterises the centenary commemorations. 

In this period, the inclusion of stories of conscientious objectors’ suffering 

evoked the anti-authority narrative of the war through an emphasis on the 
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harshness of the government and military and also reinforced the popular 

conception of the war as futile.  

 

Objectors’ suffering was also portrayed as being instrumental to their legacy, 

an interpretation which mirrored the wartime narrative of COs as martyrs. 

As one reviewer of the book argued, ‘their suffering certainly contributed to 

that general humanising of English society which has continued from their 

day to ours.’656 This argument was also present in the description of the COs 

as ‘martyrs’ in a number of reviews of Objection Overruled.657 The review in 

the Socialist Leader also connected the contemporary anti-war stance of the 

paper in the 1960s to the First World War objectors, noting that ‘they were 

the martyrs to our cause.’658 In the endurance of the narratives of suffering 

and martyrdom, it is evident that the inclusion of resisters in the 

remembrance narratives of the war hinged in large part on the emphasis on 

their suffering. This focus is significant because it highlights how the 

authority to both remember and be remembered in the 50th anniversary of 

the Great War was conferred on those who had suffered at the hands of the 

wartime authorities. This construction of commemoration also had gendered 

implications. The wartime anti-war reconfiguration of the peace movement 

around the conscientious objector with specific reference to his suffering, 

and the continuation of this representation during the 50th anniversary, 

marginalised the experience of female resisters, whose suffering was 

mediated through either soldiers or COs, as shown in the previous chapter. 

Similarly, the depiction of objectors’ stand and suffering as anti-authority 

could reflect this interpretation of the war, exemplified by Oh, What a Lovely 

War!, in a way that female resistance could not.  
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These gendered implications of remembrance were also reinforced by 

representations that identified objectors as heroic and courageous precisely 

because their stance went against the wartime authorities. In his review of 

Objection Overruled, Philip Toynbee refers to the ‘heroic gesture’ of the 

conscientious objectors who refused ‘to fight for capitalism.’659 Fenner 

Brockway and Bertrand Russell also point to the ‘heroism’ of the objectors’ 

stand, ‘not in the face of the enemy of the foreign fields, but in the face of 

established authority at home.’660 Both Toynbee’s link between heroism and 

a political refusal to fight and Brockway and Russell’s connection between 

heroism and standing against authority clearly fit within the anti-authority 

narrative of the First World War that was present during the 50th 

anniversary. Moreover, this depiction of objectors’ heroism and courage 

demonstrates how the wartime anti-war narrative of moral courage was 

translated into the anti-authority narrative of remembrance. It is also 

significant that the complexities and tensions that the suffering of objectors 

engendered during the final two years of the war, were absent in the 

depiction of suffering, heroism, and courage during the 1960s. This 

demonstrates that as suffering became an accepted and central part of the 

war’s memory and key to the interpretation of the war as futile, the 

invocation of male suffering, and even victimhood, could be identified as 

heroic and courageous in a way that did not necessarily raise questions 

about gender. This highlights how changing contexts and different 

interpretations of the war affected the meaning and purpose of discourses 

of resistance.  

 

The representation of male resisters’ actions as heroic also illustrates a 

gendered understanding of this discourse. Indeed, the heroism ascribed to 
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male peace activists was absent in the depiction of their female 

counterparts. In the single article that was published during the 50th 

anniversary about the women who convened at The Hague Peace Congress 

in 1915, moral courage played a significant role in their representation. Mary 

Stott, writing in the Guardian, noted that ‘I am thinking of the courage that 

fifty years ago, started the oldest women’s peace movement, the Women’s 

International League for Peace and Freedom.’ She goes on to note that for 

the women who organised and attended the congress, ‘the moral courage 

was, of course, greater than the physical.’661 Whilst the emphasis on moral 

courage allowed women’s resistance to be identified as courageous, the 

absence of an association with heroism points to an implicit understanding 

of heroism as connected to men. This discrepancy is illustrative of Ashplant, 

Dawson and Roper’s contention that within narratives of war memory 

different social groups have differential access to power and this power can 

be marked particularly in relation to gender.662 The physical and mental 

endurance that objectors’ suffering evoked remained central to conceptions 

of heroic masculinity and continued to define the depiction of COs and 

influence their prominent position within the remembrance of resistance.  

 

The gendered distinction of war resisters in this commemorative press 

report was also reinforced by the fact that the formation of WILPF and The 

Hague Congress were situated within a broader discussion about the 

relationship between women and peace. This discussion can be 

contextualised within the contemporaneous gender politics of the women’s 

liberation movement (WLM). Although the WLM didn’t properly emerge 

until the late 1960s, the movement’s concern with a fundamental analysis of 

contemporary femininity can be identified in Mary Stott’s discussion of 
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gender and peace.663 Stott wrote that ‘though the leaders of the Hague 

gathering were very conscious of acting as women … you can’t really say that 

men are the aggressive sex and make wars, and women, the child-bearers, 

are the peaceable sex and try to prevent them.’664 She goes on to argue that 

not all women, and specifically not all mothers, are inclined towards pacifism 

and suggests that this association is restrictive for contemporary peace 

movements, arguing that ‘if international peace is ever to be secured we 

need all kinds of effort, all kinds of concern.’665 Despite Stott’s challenge to 

the link between women and peace, the presence of an explicit discussion of 

the association between gender and resistance to war in the 

commemoration of an act of female resistance demonstrates the continued 

explicit presence of gender in the representation of female peace activism 

which stands in contrast to the more implicit gendering of COs. This reflects 

the centrality of conceptions of femininity to the way that female activists, 

including WILPF and WIL, were represented in the press during the war. 

Whilst objectors’ identification with the wartime ideals of courage, heroism, 

and sacrifice also enabled their inclusion into commemorative narratives 

these discourses also became markers of commemoration; the discussion of 

anti-war women in terms of gender meant that their experiences were 

represented as specific to women rather than the war experience more 

broadly, and the absence of sacrifice and heroism in their representation 

rendered their inclusion into the war’s memory limited. This gendered 

conceptualisation of remembrance also continues into the centenary 

commemorations. 

 

The few articles which do appear in the immediate post-war period and 50th 

anniversary shed significant light on how resistance was conceptualised as 
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part of the war’s memory, with specific reference to key gendered wartime 

narratives.  

Suffering in particular was a central defining narrative of resistance in both 

periods and was explicitly linked to the experience of conscientious 

objectors. In the same way, courage and heroism also continued to underpin 

the way that male resisters were included into the war’s commemoration. As 

in the war, these discourses carried gendered implications and have 

reinforced a story of resistance that in general excluded the experiences of 

anti-war women. In the immediate post-war period the absence of anti-war 

women may be explained by the way that female suffering and its 

relationship to war resistance was defined in the final two years of the 

conflict. Whilst conscientious objectors were represented as encountering 

direct suffering and hardship, anti-war female suffering in the Women’s 

Peace Crusade during 1917 and 1918 was framed in direct reference to 

soldiers serving on the front. Consequently, their suffering became 

subsumed in the broader context of grief and loss that characterised the 

immediate post-war period. The fact that objectors were set apart from the 

conflict in a way that anti-war women were not, impacted upon the focus of 

resistance in the war’s memory. The way that suffering was conceptualised 

during the 50th anniversary was also problematic for anti-war women. 

Whereas objectors’ stand and suffering could be clearly positioned within 

the anti-authority narrative that was characterised in Oh, What a Lovely 

War!, female suffering, particularly because of its links to men on the 

battlefield, could not be overtly portrayed in this way. In this sense, the way 

that anti-war suffering was conceptualised in the final two years of the war 

had a significant impact on the way that resistance fit into the 

commemorative narratives of the post-war and 50th anniversary periods.  

 

The Centenary 
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Who should be remembered? 

In contrast to the limited press representations of war resisters in the 

immediate post-war period and 50th anniversary, resistance has been a 

considerable theme during the centenary commemorations thus far. In many 

ways this shift can be accounted for by the prominence of the questions of 

who should be remembered and in what way, which specifically address the 

question of authority. In this regard, two elements of the post-war and 50th 

anniversary periods have broadened significantly: the voice of the family and 

the inclusion of resisters’ stories. As Andrew Mycock noted at the beginning 

of the centenary, there have been considerable schisms about whether or 

not the commemorations should have a more critical and pluralistic 

approach than the commemorations of the past.666 The Britain of today is 

significantly different, politically and socially, from the one of both the 

immediate post-war and the 50th anniversary periods. Mycock has pointed 

out that the dying out of the First World War generation, a series of 

significant conflict anniversaries and the United Kingdom’s engagement in a 

series of other conflicts have encouraged greater public recognition of, and 

participation in, war commemoration.667  

 

The political, social and cultural developments of the past one hundred years 

have similarly fed into interpretations of the conflict. Debates about the 

Great War in recent years have demonstrated the extent to which current 

political ideology is an instrumental factor in framing the commemoration of 

the conflict. For example, some British right-wing eurosceptic commentators 

have identified the genesis of the European Union as a political ‘deception’ 

by elites who fought in the Great War and then sought to build a ‘United 

States of Europe’ in the aftermath of the Second World War. In contrast, 

some left-wing commentators have argued that the lessons of the ‘savage 
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industrial slaughter’ pursued by ‘predatory imperial powers’ have not been 

learnt.668 The multinational make-up of the UK has also highlighted the 

complicated notion of a national commemoration, particularly with regards 

to Ireland and Scotland,669 while the legacies of Empire and the role that 

colonial soldiers and communities played in the conflict have contributed to 

tensions within national narratives and collective memories. Yet these 

discussions have also broadened the dimensions of First World War 

remembrance.670 

 

These political, social and cultural developments and concerns have raised 

questions about the pluralism of the commemoration, and have been an 

important point of discussion in the press during this anniversary. These 

debates have had a significant impact on the way that the inclusion of 

resistance in to the remembrance of the Great War has been explored in the 

press. The presence of war resisters in debates about the role and meaning 

of remembrance today demonstrates a willingness to consider what 

contribution resistance can make to our understanding of the Great War. 

Yet, as in both the periods already examined, the discourses that the 

inclusion of resistance has been based upon has meant that limitations 

continue to permeate the remembrance of the anti-war movement.  

 

The intertwining of resistance and critical reflection on the meaning of 

commemoration is illustrated by a contention in a number of Morning Star 

and Guardian articles and readers’ comments that the inclusion of resistance 

in the centenary commemoration represents a challenge to the official 
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narratives of the war. As such, representations of resisters that explicitly 

consider the effect of the addition of anti-war activists in the 

commemoration of the war are illustrative of Mycock’s assertion that the 

politics of commemoration is underpinned by tensions between official and 

unofficial narratives.671 Although the government have not expressed an 

opinion on the rights and wrongs of the conflict in their official 

commemoration of the conflict,672 and have indirectly funded a number of 

projects looking particularly at conscientious objectors through the Heritage 

Lottery Fund,673 the then Prime Minister David Cameron’s 2012 comments 

about the centenary sparked criticism. In a speech at the Imperial War 

Museum to announce a £50 million fund for the commemorations, Cameron 

remarked that the ambitious aim was a commemoration, like the Diamond 

Jubilee celebrations, that ‘captures our national spirit in every corner of the 

country, something that says something about who we are as a people.’674 

This comparison was seen by some as identifying the commemoration of the 

conflict as a celebration,675 and this interpretation of the official narrative of 

commemoration is present in a number of critical press articles during the 

centenary. This view is especially prevalent in the Morning Star, which has 

been keen to emphasise the role of resistance as a way of challenging what 
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they see as the official celebratory narrative of the war. An article written by 

John Ellison at the beginning of 2014 clearly highlights this by asserting that 

‘the Establishment expects that we remember the Great War of 1914-18 

with great patriotic pride … while remembering the soldiers and civilians of 

all countries whose lives were lost or blighted, we must also remember the 

raw fact that the war was a monstrous crime against humanity.’676  

 

Ellison goes on to describe the work of both the socialist pacifist editor of the 

Herald, George Lansbury, and the Labour Leader’s editor and CO Fenner 

Brockway, to illustrate his point that ‘the working-class movement in Britain 

… was not quiescent’ during the war. He concludes that these anti-war 

campaigners were ‘voices of reason in a dark time, defending humanity’s 

corner’ and that ‘if they could, they would join with us today in condemning 

Cameron’s centenary commemoration gimmickry as nationalist cover-up 

nonsense, served up among other objectives to recapture the lost support 

for British participation in today’s smaller, yet equally criminal, imperial 

military adventures. Down with the 1914-18 war!’677 The addition of war 

resisters in this text operates as a way of critiquing the official 

commemorative narrative. The article suggests that by including the story of 

those actively opposed the war the narrative of commemoration can be 

altered so that it becomes both more complex and more critical about the 

war and people’s experiences of it. The addition of anti-war activists to the 

memory of the conflict is therefore seen to engender a symbolic change in 

the discourse of commemoration itself.  

 

This view is echoed in a Guardian opinion piece by Priyamvada Gopal a 

month later, in February 2014, which challenges the notion that the 
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commemorations are inclusive by using the example of resisters: ‘The 

commemorations of the First World War now under way … are, we are given 

to understand, intended to be inclusive … but … there seems to be a curious 

exclusion … what about the courage of those who took the path of most 

resistance and dissented from the status quo by challenging the war 

itself?’678 She goes on to assert that ‘as the commemorative drums of 

national unity start to beat again to rally us behind dominant narratives, it is 

time to remember that more than 20, 000 men … refused conscription.’679 

Like Ellison, Gopal suggests that by including resisters into the official 

narrative, the use of the war’s commemoration as a means of creating 

national unity can be questioned and complicated. Todman has argued that, 

in the past, wartime victories have played an important role in bolstering 

Britain’s national identity as a ‘Top-Nation.’680 Both Gopal’s and Ellison’s 

articles show how the invocation of the First World War as a means of 

bolstering a conception of a unified national identity is being challenged in 

the press during the centenary. That the inclusion of resisters is positioned 

as being fundamental to this challenge demonstrates how the memory of 

the anti-war movement is playing a role in shaping the press narratives of 

commemoration. Furthermore, it highlights how the implication of objectors 

in questions of national identity that was demonstrated in chapter 2 has 

continued in the way that they are being positioned in commemorative 

discourses.  

 

The potential of stories of resistance to alter the meaning of remembrance is 

similarly expressed in a number of assertions in the press that the inclusion 

of conscientious objectors in the commemoration challenges what is 

perceived as the glorification of the war. The Star, for example, published an 
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article for International Conscientious Objectors Day 2014 with an interview 

with a granddaughter of a CO, in which she notes that the commemoration 

of COs is ‘very important to remind people that there is another side to 

war.’681 She goes on to say that ‘we shouldn’t glorify war. The stance taken 

by the COs was making a statement, about a refusal to fight. If everyone had 

taken that stance, war couldn’t happen.’682 This sentiment is also invoked by 

a reader commenting on a Guardian article detailing the online publication 

of the Pearce Database of conscientious objectors in which they assert that 

‘recognising the value of such men helps to mitigate a little the glorification 

of war.’683  

 

The suggestion that resistance can reshape commemoration is predicated 

upon a belief that the previous marginalisation of the peace movement in 

the memory of the conflict has been a consequence of the dominant 

narrative’s exclusion of this topic in the remembrance on the war. As 

Ashplant et. al argue, if experiences have been marginalised or excluded, 

‘the social actors mobilising around such a sectional narrative may be 

compelled to challenge or undermine the official narrative by claiming a 

(more prominent) place within it.’684 Just as representations of the war in the 

1960s, such as Oh, What a Lovely War!, claimed to draw on soldiers’ 

narratives to tell the bottom-up social history of the war, the texts discussed 

above all seek to establish a more prominent position for resistance within 

the war’s remembrance as a way of challenging the purpose and meaning of 

commemoration.   
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The potential of resistance to change the meaning of commemoration is not 

only invoked by those who argue for the inclusion of resisters but also by 

those who are resistant to their addition in the centenary commemorations. 

Within many of the readers’ comments in both the Guardian and the Daily 

Mail, there is a feeling that resisters do not deserve to be commemorated 

alongside soldiers because this would change the meaning and focus of 

commemoration. An article in the Mail which details a memorial ceremony 

for the COs of the Great War, for instance, provoked a number of comments 

expressing disdain for the memorialisation of objectors. One reader notes, 

‘ridiculous- they hardly deserve a memorial for doing nothing’,685 whilst 

another asserts that ‘the memorial to men, who were in fact cowards, is an 

embarrassment.’686 The argument that those who had not contributed to the 

war effort do not deserve to be a part of the commemoration is echoed in 

readers’ reactions to an article written in the Guardian by the Second World 

War veteran, Harry Leslie Smith. Published on Remembrance Sunday 2014, 

Smith argues that those who opposed the war should be incorporated into 

acts of remembrance.687 In response one reader comments that ‘those who 

refused to fight for their country deserve nothing whatsoever, they aren’t fit 

to clean the boots of those who did!’688 Another reader asserts that they are 

‘glad they will never be remembered like our brave soldiers, who were dying 
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to protect our freedom, so [conscientious objectors] could do things like 

this.’689 

 

Underpinning these assertions is a clear association between who should be 

commemorated and notions of sacrifice, duty, and courage. The connection 

between the ideal wartime masculinity of the soldier and commemoration 

highlights how this gendered construction has influenced commemoration. 

This is a point that has been raised by Gabriel Koureas in his study of 

memory, masculinity, and national identity in British visual culture of the 

First World War in the interwar period. He suggests that discussions over 

who should be remembered often raises questions about what kind of 

masculinities the commemoration of the war is projecting.690 Whilst Koureas 

is referring specifically to the exclusion of homosexual veterans, the 

continued dominance of the idealised masculine figure of the soldier as a 

way of understanding who should be commemorated clearly has 

implications for the place of conscientious objectors within remembrance 

practices. Readers’ arguments which assert that objectors should not be 

included in the centenary commemorations reveal how male resisters’ 

position within the memory of the conflict is seen to be problematic because 

of a continued uneasiness at their rejection of the proper masculine wartime 

role of soldiering. The expressed desire that objectors should not be 

remembered alongside soldiers implicitly seeks to construct a masculinity 

which resembles the wartime heroic masculine identity of the soldier that 

was based upon the ideals of courage, duty, and sacrifice. Just as during the 

war the gendered anti-CO narratives in the pro-war press were underscored 

by anxieties regarding the destabilisation of the wartime gender order, so 

too does the inclusion of objectors in the commemoration of the conflict 

have the potential to destabilise a specifically gendered remembrance, one 
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which makes significant assumptions about masculinity as a historical 

category. Although multiple soldier masculinities existed,691 the one which 

informs the parameters within which objectors have been considered within 

the commemoration of war, as well as the one which dominated COs’ 

representation during the conflict, is the soldier masculinity which focuses 

directly on the martial and heroic qualities associated with the battlefield.  

 

The comparison between the soldier and the CO comes into particularly 

sharp focus when it is argued that remembrance should be centered on 

those men who lost their lives fighting in the First World War. A number of 

readers commenting on the Harry Smith article invoke this understanding of 

remembrance: ‘why would we need to remember people who didn’t do 

anything and didn’t die?’,692 ‘I had always understood that remembrance 

was about the people we had lost’693 or that remembrance is ‘about those 

who fought- and especially those who died.’694 As discussed earlier in the 

chapter, the focus on the war dead as a central part of commemorations had 

been established in the immediate aftermath of the war. As Bob Bushaway 

has noted, the dead took on a sacred character in remembrance rituals.695 

Moreover, the privileging of the dead was also tied into conceptions of 

heroism and masculinity. As Meyer has argued, through their deaths soldiers 

were seen to have proved themselves to be superior to all other men and 

were a source of both pride and inspiration for those left behind.696 Men 

who refused to serve, and thus did not put themselves at risk of being killed 

in the course of military service, do not therefore fit into narratives of 
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commemoration that focus on dead servicemen. In fact, this understanding 

of commemoration explicitly excludes resisters from remembrance of the 

First World War. In this way, arguments within the press which contend that 

objectors cannot be commemorated because of their failure to sacrifice in 

the war demonstrate the continued emphasis on sacrifice as a central tenet 

of understanding male wartime experience.  

 

Despite the fact that there has been discussion about whether or not 

resisters should be included in the commemoration these have, significantly, 

been focused almost exclusively on the conscientious objector. As in the 

immediate post-war and 50th anniversary periods, female war resisters are 

absent from narratives of commemoration and broader dialogues about who 

should be remembered. That men are the focal point of questions regarding 

the remembrance of the war highlights how commemorative practices are 

gendered not only in the way they have, at times, mirrored and reinforced 

the wartime hierarchy of masculinity, but also along the more distinct 

gendered division between men and women. These gendered limitations 

demonstrate the importance of considering both men and women together 

because whilst the inclusion of COs into remembrance narratives points to a 

more open and inclusive understanding of the centenary commemoration, 

the absence of anti-war women highlights how this inclusion has occurred on 

a clearly gendered basis. This limitation may be explained by the fact that 

commemoration has focused on servicemen, and therefore objectors offer 

the most obvious divergent wartime experience of opposition to the conflict. 

Yet by focusing on male resisters the discussion to some extent emphasises 

and reinforces war as an exclusively masculine experience.  

 

Legacies of Resistance: Linking the Past to the Present 

The inclusion of resisters into the commemoration of the war has also been 

based on the impact and relevance that anti-war activism has had on the 
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present day. As Mycock has noted, the events and experience of the First 

World War have created a debate about how it has shaped contemporary 

society.697 Two relatives of COs argue in a Morning Star article for example 

that they believe that ‘the COs’ legacy is that it is now much more difficult 

for governments to contemplate going to war.’698 Other articles and 

comments also consider what it is that contemporary activists and 

campaigners can learn from those who opposed the war of 1914-18. The 

Morning Star asserts that ‘we need to learn from them [peace campaigners]. 

We need peace movements that are international and effective, uniting 

socialists and other radicals, the religious and non-religious in resistance to 

capitalism and the wars that it brings in its wake.’699 Gopal’s Guardian article 

has a similar tone and contends that: 

 

 Many of the issues that they [anti-war campaigners] faced remain 

pressing today. They were on the front lines of the criminalisation 

of dissent, the erosion of civil liberties and press freedom in the 

name of national security, and crackdowns on industrial action and 

popular unrest at a time of economic privation. Then, as now, the 

poor were requisitioned to fight the wars which enrich the few, 

dying and suffering disproportionately … it is this spirit of principled 

dissent that we must seek to channel and honour.700  

 

The contention that the resistance of the Great War has had a lasting impact 

upon both the conduct of later wars and present day activism demonstrates 

how the inclusion of resisters is seen not only as a way of changing the 

narrative of commemoration but also as providing valuable lessons for the 

present. It is suggested that those who campaigned against the First World 
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War deserve to be included in the centenary commemoration because their 

experience relates directly to the present. The inclusion of objectors as a 

result of their perceived legacy and impact on the present has therefore 

been a trope in the conflict’s commemoration during both its 50th and 100th 

anniversaries. Although suffering was more prominent in arguments about 

COs’ legacy during the 50th anniversary than it has been during the 

centenary, what links the two is a connection between the political stance of 

objectors’ resistance and its impact both on contemporary political 

campaigns and political culture more broadly. This reveals that who is 

remembered in the conflict’s commemoration is also connected to a 

perception that their wartime experience has a tangible link to, or impact on, 

the present day.  

 

Family 

The link between past and present is also integral to the role that the family 

plays in the war’s commemoration. Central to remembrance is not only who 

should be remembered but also who is remembering, and the family is 

fundamental to both of these questions. As Winter has noted, the war 

inflicted a profound shock on family life and was therefore remembered 

initially and overwhelmingly as an event in family history.701 Just as during 

the immediate aftermath of the conflict bereaved family members were the 

locus of memory, the family has taken on an important role during the 

centenary in recounting their ancestors’ wartime experiences.702 In his study 

of the ninetieth anniversary of the Battle of the Somme, for example, 

Todman notes that family members began to retell the memories that had 

been rehearsed to them by someone with a direct experience of the war. As 

the latter died, families came to be included in the rhetoric of personal 
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remembrance in their place.703 Helen McCartney has pointed out that there 

are limitations to an understanding of the war based on family experience 

and memories, principally in the individualised nature of family history and 

the encouragement of empathy without the tools or knowledge to guide it. 

704 However, it is clear that family memories play a significant part in the way 

that the public engages with the commemoration of war. For those who 

invoke a family member to explore the position of resisters within the 

commemoration, the family offers them both a personal connection and a 

sense of authority. The way relatives are invoked therefore offers an insight 

both into the way remembrance of the anti-war movement in the press is 

being constructed by those with a familial tie to the conflict and the manner 

in which authority is exercised.  

 

A number of articles discussing conscientious objectors are focused on a 

relative of a CO. The Morning Star, for example, centres one of its articles on 

interviews with two descendents of objectors,705 whilst a number of 

Guardian articles are based on the relatives of those who opposed the war. 

One article asks the descendants of three conscientious objectors how they 

view the position taken by their relative.706 Underlying all three responses is 

a sense of how the stance taken by their father, grandfather or great-

grandfather during the First World War has influenced their own opinions 

and lives: the granddaughter of CO Tom Attlee notes that the anti-war 

feeling has filtered down through the generations. To demonstrate this, she 
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points out that she was ‘one of a very small number of people who marched 

against the Falklands war in 1982’, and that she also ‘marched again, with 

[her] three children, against the Iraq war.’707 Emma Anthony, the great-

granddaughter of the objector John Rickman, works at the pacifist 

organisation the Fellowship of Reconciliation and attributes this in part to 

the influence of her great-grandfather.708 The son of objector Sydney 

Silverman also talks about the impact of his father on him noting that ‘he 

was my role model: I decided I wanted to dedicate my life, as he had done, 

to good causes.’709 

 

The connection between the lives and peace activism of the objector and his 

descendent is also highlighted in another Guardian article. Writing about 

how both his father and uncle stood up ‘for their moral position’ and went 

‘against the tide when they refused conscription’, Chris Lawson links his own 

decision to become a conscientious objector in the 1950s with his father’s 

choice, and points to it as a shared sense of personal morality: 

 

 I, too, was a conscientious objector, and though in the 1950s it was 

straightforward for me as a Quaker, I know it is in many ways an 

idealistic position, but it gave my father and I a sense of personal 

integrity and helps keep alive the question of why military action is 

accepted as the solution to conflicts when so often it just adds to the 

problems.710 

 

These articles demonstrate how the experience and memories of those who 

were alive during the war continue to reverberate through subsequent 
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generations and informs not only how people remember the conflict but also 

establishes a personal link between the war and the present day. The 

consideration of conscientious objectors through the lens of the family 

highlights how the inclusion of resisters is being constructed as both a 

personal narrative and as part of a longer trajectory of peace and social 

activism. Just as objectors were positioned as part of a tradition of those 

who fought for liberty and freedom, the relationship between the stance of 

objectors and the activism of their descendants is frequently drawn out in 

family narratives of commemoration. COs are included as part of the 

remembrance of the conflict not only for their wartime experiences but also 

because their activism is perceived as having a continued personal legacy.  

 

Another way in which a family association is invoked in discussions about the 

commemoration of conscientious objectors is by readers who use their 

personal connection to servicemen in order to outline and substantiate their 

opinion on objectors. For instance, two readers comment on a Daily Mail 

article that tells the story of Peter Mandelson’s grandfather, who 

conscientiously objected to the war. One reader notes: 

 

 my father and millions like him did not want to go to war either, 

but they did their duty to defend their country and many did not 

return. Those that did were affected for the rest of their lives by 

what they had experienced. And we are supposed to feel sympathy 

for those who did not go. Well sorry, I don’t feel any sympathy for 

them at all.711 
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Another reader also comments that it was ‘a good job he [Mandelson’s 

grandfather] had the likes of my Great Uncle, who died at Ypres a week after 

his 19th birthday, to fight for the freedom he went on to enjoy.’712  

 

Invoking a family connection is not however confined to those who 

disapprove of the stance of objectors. Indeed, a number of readers express 

understanding or respect for COs by discussing those relatives who had 

served. One reader commenting on a Guardian article notes that: 

 

My great uncle died in the Great War. Still in his teens, he was 

recruited and subsequently trained as a signaller … [He] was dead 

within a week, shot by a sniper … I am proud to be associated with 

the family of that young man … The conscientious objectors wanted 

to save the lives of these young men, needlessly used as cannon 

fodder, and their principled stand was met with derision and 

worse.713  

 

In a similar tone, a reader commenting on a Guardian article about the 

restoration of objectors’ graffiti at Richmond Castle writes, ‘my father and 

his brother added a couple of years to their age and my grandfather’s 

brother subtracted 15 so they could fight. After the wars were done they all 

would have agreed with these brave men [COs].’714 Foregrounding a family 

tie to servicemen, whether to lambast the position of COs or express respect 

for it, highlights how readers claim authority to either include or exclude 

resisters within commemorative narratives through their connection to a 

soldier. The invocation of a serving male family member is significant in that 

it demonstrates how the figure of the soldier continues to be used as a 
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means of exercising authority to speak about the war. Just as mothers of 

serving men frequently framed their opinion on objectors by highlighting 

their sons’ service, descendents of soldiers express their opinion on the 

position of resisters in the war’s memory by invoking their serving relative. 

This not only demonstrates, as Todman has pointed out, that many people 

feel a strong emotional relationship to the war even though they have not 

experienced it,715 but also reveals how the experience of the soldier plays a 

central role in how the remembrance of the war, and the inclusion of 

resisters within this, is being constructed.   

 

Courage 

The centrality of the soldier to the configuration of resisters’ inclusion within 

the remembrance of the war is further highlighted by the continued potency 

of the ideals so closely connected to the soldiers’ gendered wartime 

construction. Courage, heroism, and sacrifice have all endured into the 

centenary as important markers for the representation of resisters and have 

inevitably had implications for what type of resistance has been the focal 

point of discussion. The emphasis on these masculine ideals demonstrates 

how the wartime formulation of both conscientious objectors, and the anti-

war movement more broadly, continues to inform a limited remembrance of 

resistance, both in terms of the absence of women but also with regards to 

how the memory of the CO is configured.   

 

Of all the discourses used to represent resisters, courage has been the most 

prominent. It is clear that the inclusion or exclusion of resisters within 

commemorative narratives hinges, in large part, on whether their stance can 

be interpreted as courageous or cowardly. The continued significance of 

courage to the understanding of those who resisted the war, and particularly 

conscientious objectors, demonstrates how the ideals related to the First 
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World War soldier continue to influence the representation of resisters. As 

Goebel has argued, the British ‘knight of the Great War’ is remembered as a 

man and civilian who had shown great courage by ‘doing his bit.’716 The 

configuration of the memory of the soldier in this way has had a significant 

effect on how men who did not ‘do their bit’ have been considered during 

the centenary.   

 

A number of press articles have referred to the bravery of those who 

opposed the war. Both the Morning Star and the Guardian, for example, 

have published articles on war resisters with bravery as the central narrative. 

Whilst John Ellison’s article in the Star focuses on the bravery of anti-war 

campaigners to highlight the perceived righteousness of a minority who 

stood apart from others,717 Priyamvada Gopals’ opinion piece in the 

Guardian emphasises different types of courage in order to argue for the 

inclusion of resistance in the centenary commemorations.718 The intention 

behind Ellison’s invocation of bravery is clear from the article’s subheading 

which states that ‘by Christmas 1914 the horrific nature of the war in Europe 

was clear but only a few brave voices resisted the patriotic fervour on both 

sides.’719  

Ellison’s article highlights the ‘brave activism’ of three campaigners, the 

socialist activist John Maclean, who was imprisoned during the war for anti-

war speeches, Fenner Brockway, and the socialist anti-war campaigner Sylvia 

Pankhurst. Ellison subsequently contrasts their actions to a Britain that ‘was 

swallowed up by patriotic fervour.’ In doing so, he suggests that unlike the 

rest of the British population, these resisters saw the reality of war and were 
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brave enough to speak out. This interpretation is illustrative of Gregory’s 

contention that the continuing popularity of an ‘image of mass bellicosity’ 

reinforces ‘a sense of superiority to our forbears. We know that war is 

horrible and futile, but they were naïve.’720 Gregory points to pacifists in 

particular as having an interest in promulgating an image of war enthusiasm, 

arguing that ‘it flattered the self-proclaimed heroic image of the pacifists to 

perceive themselves as isolated and far-sighted individuals who were “above 

the melee.”’721 In Ellison’s representation of anti-war courage there is a 

distinct dichotomy between those who supported the war and those who 

opposed it, and this is framed with explicit reference to courage. Ellison 

emphasises war enthusiasm in order to portray these particular socialist 

anti-war campaigners as a visionary minority whose ideas about the war 

chime with present day interpretations of the war as futile.  

 

Like Ellison’s article, Gopal focuses on the moral courage that resisters 

displayed in going against the majority and, in doing so, echoes that way that 

objectors’ courage was represented in the anti-war press during the war. 

Indeed, by suggesting that courage and bravery are broader than the 

soldier’s sacrifice, Gopal removes the male body from the construction of 

courage, in the same way that the anti-war press attempted to do during the 

conflict. However, Gopal uses this formulation of courage to argue for the 

inclusion of anti-war activists in the war’s commemoration. She writes that 

‘in an atmosphere of “courage” and “sacrifice” … the bravery of those who 

rallied behind the powerful banner of nationalism will be honoured, but 

what about the courage of those who … dissented from the status quo by 

challenging war itself?’722 Implicit in this question, and also in the title of the 

article that ‘First World War bravery was not confined to the soldiers’, is the 
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suggestion that the purpose of commemoration is to remember all those 

who were courageous during the war.  

 

Whilst the anti-war narrative of moral courage appears to have gained more 

prominence in the centenary, the press which was vociferously pro-war has 

altered significantly in their representation of resisters’ courage. The most 

striking example of this shift is the way in which the Daily Mail represents 

conscientious objectors. In contrast to its wartime derision of objectors as 

cowards, there has been a more sympathetic consideration of COs in its 

limited reportage during the centenary thus far. This is best illustrated by the 

title of an article about the memorial service held for First World War 

conscientious objectors in 2014. The title contends that the COs were ‘brave 

in their own way.’723 Although the way in which they were brave is not 

explicitly spelled out in the text, there is an implication that it was based on 

the contempt they faced as a result of the stand they took. It is noted for 

instance that ‘they were mocked- and sometimes imprisoned- during their 

lifetimes, but today men who refused to fight in the First World War for 

moral reasons were honoured in a ceremony.’724 The implicit acceptance of 

resisters’ moral courage within the Mail highlights how the wartime 

definitions of courage which circulated within the pro-war press have been 

broadened during the centenary in a way that allows for the inclusion of 

resisters. This, to some extent, contradicts Gopal’s suggestion in the 

Guardian that other types of courage have been marginalised in the 

remembrance of the war, and highlights how, by emphasising resisters’ 

marginalisation in the memory of the Great War, their prominence in 

discussions about the commemoration is raised.  
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Despite the broader acceptance of moral courage, there are other aspects 

related to this discourse that continue to be limited during the centenary. 

The gendered link between moral courage and heroism that was evident 

both during the war and in its 50th anniversary has persisted so that, whilst 

both male and female resisters’ experiences are identified as courageous, it 

is only male courage that is represented as heroic. Indeed, articles that 

specifically focus on conscientious objectors, rather than anti-war men and 

women, generate a number of comments that link COs’ courage with 

heroism. For example, one reader reflects on Chris Lawson’s article that his 

CO father was ‘a true hero and a brave man … it’s truly brave to go against 

the majority in the middle of a war.’725 Likewise, a reader commenting on a 

different Guardian article argues that objecting was ‘true heroism. Not like 

all those sheep who get “remembered” each November,’726 whilst another 

reader writes that COs are ‘the real heroes.’727 This sentiment is echoed in 

another comment that ‘the conscientious objectors were the true heroes of 

the First World War. It takes far more bravery to stand up to your own 

government than it is to any foreign army.’728 The opinions presented by 

these readers demonstrate how moral courage is, on the whole, only 

identified as heroic in relation to men. Significantly, the identification of COs 

as heroic demonstrates that, whilst heroism has come to encompass non-

combatant masculinities, the endurance of the association between heroism 

and the discourses of courage and sacrifice, also underscore how objectors’ 

masculinity continues to be framed along the lines of First World War gender 

ideals. Whilst there is a broader acceptance of what can be defined as heroic 
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this has not necessarily meant that there has been an acceptance of different 

types of wartime masculinities. This highlights how the discussion about the 

anti-war movement as part of the war’s commemoration is inherently 

limited by the endurance of specific wartime discourses that privilege the 

ideals closely associated to men’s experience of the conflict.  

 

As courage and heroism are most closely associated with conscientious 

objectors in discussions over the inclusion of resisters in the 

commemoration, COs are also the principal target of accusations of 

cowardice. Significantly, whilst cowardice is absent from press articles 

discussing objectors, it is a dominant theme in readers’ comments. This 

reveals a discrepancy between how the press have presented courage and 

resistance and how some readers have responded to this, revealing that 

whilst wartime anti-CO narratives are not being represented by the press 

itself, they have continued to inform the way some members of the public 

interpret resisters’ place within the commemoration. This highlights how the 

press offers a space in which public opinion can be accessed and the way 

that the public interpret, respond, and shape commemorative narratives of 

resistance can be revealed. Comments on both Guardian and Daily Mail 

articles such as ‘they [COs] were cowards pure and simple’,729 and ‘cowards 

through and through. Let someone else go out and die and I will stay and live 

to get a pension,’730 appear frequently in articles written about objectors and 

demonstrate how the failure to serve and sacrifice in the military continues 

to be interpreted as cowardice. Edward Madigan’s assertion that there was a 
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close association during the war between duty, courage and self-sacrifice,731 

has clearly endured to the present day. This is illustrated by a comment on a 

Daily Mail article which asserts that objectors were ‘flippin’ cowards’ 

because ‘in times of emergency or war everyone is expected to do their 

bit.’732   

 

Whilst the explicit link between cowardice and masculinity is generally not 

represented, there is one reader’s comment which overtly questions the 

masculinity of objectors. It is contended that objectors ‘were weak and 

useless men …. Men like this really need to get a bloody grip of themselves 

and man up.’733 The phrase ‘man up’ is widely used in the present day and is 

intended to prompt someone to act with more bravery. Although it is used 

with reference to both men and women, the use of the word ‘man’ quite 

clearly links bravery to masculinity. This comment, whilst not representative 

of the general perception of COs during the centenary, reveals how gendered 

conceptions of courage continue to influence the interpretation of objectors’ 

actions, 100 years later. Whilst other comments are not explicitly gendered, 

the connection made between courage, service, and sacrifice, all of which 

are linked to the soldier, point to the continued presence of notions of 

wartime martial masculinity in how the remembrance of COs is being 

constructed during the centenary.  

 

The focus on the conscientious objector and his courage and heroism as a 

point of discussion has also, as in the 50th anniversary, highlighted the 

continued gendering of the discourse of heroism. The one example where 
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heroism is explicitly associated with a female anti-war campaigner is a 

Morning Star article on the anti-war socialist Margaret Bondfield, titled ‘A 

real hero of World War I’, with a subheading which notes that she ‘bravely 

campaigned for peace in the First World War.’734 In a strikingly similar 

manner to the portrayal of objectors’ heroism, Bondfield is identified as a 

brave hero because she went against her fellow suffragettes to oppose the 

war: ‘suffragettes had fought hard for votes for women in the decades 

leading up to the first world war but, when war was actually declared, some 

leaders of the movement suspended the votes campaign to join in the 

jingoism of the war.’735 The article goes on to say that ‘not all suffragettes 

were taken in by the warmongering propaganda. One, Margaret Bondfield, 

disagreed with this new policy.’736 Like articles and comments which 

interpret the actions of objectors as courageous and heroic, this article 

positions Bondfield’s activism as heroic because she bravely went against the 

actions and opinions of her fellow women. The invocation of heroism in this 

article thus demonstrates how an emphasis on moral courage enables 

women’s actions to also be identified as courageous. Yet the way that 

Bondfield’s heroism is described reveals how female heroism is constructed. 

In contrast to conscientious objectors, whose heroism and courage are 

associated with their stance against the government and public opinion in 

general, Bondfield’s heroism is specifically related to her stand within a 

group of women. Anti-war female heroism is thus positioned as specifically 

female whilst male resistance is identified as heroic in a much broader 

manner. This demonstrates how Watson’s contention that during the war 

‘women could only be equal-but-different and their efforts were always 
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perceived as those of women in particular,’737 continues to inform the 

representation of women during the centenary.  

 

Sacrifice 

Like courage, sacrifice has also persisted as a narrative by which the inclusion 

of resisters in the commemoration of the war has been judged. Sacrifice 

continues to be instrumental to the interpretation of the commemoration of 

the conflict, and this emphasis undoubtedly positions the fallen soldier at the 

foreground of remembrance. Comparisons between the sacrifices made by 

soldiers and the experience of conscientious objectors are present in a 

number of readers’ comments. For example, one reader responds specifically 

to the point made by Gopal in her Guardian article that ‘many campaigners 

suffered nervous breakdowns and ill health,’738 by contending (sarcastically) 

that this: 

 

of course, is *much* worse than: being blown to bits by a shell for 

your body, or what remains of it never to be found, or raked up by 

a Belgian farmer in later decades, mown down by machine gun fire 

at knee level leaving you to slowly bleed to death in a shell hole … 

Ooh diddums, he’s feeling a bit stressed, poor lamb. 

To have any kind of memorial for those who shirked due to their 

own conscience is an insult to those who perished.739 

 

The specific comparison of the bodily suffering of trench soldiers with that of 

conscientious objectors highlights how the soldier’s experience informs the 

parameters upon which resisters are included in the commemoration. This is 

clearly evident in the assertion that objectors should not only be absent from 
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the remembrance of the war but also that their inclusion would be an affront 

to the conflict’s dead servicemen. This reader constructs commemoration 

explicitly with relation to the sacrifice of the soldier. 

 

This comparison demonstrates how the configuration of remembrance is 

implicitly gendered. Robert Nye has argued that the memorialisation of 

masculine heroic sacrifice after the world wars has perpetuated the 

hegemony of military masculinity over all other kinds.740 The use of 

infantilising language, such as ‘diddums’ and ‘poor lamb’, coupled with the 

argument that COs should not be remembered alongside soldiers reveals 

how the masculinity of objectors continues to be measured against that of 

the soldier. It demonstrates how wartime hierarchies of masculinity, which 

positioned the CO as ‘the antithesis of the iconic figure of the soldier,’741 has 

permeated discussion about the commemoration of resisters, revealing the 

extent to which wartime gender hierarchies impact upon public 

understanding about the remembrance of war. Moreover, the infantilising of 

the conscientious objector also contributes to the construction of him as an 

inferior masculine figure, as maturity was seen as central to the 

transformation from boy to man in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries.742 The continued invocation of this configuration of masculinity 

further demonstrates the significance of wartime gender constructions and 

hierarchies to the way that objectors are included or excluded in the 

conflict’s commemoration. This hierarchy has also been, in some regards, 

reinforced by the way that servicemen have been remembered. Todman has 

argued, for example, that with the increasing acceptance of the idea that the 

First World War was a particularly futile and meaningless conflict, the 

veterans of the war have been ‘ever further sanctified.’ He contends that ‘all 
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those who served are deemed to have been heroes by definition of their 

service.’ 743  

 

The way that service and sacrifice have been memorialised in a manner that 

both mirrors and reinforces their privileged wartime representation has 

significantly affected how objectors are discussed. For example, one reader 

comments on a Mail article that ‘regardless of whether they objected or not 

they allowed their neighbours and relatives to go and fight and die for their 

freedom while they stayed at home whinging!’744 This is mirrored in another 

reader’s comment that contends that ‘these men [COs] enjoyed the peace 

that others fought and died to establish.’745 The emphasis on the self-

sacrifice of the soldiers for a cause that was bigger than themselves is 

evocative of Alex King’s suggestion that the memorialisation of the Great 

War emphasised the moral achievement of the self-sacrifice of the dead. 

This achievement was their triumph over war by securing the nation’s 

freedom.746 This commemoration of soldiers’ sacrifices clearly has 

implications for male war resisters. Whilst during the conflict the anti-war 

press framed objectors’ sacrifice in the same way as soldiers’, emphasising 

their suffering for peace, a cause larger than themselves, this representation 

has not filtered through into the memory of the war. That soldiers’ sacrifices 

have been directly linked to peace and freedom through victory evidently 

obscures the inclusion of objectors in commemorative narratives in this way. 

This demonstrates how victory in the war has served to reinforce the moral 
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undertones of the soldier’s sacrifice and consequently prevent the wartime 

image of the objector sacrificing for peace from translating into the memory 

of the war.    

 

The emphasis on sacrifice as a central discourse in defining the parameters 

of commemoration continues to place limitations on the way that narratives 

that are sympathetic to objectors can represent their experience of war. 

Whilst the definition of courage has to some extent broadened during the 

centenary, the limitations that were placed on the gendered representation 

of objectors’ bodies and particularly their physical sacrifice are implicit in 

Gopal’s text in the Guardian, for example.747 While she refers to the central 

role of sacrifice in the commemoration, her opinion piece only explores the 

moral courage and not the physical sacrifice of war resisters. This absence 

reveals how the limitations of these wartime discourses of masculinity 

influence the way that resisters are included in remembrance narratives. Just 

as during the war when the discourse of courage allowed the anti-war 

community to identify their resistance as morally courageous, in the 

centenary too different definitions of courage are being invoked as the basis 

upon which resisters are included in the memory of the war. In contrast, the 

relatively static conceptualisation of sacrifice, although acknowledged, is not 

elaborated upon.  

 

As the limitations that existed during the conflict to some extent continue to 

affect the representation of resistance, the way that those who are 

sympathetic to COs attempt to counter arguments about objectors’ sacrifice 

are remarkably similar to 1914-18. However, whilst objectors’ suffering is 

invoked by readers as a means of rebutting arguments about COs’ lack of 

sacrifice, unlike during the war the link between their suffering and the 

cause of peace is absent. For example, one reader directly responds to those 
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arguing that objectors did not sacrifice or suffer hardship because of their 

position. Writing on Gopal’s Guardian article, they ask: 

 

What about: 

Dying due to medical incompetence and neglect due to being a CO 

Dying due to force feeding tubes filling your lungs with soup and gruel while 

the administering doctor laughs 

Being beaten half to death and then left on a hillside to die … 

All these things happened to COs during WW1. 87 would die in custody as a 

direct result of all the Government’s treatment of them.748 

 

A reader also responds to another suggestion that COs had made a ‘non-

sacrifice’,749 by contending that ‘if you think that those who refused to fight 

made no sacrifice, you are clearly and simply wrong. Conchies were 

imprisoned, shot for cowardice, ostracised and often persecuted for the rest 

of their lives.’ The way that these readers frame the suffering of objectors 

with an emphasis, particularly in the first text, on the role of the wartime 

authorities, demonstrates how this theme has endured from both the 

immediate post-war period and the 50th anniversary to form an important 

remembrance narrative for resistance. Yet the wartime limitations of 

invoking sacrifice as a means of constructing objectors’ masculinity have 

translated into limitations on the way that objectors are included in the 

remembrance of the conflict. Unlike soldiers’, their suffering has in some 

ways lost its meaning in the centenary. Their claim to sacrifice for peace has 

been usurped by an understanding that it was soldiers’ deaths that 

ultimately achieved peace. This demonstrates how the representational 
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limitations placed upon objectors during the war have, in some ways, been 

reinforced in the memorialisation of the conflict.  

 

The Limits of Remembrance: Anti-War Women 

Whilst there have been limitations placed on the inclusion of conscientious 

objectors in commemorative narratives, they have nonetheless been a 

central focus of the centenary dialogue about resistance and remembrance. 

Indeed, the implicitly gendered narratives used to discuss resistance 

demonstrate how the wartime configuration of the anti-war movement 

following conscription has meant that female anti-war activists have been 

marginalised in the commemoration. Although women do feature in some of 

the articles in both the Morning Star and the Guardian, when compared to 

the relatively in-depth discussions over the meaning and implications of 

conscientious objectors’ resistance to the war, anti-war women occupy a 

marginal position. In Adam Hochschild’s Guardian article on the inclusion of 

‘peacemakers’ into the centenary commemorations, an article which does 

not specifically focus on conscientious objectors or on the British context, 

only two women are named: Rosa Luxemburg and Emily Hobhouse.750 The 

absence of other female peace activists is picked up on by a reader who 

comments: ‘Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom, anyone? 

Hobhouse wasn’t the only one travelling across Europe during wartime on a 

peace mission.’751 

 

Anti-war women do get a more prominent role in Gopal’s Guardian article 

which, like Hochshild, represents a variety of peace campaigns and 

initiatives. Gopal points out that ‘Britain’s dissenters included Liberals, 
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Labour supporters and socialists; a striking number were women.’752 She 

goes on to name Alice Wheeldon, Catherine Marshall, Sylvia Pankhurst and 

the Women’s International League as those who had engaged in resistance, 

but details about how they did this are absent. The dearth of information 

about how women resisted the war can be accounted for by the discourses 

used to talk about commemoration in the press more broadly. As has been 

discussed, the emphasis on the ideals related to the soldier, courage, 

heroism, and sacrifice, have been fundamental to the way that resistance 

has been included in narratives of remembrance. The masculine associations 

of these discourses have marginalised the ways that women resisted the 

war. Furthermore, the central narrative of anti-war women, maternalism, is 

also absent from any discussion of female resistance. This may reflect the 

current gendered context in which the innate nurturing and caring qualities 

of women have been questioned by various waves of feminism,753 but it also 

means that a key defining discourse of female resistance has been lost. In 

this sense, while conceptions of femininity and their connections to both 

peace and war have shifted, it is clear that the continued invocation of 

wartime masculine ideals reveals that understandings of masculinity in war 

have not necessarily altered to the same extent.  

 

The complexities of including women’s war experiences as part of the 

commemoration are further highlighted by some readers’ responses to 

Gopal’s argument that many of those who opposed the war were women. 

One reader notes, for instance, that ‘I sense a slight feminist undercurrent 

here. If I am right I must ask you to remember just who it was who handed 

out white feathers.’754 Another reader adds to this asserting that ‘of course 
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the poetry of Jessie Pope completely negates the fact that other women 

opposed the war.’755 The implication in both these comments is that by 

highlighting women’s resistance to the war the article implies that all women 

acted in a morally superior manner to men, a point which these readers see 

as invalid given the jingoistic behaviour of other women. This argument is 

challenged by another reader who writes sarcastically, ‘yep, all women are 

responsible for some women who handed out white feathers. And those 

women who handed out white feathers are definitely more to blame than 

the men who locked up, beat up, and oppressed conscientious objectors.’756 

 

This discussion in this article is revealing in that it highlights how the 

experience of the war is perceived by some as being uniform for all women. 

The two comments highlighting the jingoistic activity of some women 

suggests that by pointing out that there were a significant number of anti-

war women, the article is contending that all women were opposed to war. 

In addition, by suggesting that the pro-war writing of one women ‘negates’ 

the anti-war activity of other women, it is implied that all women should be 

understood as pro-war. The idea that one female experience of the war 

should negate another points to a broader question over how women’s 

wartime role and experience should be characterised. As Alison Fell and 

Ingrid Sharp have noted, there was no clear consensus about the proper 

‘womanly’ response to the war.757 The clearer definition of the proper manly 

response to the war has meant that much of the discussion of 

commemoration has focused on whether or not COs, by failing to conform to 

this, can still be identified as courageous and heroic. In contrast, the relative 

ambiguity of women’s response has contributed to their marginalisation in 

remembrance discussions. Whilst men’s resistance continues to be viewed 
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as problematic because it challenged the very clear way in which men were 

supposed to experience war, women’s resistance is problematic because it 

contributes to the ambiguities over how to interpret women’s wartime 

experiences as part of the commemoration of the First World War.  

 

In addition, whilst academics have considered the legacies and impact of The 

Hague Peace Congress in 1915 on feminist and transnational activism and 

human rights up until the present day, the congress has been marginalised in 

public debate.758 Indeed, the negligible position of anti-war women within 

press centenary narratives is perhaps best exemplified by the near absence 

of writing about the women’s congress. This example of specifically female 

peace activism is significant because it was not only widely discussed in the 

wartime press but because it also represented the only case of an 

international organisation of female peace activists, including those from 

belligerent nations, and ushered in one of the most influential women’s 

peace organisations, WILPF. Yet despite the significance of the congress and 

the centenary of it being marked by the present-day WILPF, there is only one 

press article which discusses the congress. The article, which appears in the 

Guardian in April 2015, offers scant information about the 1915 congress 

and concentrates more on a broader history of WILPF and the objectives of 

the 2015 conference.759 When compared with the number of centenary 

articles and comments which focus on conscientious objectors, the relative 

exclusion of women demonstrates how the commemorative narratives that 

explore resistance have revealed a perception that resistance means 
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conscientious objection. Thus, whilst resistance is gaining some traction 

within the memory of the First World War, its inclusion is limited. 

 

Conclusion 

The remembrance of resistance at key points of commemoration over the 

last one hundred years has gradually broadened, with the current centenary 

offering significant reflection on how resistance should be included in 

remembrance of the First World War. The greater discussion about 

opposition to the war in the present day demonstrates the extent to which 

the centenary has so far been a broader and more inclusive period of 

commemoration than the immediate post-war and 50th anniversary periods, 

in terms of the greater inclusion of the war’s opponents. During this current 

anniversary, the online press has become an important space of discussion 

and point of navigation for considering how and why resistance should be 

included in the commemoration of the war. Arguments that seek to include 

resisters as a means of shifting remembrance so that it is more critical of war 

and violence more broadly reveal how the addition of resisters is perceived 

to significantly alter and reshape the narrative of First World War memory. 

This is a notion which has also generated a significant amount of concern for 

those who see commemoration as hinging explicitly on servicemen, 

particularly those that died whilst serving. What both sides of this dialogue 

demonstrate is that there is an understanding that the inclusion of war 

resistance has the potential to significantly alter the way that the war is 

remembered.   

 

The notion of authority has also shifted and broadened over the hundred 

years since the war’s end. The questions of who has the authority to 

remember and whose story has the authority to be included in the conflict’s 

commemoration play an important role in the conceptualisation and focus of 

remembrance. Whereas in the immediate post-war period the authority of 
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families of servicemen excluded the voices of resisters, the 50th anniversary 

and its focus on the ordinary soldier began to open up the possibility of the 

voice of the conscientious objector, although this was limited. During the 

centenary the authority of the CO as the defining voice of Great War 

resistance has been central to discussions about the inclusion of the anti-war 

movement within commemorative narratives. It is his story, his descendents, 

and his legacy which have underscored press representations of resisters 

during the centenary thus far.  

 

Yet whilst the broadening of commemorative narratives and the 

conceptualisation of authority has allowed for a greater discussion about the 

place of resistance in our knowledge and interpretation of the war, the way 

that the war’s opponents have been included has been inherently limited by 

the basis upon which these discussions have taken place. The continued 

emphasis on the idealised masculine discourses of the soldier has meant that 

there has also been a focus on his male resister counterpart, the CO. The 

centrality of courage, heroism, and sacrifice to debates about the 

commemoration of the war reveals how the gendered wartime configuration 

of both the anti-war movement and wider society have had a significant 

influence on the way that the war is being remembered. The focus on these 

discourses has not only, to some extent, limited the ways that conscientious 

objectors have been remembered but has also contributed to the 

marginalisation of anti-war women in the commemoration. Whilst the 

position of resistance within remembrance narratives of the First World War 

has developed in a significant number of ways, the remembrance of 

resistance continues to be incomplete, particularly with regard to gender. As 

such, our understanding of the nuances and complexities of how men and 

women resisted the Great War and how this was represented also remains 

limited.  
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Conclusion 

 

Through an examination of press representations of those who resisted the 

First World War in Britain both during the conflict and its key anniversaries, 

this thesis has explored two central research questions. First, it has examined 

what dominant discourses were invoked to represent war resisters and how 

these discourses evolved over time. Secondly, it has considered how 

narratives of resistance were gendered and the implications of this for the 

way in which male and female war resisters were portrayed during the war 

and remembered following its end. By addressing these research questions 

and revealing the changing representation, key press discourses, and 

commemorative narratives of the First World War peace movement, this 

thesis contributes to existing understanding along three key themes: 

resistance, the press, and gender, each of which will be explored in detail in 

this conclusion. 

 

The analysis throughout the thesis has demonstrated that by examining both 

men and women together, the significant and multifaceted role that gender 

has played in the representation of the anti-war movement can be better 

understood. It has shown that the construction of gender and resistance 

during the war has implications for understanding the relationship between 

gender and the Great War more broadly. By foregrounding gender as an 

analytical tool, this study has highlighted the clear connections between the 

depiction of masculinity and femininity during the conflict and the way that 

anti-war men and women have been included in commemorative narratives. 

Uncovering this connection has underscored the importance of considering 

the role that gender plays in commemoration and the endurance of 

particular wartime gendered constructions in the interpretation of the war in 

the present day.  
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These findings have been made visible by using the press as the central 

source of analysis and this study has also contributed knowledge to the way 

that public narratives shape understanding about war, gender, and 

remembrance. The centrality of the press as a space in which the discourses 

used to depict and debate war resisters have been formed, reinforced and 

contested has been consistently supported by the examination that I have 

undertaken. In particular, this study has shown that discourses that came to 

dominate the depiction of war resistance were constructed as a public 

dialogue through readers’ letters and online comments, both of which are 

unique to the way that newspapers contribute to the public sphere.  

 

Combining a study of gender and the press through a focus on the anti-war 

movement has also meant that this thesis has added to the work on 

resistance to the First World War in three key ways. First, by looking at the 

representation of both men and women who opposed the war, it has 

demonstrated the importance of considering the gendering of resistance as 

one that was informed by constructions of femininity and masculinity, both 

specifically in relation to peace but also in relation to the construction of 

gender during war in a much broader sense. Secondly, it has shown the 

centrality of the press in formulating public narratives about resistance. 

Finally, by extending the analysis of resistance to also include an exploration 

of the way that resisters have been included in key commemorative periods, 

this thesis has contributed knowledge to the ways that resistance has been 

remembered since the war’s end. 

 

Gender  

 

By considering men, women, and their shifting gendered position throughout 

the war and during important periods of commemoration within the context 

of both pro-war and anti-war narratives, this study has contributed 
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significant understanding to the relationship between war and gender. More 

specifically, this thesis has shown how the gendered constructions of anti-

war men and women were influenced by pre-war and wartime 

configurations of masculinity and femininity, as well as how particular 

gendered discourses of resistance also attempted to shape and nuance the 

way that masculinity and femininity could be defined during war. By looking 

at the gendered representation of the anti-war movement in this way, and 

exploring conceptions of patriotism, duty, service and citizenship for both 

men and women who resisted the war, this study has contributed to the 

literature which examines these themes and their relationship to wartime 

gender structures, such as Janet Watson’s analysis of men and women’s 

different experiences and memories of the First World War and Nicoletta 

Gullace’s study of gender and citizenship.760 My analysis has demonstrated 

the importance of looking at how both femininity and masculinity are 

represented during wartime because of the ways they are constructed in 

relation to one another, and how their configuration shifts in response to 

wartime developments and events. As such it supports the Higonnets’ theory 

of the ‘double helix’ for understanding gender relations.761 As is shown most 

clearly by the analysis in chapters 2 and 4, the primacy of male experience 

and the subsequent subordination of women’s relationship to peace 

highlights how hierarchical gender structures have governed the 

representation of the anti-war movement both during the war and in its 

commemoration.  

 

Women 

As has been demonstrated throughout the chapters in this thesis, the 

representation of anti-war women changed markedly over the course of the 

war, but a common factor was that the way that women were discussed and 
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depicted was consistently and overtly gendered. The discourses that were 

used to depict anti-war women were explicitly related to their social, cultural 

and political position, in both the pro-war and anti-war press. Over the 

course of the conflict, the gendering of the relationship between women and 

opposition to the war shifted so that, whilst in the years prior to conscription 

women were focused on as a specific and important group within the anti-

war movement, after 1916 their position was marginalised. Examining the 

representation of female resisters therefore reveals a shifting and 

multifaceted understanding of the role of women in war and the relationship 

between femininity and peace. 

 

Maternalist narratives played a central role in the depiction of anti-war 

women throughout the conflict. As I have shown in chapter 1, during 1914 

and 1915, the years prior to conscription, the anti-war press repeatedly drew 

on a perception that women, as potential mothers, had an innate concern for 

peace, echoing suffrage arguments about the nurturing and pacifistic 

qualities that the female citizen would bring to the political sphere. 

Maternalist anti-war discourses were consequently used to position women 

as responsible for opposing the war, which in turn framed them as the 

pioneers and leaders of the movement against the conflict. The narratives of 

femininity, motherhood, and peace were intertwined to depict anti-war 

activism as the duty of women and thus characterised opposition to war as 

distinctly feminine. Yet maternalist narratives were neither a single narrative 

nor the sole way in which female resisters were represented in the anti-war 

press. Motherhood was invoked by anti-war women in different ways and for 

different purposes whilst some texts written by anti-war women explicitly 

challenged the passive responses that the traditional narratives of 

motherhood, caring, and nurturing implied. Although these challenges were 

few, they demonstrate how the relationship between femininity and peace 

was being negotiated by different groups of anti-war women. Discussions 

about the role women played in opposing the war, as well as the 
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representations of women as leading the resistance against the conflict, 

meant that up until the introduction of conscription there was a focus on 

women as a distinct group of resisters and peace activism was, to a large 

extent, gendered feminine. 

 

Whilst the anti-war press espoused feminine qualities as a positive force for 

peace activism, the pro-war press invoked gender to negatively stereotype 

anti-war women as unsuited to intervene on discussions about war and 

peace. Maternalist narratives became a point of contention for those who 

saw the role of mothers as supporting the war effort through the 

recruitment and sacrifice of their sons but other gendered discourses were 

also used to mock women who actively opposed the war. For example, the 

pro-war press drew on the derogatory imagery of women which had been 

used to represent suffrage activists, in particular the image of a hysterical 

and shrieking womanhood. This suggested that women could not 

comprehend and engage with important national and international political 

and military situations and, in its reflection of anti-suffrage rhetoric, was 

underscored by the notion that citizenship, with its specific connection to 

politics, should not be granted to women. Consequently, in the first year and 

a half of war gender played an important role in either elevating women as 

leaders of the movement against the war or de-politicising and marginalising 

their ability to understand or alter the war’s course. Crucially, however, 

femininity and conceptions of womanhood were overt in both the pro-war 

and anti-war discussion of female peace campaigners. 

 

By demonstrating the central role that maternalism played in narratives of 

female war resistance and the varied ways that motherhood was invoked, 

this study has added to Susan Grayzel’s work on the multifaceted maternalist 

narratives in wartime. It has done so by demonstrating how anti-war women 

invoked the theme of motherhood in a variety of ways, highlighting the 

manner in which the pro-war press contested anti-war maternalist 
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discourses and by pointing to the limited but nonetheless significant 

attempts by some female resisters to both broaden and challenge the link 

between femininity, motherhood, and peace.762 This exploration of the 

gendered discourses used to represent anti-war women has also added to Jill 

Liddington’s study of feminist anti-militarists from the early nineteenth 

century up until Greenham Common by demonstrating the varied, nuanced 

and shifting ways that anti-war women were represented over the course of 

the First World War.763 

 

The analysis in chapter 2 has demonstrated how, following the introduction 

of conscription in 1916, the depiction of anti-war women shifted as part of a 

gendered reconfiguration of the anti-war movement as a whole. As 

conscientious objectors came to dominate press representations of 

resistance, women were either absent or repositioned into a supporting role. 

Whilst the pro-war press focused on anti-CO sentiment, anti-war women 

were marginalised to near silence. In the anti-war press, maternalism 

continued to be invoked as a central narrative through which female 

resistance was depicted but this narrative underwent a revealing shift during 

1916. In contrast to the way that motherhood was used as a means of 

outlining women’s leading role in opposing the war in 1914 and 1915, 

maternalist discourses came to be invoked as a way of repositioning women 

into a supporting role within the anti-war movement. The image of the 

supporting and sacrificing mother and wife of the objector became a central 

representation of anti-war women during 1916 and was used as a way of 

disrupting the link between peace and femininity that had been invoked by 

the anti-war press throughout 1914-15 in order to refocus resistance around 

the male resister. This finding adds to Nicoletta Gullace’s work by 

demonstrating the ways in which conceptions of female patriotism 

influenced the depiction of women who opposed the war not only by pro-
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war voices who denigrated anti-war women’s (lack of) patriotism but also, 

importantly, in the way anti-war women represented themselves particularly 

in relation to their male relatives. 764 The subordination of female acts of war 

resistance in the press as conscientious objectors became the focus of the 

anti-war movement underscores how the representation of the anti-war 

movement was altered by invoking traditional gender hierarchies that 

privileged male experience.  

 

Whilst the marginalisation of anti-war women did continue for the duration 

of the conflict, there was a limited resurgence of the narratives of duty, 

responsibility and womanhood during 1917 and 1918 in the anti-war press as 

a result of the Women’s Peace Crusade, as explored in chapter 3. The 

Crusade drew on the suffering and grief that had been caused by the 

prolonged conflict as a way of mobilising women with serving male relatives 

to agitate for an end to war. Combining a language of suffering and duty, the 

women of the WPC drew not only on the feminine associations of grief as a 

form of strength, but also evoked the language of citizenship that had 

become prominent during the final two years of the war as changes to the 

franchise made their way through parliament. The Peace Crusade related 

women’s connection to the battlefield with a duty to end the suffering of 

their male relatives in a manner that presented women as citizens with a 

particular stake in the war and its end. By showing how the rhetoric of 

citizenship inflected the representation of female resisters, both in terms of 

the language of duty and service that anti-war women invoked and how pre-

war suffrage imagery influenced the representation of female resisters more 

broadly, this analysis has contributed to understanding of the relationship 

between gender and citizenship, and Gullace’s work in particular.765 
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Yet the representation of the Women’s Peace Crusade was an anomaly 

amongst the general absence of the female resister in the press from 1916 

until the end of the war. The analysis in chapter 4 has demonstrated that this 

marginalisation has endured in the memory of the war, including in the 

current centenary commemorations. As the focus on conscientious objectors 

during the war has meant that resistance has come to be equated with 

conscientious objection, the different ways that women’s resistance was 

interpreted with reference to femininity, motherhood, suffering and 

citizenship has been largely neglected. The gendered reconfiguration of the 

anti-war movement following conscription has consequently impacted upon 

the limited inclusion of female resisters within commemorative narratives. 

By showing how wartime gendered constructions of the anti-war movement 

have significantly impacted on the representation of anti-war women 

specifically in the conflict’s memory, this analysis has added another 

dimension to Gail Braybon and Deborah Thom’s studies of the limited ways 

that women have been included within the commemoration and history of 

the Great War. 766 Significantly, the analysis of the war’s commemoration has 

highlighted how these limitations are intimately connected to gender and the 

way that the relationship between femininity, masculinity, and resistance 

was conceptualised during the war.  

 

Overall, it is clear that over the course of the war, and in the years following 

its end, the way that anti-war women have been represented as part of the 

anti-war movement as either a prominent, supporting, or absent group has 

been based on overtly gendered imagery and rhetoric. By portraying 

women’s resistance as either inherently linked to their qualities as women or 

by ridiculing women’s opposition to the war on the basis of perceived 

feminine characteristics, the construction of anti-war women within the 

press did not raise questions about the gender structure of society, national 
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identity, or the understanding of religion in the same ways that men’s 

resistance did. Whilst anti-war women at times challenged the link between 

maternalism and peace, the consistent emphasis on gender in the 

configuration of women’s peace activism to some extent reinforced the idea 

that women’s experience of resistance was specific to women, whilst men’s 

opposition to war was an act which impacted upon and was relevant to all.  

 

Men 

Whereas the invocation of gender in the representation of anti-war women 

was always overt, male resisters’ masculinity was constructed in a more 

varied and implicit manner. However, as has been shown throughout this 

thesis, whilst the presence of gender was not always explicit, the discourses 

used to depict anti-war men were nonetheless inherently connected to 

conceptions of masculinity. In a manner which directly invoked and reflected 

the ideals connected to the hegemonic masculinity of the soldier, courage, 

sacrifice, patriotism, and duty became integral to how conscientious 

objectors were discussed and reflected upon in the press throughout the 

course of the war and in its commemoration. That the construction of 

objectors’ masculinity responded to and was reliant on the gendering of 

soldiers demonstrates how male war resistance was interpreted within a 

very clearly delineated conception of masculinity. Whilst the distinct 

parameters of martial masculinity enabled the pro-war press to develop an 

unambiguous image of the inferior masculinity of COs, the constraints that 

these parameters placed on the anti-war representations of objectors often 

engendered tensions and contradictions in the way that COs’ masculinity was 

represented.  

 

Lois Bibbings’ analysis of masculinity and conscientious objectors has 

inevitably provided a significant contextual and theoretical underpinning to 
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the examination undertaken in this study.767 Indeed, many of the primary 

discourses that are identified by Bibbings are also highlighted in the press 

publications analysed in this thesis. However, by examining the 

representation of anti-war women alongside conscientious objectors in a 

chronological fashion, this study builds on Bibbings’ analysis by 

demonstrating that the gendered construction of male resisters changed the 

representation of the anti-war movement as a whole and significantly 

affected the depiction of anti-war women. This study has therefore 

underscored the importance of looking at conceptualisations of masculinity 

and femininity in tandem. This type of gendered analysis is significant 

because it highlights how the gendering of conscientious objectors did not 

occur in a vacuum of masculinity but also responded to and influenced the 

construction of femininity and resistance. Looking at the representation of 

anti-war women therefore deepens our understanding of the gendered 

construction of male resisters.  

 

As has been explored in chapter 1, the implicit presence of gender in the 

representation of male resisters was clearly evident in the first year and a 

half of war. Whilst female resistance was the specific focus of the anti-war 

movement, men as a distinct group were largely absent from press 

discussions, underscoring the extent to which peace and opposition to war 

was regarded as feminine. As the debates about the introduction of 

conscription intensified during 1915, the figure of the conscientious objector 

and the ideals that would come to dominate his representation in both 

positive and negative ways were introduced into British wartime society. The 

ideals of duty, selflessness, sacrifice, and courage were established as central 

to the depiction of the male resister and confirmed that the objector would 

be depicted in relation to the ideals of martial masculinity.  
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Once conscription was introduced in 1916, the conscientious objector came 

to the fore in both the pro-war and anti-war press and he was discussed and 

represented in ways that drew explicitly upon discourses that had been 

established as emblematic of the ideal masculine figure of the soldier. In this 

way, my analysis adds to the work on masculinity and the Great War soldier 

by those such as Jessica Meyer and Michael Roper by demonstrating how the 

gendering of the soldier during the First World War played a central role in 

dictating the discourses used to represent male war resisters.768 Whilst these 

masculine ideals of sacrifice, duty, patriotism, and courage were invoked to 

castigate objectors and construct their masculinity as inferior by those 

writing in the pro-war press, my analysis has also demonstrated the ways 

that objectors and their sympathisers adapted these ideals to the experience 

of male resistance and in doing so attempted to construct a parallel 

masculinity to the soldier. Significantly, the way that hegemonic masculine 

discourses dictated the representation of objectors meant that COs came to 

the fore of the anti-war movement because resistance came to be 

represented as an inherently male experience. This was particularly true for 

depictions of COs in the anti-war press, where objectors came to be 

constructed as the masculine exemplars of resistance, precisely because 

their portrayal rested upon wartime hegemonic ideals of heroic masculinity. 

As a consequence, female resisters were repositioned into a supporting role 

rather than a position of leadership and responsibility, a move that was 

clearly a gendered response to a redefinition of resistance as a masculine act.  

 

As the analysis in chapter 2 has illustrated, the gendering of resistance took 

place alongside a gendering of the motivations behind conscientious 

objection, particularly in terms of religion. The way that a connection was 

drawn out between objectors and Christ by COs and their supporters 

highlights how religious motivations for resistance were used as a way of 
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demonstrating the morality of objectors, their willingness to sacrifice for a 

cause greater than themselves, and their moral courage in taking an 

unpopular stand for their principles. Bibbings’ work has shown that Christian 

objectors couched their heroism, martyrdom, and suffering in religious 

terms.769 My analysis of Christianity and objectors has contributed to this by 

revealing that the invocation of Christianity was not always, or only, a way 

for objectors to express their faith. Religious discourses in the anti-war press 

drew on pre-war Victorian notions of manliness such as maturity, 

earnestness and integrity as well as the heroic and stoic endurance 

associated with ‘Muscular Christianity’ to represent conscientious objection 

as not just a religious but also a masculine act.770 

Yet the religious configuration of COs was contentious in a wartime society 

where Christian Scripture was used to support the war effort. Indeed, the 

pervasive use of religious discourses by both pro-war and anti-war voices 

meant that the depiction of COs in religious terms also generated discussion 

about Christian identity and specifically what it meant to be a Christian in 

wartime. Religious discourses and imagery within the press therefore 

touched upon questions of both Christian and masculine identity.  

 

Similarly, the way that liberty and freedom were invoked as a motivation for 

conscientious objection was intertwined with questions about identity. The 

tension between national and individual liberty became a significant point of 

contention in the discussion about conscientious objection and, as with many 

of the debates about COs, it was also linked to soldiers. Whilst it was argued 

by some that soldiers were defending national liberty, others contended that 

objectors were exercising and protecting individual liberty. This tension was 

clearly linked to national identity and the perception that Britain had a 

tradition of defending individual freedom. The identification of either 
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soldiers or objectors as champions and defenders of a nation’s liberty 

gendered this discourse through an explicit alignment with male wartime 

experience and action. In the anti-war press in particular, the narrative of 

liberty became an important means of moving opposition to war away from 

the feminine associations that had been emphasised in 1914 and 1915. By 

presenting conscientious objection as a men’s movement for liberty, COs 

writing in the press attempted to re-gender resistance. Consequently, the 

invocation of narratives of liberty highlights how male war resistance was 

regarded in a manner that had broad implications for how British society saw 

itself, not only in terms of gender but also in terms of national identity and 

values.  

 

Whilst the discourses of courage, duty, and sacrifice remained central to the 

representation of male war resisters throughout the war, there were some 

shifts in how they were discussed in the press during the conflict’s final two 

years, as I have shown in chapter 3. These shifts were primarily based on the 

focus of conscientious objectors’ treatment which became the dominant 

theme in press coverage of COs during 1917 and 1918. The emphasis on the 

treatment of objectors was also intimately tied into the spaces that COs 

inhabited, whether that was public spaces on the Home Office Scheme or the 

closed off space of the prison. The pro-war press focused on the men who 

were employed on the Home Office Scheme and argued their treatment was 

both lenient and inappropriate when compared to the horrors and hardships 

experienced by soldiers.  

 

In contrast, the anti-war press homed in on absolutist objectors and their 

heroic endurance of the harsh prison system. However, as more objectors 

began to suffer both physically and mentally from their imprisonment, and 

the number of CO deaths increased, a narrative of suffering, victimhood, and 

martyrdom complicated the construction of heroic and courageous 

masculinity that had been employed by objectors and their supporters during 
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1916 and early 1917. The tensions that suffering provoked in the 

configuration of objectors’ masculinity not only highlighted the gendered 

connotations of suffering but also pointed to the complexities and 

contradictions that were inherent in the way that male resisters constructed 

their masculinity. The focus on the suffering of male resisters removed from 

the space of combat in the feminised space of the home front highlighted the 

problematic nature of ascribing to the CO the ideals connected to the 

hegemonic masculine ideals of the soldier. By showing how male resisters’ 

suffering at home complicated their claims to a masculinity that was directly 

associated with the heroic ideals of the battlefield, the analysis of male 

suffering in chapter 3 demonstrates the often problematic implications of the 

anti-war representation of COs in the same way that Ugolini’s work has 

shown this for middle-class male civilians on the home front.771 In this way, 

this thesis has developed understanding of the construction of non-

combatant civilian masculinities during wartime. 

 

During 1917, as the political debates about the extension of the franchise 

intensified, the narratives of sacrifice, duty, and patriotism all contributed to 

press debates about male war resisters’ rights to citizenship. As the five-year 

disenfranchisement of objectors passed through parliamentary legislature 

throughout 1917, before its confirmation in 1918, the reconfiguration of 

citizenship based on wartime service permeated press discussion about 

whether or not the rejection of military service also entailed a rejection of 

citizenship rights. 772 Whilst Gullace’s study of citizenship and gender has 

shown how pro-war voices argued that by failing to defend their country 

conscientious objectors had broken the mutual contract between citizen and 

state, my analysis of the anti-war press in chapter 3 has demonstrated how 

objectors countered these arguments by contending that it was the state 
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that had broken the citizenship contract by preventing them from 

undertaking their duties as citizens. Both these arguments were infused with 

a language of duty and patriotism and reveal how the conscientious objector 

was central to the reconceptualisation of citizenship based on wartime 

values, not only because of his exclusion from the franchise but also because 

of the way those who supported his citizenship rights framed the CO as a 

citizen. The citizenship of the conscientious objector was therefore 

constructed not only by those who wished to disenfranchise them, but as a 

dialogue between pro-war and anti-war voices that was predicated upon 

notions of duty, service, and patriotism. The way that the press created a 

space for this type of dialogue and intertextual discussion therefore 

highlights the significance of looking at newspapers as a source which 

contributed to the formation of emerging dominant discourses.   

 

As chapter 4 has demonstrated, the dialogues of male war resistance and the 

discourses that represented the CO’s privileged position within the anti-war 

movement have been instrumental in influencing the way that resistance has 

been included in the commemoration of the First World War. This 

demonstrates the important relationship between wartime representations 

and present day understanding of the conflict. Whilst resistance was almost 

entirely absent in the immediate post-war period of memory formation and 

the 50th anniversary of the conflict, the limited ways that it was included 

established important precedents for the inclusion of the anti-war 

movement into the war’s memory in later years. The focus on conscientious 

objectors and their suffering and martyrdom continued to be invoked up 

until their release in 1919 and in the 50th anniversary period. The raw 

emotions of grief and loss in the years immediately following the end of the 

war meant that the experience of anti-war activists did not fit easily into a 

remembrance narrative that focused on those who had lost their lives 

fighting for their country. However, the story of conscientious objectors 

could in some ways fit with the dominant interpretation of the war during 
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the 50th anniversary. The anti-officer and anti-authority narratives espoused 

in the cultural products of the 1960s, and the widespread public 

interpretation of the conflict as futile, meant that by emphasising the harsh 

treatment of objectors by state and military authorities, the conscientious 

objectors’ story could be included in a partial way within the commemorative 

narratives of the period. By demonstrating how objectors have been 

included in the war’s commemoration in both these important periods, the 

analysis in this chapter shows the way that resistance has fit into dominant 

discourses of memory and therefore makes a contribution to the substantial 

literature on the war’s memory by those such as Dan Todman and Alex 

Danchev.773 

 

The limited inclusion of objectors into the remembrance of the conflict has 

broadened significantly during the current centenary. Yet, as this thesis has 

shown, courage, heroism, and sacrifice all continue to inform discussion of 

conscientious objectors, demonstrating the extent to which the wartime 

representation of the anti-war movement influences present day 

understanding of war resistance. As such, the analysis of the centenary in 

chapter 4 contributes to the growing body of literature on this current period 

of commemoration, such as Helen McCartney’s analysis of the First World 

War soldier and Catriona Pennell and Andrew Mycock’s respective studies of 

national identity, race, and colonialism in the centenary commemorations.774 

One hundred years on from the war, it is evident that the way that moral 

courage was formulated by objectors and their supporters has had a 

particularly significant impact on the broader acceptance of COs within the 

memory of the war. Indeed, the emphasis on COs is significant not only 
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because it points to the endurance of gender hierarchies but also because it 

shows how, in the present day, objectors are perceived as exceptional men 

who went against the grain, an interpretation that is linked to the anti-war 

press’s wartime configuration of objectors’ moral courage.  

 

The broader definition of heroism in wartime that a wider acceptance of 

moral courage has encouraged over the one hundred years since the Great 

War demonstrates how a wider understanding of masculine identity over this 

period has in some ways created a space in which male resisters can be 

included to a greater extent in the war’s commemoration. Yet whilst there 

has been a broader acceptance of the moral courage of objectors, readers’ 

comments clearly highlight that there is an existing perception of objectors 

as selfish cowards because of their refusal to fight. This demonstrates the 

endurance of the wartime ideals and conceptualisation of the martial 

masculinity of the soldier and reveals that the representational constraints 

placed on male resisters during the war continue to influence the way that 

COs are included into dialogues about its commemoration. Furthermore, the 

continued focus on wartime masculine ideals not only dictates the ways in 

which objectors are included into commemorative narratives but has also 

marginalised women’s role as resisters and the different ways their 

resistance was conceptualised.     

 

However, discussions about male resisters’ inclusion in commemorative 

narratives have not only been based upon the ideals connected to the soldier 

but are also connected to interpretations about the meaning and purpose of 

the conflict’s commemoration. There is a perception that the addition of 

objectors into the remembrance of war significantly alters the meaning and 

focus of commemoration. The dialogue about the inclusion of resistance is 

not only based upon an entrenchment of the ideals of wartime masculinity 

but is also connected to broader questions about commemoration itself. In 
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this way, objectors have also been interpreted as playing a symbolic role in 

the remembrance of the war.  

 

By examining the representation of male war resisters in the pro-war and 

anti-war press over the course of the war and during important periods of 

commemoration, it becomes clear that the press responded to significant 

developments in the war in an explicitly gendered manner. The introduction 

of conscription and the way that the anti-war press attempted to disrupt the 

connection between peace and femininity that it had lauded during 1914 and 

1915 in order to position resistance as masculine offers the most obvious 

illustration of this. Indeed, the gendered repositioning of the anti-war 

movement following conscription was so significant that it reconceptualised 

resistance as conscientious objection, a move which continues to influence 

understanding of First World War resistance in the present day.  

 

The Press 

Examining how discourses of resistance were constructed, the role of gender 

in their configuration, and how narratives changed over time by using the 

press as a source garners significant insights because of the way that the 

press has operated as a key conduit through which anti-war campaigners 

have been discussed by journalists and the public. Although newspapers 

have been used in some studies of the war,775 there has been no extensive 

investigation into how it contributed to the construction of discourses that 

came to dominate the representation of both female and male resisters. Yet 

as this study has shown, the press offered a space in which the public 

configured and contested gendered depictions of anti-war women and men 

and their position within both the anti-war movement and wider society. 
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My analysis of the gendered narratives, structures, and hierarchies 

throughout this thesis has shown the centrality of the press in employing 

explicitly and implicitly gendered frameworks for the public to understand 

and engage with war resisters. As Stephen Vella has argued, newspapers are 

‘gatekeepers and filterers of ideas’,776 and this study has revealed how these 

ideas contributed to a shifting depiction of resistance to the First World War 

as a gendered act. The way that the press has framed particular issues has 

influenced public discussion not only by emphasising and invoking specific 

ideas and themes but also in the way that it has enabled certain types of 

people to dominate discussion, while marginalising others.777 Throughout 

this thesis, the ways that both pro-war and anti-war publications have given 

prominence to the conscientious objector, often at the expense of 

marginalising female opposition to the war, has been highlighted. The 

enduring impact of this pattern of gendered dominance has also been made 

clear in the examination of the war’s commemoration.  

 

This study has shown that the importance of the press as a source rests not 

only upon the ways in which it presents particular ideas, events, and people 

to the public but also in the way that the public can actively engage with and 

contribute to the forming of press representations and discourses. The way 

newspapers enable individuals to participate in public debate means that the 

press adds to the public sphere in a unique way. 778 The extensive analysis of 

readers’ letters and online comments within both print and online press 

formats within this thesis has demonstrated how the public has been 

influenced by and contributed to the gendered discourses and frameworks 

through which anti-war men and women have been represented during 
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1914-1918 and included into commemorative narratives in the years after 

the Armistice. This examination of the press has highlighted how central 

discourses of resistance were often configured through a public dialogue 

between pro-war and anti-war voices. This is particularly evident in the 

analysis of the narrative of courage in chapter 2, where a dialogue over the 

place of the body and the difference between moral and physical courage 

took place within the pages of pro-war and anti-war publications. Similarly, 

the discussions over the citizenship of war resisters that are explored in 

chapter 3 also demonstrate how both anti-war and pro-war voices 

constructed the citizenship of both male and female resisters through press 

debates and representations that invoked differing notions of duty and 

service. This thesis has therefore underscored how the unique format of the 

press and the space that it offers for both public engagement and inter-

textual discussion played a significant role in shaping the narratives that 

informed understanding about war resistance. 

 

By highlighting how the specific medium of the press has constructed 

discourses about the Great War, this study has added to a broader literature 

on public narratives and the conflict such as Bernard Bergonzi and Paul 

Fussell’s seminal works on the impact of war on literature, Claire Tylee’s 

study of women’s wartime writing, as well as more recent studies on the 

topic of the body and emotion in First World War literature by Sanatu Das.779 
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Whilst the varied and extensive studies of literature in particular have 

highlighted the multifaceted ways that the war has been creatively 

represented by various authors, this study has shown how the less explored 

medium of the press has created a space in which the public has actively 

contributed to the formation of public narratives and dialogues about 

resistance, war, gender and commemoration. 

 

By extending the timeframe of analysis to consider important periods of 

commemoration in chapter 4, this study has also demonstrated how public 

engagement with the press has changed since the First World War ended. 

The examination of readers’ below-the-line comments on online versions of 

press articles during the centenary has demonstrated how the public 

continues to play a significant role in shaping the representation of 

resistance. More specifically, this analysis has shown that readers’ responses 

to ideas and opinions within the press contribute not only to the inclusion of 

war resistance within commemorative narratives, but also determine the 

discourses and basis upon which this inclusion takes place. The immediacy 

and plethora of online comments enable readers to not only engage with the 

text but also with each other in message-style texts. Whilst the way that the 

public consumes and engages with the press has changed over time, the fact 

that press articles and opinion pieces about Great War resisters continue to 

generate a multitude of public responses and dialogues demonstrates how 

the press continues to provide a public space in which the representation of 

resistance during 1914-1918 is constructed. In this way, this thesis has 

contributed knowledge to the way that public narratives about the war have 

been configured in the years after the Armistice. In doing so, it has added to 

Emma Hanna’s work on the representation of the Great War on the small 

screen, Stephen Badsey’s study of the different ways the British Army has 

been represented to the British people through mass media, as well as Dan 

Todman’s extensive analysis of how the memory of the Great War has been 
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constructed in British culture in a variety of public mediums.780 Exploring the 

ways in which the press has operated as a space in which discourses of 

resistance have been discussed and contested has consequently shed light 

on the important and enduring role of newspapers in the formation of public 

dialogues of war resistance.  

 

Resistance  

By examining the press representation of the First World War anti-war 

movement through the lens of gender, this study has also highlighted the 

significance of considering resistance as an important aspect of conflict. 

Whilst those who actively opposed the Great War were numerically a 

relatively small group, their significance is illustrated by the amount of 

attention that they received in the wartime press. Exploring their 

representation is therefore important because the ways in which resisters 

were discussed and depicted helps to uncover the reasons why they became 

so contentious, how their position within British society was understood, and 

the central role that wartime conceptions of masculinity and femininity 

played in the representation of their opposition to the conflict. By 

considering resistance in this way, this study has highlighted how a relatively 

marginal experience of the First World War was understood in a manner that 

touched upon wider questions of gender, citizenship, and national identity. 

This thesis has therefore demonstrated how analysing opposition to war not 

only illustrates the diverse experiences of conflict, but also raises important 

questions about both how society is gendered and how it sees itself more 

broadly.   

 

Through an analysis of the press representation of resistance during both the 

war and important periods of commemoration, this thesis has contributed to 
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knowledge of the Great War’s peace movement in a number of ways. First, it 

has demonstrated the integral role of the press to the formation of public 

discourses of resistance, and has shown how resisters’ wartime identity and 

subsequent commemoration has been constructed in many ways through 

public dialogue. In doing so, it has added an in-depth study of the press to 

Lois Bibbings’ analysis of a variety of cultural representations.781  

 

Secondly, the analysis throughout this study has highlighted how, by looking 

at the ways resistance has been interpreted, we can also explore how 

dominant constructions of gender impact on the way that the acts of 

marginal wartime groups are gendered, both by themselves and by others. 

By foregrounding gender as an analytical tool, this study’s analysis of war 

resistance has illustrated how groups that, in their stance and acts, opposed 

prevalent narratives and opinion in a number of ways engaged with and 

often mirrored dominant constructions of both masculinity and femininity 

and gender hierarchies. This thesis has therefore highlighted the importance 

of looking at both men and women in studies of resistance. The division of 

analysis of war resisters into men and women has meant that studies have 

either looked at conscientious objectors, such as Telling Tales by Lois 

Bibbings, Objection Overruled by David Boulton and John Rae’s Conscience 

and Politics,
782

 or female pacifists, such as the extensive work on the 

Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom by Jo Vellacott, Leila J. 

Rupp and others.783 Whilst these studies have undoubtedly offered 
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important insights into the role that gender has played in men and women’s 

organised opposition to the war, this gendered division has meant that there 

is limited understanding of the ways in which both these groups were 

discussed and represented in a way that contributed to a shifting gendered 

depiction of the anti-war movement as a whole. By examining male and 

female war resisters together this study has shown how gendered 

representations of resisters responded to one another and to wartime 

developments, particularly the introduction of conscription.  

 

Furthermore, whilst studies such as Cyril Pearce’s Comrades in Conscience 

have revealed significant insights into how opposition to the war was 

mobilised and organised during the war,784 there has been little 

consideration of when and how the anti-war movement has been included in 

the commemoration of the First World War. Indeed, analysis of the position 

that resistance occupies with the memory of the conflict has also not been 

undertaken in any of the numerous and multifaceted studies into the myriad 

ways that memory has been constructed in the years following the 

Armistice.785 Consequently, this study has gone some way in revealing when 
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and how resistance has been included in the remembrance of the conflict 

and the significant role that gender has played in defining the parameters of 

this inclusion. It has also demonstrated the significant links between how 

resisters were represented during the war and the way that they continue to 

be interpreted in the present day and consequently highlights the 

contemporary significance of understanding the wartime representation of 

the anti-war movement.  

 

 

                                        *                              *                              * 

 

Taken together, the findings of this thesis can influence further 

understanding in a number of ways. By focusing on a marginalised and 

generally unpopular wartime group of men and women and considering how 

they were interpreted in a specifically gendered manner, the study sheds 

further light on how constructions of masculinity, femininity, and the gender 

structure operated during wartime. Furthermore, by focusing on resistance, 

this analysis can  influence understanding of how social and protest 

movements during different periods and for different causes engaged with 

hegemonic gender structures and were represented and shaped by 

constructions of both masculinity and femininity. In addition, it contributes 

knowledge to the way that the press provides a space which both reflects 

and shapes the shifting public discussion and understanding about gender. 

Using the press as a source to examine the different ways that gender is 

configured would be beneficial to a variety of topics which focus on public 

narratives of masculinity and femininity. Finally, by demonstrating both the 

link between wartime representation and remembrance narratives and the 

discourses through which resisters have been included in the 

commemoration of the conflict, this thesis may influence further 
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understanding of the way that opponents of war have been remembered 

and the way that the memory of conflicts is gendered.  

 

By bringing together an analysis of male and female war resisters through a 

chronological exploration of the press, this thesis has consequently 

demonstrated the integral role that conceptions of gender played in the 

discussion and interpretation of the anti-war movement. The study has 

highlighted the myriad and often conflicting ways that masculinity and 

femininity have been constructed and contested in the representation of the 

First World War peace movement. Moreover, by considering gender and 

resistance through a chronological survey of the war and key points of 

remembrance, this thesis has demonstrated how gendered conceptions of 

peace activism underwent significant changes in response to shifting wartime 

events as well as changes in the context of remembrance. In doing so, this 

thesis has underscored the significant ways that masculinity, femininity and 

the gender system influenced the portrayal of the resisters of the Great War, 

the importance of exploring both masculinity and femininity in order to gain 

a deeper understanding of the varied ways that gender is constructed, and 

how this gendering has continued to resonate in the present day.  
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